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POTLIGHTING MULTITRACK MOBILE OPERATIONS

- PAGE 74

1

designed for Motionpicture
with sectional link capabilities (D, M,
Recording, Inc. in Hollywood, the Fx), auto mute, aux send/return levels)
AMEK M-4000 CINEMA console offers
and auto -graph equalizers in pre or final
simultaneous dubbing to mono, stereo 3 dub mode (controllable via a DEC 16 -bit
track, 3 into 5, 4 track, 6 track Dolby
,twelve-inch hard disk micro-processor
stereo, and 8 track Omnivision, with
with dual floppy back-up).
additional 24 track output assigns and
Other exclusive features include:
mic inputs for Foley recording.
Variable divergence panning, variable
Dialog, music, and effect sections
bandwidth parametric equalization, high
are three separate consoles with any
and low pass parametric filters, a unigt(!e
section having the ability to control all
tri-color calibrated LED -ramp adjacent
three in any combination. Metering is a
channel faders for VCA level indication
combination of 46 segment three -color
while in automated mix mode, and totally
LED light meters and true ballistic comprehensive LED routing matrix indicatreading VU meters; light meters reading ing the exact signal path of the entire
all inputs and VU meters reading all
console at a glance. Optionally available: a
outputs per each section.
compressor, limiter, expander noise gate
Full automation functions include:
may be fitted on each input and output.
Fader level, 10 subgroups per section
AMEK SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS
has been building major project one-off
consoles since 1970. We build consoles
for motion picture dubbing, video
post -production (off -line or on- line), and
on- the -air audio for television. We can
build a custom console in any configuration to precisely suit your
mixing and dubbing needs.
As

Motionpicture
Recording, Inc.
Hollywood, CA

\

(2131462 -6897

-AMEK
CINEMAMIXING CONSOLES
In the US:

In the UK:

AMEK CONSOLES, Inc.
11540 Ventura Boulevard
Studio City, California 91604

AMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS, Ltd.
Islington Mill, James Street
Salford M3, 5HW, England

(213) 508-9788

061- 834 -6747
For additional information circle #1

The
SoftouchTM Sustem

Deskinebu
Hardnose
Engineers

SOFTOUCH is the first

audio editing system to

offer an intelligent
building -block
approach to editing for
video /film and audio
post- production.
The SOFTOUCH system allows users to start with as
little as a two-transport synchronizer based on SMPTE time
code, yet build to a fully configured 6 or 8 transport system by
adding modules to meet changing needs and budgets. Any
combination of multi -track audio, video or sprocketed film

transports are precisely synchronized and controlled. Sound

effects assembly, sweetening, dialogue replacement,
Foley, re- recording, overdubbing, and telecine appli-

cations are accomplished
with a single system at a
cost far less than many
multi-track audio transports.
SOFTKEYST" allow frequently-performed, multi -step
routines to be executed repeatedly at a touch of a single key.
SOFTOUCH provides a convenient RS- 232/422
computer interface to BTX's CYPHERTM time code system
and other studio equipment. For a demonstration, contact:

The BTX Corporation, 75 Wiggins Avenue, Bedford, MA 01730. Tel: (617) 275-1420, Telex: 95 -1887
In California: 2750 West Silverlake Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90039. Tel: (213) 664 -5980
For additional information circle #2
February 1984
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UNITED WESTERN JOINS
LION SHARE & FANTASY
AT THE PEAK OF THE PYRAMID.
THINK ABOUT IT!

DOUBLE DENSITY

The Mitsubishi X -800 32- Channel Digital Recorder is the choice of
the famous and distinguished recording studios around the world.
This exclusive 32- Channel Standard offers the leading artists, producers and engineers the incredible Mitsubishi digital sound with
reliability never before achieved in any recorder system.
The opposing DASH format offers only 24 Channels at this time.
Ask Yourself: Is 24- Channel enough?
Imagine a pyramid divided into three levels. A classic market illustration in any industry including the studio business. The top third
represents the few studios which may be classified as World Class
Studios. The middle level represents the larger but ordinary studios,
while the bottom level represents the masses of all other professional studios.
It's obvious: The World Class Studios must choose the
best. Look to the United Western, to Lion Share and to
Fantasy. And to Nippon- Columbia, Toshiba -EMI and
Soundstudio N. They know how to become and how to
stay World Class. Their choice? The Mitsubishi X -800
32- Channel Standard.

The DASH supporters indicate the possibility of 48- Channel double density on half -inch tape in the future. When? You don't
know.
The Mitsubishi 32- Channel Standard on one inch tape can reliably
be expanded to double density 64- Channel. As a matter of fact, the
Mitsubishi error correction center was developed to support a much
bigger recording density making 64-Channel Mitsubishi double density more reliable and more compatible over long term than the currently proposed DASH double density 48- Channel format. Mitsubishi has the film head technology to make 64-Channel double
density anytime. When will we do it? Probably if and when the
DASH supporters deliver 48- Channel. You see, our future depends
upon us protecting the World Class status of our customers.
If you need it, we'll stay 16 tracks ahead of DASH.
The Pyramid has been divided. You have to choose the
level in which your studio will operate in the future. If you
desire World Class reputation, we invite you to into
the Mitsubishi X -800 Standard. Please call or write.

WHERE WILL YOUR
STUDIO END UP?
We believe the World Class Studios will
select the Mitsubishi 32/64 Standard, just
like United Western, Lion Share and
Fantasy did. There is plenty of room in
the pyramid in the middle and lower
levels. The top level is reserved for
World Class Studios. And the

Mitsubishi

X -800

32/64

Standard.

WHERE WILL THE TOP ARTISTS,
PRODUCERS AND
ENGINEERS RECORD?

24 Track

As is the past, we believe they will choose
the World Class Studios, and seldom the
ordinary. They left the 16 -Track studio
for the 24- Track, then the 24 -Track

48 Track

Larger Ordinary Studios

for the double machine lock -up. Do
you believe they will choose
24 -Track over 32- Track? Look
at the pyramid. Think about it.

24 Track
All Other Professional Studios

THE DIGITAL PYRAMID THEORY

DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES AMERICA INC.

Headquarters: 69 North Street

Danbury, Connecticut Tel. (203) 743 -0000 Telex: 703547
New York City: Suite 1530 555 W. 57th Street New York, NY 10019 (212) 581 -6100
Nashville: 2200 Hillsboro Road Nashville, TN 37212 Tel. (615) 298 -6613
Los Angeles: 8255 Beverly Blvd. Hollywood, CA 90046 Tel. (213) 651 -1699
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Made in

The challenge to console manufacturers of the
eighties is to design new mixing systems that match
the dynamic range, distortion specs, and frequency
response now possible on digital magnetic tape.
AUDIOARTS /WHEATSTONE has taken this challenge and designed the 8X Recording and Production
Console. Today, through careful engineering, the
technical performance of the 8X is approaching all
possible theoretical limits, resulting in the smoothest,
most transparent console we have ever built.
Today, studio clients are demanding greater
complexity in audio processing for their work; features like three -band sweepable EQ, 24-track monitoring, mixdown subgrouping and stereo monitoring
enable the creative engineer to meet those demands.
So if you're choosing a mixing system to upgrade
your studio, expand your track format, or add a Studio
B, take a good look at the 8X.

U S A.

THIS IS THE DEAL:
Fill out the coupon below and send it directly to
us; we'll get back to you immediately with more

information and the name of your nearest dealer.
Better yet, call us -find out now why the
AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 8X is the recording
console for you.
NAME:

COMPANY:

_

ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:

ZIP.

TITLE:

TEL:

(

Call or Write:

AUDIOARTS® ENGINEERING
A DIVISION OF WHEATSTONE CORPORATION
5

COLLINS ROAD, BETHANY, CT 06525 (203) 393 -0887
For additional information circle #4
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ONCE
AGAIN,

URSA
THE
IMPOSSIBLE.
Over the years, a small company in Belmont,
Massachusetts has won a reputation for
producing digital reverberation systems that
offer leading -edge technology at prices other
manufacturers apparently decided were
impossible to match.
Now, Ursa Major has done the impossible
again. The new StarGate 323 is a very high

performance digital system, capable of
synthesizing a range of acoustic environments
ranging from tiny chambers to echoing spaces.
The StarGate 323 has typically superb Ursa
Major control panel engineering: all important
reverb parameters can be adjusted, with full
simultaneous display of settings. (Engineers
who are already familiar with plate or spring

reverbs will find the StarGate 323 especially
easy to operate.)
In addition, the StarGate 323 is competitively

priced. For about what you'd pay for a good
plate system, you can now have a full-featured
digital reverberator.

The StarGate 323 is available for hands -on
demonstrations at Ursa Major dealers
worldwide. Production models are ready for
immediate shipment, though quantities are
somewhat limited.

323

URSA MAJOR

aw
1110111

URSA MAJOR , Inc

w

.u..

Box 18, Belmont, MA 02178 USA Telephone (617) 489 -0303
Telex: 921405 URSAMAJOR BELM

For additional information circle #136
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PLEASE CHECK APPROPRIATE CATEGORY:
11

Was this copy addressed to you personally?

2)

Are you professionally involved with

3)

O Yes

O No

4)

O Yes O No
magnetic recording?
Which of the following best describes your primary relation ship to the professional audio business? (Circle One/
O Sound Reinforcement
O Recording Studio
O Producer
O Sound Contractor

O Video/Movie Recording
O

O

the functions you regularly

Producer
Disc Cutter
Remote Recording
Sound Reinforcement

Production Quantity Tape Duplicating

O Other

Other

O

Which of the following describes
perform?
O
O Owner/Manager
O
O Mixer
O
O Maintenance Engineer
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GREAT

DRUM SOUNI.

' STANTLY.
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-

LinnDrum used on more hit records than
any other programmable digital drum machine.
Call or write for a free demo record,. color
brochure, and the name of your nearest dealer.

From the inventors of the digital drum, machine LINN ELECTRONICS, INC.
18720
For additional Information circle #5
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Oxnard Street, Tarzana; California 91356 (213) 708 -8131
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AUDIO MYTHOLOGY
QUESTIONNAIRE
from: Dr. Eugene Zaustinsky

Department of Mathematics
State University of New York,
Stony Brook, NY

John Roberts'
excellent column on speaker leads, published in the October 1983 issue of R-e/p,
and highly applaud his plans to go on to
treat the questions raised in the questionnaire. Although I have no doubt that John
will do a comparably excellent job when he
treats the three related Questions 8, 21,
and 24 [dealing with dB per octave crossover rates, audibility of phase shift
and /or absolute polarity, and audibility of
speaker phase coherence /time alignment
Ed.], these are much more difficult to
treat if one is contrained in the amount of
mathematics one can use. My recent
paper' might prove helpful, since it discusses several relevant points which, to
my knowledge, have not previously
appeared in print.
I have been particularly interested in
Questions 8 and 24, and hope that R -e /p
readers will find the following additional
remarks helpful.
Before proceeding to specifics, it is
important to have in mind the fundamental importance of flat amplitude response.
A very large part of the perceived subjective excellence of a loudspeaker is due to
the flatness of its amplitude response and,
for a stereo pair, accurate matching of the
two individual speakers, as well as their
individual responses.
To treat Question 8, it is useful to start by
distinguishing between electrical and
electro- acoustic (henceforth called acoustic, for short) crossovers. Electrical crossovers are characterized by their electric
signal to electric output transfer functions
(i.e., responses). The most familiar examples of these are the off-the -shelf active
(electronic) crossovers, consisting of a
complementary pair of Butterworth (6 or
18 dB per octave) or Linkwitz -Riley (12 or
24 dB) high-and lowpass filters, both tuned
to the same frequency, which are commonly used in sound reinforcement applications. When the amplitude and phase
responses of the individual drivers and the
horizontal physical displacement of their
acoustic centers are taken into account,
these will not, in general, yield an acceptably flat amplitude of on -axis sum of acoustic out-put response. Bullock2 shows that
the best hope for a fortuitous acceptable
result lies with fourth -order LinkwitzRiley. However, the completely unacceptable result obtained in this way, shown in
Figure 9 of my AES Preprint, shows that
this electrical crossover is no panacea.
Furthermore, with some driver pairs, better results are obtained with other crossovers, most commonly the 18 dB.
Apart from the above- mentioned fact
I very much enjoyed

-
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concerning which of these electrical crossovers has the best prospect of producing a
fortuitous acceptable result, it makes no
sense to try to compare the four types
(actually, there are six, as the 6 and 18 dB
may be connected with either polarity).
With a given pair of drivers, these crossovers will produce six different amplitude
responses, all sounding different and none
of which is very good. The reason that
there is no agreement as to which sounds
best is, quite simply, due to the fact that
there is also no agreement as to which pair
of drivers to use.
An acoustic crossover is characterized in
terms of the signal -to- acoustic pressure
output transfer functions (i.e., responses) it
yields, when used with the specific set of
drivers for which it has been designed.
These transfer functions may be any of the
four considered above, and there are also
many other possibilities. The most familiar examples of acoustic crossovers are the
fourth -order Linkwitz -Riley crossovers
used in the well -known B &W 801 and KEF
105.2 loudspeakers, and the third -order
Butterworth crossovers used in some other
B &W products. There are, of course, many
others. However, I mention these because
further interesting and useful particulars,
concerning these designs have been published in the technical literature.3
Since acoustic crossovers produce flat
sum of on-axis acoustic output responses,
they can be meaningfully compared. In
doing this, however, because of the
extreme sensitivity of the ear to very small
amplitude response variations, it is almost
impossible to insure that one is really hearing crossover differences, rather than differences in the accuracy to which the crossovers have been realized. The signal to
on-axis sum of acoustic output's transfer
function, in the cases considered, is that of
a first- or second -order all -pass filter. Thus,
one way to approach the question of the
audible subjective significance of crossover order is to audition the equivalent all 4

pass filter with earphones.

In reference #5 Lipshitz et al. report the
results of such experiments. With suitable
synthetic signals, the filters corresponding to crossovers, with crossover frequency in the range from 100 Hz to 1 kHz,
are all audible; at higher crossover frequencies, all appear to be innocuous. We
conclude from this that, insofar as transient distortion is concerned, perceived differences between loudspeakers cannot be
attributed to crossover order.
On the other hand, loudspeakers with
odd- and even -order crossovers sound different because of the different acoustic
radiation patterns they produce. Those
who believe in the great importance of
radiation pattern use fourth -order crossovers, and frequently refer to Linkwitz6 for
the proof that they are doing the right
thing.
This argument cannot be easily dis-

S

missed. For one thing, there are two very
fine commercial products, among the
world's best, already mentioned, which
use this approach. However, there are also
several other loudspeakers, in the same
class, which use odd -order networks. The
actual trade -off is this: odd-order networks
can yield both flat amplitude and flat
power responses, while even -order networks may produce a power response dip
at crossover frequency. It is my opinion
that the audible significance of this difference has not been experimentally demonstrated. It is, in fact, conceivable that one
type may be preferable in some rooms with
some program material, and conversely.
It is my opinion that there is no such
thing as a good, general -purpose off-theshelf crossover, either active or passive, of
any one of these given fixed types. All of
the very best crossovers are acoustic,
designed for a specific set of drivers on the
basis of precision driver measurements.

Concerning finished speaker systems,
world -class examples exist, using all four

orders considered. Of course, since all of
these are acoustic, none in any way resembles a complementary pair of high- and
lowpass filters tuned to the same frequency. After considering the next Question, we shall return to this point and consider the possibility of flexible, tuneable
crossovers.
Turning next to Question 24, the expres-

sions "time- alignment" and "phasecoherence" are loosely used, with a variety
of meanings. [It should be pointed out that
Time AlignTM is a trademark of E.M. Long
Associates Ed.] A few people use "phase -

-

coherence" to mean in -phase acoustic outputs, such as are produced by a fourth order Linkwitz -Riley acoustic crossover,
which we have already considered.
Sometimes it is necessary or convenient
to set up a large array of loudspeakers in
such a way that the woofers and tweeters
are placed at different distances from the
listener. The effects of large (tens of milliseconds) interband arrival-time differences produced in this way, even on the intelligibility of speech, are very well -known
and require correction by delay lines.
However, the rest of our discussion is confined to "time- alignment" and "phasecoherence" as these terms are used in connection with arrival-time differences in the
cases of monitors and domestic loudspeaker systems.
In the cases of even large monitors and
domestic speakers, arrival -time differences cannot exceed a few hundred microseconds, and there is no experimental evidence in support of the notion that such a
short delay, by itself, is audible.
Thus, if it were possible to separate the
delay question from all other considerations, the answer to the question, understood in this way, would be: NO. However,
moving the drivers axially also changes
the phase-difference between acoustic out-

... continued on page 16
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MO's years of experience building the
world's finest recording consoles have led us
to the development of two new mixers
designee to maximize audio capability in
small spaces. In the studio or editing suite,
make creative production possible with our
JH -618 console in any one of a number of
configurations. On the road, take studio
190 Son. Cora. of America.

performance with you in the new JH -800
compact console with user programmable
signal flow, built -in communications functions
and 12 m c or line inputs.
Inside and outside, Sony Professional
Audio has the answer with equipment from
MCI...thc choice cf today's professionals.

SONY®
Professio-ial Audio Products
Sony Communications Products Company
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656.

Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corp.
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THE WORLD OF
DELTALAB
DIGITAL DELAY

TIME LINE®

Versatility, proven reliability, rugged construction,
full audio bandwidth dynamic range, FULL PROGRAMMABILITY for as low as $699.00' Both
the ADM-E12 (/2 second) and the ADM -2048 (2
seconds, $899.00')are complete single channel
special effects processors. This allows you to
program such widely used effects as flanging,
vibrato, tremolo, feedback flanging, doubling,
chorusing, echo and multiple echos. Each unit
also contains nondeteriorating infinite repeat.
Programs are stored in a non -volatile memory
operation from the front panel of the
ADM -STL foot pedal.
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EFFECTRON® JR SERIES

EFFECTRON®

The Effectron JR series has token digital technology
to the Price /Performance limit. With a wide band-

The Effectron II series has become the popular
choice of the pros when only the best will do.
Full audio bandwidth (16KHz all settings) and

width (- 2KHz) and a typical dynamic range of
85db, the JR series provides flanging, doubling,
chorusing and echo to the first time effects user.
DeltaLao's rugged construction and proven reliability are mairtoined in the JR 350 (350ms,
$239.0' "), The JR 700 (700ms, $269.00')
and the JR1050 (1050ms, $299.00').

ECHOTRONTM
The Echotron is a full bandwidth ( 6KHz at all

delay settings), solid state digital delay loop. With
a delay range from 256ms (1/4 second) to 4096
(4 seconds) the Echotron is capable of producing very subtle to very spocey effects. Using
the METRONOME feature and the CELAY FACTOR
allows the musician to create bass lines or rhythm
tracks. Hard and soff (roll off) feedback and
synchronization for drum machines top off the
versatile features of the Echotron. Only $699.00'

full dynamic range (90db typ.) with rugged construction and proven reliability, place flanging,
doubling, chorusing, vibrato, tremolo, echo and
slapback at every musician's fingertips. The
ADM -64 (64ms, S299.00'), the ADM -256
(256ms, $399.00 ") and the ADM -1024
(1024ms, $499.00') feature the finest and
most natural sounding digital effects available.
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continued from page ..
puts and this, in turn, has a big effect on
12

.

the amplitude of on -axis sum of acoustic
output response, which is very clearly
audible. Consequently, questions of the
physical deployment of drivers cannot be
separated from crossover network design.
This circle of ideas is very widely misunderstood by users and, if fact, by manufacturers. The reason for this is that the concept of the acoustic center of a driver is
very abstract, and its accurate location
requires elaborate instrumentation and
computation. I believe that the second
paragraph of my Preprint contains the
first published exposition of these ideas,
which is both elementary and correct,
although those who have studied the technical papers of Richard Heyser in the
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society
will find little that is new.
Acoustic centers are physically aligned
when that part of their on-axis acoustic
phase- difference (using no crossover),
which is due to time-delay, is reduced to
zero by axial displacement. Lining up
acoustic centers in a vertical line, in general, requires a stepped baffle. One can
achieve essentially the same result by
mounting all drivers on the same vertical
baffle and introducing suitable time delays. However, a genuine time -delay
cannot be realized, even approximately, by
any simple network.
The practical effect of lining up acoustic
centers in a vertical line is to simplify the
required network, at the expense of introducing new problems of diffraction control
and box design. This may or may not be a
favorable trade -off, depending on design
objectives and the drivers to be used. The
fact that a few loudspeakers with stepped
baffles sound better than almost all other
loudspeakers is not due to stepped baffles
or "time- alignment." Rather, they sound
better because their designers know what
they are doing (and have made effective
use of this technique).
In designing a network for drivers
mounted on the same baffle, one must take
into account the individual phase responses of the drivers, and the physical displacements of their acoustic centers. Since
part of the total phase-difference which
must be accounted for is, in fact, due to
time -delay, it may be useful to the designer
to conceive of part of the network as
accounting for this delay. However, looking at the problem in this more sophisticated way does not guarantee superior
results. Consequently, I, personally, have
trouble attaching much importance to
whether a designer tells me that he looks at
the problem in this way and, therefore,
designs "time- aligned" systems, or not.
On the other hand, I have not the slightest doubt concerning the fundamental
importance of the circle of ideas we have
been considering, in connection with
Question 24, to the design of high performance loudspeaker systems.
Let us return to the question of off-theshelf crossovers. In sharp contrast to passive crossovers, active crossovers can be
designed so that they can be continuously
tuned in the field, in any number of
parameters, to arbitrarily well approximate a true acoustic crossover. FurtherR-e/p 16 D February 1984

A partial 1983 list of

recording industry leaders
Who've "captured sound"
With Neve:
Stevie Wonder

81 Series/48 with Necam II

Walt Disney World

81 Series/32

Sound Castle

81 Series/56 with Necam II

Electric Lady

81 Series/56 with Necam II

Conway Recorders

81 Series/48

Fantasy Records

81 Series/48 (3rd console)

Jimmy Swaggert
Ministries

81 Series/32 with Necam II

Clinton Recording

2

Power Station

Custom console

custom consoles with
Necam

What they've said about Neve:
"Clients at Electric Lady have confirmed the fact
that the Neve sound is extremely desirable for our
kind of music."
-Alan Selby Electric Lady New York

"Client acceptance of our two Neve 8108's has
been overwhelming. That's why we ordered a
third."
-Roy Segal, Fantasy Records, California

Neve

Hold a seashell to your ear and hear nature's pure and
natural sound. Compare it to the final sound produced by a
Neve. You'll begin to understand why Neve is far and away
the most respected name in audio mixing.
The Neve sound is so pure and natural, one might suspect
that nature herself had a hand in the design. Perhaps.
Not every engineering achievement can be explained away.
'l'here are mysteries in nature, just as there are mysteries
man -made.

Some suggest that Neve's unique Formant`Spectrum Equalizers account for its unparalleled sound by taking into
account the psycho- acoustic properties of voice and music
while satisfying the critical demands of balance engineers.
Others claim it's superior technical performance, novel
circuitry, or high quality components.
All agree on one thing: To capture sound at its purest, aspire
to Neve.

For further information, call us, or write.

Rl PERT NEVE INCORPORATED: Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Connecticut 06801 (203)744-6231) Ielc, 069638 7533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California 90046
(213) 874 -8124 Telex 194942 RUPERT NEVE OF CANADA, LED. represented by: Manta Electronic, (.roue, 204 King St. East, Toronto, Ontario M5A IJ7 Canada
(416) 868 -0513 "telex 06- 98676 6
Sonotechniquc, 2585 Bates, Suite 304, Montreal, l'.Q.I I3S I.k9 Canada (514) 739-3368 Telex 055 -62171
NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL, I:I D: Cambridge house, Melbourn, Roston, Ilert ford shire, SG86All England Phone (0763)69776
RUPERT NEVE Gmbl I: 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse 114. 1Vest Germans Phone (06151) 81764.
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more, they can also incorporate variable
delay lines to account for the locations of
acoustic centers. For instance, my AES
Preprint gives an example of such a flexible design, which can be built and tuned to
yield a true fourth -order Linkwitz -Riley
crossover, with only primitive instrumentation, given drivers for which the locations of their acoustic centers are known.
All engineering design involves compromise. The more flexible we make the design,
the more complex and costly it will be, and
the more difficult it will be to set it up properly to achieve its full potential. My design,
just mentioned, is not tuneable in crossover frequency and adding this feature
-necessary to a general-purpose off-theshelf crossover would take it out of the
realm of commercially feasible products.
A reasonable and attractive compromise, which is easy to set up, is a switchable
18/24 dB per octave electrical crossover,
which can be tuned in crossover frequency,
together with an equalizer. This makes
available the three responses most likely
to produce a fortuitous decent result (the 18
dB per octave output can be connected
with either polarity). If, in addition, it is
possible to physically adjust the horizontal displacement of acoustic centers, we
have sufficient freedom to achieve a good
result, even before equalization, with
almost any pair of drivers whose responses
overlap. Otherwise, we may require a
short, adjustable delay line.
The answers to both parts of Question 21

-

is: YES.

The effects of polarity reversal are subtle, but clearly audible; see reference #5.
The audibility of phase question has

been (hotly ?) debated at length, for many
years. At long last, in the most unexpected
way, it has been recently answered by Fincham7. Fincham demonstrated, with a
synthetic low- frequency tone burst signal
which sounds something like a single
drum beat, that the phase -distortion introduced by the conventional analog recor-

d /reproduce chain and a conventional
loudspeaker is clearly audible to all listen-

ers. The effect is much more subtle, but still
audible, with suitable digitally recorded
music signals. However, it cannot be demonstrated with standard recorded analog

signals.

I believe that Fincham's discovery,
together with the availability of digital
signals which are free from low- frequency
noise, has some interesting consequences
for the short -term development of loudspeakers for the most critical applications.
I believe that we can look forward to the
disappearance of all sorts of vented boxes,
transmission lines, etc., in favor of closed
boxes which are electronically equalized to
yield B2 (second-order Butterworth)
responses with very low cut-off frequencies. Since, more generally, low-frequency
distortion now appears to be more important than was formerly believed to be the
case, we may also see more of motion feedback. In the absence of Fincham's discovery, of which I expect John Roberts was
already aware when he wrote the Questionnaire, it would have made sense to ask
Question 25: What box alignment do you

prefer?

Finally, digital filter techniques free us
from the amplitude /phase relations which
we have so long believed to be cast in stone.

Thus, in the slightly longer run, we can
also look forward to digital crossover networks, based entirely on psycho -acoustic
considerations, without regard for the
engineering compromises we have had to
live with for so long, and which will make
everything I have just said part of ancient
history.
I am neither a "Golden Ear," nor a
"Meter Reader." The ear is the final arbiter
of subjective quality. However, I also
believe that the concordance between
properly carried out precision measurements and subjective quality is very much
better than is commonly believed to be the
case, at least in some circles. There are, of
course, some disparities, some of which are
quite serious. However, it is my conviction
that these are much more the consequences of the limitations of the present state of
our knowledge of psycho-acoustics, than of
anything else. We simply do not know
what to look for in the measurements.
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Adds depth as well as width to your stereo recordings!
The new Studio Technologies Stereo Simu-

lator Model An -1 takes any mono track and
processes it into two stereo tracks that
closely resemble a good two -mike stereo
pickup. Using a new method of random distributed incoherence, the An -l's output
signals are totally mono compatible. Unlike

some previous stereo synthesizers, there is no
unnatural bass left-treble right sensation or
large gaps in the frequency response of
either channel.

Modulation controls are provided for stereo
chorusing as well as other previously unobtainable effects.
Hear it at your dealer or write for a free cassette demo.

Studio Technologies, Inc.
6666 North Lincoln Ave.. Lincolnwood. IL 60645
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Peavey Electronics, the leading manufacturer of professional
sound equipment, presents the Mark IV" monitor console. The
Mark IV" Professional console is the successful result of extensive
research and development efforts as well as constant monitoring
of the needs of professional musicians, sound technicians and
sound companies. This exquisite system represents truly
exceptional and professional products that have outperformed
competitive systems costing much, much more than the Peavey

Mark IV-.

Housed in a sturdy protective flight case, the Mark RV' is
loaded with many features that allow you to provide up to eight
separate mixes with an input impedance of 5000 ohms, balanced
input. passive splitter, and Peavey's unique Remote Talk Com'"
system which allows the monitor mix engineer to communicate
with other technicians ... such as the show director, lighting
crew, out -front engineer, etc.
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To complete the perfect monitor system, Peavey offers the
finest monitor enclosures available. The 1245' ", 1545'" and
2445'. feature Peavey's Black Widow" Super Structure'"
speakers, built -in biamp capabilities and a rugged road case. A new
addition to this line of monitor systems is the all -new 112CX'" and
115CX'" Coaxial monitor enclosures. Peavey's Coaxial Program
is yet another breakthrough in transducer technology. Both the
112CX'" and 115CX'" offer a dual angle (30 or 60
in a
compact enclosure with biamp abilities.
Stop by your Authorized Peavey Dealer and see for yourself
the extensive line of Peavey monitor systems. You won't believe
how advanced and precise these systems are.
After all if you're in the music business to succeed, you need
the very best.
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Professional audio from the number one supplier
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Sales:

Westlake's sales staff is ready
to supply you with up- to -date
information regarding

new equipment,
its features,
availability and
competitive
prices.

Ampex, 3M, MCI /Sony, Otari, Soundcraft, JBL,
U.R.E.I., Westlake Audio, Aphex, AKG,
Neumann, Sennheiser, Shure, White, Eventide,
Lexicon, Crown, BGW, A.D.R., Yamaha, BTX,
Valley People, DBX, Bryston, Studer /ReVox
and many other professional lines.

Demonstration Facilities:
Unequaled in the industry are
Westlake's demonstration
facilities -from Audio/Video
sweetening to demo production, broadcast to world class
studio equipment.
Service:
Before and after the sale,
Westlake's technical staff is at
work to assure a professional
interface of the equipment to
your system. Our staff is
familiar with all of the various technologies in use today.

from acoustic design
to down beat...

Westlake
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Professional Audio Sales Group
7265 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90046
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POSITIVE FEEDBACK
from: Lance D. Abair
Burlington, NC
Just a brief note to express my satisfaction with all of the great information R -e /p
is feeding us. Between engineering and
producing in a 24 -track facility in Burlington, North Carolina, and performing in
live concert situations, I find that you are
covering both bases quite well, especially
in the case of that new guy, Dave Scheir-

man. His articles always seem to include
all of the stuff you always wanted to read,
but no one seemed able to write.
Keep up the good work!

Editor's Note: Thanks for the positive

feedback; it's always pleasing to hear from
satisfied readers. By the way, it might be
worth pointing out that our "new guy,"
David Scheirman, has been writing for Rep on a regular basis since the June 1982

issue, and also serves as our live performance consulting editor.

NOISE LEVEL MEASUREMENTS

tration of the proverb of unknown origin
which goes something like: "He who sits at
the bottom of a well observing the sky is
likely to become an expert in things over

his head."
In reply to Mr. Davis' specific allegations, I will first say that, while indeed
most contemporary audio engineers are
not aware of the differentiation between
the classic terms "signal level" and "voltage amplitude," or between "gains and
losses" and "voltage amplification," it
happens that I am well aware of the textbook differences. I consider that Mr. Davis
has done a great disservice to the readers
by simply making snide remarks toward
myself and R -e /p about obscure points
points which the average reader will not
understand, without offering appropriate
clarification such that these readers might
comprehend what he is talking about.
So, since Mr. Davis chooses the role of
antagonist over that of educator, I shall do
the job which he has left undone.
In the early days of electronics when
most of the "classic" texts were written (i.e.
the Twenties and Thirties) essentially all
American systems were interconnected on
the basis of "power matching." This
simply means they were structured for the
maximal transfer of power from one stage
to the next. Now, the maximum transference of power occurs when the output
impedance of the driving stage is equal to
the input impedance of the driven stage. It
was also common to employ isolation
transformers between stages of a system,
and transformers work best only at one
specific impedance.
... continued

-

President
Synergetic Audio Concepts
San Juan Capistrano, CA

from: Don Davis,

With reference to the article, "Performing Meaningful Noise Level Measurements in Theory and Practice," published
in the October 1983 issue of R -e/p, it is
discouraging to find that Paul Buff, after
six years, still doesn't know the difference
between "signal level" and "voltage
amplitude," and that he feels the use of the
"dBm is irrelevant."
The technique he suggests is indeed
irrelevant if correct "gains and losses" are
to be obtained rather than "voltage amplification" figures. R -e/p and Paul Buff
should correct this fundamental error so as
not to mislead too many young readers.

Reply from: Paul Buff,
Technical Consultant,
Valley People, Inc.
What I believe we have here is an orches-

UNCOMPROMISING
WIRELESS
MICROPHONES

fr/410,

-

11

`

Finally, you can choose a wireless mic to fit the application. The Telex WHM -300, the electret wireless
transmitter mic for uncompromising speech
clarity. Or a Telex WHM -400 dynamic wireless transmitting mic for vocal entertainment with rich, full bodied audio quality.
-1
Both elegantly tapered and without
trailing antenna wires. Or select
the miniature electret WLM -100
lavalier mic (or any standard
dynamic mic) with our belt pack transmitter.

/

Combined with the superb
Telex dual diversity* FM
receiver, you'll have a
wireless system that is
as good as any hard
wired mic, and at a
reasonable price.
Write us today for
full details.

Quality products for the Audio Professional

/r
4
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TELEX
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC
'U

S

Patent No 4293955 Other patents applied for

9000 Aldrich Ave So Minneapoir. MN 55420 U S A
Office 711. Centre Affaires Paris Nord 93153 Le Blanc Mesn,i France

Europe Le Bonaparte
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In the interest of standardization, and
after many proposals and various standards, most of the industry (then primarily
the broadcast industry) settled upon a
standard where all outputs exhibited a
600 -ohm internal impedance, while all
inputs presented a 600 -ohm load impedance. At the same time, the term "signal
level" was used to define the amount of
signal power present at any circuit point,
while the terms "gains and losses" refered
to the amount of power amplification or
attenuation.

600 -ohm impedance. Some factions of the
industry chose to use other power reference
levels, specifically 6, 10, 12.5 and 50 milli -

The term "dBm" was used to define

watts. One common notation was simply
"dB," which indicated relevance to 6 mil liwatts in a 500 -ohm circuit. Nevertheless,
all of these terms were used to denote signal (or noise) power, not voltage.
When the specific specification of signal
voltages, rather than power, was desired,
classic texts employed the terms "voltage
amplitude" and "voltage amplification,"
or "voltage amplification factor."
Now, onto the dB itself. From a textbook
sense, the term "dB" can only be used to
define the ratio of one power versus
another, based on the formula
dB= 10log(Pl /P2). Thus, from a classic
sense, the expression of voltage amplifica-

"signal level" (signal power), with "0
dBm" representing a signal power level of
1 milliwatt, usually at the standardized
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We invite you
to experience the future
of audio excellence: Our new
custom -crafted 68- channel digital logic
controlled console. NeveINECAM® automation.
Designed and built by Sunset Industries.

Today at Sunset Sound.
RSVP 469 -1186 to Craig ï-1übler, studio manager.

3)Sunset sound,
Sunset Sound 6650 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood. CA 90028
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tion may not be made in terms of dB, since
a 10 -fold increase in voltage may, or may
not, relate to a 20 dB (100 fold) increase in
power, depending on whether or not the
input and output impedances are equal.
So, then, according to the classic texts,
and I suppose also according to Mr. Davis,
the common op -amp circuit into which one
puts 1 volt and gets out 10 volts cannot be
stated as having a gain of 20 dB. Now, I
know this is true, from a purist point of
view. But, nevertheless, modern texts such
as those issued by everyone ranging from
the RCAs and Motorolas, down to the lowliest authors, commonly use the terms
"gains and losses," and "signal level," as
specifications of voltages, and express
them in terms of dB, without reference to
the power dynamics of the circuit or
system.
Mr. Davis it would appear, stands as a
lonely voice in the wind, obstinately refusing to acknowledge the chosen language of
the contemporary masses.
Finally, the term "dBm ": I do not feel the
term is irrelevant at all. It is fully relevant
in the context of its definition the measurement of power levels. In modern audio
systems, however, power-matching has
long ago given way to the optimization of
voltage transfer. Near-zero output impedances typically feed high input impedances, and power transfer is rarely of consequence, save speaker amplifiers and old
broadcast installations. When we measure
signal levels (yes, "signal levels ") we are
usually, in fact, measuring voltages, and
are almost never concerned with the actual
power level. To wrongly express these voltage measurements in terms of dBm is not
only incorrect and irrelevant, but is fully
confusing to those knowledgable engineers who do comprehend the true meaning of the term "dBm."
I might point out that since the publication of my articles on this subject of some
six years ago, there is a much greater
awareness of the proper terminology of
signal -voltage specifications, and that
any number of manufacturers have
chosen to amend their previous method of
wrongly specifying voltages in dBm, in
favor of the correct terminologies such as
dBv re: 0.775 VRMS, dBV, dBU, and such.
Indeed, I believe the record will show
that this writer, via the pages of R -e/p and
other publications, has succeeded in making more clear a subject which Mr. Davis
seems intent on muddying. So, let Mr.
Davis teach his students the language of
the ancients, but when they leave his

469 -1186

PRESSURE ZONE MICROPHONES
A Correction

It would appear that gremlins struck
during copy preparation for Stephen F.
Temmer's "Letter to The Editor," published on page 13 of the December 1983
issue. Specifically, in the paragraph on
page 14, in which the author considers the
affects of direct and reverberant sound fields (referring to Figures 2A and 2B), the
solid angles mentioned should have read
"two -pi" and "four -pi" steradians, to
designate a hemisphere and sphere,
respectively. Our apologies for any confusion that may have resulted from this
minor error Editor.

-

Like all of our people, Mike is a self - starter.
Getting him to stop is another story.
You may not know us firsthand, but you probably know our reputation.
We're known for people like Mike, who don't stop until the job is done right.

And we back up our hardworking people with an unusually wide range of
products at competitive prices, unprecedented parts support and our unique
demo facilities.
Today, Martin is regarded by most professionals as the number one studio
equipment dealer in the country. And while being the biggest may be great,
being known as the best is even better.

Put us to work for you.

im martin audio

Martin's comprehensive product range includes: Harrison Systems.

Otaari MIR Series, Sound Workshop, AD &R /SCAMP,
AKG, Ampex, Aphex, ATI, Audioarts, Auratone, Beyer, BOW, BTX, Calrec. Clear -Com, Crown /PZM, CSI, dbx,
dbx /digital,
Deltalab, Denon, DISKMIX, Dolby, Ecoplate, EV, Eventide, Fostex, H /H, HME, Klark Teknik, JBL, Lexicon, LinnDrum, Marshall,
McIntosh, Micmix /Nester Room, MXR, Neumann, Orban, Otari. Ramsa, RTS, Sennheiser, Shure, Simon Systems,
Sony Pro
Audio, Sony Video, Studer/ Revox. Tannoy. TASCAM, Technics, 360 Systems, UREi, Ursa Major, Valley People,
Visonik, White,
Yamaha, and many more Martin Audio -Video Corp., 423 W. 55th Street, New Yolk, NY 10019 (212)
541 -5900 Telex 971846
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to use this term today, without explaining
its meaning, most spec readers would say
"Huh ... what does dBU mean?" Perhaps
the best way would be for a manufacturer
to state his specifications with "dBU *,"
then explain in a footnote that dBU and
dBv re: 0.775 VRMS have the same
meaning.
DOD

advocated using the European dBu and
dBU specification, to prevent confusion
between dBv (0 dB = 0.775 VRMS), and
dBV (0 dB = 1.0 VRMS). I cannot agree
more with what the writer says. The term
"dBU" automatically defines what we are
a signal volusually measuring today
tage relative to 0.775 VRMS. Unfortunately, if a manufacturer in America were

LETTERS
tutorship let them begin to learn the
"slang" adopted by the rest of the world,
lest they remain in the well of archaism,
along with their mentor.
Finally, in answer to the letter in the
December issue from Steven Graham, who

-

make an audible difference, and 12% said
No. (I wonder if they read my column in the
same issue?)
#5: 63% said slew rate does make a difference, and 12% answered correctly that it
doesn't.
#6: 50% answered that negative feedback
improves sound, and 50% said it doesn't.
#7: Nobody voted against capacitors
being audible, and only 12% didn't vote.
(See Part II of this issue's column for my
opinion on the matter.)
#8: The spread was 25% for 6 dB per
octave, 25% for 24 dB, 12% for 12 dB, and
12% for 18 dB per octave crossovers. [See
this month's Letter's column for some
additional input on the subject Ed.]
#9: 75% voted against tubes, and 25%
voted for. (I wonder if it was the same 25%
who voted for digital?)
#10: A perfect 50/50 split for discrete
components. (I agree with half of you.)
#11: 75% favor moving -coil cartridges,
with no votes against. (I'm not going to
vote against.)
#12: 75% feel half-speed mastering
makes a difference, while 25% don't.
#13: We actually got some votes for
adding weights. (Could somebody out

EXPOSING AUDIO MYTHOLOGY
Laying to Rest some of the Pro -Audio
Industry's more obvious "Old Wives Tales"

John Roberts

by

Question #1: 25% of the respondents
favor the sound of digital audio; 50% do
not; and another 25% didn't vote. While in
previous columns I have already covered
digital audio in general terms, I am more
than willing to re -open the discussion.
Perhaps a few of the 50% who do not favor
digital audio can tell us what they didn't
like about the sound; specific examples of
digital weakneses would be useful.
#2: The poor transformer did worse than
digital; 63% voted No, with nobody favoring the sound. (This was a trick question,
however, since a good transformer circuit
shouldn't have a characteristic sound.)

This month we'll review the results we

have received so far from the opinion
survey and questionnaire that was published in the October issue. Part II will
include a look at the non-ideal characteristics of capacitors.
The Survey
Before we get into the numbers, I'd like
to offer a word of caution: the results I've
received from the October questionnaire
do not represent a scientific sample, and
the questions were not properly framed for
easy yes/no answers. Therefore, the following statistics may not be representative of any larger group. Nevertheless, the
results will perfectly describe the answers
of the industry leaders that did respond.

-

#3: 38% voted for gold -plated jacks, while
50% voted nay.
#4: 88% voted that speaker wire does

PULSAR LABS, INC.

NOW
AVAILABLE

Matrix Mixing Consoles
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Line /mic switch
Phase reverse switch
High pass filter
EQ in /out switch
Mute switch
Variable gain (45 dB)
Two monitor sends
Two effects sends
Direct out (' < ")
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3 level 3 LED

100 mm fader
Effects may be switched into

Two individual effects
modules
5 band EQ dual peak
reading meters (effects &
monitors)
Access in /out on effects &
monitors
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Cue send

EFFECTS
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Access in & out (Y. ")
Cue send
100 mm fader
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SWEEP EO

the matrix
LED metering on effects &
O
monitors

TALKBACK

Priority interrupt cue system
48 volt phantom power
Dual stereo headphone jacks
LED dual peak reading meter
on cue
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& FEATURES
Extensive headphone
monitoring

Optional

FEATURES

coThp- limiters, etc.

Totally modular - no point
to point wiring
Active gain stages for low
noise and extended dynamic
range
5 band graphic or
parametric EQ
Total patching through access
in /out on all modules
Solid oak frame /steel sub -frame

PULSAR LABO RATORIES, INC. 3200 GILCHRIST RD. MOGADORE, OHIO 44260
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board signal

processir, such as

Frequency response 20 20 KHZ + or -.5d&
EIN 20 - 20 KHZ - 129 dBV
Distortion - less than .02%
Crosstalk - 74 dB (odd pairs)
Max. mic gain - 105 dB
Max. line gain - 74 dB
Max. output +26 dBV balanced
Max. output +18 dBV unbalanced
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Recording eng_neers, sound engineers and
artists all have their trade secrets. A special
accent for a vocalist, a unique sound for a solo
instrument- -these are things that set one's work
apart from the others.
Until now, one of the best
kept secrets in professional signal processing has been Ibanez.

Ibanez offers a unique line of analog and digital
signal processors designed for quality, function
and cost -effectiveness.
So if you're in the market for a new processor
for your rack or just looking for
a new effect, check out Ibanez.
Chances are you'll find a few
new secrets, for a whole lot less.

For a full color catalog send $2.00 to: banez, dept. R
P.O. Box 886, Beisa em, PA 19020 17421 "B" East Gale Ave.
City of Industry, CA 91748 P.O. Bcx 2J09. Idaho Falls, ID 83403
In Caiaca: 6969 Trans Canada Highx%ay, Suite 105
St.- Laurent, Que:Dec. Canada H4T1V8
For additional information circle #16

there tell me what that's supposed to do ?)
#14: 88% feel that low -level signals can
be affected by wire type, and 12% don't. (I
know where I'm not recording.)
#15: While 50% voted that an unused
speaker can cause audible degradation,
and 38% said No, I still don't recall ever
seeing a control room with less than two
pairs of monitor speakers; many have
more.

#16: 38% favor MOSFET power amps,
and 25% favor bipolar. (I wonder what the
other ones like ?)
#17: This question got the weakest
response, with barely half the people voting. Even then it was a tie with 25% favoring +4 dB and 25% favoring -10 dB
systems.
#18: Another strong turnout, with 25%
for and 38% against dubbing tapes
backwards.
#19:75% (of everyone who answered this
one) voted that the type of jack or interconnects can be audible.
#20: Surprisingly (to me) the response
was 100% Yes that power-supply regulation is audible.
#21: 63% voted Yes to 25% No, regarding
the audibility of phase shift. (See the April
1983 column for my opinion on the

I suggest that had our friend merely
replace has capacitors with fresh equivalents, he would have still heard a great
improvement. Assuming the pre -amp was
properly designed in the first place, slight
further improvement could be gained from
substituting newer-type caps. And these
don't have to be expensive. For small
amounts of capacitance, I'll put a 15 -cent
polystyrene up against any type at any

price!

Non=Ideal Characteristics

A casual inspection of any piece of elec-

tronic gear will reveal several different
types of capacitors. Capacitors have many
modes of non -ideal behavior, and different
types optimize one or more in favor of the
others. Besides the expected capacitance
(Zc) real capacitors also exhibit:

"Ptivime&

ou

subject.)

#22: 25% of the respondents voted that
proximity of speaker wire to structural surfaces can be audible, 50% voted that they
aren't, and 25% didn't vote. (I'd also appreciate it if somebody would clue me in on
this one.)
#23: A strong 88% voted that speakers
can image wider than their placement,
with no objections.
#24: 62% voted that time alignment of
speakers is audible, to 12% voting No.
On the subject of "Golden Ear" versus
"Meter Reader," it was an almost even
split; 55% characterized themselves as
Meter Readers, with only one voting
"other."

CAPACITORS: IS THERE

A DIFFERENCE?
Capacitors rank right up there with
speaker wire for possessing near mystical
(or should that be mythical?) power over a
system's sound quality. As with speaker
wire, a handful of companies have sprung
up to market "improved" high-tech capacitors to the poor souls saddled with soni-

cally deficient components.
So far, every subject we've studied in this
series has had a basis however meager
in fact. This topic is no exception. Like
the others though, there is also much spurious opinion. My favorite capacitor story is
about an adventurous audiophile who
replaces all the capacitors in his 25- to 30year-old tube pre-amp with new
caps. (I couldn't think of a funny name
that wasn't already being used; readers
are more than welcome to supply their
own.) This "born- again" pre-amp sounds
dramatically better, the user claims, living
proof that oxygen -free, gold-plated, Teflon coated capacitors sound better than your,
off-the -shelf garden variety. Or is it? I have
had electrolytic capacitors fail (opencircuit) from loss of electrolyte at the
tender age of 17 years, so I would not be
surprised if 30-year -old ones show enough
deterioration to be out of spec, and audibly
significant.
R-e /p 26 0 February 1984
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Zr orESR: Equivalent Series Resistance.
This is resistance caused by leads and
internal construction, and is modelled as a
resistor in series with an ideal capacitor.
Zl or ESL: Series Inductance. This looks
like an inductance in series with the ideal
capacitance.
Leakage: This looks like very large resistance in parallel with ideal capacitance.
DA or Soakage: Dielectric Absorption.
Because of the way in which charge is
stored and distributed about within the
capacitor, a "memory" -type effect occurs.
After release of short charge or discharge
cycles the capacitor returns partway to its
initial state of charge. DA is modelled as
several different small RCs in parallel
with the ideal capacitance.
DF: Dissipation Factor. DF is a function
of the reactive and resistive components in
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Mobile Production

Facility

regulators.) It is also common to locate
ceramic discs with values between 0.01
and 0.1 mFd near IC -power pins, again for
low impedance at high frequencies.
Equalizers and Active Filters: Film
capacitors such as polystyrene and polypropylene are often the first choice for such
designs; their near -ideal performance will
deliver near-ideal sound quality.
Because film capacitors become unwieldy for larger values, it is sometimes
necessary to use electrolytics for DC blocking applications. A successful technique to
minimize expression of the electrolytic's
non -ideal characteristics is to tune for a
highpass pole several octave below the
lowest frequency of interest. Voltage coefficient and DA cannot do any damage if
there is no AC voltage generated across
the capacitor. Likewise, a one-ohm change

in impedance versus frequency will be
down 100 dB to a 100 kohm load.
Passive Crossovers: Now we have to be
careful. That same one -ohm change in series impedance will be significant to an
eight-ohm speaker. Since there will also be
audio developed across the capacitor, DA
and voltage coefficients will be expressed.
In fact, every non -ideal characteristic with
the possible exception of leakage can be a
problem.
Film capacitors large enough to handle
tweeter crossovers can be found, but low to
mid frequencies will have to use those
dreaded electrolytics. It is worth noting
that not only do different electrolytic dielectrics behave differently, but similar dielectrics of different manufacture can be
vastly different. Generally, tantalums will
have lower leakage, and lower ESR but

S

NEW IN -CAR STUDIO
QUALITY MONITORING
SYSTEM TO FEATURE
EXR, JBL AND CROWN
EQUIPMENT: ACOUSTIC
DESIGN BY
GEORGE AUGSPURGER
The Mobile StudioTM, a new option for
the Chrysler Plymouth Voyager van, is
described as the first studio-quality monitor sound system to be offered in a production vehicle. Developed jointly by Conceptual Engineering Corporation, which was

responsible for the system's overall

drivers, plus acoustic modifications to the
basic vehicle interior, were built to George
Augspurger's design specifications.
As well as providing a high quality listening environment for producers, engi-

higher DA. The trend towards higher frequency switching DC -to-DC convertors
has encouraged manufacturers to reduce
ESR in aluminums.
Similar to the power -supply application,
to improve their high- frequency performance it is possible to paralell electrolytics
with smaller film types (no ceramics
please). However, there is no design trick
(that I know of) to minimize expression of
DA and Voltage Coefficient; one must find
a capacitor manufacturer that optimizes
for such applications. Most electrolytics
are optimized for low cost, low leakage, or
small size. None of which are very important to the crossover designer.
To answer the question: Can a capacitor
be audible? Yes, if you are using the wrong
type for the job, and Yes maybe, if the
capacitor is older than you are.

neers, and artists travelling on the road,
the vehicle can also be configured, with the
addition of supplemental equipment, to
serve as a mobile control room for live
recording and mixing. By way of an
example of the type of recording and mixdown hardware that can be accommodated in the van's acoustically treated
interior, EXR currently has under construction a Voyager that will include a
Neve 5432 eight -input stereo console, dbx
Model 700 CPDM digital audio processor
and companion RCA VHS videocassette
deck, Lexicon 224X digital reverb, EXR
EX4 and SP2 Projector audio processors,
and a MIXMIX Master-Room reverb.
Video equipment will include a JVC 3/inch U -Matic VCR, and Proton monitors.

NOISE GATE GT -4

The remarkab e low cost noise gate that is
so simple and economical to use
that people are finding new
applications for them every day.

design, and Cars & Concepts, the company
that developed suitable loudspeaker enclosures to George Augspurger's designs, and
also handles sound treatment of the vehicle's interior, the Mobile Studio features
newly developed Crown power amps, JBL

loudspeaker units, Proton radio and

-

cassette deck, plus EXR effects units the
first time that EXR's Projector psychoacoustic processors have been made available to the consumer market.
The specially designed Crown amplifier
package comprises six 50W, 12 VDC units
that is heat sunk to the van's frame. All
loudspeaker enclosures, which are configured around JBL bass, mid-range, and HF
The Mobile Studio design team utilizing a
Tecron TEF analysis system to check out
acoustics of vehicle interior: (L -to -R) John
Wilson of Conceptual Engineering; Paul
Gilson of EXR; acoustic consultant George
Augspurger; and Don Eger of Crown/Tecron.

Use one

channel for each
mike in your P.A.
System and drastically increase loudness without
feedback. Gate your echo returns to adjust
decay time without running to the chamber.
Gate your cue feeds and rid the headphones of distracting hum and noise. Gate each
mike on the drum kit, the sound is spectacular!
For the full story and a list of dealers call or write
Omni Craft Inc. Rt. 4 Box 40, Lockport, Ilinois 60441

OMNI CRAFT

OMNI CRAFT INC.
RT. 4 BOX 40
LOCKPORT, IL. 60441

(815) 838 -1285

815- 838 -1285
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COMPUTERS AND MUSIC PRODUCTION
by Shelton Leigh Palmer
Everyone has seen album credits that
read: "Synthesizer Programming by
John Doe," or "Drum Machine Programming by John Q. Public." Most people
have seen every kind of credit from "Case
Slapper" to "High Grunts." But there's a
new kind of production credit coming:
"Creative Computer Programming by ... "
By now, I'm sure R -e/p readers are
familiar with a number of computer controlled synthesizers and computerbased musical instruments. The technologies of Sequential Circuits, Oberheim,
New England Digital, Fairlight, Roland,
Yamaha and many more have become
commonplace in the modern recording
studio. [See Paul Lehrman's article,
"Computer Controlled Synthesizers," published in the December'83 issue Ed.] But
most people forget that all of these instruments are controlled by computers, and
therefore require a computer programmer
to make them work.
Computer programming in music production occurs at many different levels. At
the "lowest level," machine language, the
programmer creates a set of instructions

-

that tells the microprocessor how to run

the system in which it lives. This includes:
tuning functions, patch storage, patch
editing functions, keyboard multiplexing,
etc. (When I say "lowest level," I am referring to levels of programming with regard
to music production, not complexity of
design or use. If you've ever written a program in machine code, you know that
there is nothing low -level about it.)
At higher levels, computer production
programmers concentrate on inter instrument communication, (sometimes

called interfacing), and computercontrolled synchronization techniques.
This is the "computer programming" that
album credits are made of interesting and
unique methods of patching all of one's
synthesizers and sequencers together to
make one monster musical instrument.
Any synthesist will tell you horror stories about the problems of getting various
machines to "talk" to one another; the
problem is as old as synthesizers themselves. Although we have had computercontrolled synchronization for many
years, this writer has seen many synthes-

ists use up six tracks of their 24 -track tape
for sync pulses and click tracks. This has
always been unacceptable to me as a composer /producer, so I looked to the computer for alternative methods of patching
and synchronization.
I remember my first efforts toward electronic synchronization about eight years
ago. The system included a few monostable multivibrators, a master clock, a 6500
Series microprocessor, and an incredibly
large (at that time) 4K of RAM. All of this
was thrown together on a hand -built
printed wiring card to form a basic, dedicated single-board microcomputer. The
system was programmed in hex code and it
worked very well for what it was: I was
able to take my ARP 2600, Odyssey, Omni,
Moog System II, Minimoog and Univox
Rhythm Box, link them together, and
make them "talk" to each other. The
sequencer/editor program was very primitive due to the size of available RAM. So
the search for a "better way" began.
Within a few years of that first glorious
invention, we found a solid 16 -bit minicomputer, some very serious DACs
(digital -to- analog convertors) and ADCs,
and we had most of our synchronization
problem beaten. The music I composed
and produced in those years sounds very
similar to the tracks that are becoming
popular today sort of "electronic" with
interesting complex rhythms. As you may
have guessed, this technology is the
mother of "Electro- pop."
As with the theory of evolution, similar
innovation was occurring all over the
world. Sequential Circuits, Oberheim, and
Moog were busy inventing new analog/ digital hybrids. At the same time the home
multitrack recording studio became a reality. Suddenly, musicians had a choice:
Learn the technology or be at the mercy of
those who did.
The smart synthesist /composer added
engineering programming and producing
to his list of required crafts. The idea that
people were working across disciplines
slowly gave way to the idea that there was

-

Composer/producer, Shelly Palmer is president
of Shelton Leigh Palmer & Co., Inc., a New York
based music production company specializing in
computer -controlled electronic music. His credits
include hundreds of television and radio commercials, as well as music for a number of feature films.
An alumni of NYU School of the Arts, he returned
there to teach Audio for Television: Applications
and Techniques. Along with his commercial business, Palmer is currently producing a new album,
rock video, and interactive video game.
-
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Think of EV
as your
mike expert.

The RE2O.
There's a reason
it has become
a studio standard.

The lack of a consistent "studio sound"
is a problem many broadcast engineers
wrestle to overcome every day. The
simplest and often least expensive way of
establishing and maintaining this
consistent sound is the use of a
professional -quality studio microphone.
The RE20, for example, is uniquely
suited to eliminating the sonic variables
caused by different mike techniques.
"Single-D" microphones have
proximity effect. The RE20 doesn't, and
its unique dual -tube Variable -D design
not only assures uniform frequency
response independent of working
distance but also regardless of the
talent's position within the cardioid
pickup pattern.
The RE20 also eliminates the vocal
inconsistencies often heard in post
production when studio voice-overs are
added to tapes recorded in the field with
omnidirectional mikes.

Elf®

If a consistent "studio sound" is your
objective you should consider the
Electro -Voice RE20.
Many Electro -Voice Professional
Microphone Dealers can arrange a
hands-on trial at no cost to you. For
more information please contact your EV
dealer or write to: Greg Silsby, Market
Development Manager/Professional
Markets, Electro -Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil
Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107.

Elecfrol/oiceH
SOUND IN ACTION

a guitar) company
For additional information circle #21
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little if it sits below the sonic range of the
playback system.

The Computer in Production

only one discipline: Electronic Music.
Some people will argue that such a label
refers to a specific musical style nothing
could be further from the truth. Any music
that will be reproduced by electronic
means is "electronic music." Whether you
are an acoustic purist or a punk rocker, if
you finish on tape, the music is "electronic." Each note to be played becomes
important only as it relates to the final
mix, not as it is originally heard over the
studio monitors. Each note must be produced within the context of the eventual
listening environment- this is the gospel.
The greatest bass line ever written means

-

Of the many uses for computers in music
production the two most common are
Patch Storage, and Sequencing. Patch
storage is pretty well covered by the commercial equipment manufacturers. Since
all of the instruments are different in
design, the patch data cannot be standardized. Although the data formats are different for each device, MIDI (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface) will transmit Patch Address Status from one
instrument to another in sequential form.
So, if you have patch Right 1-1 on your
Prophet T -8, it will call up Patch 01 on the

Yamaha DX -7, etc.

CMS Rentals
makes digital

affordable

!

Now offering complete service:

* Format conversion
* The JVC DAS -900 processor /recorder
* The ease of editing electronically
with the new JVC DAS -900
editor
* The ability to go direct to
`-4.Th
CD without further format
conversion
*40% more dynamic
range, 75% saving ,.,,r

I1

on tape costs

/-`

JUC 1

So,

101 0

L O

/

whether
you are planping to take your
product to Compact Disc
or analog disc ... call

-

There are a number of contenders in the
race to create the "ultimate" sequencer/editor package. The first hardware/software
package that comes to mind is the Script
Music Composition Language by New
England Digital, written for the Synclavier II; it does almost everything. If NED's
offering is out of your price range, there are
packages available for the IBM PC and
Apple II +. Either of these microcomputers
with some additional memory, a hardware
interface (eg: UART, timers, etc.) and some
software can get you started for the cost of
the Synclavier keyboard unit alone. You
won't get some of the higher function computer music features, but you may not need
them.

Typical Production Set-up
Let's look at the role of computer in the
production of an average post- score. In
this example we'll use my standard set -up:
Synclavier II, Sequential Circuits Prophet
T-8, Yamaha DX-7, LinnDrum, a highly
modified ARP 2600, a Lyricon interface,
and a couple of Apple II+ microcomputers.
Before production can start, I must compose the track. I don't use a computer to
compose the music (we haven't built M-5).
However, I do use a program called The
Master Click Program to help me with the
film math. After I hear the track in my
head, I choose a tempo range for the spot
(for example: 120 to 130 beats per minute).
In this example let's say there are 10 hit
points in the spot. (A hit point is a specific
frame of the visual that must be hit with a
musical accent.) I type the hit-point data
into the Apple computer. The Master Click
Program tells me everything I need to
know about the timing of the music: it
selects a best tempo based on my own preprogrammed musical preferences, and
prints out a report showing all of the
important aspects of each hit point (eg:
location, description, duration, etc.). Master Click and an Apple are an invaluable
combination for post scoring; the time
saved is incredible.
Now that the music for the spot is written, I must deal with the sound effects.
Some of these may be constructed on the
Synclavier, T-8, or DX -7, while others may
be sampled or sampled and re-synthesized
on the Synclavier. However they are produced, the effects eventually must end up
on tape at a specific frame of the visual.
The Script Music Composition Language from NED is part of the software
that comes with the Synclavier II. Like
most commercially available hardware
and software combinations it is not out world compatible. We have modified the
hardware and software to meet our needs.
With our proprietary Music Composition
Language we can type note or SFX locations into the Synclavier terminal as
follows:

Notelist Using 34/ S1

CMS DIGITAL RENTALS
(818) 797 -3046
The company that Rents you the highest technology

at

a

price that's not.

00:01:03 C3 00:00:20 100.0 73.00 86.00
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
a: Location of hit point in SMPTE

Timecode
b:
c:

Pitch and Keyboard Location
Duration of note in SMPTE Timecode

d: Volume Multiplier
e:
f.-

Articulation Multiplier
Timbre Multiplier
You can set a default value for Maxi-

... continued on page 152
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`Choosing the Delta Omega" was a
.imple matter of knowing its
apabilities.
his amplifier exercises unique voice
coil control, employing a principal
without precedent -delivering more
punch, clarity and headroom than
we've ever heard.
After two years with Delta Omega'
not a single acoustic detail has been
missed. Only after you experience it
will you know more than we could ever
tell you."

INTERFACE VELOCITY CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER

DELTA OMEGA'.

I

Tres Virgos Studio
San Rafael, CA

1718 W MishawakL Road, Elkhart, IN 46517
(219) 294-5571

Call or write for details.
For additional information circle #23
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R-e /p (Robert Carr): How would you

THE CHANGING
STUDIO ENVIRONMEN

JEREMI
SMITH

ADJUSTING TO TODAY
HIGH -PRESSURE

SESSIONS
Interviewed by
Robert Carr

characterize the various changes in
studio sessions that have happened
over, say, the last five years?
Jeremy Smith: A lot of dates that I do
now feature a solo artist accompanied
by session musicians, so I have to work
within the parameters that the players,
who are pretty much hired for their
sound, and the situation dictates. I have
to get the whole thing rolling in a half
hour or an hour at the most. I don't have
a day to spend on a drum sound.
R -e /p (Robert Carr): Which sounds a lot
like a jingle date.
Jeremy Smith: Yes, like jingles, the
approach has a lot to do with the costs
involved in making a record. The studio
may be $130 an hour or more; the engineer's fee is added on top of that; and

most musicians get double -scale.
Expenses add up quickly, so you had
better get on with the session, and get it

happening. Otherwise the producer and
artist will want to work with someone
who can get it happening a little faster.
In the earlier part of my career, while
still in London, we had the luxury of
spending more time getting the basic
sounds, because the clock wasn't continually beating us over the head. In
some respects, we were a little more
aware of getting sounds that excited
you.
R -e/p (Robert Carr): Do you think

Jeremy Smith broke into the recording business when Trident
Studios in London gave him his first job making tea and sandwiches
for his co- workers, and then "I graduated to making coffee," he
laughs. The pay wasn't very good for 10 -hour days and seven -day
weeks, but the experience was irreplaceable, given the stature of his
mentors: Ken Scott, Robin Cable, Roy Baker and David Hentschel.
After a six -year apprenticeship at Trident, Smith came to the U.S. in
December 1978, looking for opportunity in California. Since then he
has worked as an independent engineer with an impressive list of
artists, including George Benson, Melissa Manchester, Leo Sayer,
Aretha Franklin, Neil Diamond, and many, many more. Smith credits
much of his current success to his association with producer,
arranger, and Atlantic Records VP Arif Mardin, with whom he works
regularly. Also on his agenda are plans to open a studio in Los Angeles
with record producer Dennis Lambert.
The conversation that leads into the interview started out with
reminiscences about Smith's earlier recording experiences in
England, when session budgets were a little bit larger and studio costs
weren't as high as they are today. The less- pressurized atmosphere
nurtured a healthy attitude of experimentation, which he feels is
slowly, but surely, disappearing from the current music scene in

-

America.
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the current budget restrictions are taking a toll on the quality of the music?
Jeremy Smith: In some respects, yes.
There are definitely things that happen
on a date that, given more time, I would
change. But the overall vibe, soundwise, I try to get on the tracking date. I
hate pushing up a fader while I'm mixing, and thinking, "If only I'd spent
another 10 minutes, or another half
hour ..." I usually stick out for a little
more time if it's really necessary, and if I
think I can get away with it. But I don't
like wasting time. If something sounds
good to me instantly, why spend the
time fussing with it?
R-e /p: How do you decide on the particu-

lar sounds that are needed for an
album?
JS: The producer pretty much leaves it
up to me, and I work with the musician;
he is really the source of the sound. Take
Phil Collins' drum sound, for example
-all an engineer has to do is embellish
it. Somebody like [session keyboardist
and arranger] Robbie Buchanan, who
has had several modifications done to
his piano, gives you a sound that needs
nothing else done to it.
R -e /p: Isn't it almost essential to have
standard miking techniques, or choice
of mikes that you can depend on as

starting points?

JS: Sure. When I record a bass drum, I

use an EV RE -20 or a Sennheiser 421;
one or both of these always work for me.
An RE -20 has a better bass response,

WHAT DO THE MOST TALENTED
FACES SEE IN OUR FEATURES?
Juice Newton has a critical ear for sound and a critical eye for
quality. You don't achieve a reputation of excellence wit-lout them.
And while Juice Newton could afford any 16 track conso e at any price,
she and her producer chose the Series 1600 from Sound:raft..J
They demanded a board that works hard on sound while rrmak=
ing the mix easy. One that is designed to operate in a split configuration and is simple to understand and control.
Soundcrall's Series 16(x) responds to every criteria it either 16
24 or :32 input sizes. It integrates separate input and group output
modules to facilitate the creation of audio subgrouping during the
critical phase of mixing down. It offers the flexibility of returning 8
channels of effects through the monitor returns and in s') doing,
saves valuable input channels.
And when it comes to satisfying the most exacting s_udio
engineers, the 24 channel atchbay model is right on track. The
patchbay provides access for up to 32 signal processing devices and
group output patching to any of 24 tape tracks.
In all formats, the Series 1600 features low noise amplifiers
that deliver the cleanest sound ever, four band equalizers, eight
auxiliary busses for cue and effect sends and a choice of ong
travel faders.
They are the kind of features that are changing the fece of
pro audio mixing consoles. And they're the kind of featu
that the most talented faces in the industry look fo
Soundcraft: Appropriate Technology for the
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England Telephone: 01- 251 -3631 Telex: 21198
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SESSION RECOLLECTIONS
Melissa Manchester's Emergency: Jeremy Smith recorded all the basic tracks and mixed
the song "City Nights," on which Robbie Buchanan programmed a LinnDrum Machine, operated a Vocoder, and played Roland Jupiter 8, Minimoog bass, and Fairlight CMI synthesizers.
The distinctive sound on the snare was obtained, Smith recalls, by running the Linn through a
Lexicon 224X digital reverb set on a short room echo.
"I think Melissa's voice sounded the best on the tune I mixed [ "City Nights "], primarily
because it was done on a Neve 8108 console, which is far more open sounding. The rest of the
tracks were mixed on [another] console, which is not as transparent.
"The voice was mixed back in relation to the music. If you listen to a hard -driving group like
Genesis, it's often difficult to flush out exactly what they're singing about. In that kind of a
situation, the voice is used more like another instrument, rather than a crack lead vocal. The
tracks on Melissa's album, such as 'Johnnie and Mary,' are quite powerful, so you can't have the
guitar or drums way back, and the voice way up front; the track will sound very weak. Because
the music track has to be burning, like on a live performance, the vocal has to be mixed at a level
that's similar to the high energy of the track, so the two are proportionately correct.
"On 'Johnny and Mary,' drummer Carlos Vega played a Simmons [electronic] snare drum and
toms, all of which were taken direct. The high-hat, bass drum, and cymbals were traditional
acoustic instruments. Carlos put a lot of white noise in the Simmons' snare sound. We also put a
lot of room sound on the bass drum, which was recorded at Music Grinder. When [producer]
Arif [Mardin] mixed it, he probably put a short [EMT] 250 or 251, or short Lexicon delay on it."

George Benson's In Your Eyes: Smith recorded and mixed most of the tracks on the album,
except "Lady Love Me" and "Inside Love."
"'Lady Love Me' was recorded at Music Grinder, with the majority of the rest of the album
recorded at Atlantic Studios in New York. It's really a shame, [because] I would have loved the
opportunity to do one of the best cuts on the album. I was asked to do it, but couldn't, because I
was working on something else.
"We cut the track 'Feel Like Making Love' initially with real bass. Robbie [Buchanan]
overdubbed Moog bass, and then Will Lee overdubbed some fills. But the majority is all Moog
bass. Steve Feronne [drummer with Average White Band] played an acoustic drum kit.

Neil Diamond's Heartlight: The basic track is David Foster on piano, Neil Stubenhaus on
bass, Jim Keltner on drums, Marty Walsh on guitar, Craig Hundley on synthesizers, and
Paulinho da Costa on percussion.
"We overdubbed acoustic guitars, synthesizers, percussion, strings, and punched in one vocal
line. David Foster played Robbie Buchanan's piano, which was taken direct. It has one straight
side [left], and the other side [right] had some kind of chorus across it. EQ was flat. It's all the

BASS:
NEIL STUBENHAUS

DRUMS:
JIM KELTNER

GUIDE VOCAL:
NEIL DIAMOND

PIANO:
DAVID FOSTER

NEUMANN M49
GUITAR:
MARTY WALSH

ROOM LAYOUT FOR
NEIL DIAMOND'S "HEART LIGHT"
Engineer: Jeremy Smith
Studio: Ocean Way, Hollywood
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JEREMY SMITH
echo; I'd prefer a great drum sound, and
then use huge amounts of echo to make
it bigger and, hopefully, better [laughter]. I don't believe you can really

"manufacture" sounds. The sound has
to come from the room, and the engineer
has to know how to transfer the sound
from the room to the tape machine. Trying to do it purely with EQ gives you an
electronic sound.
R -e /p: I assume that you keep the EQ on
the tracks pretty flat?
JS: I try to, but I don't mind using EQ
either that's what it's there for. For
my taste, I find that drums need the
most EQ. As much as the snare might be

-

cracking, and [sound] bright and big in
the room, it doesn't transmit that way
up a microphone, regardless of which
[mike] you use. Nobody listens to the
bass drum with their head stuck in the
middle of it, and that's basically what
the mike is doing; the microphone is so
close that the sound doesn't get a chance
to grow. Therefore, you have to help it
along with equalization.
R -e/p: I'ue noticed while

sitting in on
sessions that English engineers tend to
use more equalization than American trained engineers. Would you agree with
that assessment?
JS: I think so. For a long while, the
English approach has been towards
getting sounds that are a little brighter,
more open, more ambient, more orchestral. The American tradition has been
the use of a lot of close miking for a very
"Up -in- Your-Face" sound. For my taste,
that's a little colorless ... flat sounding.
The issue is really so subjective. There
have been some great records made in
America and in Europe. But, overall, I
think the English have produced some
"ballsier" sounding albums.
In all honesty, I haven't seen many
engineers here in the States use 12 dB of
equalization on a bass drum. I'll do that
without thinking about it. If I want a
bass drum to blow you head off, I don't
feel at all hesitant or embarrassed about
using lots of EQ. It's there to be used.
Basically, I think that English-made
consoles are more transparent than
American consoles. That openness
allows you to use more EQ with shelving
than you would on one built here.
R -e /p: Which brand of consoles do you
prefer to work on?

JS: I like the Trident TSM, and the
[older] Series A, for example. The Neve
8108 I like a lot. In fact, the Neve
NECAM system is the best computer on
the market. I hate VCAs, although
somebody [from a leading U.S. console
manufacturer] told me that, technically,
it's a better signal path than a passive
fader. Well, "technically" doesn't matter; what matters is the sound. I can
hnara VI' A -tharp'ca lark nftrancient.
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Shopping for a Desk these days can be a chancy
business. Limited budgets all too often mean limited
equipment, limited performance - and limited
potential for future expansion. It's a story that many
smaller studios know to their cost.
Enter the SYNCON Series B- a mixer of
unrivalled flexibility, designed by AHB to grow with
your studio but with a minimum upfront capital
outlay.
The in -line modular concept of the SYNCON B
means that you can start with a basic 8 or 16 track
configuration and, without factory modification,
expand to a 44 input, fully automated console with
patchbay. And even the patchbay is totally modular totally expandable.

For more than 10 years AHB has earned the
confidence of the World's au iio fraternity. With the
SYNCON Series B we have proved that it is possible
to build a low -cost desk with a performance equal to
one twice its price. With a sound- handling capability
unmatched in the price rang.
So we can confidently claim that the Series B
represents one of the best deals going in today's
market.

ALLEN AND HEATH BREIALL LTD

Alle-i
FiN,e

& Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd.
Conn3ir Road

OrançE

Ccnnecticjt

0647
USA.
Te (2(3) 795 -3594
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Swiss Audio: Precision

On designing a cassette transport

to meet 2" mastering standards.
As an audio professional, you

probably

work with several tape formats. But your
demands for reliability and performance
are always the same.
In designing a transport for the Studer
A710 and the Revox B710 MKII cassette

decks, our engineers worked with the same
principles established for our professional
open reel decks. No cost -cutting compromises were permitted. For example, the
Studer Revox cassette transport is built on
a die -cast aluminum alloy chassis, not on
stamped metal. This is the only way to
assure precision machining and long term
stability.
Four direct drive motors handle your
cassettes smoothly and gently. Two quartz locked, Hall effect capstan motors keep
wow-and -flutter down to a conservatively
rated 0.05% (DIN weighted). Two additional DC reel motors, both servo regulated
and microprocessor controlled, provide
constant speed fast winding, automatic startof -oxide cueing, and motion sensing for
positive tape protection.
No sleds allowed. Most other cassette
decks use a sled mechanism to insert the
heads into the cassette shell. The free play
inherent in this design often contributes to
azimuth misalignment.
In the Studer Revox design, a die -cast
headblock pivots upward on two precision
(0.001 mm tolerance) conical bearings and
R -e /n 44
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locks into a solid 3 -point mount. Because
the headblock always locks into exactly
the same position, absolute azimuth stability is assured.
One transport, two decks. This remarkable transport can be found in only two
tape decks, the Revox B710 MKII and the
Studer A710. Features shared by both units
include 3 head design, internal 24 hour
clock for programmable operation, tape type
sensor, DolbyTM B and C noise reduction,
plug -in modular PC boards, optional remote control, and adjustable headphone
output with ample amplification.
A710: The Studer Version. This deck offers professional line level inputs and outputs, with output levels adjustable from
-3 to + 14 dBu. It also has calibrated input
and output levels, XLR connectors, and a
rack mount flange standard.

B710 MKII: The Revox Version. The lower
priced B710 MKII has front panel mike inputs, mike/line mixing, and an optional
infrared remote control.
For the long run. The Studer A710 and
Revox B710 MKII are built for consistent,
dependable performance. Hour after hour.
Year after year. The kind of performance
you expect from the world's most respected name in audio recording.
For more information on Studer Revox
cassette decks, contact: Studer Revox
America, 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN
37210, (615) 254 -5651.

STUDER

Studer A710
Revox B710 MKII

For additional information circle #29
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R -e /p: Getting back to the original train

JEREMY SMITH
did some overdubs. The producer, Arif
Mardin, who is also a vice -president of
Atlantic Records, lives in New York,
and comes out here to Los Angeles to
record. Because he's sometimes working
with more than one artist at a time, he
doesn't always know exactly when he'll
be mixing a specific project.
After I recorded the basics on George's
album, I had to go off and record something else, so Gary did some vocals, a
few keyboard overdubs, and recorded all
of "Lady Love Me," except the strings

which I handled. The same situation
happened with Michael O'Reilly; apart
from one cut [ "City Nights "], which I
mixed, everything else was mixed in
New York at Atlantic.
Although Arif and I generally get the
tracks completed before he goes back to
New York, there may be little lines that
he needs to add, which he does with
musicians in New York. Michael records
all those overdubs. Obviously, I'd like to
do the whole project from day -one
because that maintains a certain continuity. But, quite often, scheduling and
financial consideration doesn't always
make that possible.
If I'm already doing a project for
someone who is not a major artist, and a
major artist or producer asks me to do
some work for them at the same time,
chances are that I will have to decline.
Because of my own personal code of
ethics, I can't get a sub to do what I'm
doing on the first project, and then run
off to do the hit. Occasionally, I've had
to turn down some very nice things. It's
very flattering, but I can't do everything. I figure that the person I have to
turn down will call back, because they
understand the importance of someone
else's project, and they know that I
wouldn't bail out on them if the situation was reversed. They trust me more.
Conversely, the large majority of the
people I work with, especially Arif, are
very straight forward and never let me
down. I prefer to work with four or five
people that I really respect and enjoy,
rather than do dates with everybody in
town, and enjoy only 50%o of it.
R -e/p:

I would think that kind of atti-

tude translates into the quality of the
job you do. Don't the tracks reflect that
loyalty?
JP: I think it comes across in the music.
Even if an album doesn't do amazingly
well saleswise, I still liketo feel that I've
done a good job. If the feeling in the
studio isn't good, I don't feel good, and
then I'd rather be home painting my
house.

of thought... there were several producers on Neil Diamond's Heartlight
album, as well as a half-dozen engineers. Why so many producers?
JS: In that case, Neil had to get a lot
done in a short space of time, so he had
several studios, producers, and engineers on the go at one time. I worked on
the single [ "Heartlight "] with Burt
Bacharach and Carol Bayer Sager, who
also co -wrote the song. Then Michael
Masser, Alan Lindgren, and Richard
Bennett produced the cuts they wrote.
In general, I think artists are searching these days. They feel that one producer may be best for one cut, and
another producer would be just right for
the next song. Maybe they think that if
they pool all those talents, they'll automatically have a hit album!
R -e /p: What is it like working with three

-

Burt Bacharach, Carol
Bayer Sager, and Neil Diamond
on
the single "Heartlight. "Did Neil have a
lot of say in how the mix came together?
JS: Neil was in the studio for only the
co-producers

-

atter part of the mix. Bill Schnee, who is
a good friend and a fantastic engineer,

and I mixed the track together. I think it
was the second mix when we both
decided that was the one. We played it
for Carol, Burt, and Neil, and they loved
it. It came out about a week later. We
started the recording on a Monday; by
the following Monday, we had mixed it
and, within about a fortnight, it was out
in the shops.
The vocal on "Heartlight" was a
guide vocal that Neil sang as the track
was going down. We repaired just one
small part, and that's all. Burt's experience tells him when the feel is right, or
when something is a little out of tune.
Why mess with something that's so
good?

someone were to sit next to me and tell
me they want this here, and this to
sound exactly like this, sure I could do
that. But I think it's a waste of time to
employ somebody like me. I would
rather have Burt or Carol or Neil sit
down with me and say, "In the second
verse we need this a little bit louder. And
then in the first chorus we need this a
little louder, and a little more echo on
this." I'm totally open to direction. As
much as I care about the process from A
to Z, the bottom line is that the record is
not mine.
But what I do is a very important
additive to the artistic process. Engineering has come a long way from just
twisting knobs and punching faders. I
have a certain amount of input with my
regular clients; we work as a team, so I
feel very much a part of a project. I get
inside the music to make it work ... to
make it sound good. To me, sound is
very much like a painting with lots of
diffferent colors; it's like seeing sky as
many different shades.
R -e/p:

You're doing the shading of
sound with effects, level, and EQ?
JS: I like to use different types of echo. I
might use a very short delay of the Lexicon 224X for a lot of the modern sessions. Natural chambers are good for
some things. Some echo may be short
chambers, long chambers, digital echo,
discrete echo.
R -e/p: What do you mean by discrete
echo?
JS: If an instrument is panned to one
side, and echo put on it, the echo return
comes up on the same side as the program. For instance: if the guitar is on
the left, the echo comes back on just the
left.
Even though I like the EMT 250, I'm
not really that partial to the EMT 251. It
does more, but I don't think it sounds as
good as the original unit. It's pretty
common to find that new pieces of
equipment have more features than the
original models, yet sometimes I feel
that they don't sound as good as their
predecessors. Of course that's not absolutely true; for example, I love the new
[Lexicon] Super Primetime. I prefer to
go for the sound of something, rather

than the features.
There are so many new pieces of
equipment coming out these days that
it's hard to keep on top of all of them. I
can't experiment during a client's session. Unless you're an engineer working
at one studio full time, it's hard to get
enough time to play with the new devices and discover what they'll do.

Generally, in the recording process,
the artists and producers give me the R -e/p: Do you use anything else besides
freedom to do what I want to do. If space echo or reverb
to shape the

-

-

« It's very disappointing to hear something that's bitchin' on a set of big speak-

ers, and then find out when you get home that it sounds like a pea rattling
around in a tin can. Usually if you monitor anything loud enough, it sounds
great; listen to it softly, and you really hear what's going on in the mix.

»
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sounds of a mix?
JS: Simplicity I don't think people
like things that are complicated. I
imagine somebody standing in front of
a mirror, and pretending to be Michael
Jackson, or whoever. I try to picture that
when I do a mix.
As much as possible, I'm projecting
myself into the place of the listener to
get a feeling for what they want from
the music. Engineering is a process of
wearing a lot of hats; leaping backwards and forwards; being in the studio
putting the whole thing together; and
then being the listener at home. It's
taken me a long time to be able to listen
to something on a non -technical level
not passing judgement on a snare
sound, or the amount of echo with an
attitude that's too critical.
When you work on one project for a
long time, you can get so inside of it that
it's the "forest-from- the-trees" syndrome. But an engineer must get away
from the project to look at the whole picture, and see how three -dimensional it is
to see whether what you have on tape
is really what you're going to want
when it gets down to vinyl.

-

-

-

If you're working with two or
three engineers on a project, wouldn't it
be easier to pick up that objectivity by
tuning into the project once in a while,
rather than being involved all the time?
JS: In some ways. Sometimes it's a little
more of a challenge to work on somebody else's tracks, because you weren't
involved with all the stages of putting it
together, and now your job is to make all
the parts work.
R -e/p:

I would think you'd need very
extensive notes and track sheets ..
JS:... not really. The primary consid
R -e/p:

.

eration is to write in fairly plain English. Then there's really no problem as
long as the track sheets are accurate,
and they describe anything that's happening with the individual program
elements. "Track #16 is backing vocals
in the B-Section and choruses," and
that's really what it is there's not a
tuning note on it, or some old tambourine, or a bit of lead vocal that might
have been comped from track #16 to a

-

compiled track.
Or, quite often you'll put backing
vocals on track #16, double them on #17,
and triple them on #18, so you have
three tracks singing the same parts. But
you'll also get things like talking, laughing, or maybe somebody playing a tambourine or whatever in between vocal
sections. To save the next engineer a lot
of hassle later on, I'll go through the
two -inch master tape before the mixing
date, and erase all those extra noises.
That way, once the tape is turned on, the
next engineer doesn't have to worry
about moving faders up and down to
keep the mix clean. All the professional
engineers I know have an overall
respect for the next guy's work. We try to
make it easier for each other. It's just
courtesy.
Generally, instead of spending the
time erasing unwanted sounds, we'll try
to "tight punch" as much as possible.
That means that if the vocals, for example, are coming in on a down beat, we'll
punch in their track just before the down
beat. Trying to clean up 10 tunes on an
album, times 24 or48 tracks, consumes a
lot of time, not to mention being boring.
R-e /p: How do you prepare for those
types of projects, where you "come in
late, "so to speak? Do you spend a lot of
time listening to the existing tracks?
JS: Not really. I look at the track sheet,
and listen to a rough mix to find out

what comes in where. If you're good and
experienced, you get an idea fairly fast
of where the parts should be placed
level -wise. In fact, if it's reasonably
well- recorded, the tracks have a way of
mixing themselves. A good arrangement with good playing and good
sounds tells you where the tracks want
to go.
I find that the mixing process either
takes very little time
two of three
hours, which I like, because I don't get
burned out on the song or a lot of time,
like 10 hours.

-

R -e /p: What keeps you in there so long?
JS: You can't be "on" every day. Or, you
might be working with someone who

doesn't necessarily know what they
want. A lot of what I do is a mental game
of experimentation. Maybe the person
you're working with
a producer, a
client, an artist, whoever
thought
they knew what they wanted within the
first half hour. Yet nine hours down the
road they aren't so sure, or what they
thought they wanted was not what they
wanted at all.
Other times, you have to go back to

- -
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the rough mix, because you just can't get
that magic happening during the final.
Technically, the [rough] mix may not be
completely clean; there may be tracks
that are left in, or background vocals
that might have nothing happening for
16 or 18 bars, so you get tape hiss and
such. But all that doesn't really matter if
the feeling is there. Sometimes you nab
that feeling; the majority of the time you
get very close to it; and sometimes it
doesn't work at all.
R -e /p: Do you start off your mix by relying on some standard or basic pan positions, and then fine-tune from there?
JS: Pretty much. "Stereo" is really a
question of level from left to right and
in- between. Basically, there are five
positions in stereo: left, half-left, center,
half-right, and right. By switching in a
panpot, you put a mono signal, like a
bass, anywhere between hard-left and
hard -right. The bass usually appears in
the direct center of the stereo image.
Bass drum is the same. The rest of the
drum panning depends on the perspective that the engineer prefers. Some
engineers like a drummer's perspective;
I like an audience perspective
sitting
in front of a drummer.
Therefore, if I was in front of a right handed drummer, the high -hat could be
half- or full -right. The floor tom goes on
the left; snare in the middle or slightly
off-axis of the middle. Actually, the
snare plays such an important role
rhythmically that if it's one -sided, it
sounds quite awkward. Plus, you want
the power of the backbeat coming
directly up the middle.
Stereo guitars and keyboards are
usually split hard -left and -right. Background vocals get split hard -left and right, or slightly off-center left and
right, so they sit behind and to either
side of the lead vocal. Percussion can be
put where ever it works.
You have to remember that the center
image of the stereo comes up 3 dB when
you flip the mix to mono. In other words,
any program material that is panned
directly to the center, like the bass, vocal

-
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or bass drum, comes up 3 dB in level,
when collapsed to mono. On the other
hand, the outsides tend to lose level. So
it's always a good idea to check your mix
in mono, and maybe bring the outside
tracks up a bit or move them in towards

`llli\
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the center slightly.
I heard of one studio that was
equipped with a small, low -power AM
transmitter. After you did a mix in the
control room, you could go to your car,
tune to that band, and see what the mix
sounded like on the radio. I thought that
was a great idea.

R -e/p: The George Benson album listed
you and Michael O'Reilly as being the
remix engineers on the project. Were
both of you in the studio at the same
time?
JS: Yes, Michael has assisted me with
all of the work that I've done at Atlantic.
I mixed the large majority of the Benson
album with Michael's and Arifs help.
R -e/p: Did you each fall into any specific

R -e /p: You've mentioned that you

-

work.
And just as the producer leans on me,
I lean as well. I don't know every second
of a date whether something is absolutely right. So I'll bounce off a second:
"What do you think of that?" "Do you
think that sounds okay ?" "Is that in the
right place?" "What do you think of the
echo? The placement?"
I don't believe that only one person is
solely responsible for the finished musical product. There's the input from
musicians; the sounds that they give me
to work with are so important, because
nobody can make a silk purse out of a
sow's ear. [Session bassist] Nathan
East always tells me that I get a great
bass sound with him. Well, I'm flattered,
but I'd have to be deaf to not get a good
sound with him. The guy has a great
sounding instrument, and is a phenomenal player.
There are so many variables
the

-

producers, engineers, players, assistants, the studio, equipment, and so on. A
record is all that and more working in
tandem. Within certain parameters, we
all have our "jobs" to do. But it's just a
lot more fun
and quite often the
results are a lot better if everyone contributes whatever they can. If the
assistant wants to lean over the console
and adjust the balance on something,
why should I get upset? An engineer
never stops learning. And you always
have to be aware of the fact that the
R -e /p 48 February 1984

- -

prefer

to stay with a few select clients, but if
you were going into the studio for the

assistant, who is primarily setting up
mikes, and making sure that the session
runs smoothly from the studio's standpoint, in six months may be doing what
you're doing, and blowing people away
with his talent. You can't be paranoid
about that, but you must realize the
possibility.

roles during the mixdown stage?
R -e/p: You also mentioned that you
JS: We naturally find our own jobs. I try often have to work in several different

not to step on a producer's toes, or the
assistant's toes; the assistant tries to
stay out of my way. The idea is to have
respect for and from someone that's
working for you, or with you. And you
have to earn it. Usually, if I think it's
required, I'll make a comment that leans
toward production. Or, Arif will ask me
what I think of something. I'm as honest as I can possible be without sounding negative
you can't always love
everything that's going on. It's team-

Music Grinder would be the ideal room
for that. I know Phil, and the sound he
likes, which is an ambient drum sound.
Obviously, I can't get that working in a
room that's 10 -foot by 12 -foot.
This facility [Music Grinder] is not
overly expensive, and that aspect has to
be considered, too. It also sounds great.
People have far more limited budgets
these days.

studios to finish one project. I would
think that working in the same studio
for an entire project makes more sense,
in terms of maintaining a continuity,
because you can get used to the sound of
the studio, the echo, the assistant, etc.
JS: From my experience that way of
working makes much more sense; I
would rather work in one facility. But,
being an independent engineer in Los
Angeles, there are dozens of studios in
town that I may have to work in. Quite
often artists and producers and record
companies need a single mixed in two
days. You can't do a string ovedub and
mix the single at the same time, so you
must have more than one studio, and a
couple of engineers.
In addition, the individual cuts may
call for totally different ambience levels,
so I never lock myself into one studio.
One room may be perfect for a particular
drum sound, another for an orchestra,
and so on. Experience tells you the
parameters of the room this room is a
bit shy on the top -end; this one has too
much bass; this studio has a certain
complement of mikes; this other one
doesn't; and so on. You don't buy all
your clothes at the same store, do you?
An engineer has to be able to walk
into any facility and make it happen.
That's what he's hired for, and that's
what professionalism means. There's
one thing that the best equipment can't
get for you, and that's good sounds. You
have to know in your head what you're
going for. It's experience, knowledge,
and having a good ear, as well as being
in tune with the music and with what
the artist wants to hear.

-

R-e /p: Do you have final say in the
selection of which studios you'll do the

project in?

JS: Pretty much. In the early part of
January, Arif is scheduled to do the project with Phil [Collins] for a film. I think

first time with an artist, what kind of
homework would you do to prepare for
the sessions?
JS: I normally buy two or three of the
artist's previous albums, which tell me
many things: what the artist sounds
like, if I don't already know. But, if I'm
an integral part of the music business, I
should know. I try to find out who the
engineer was and whether or not I know
his work. But I don't try to assimilate
anyone's style; I do what I do, and try to
make it suit that particular project.
Obviously, it's not a good idea to make a
George Benson album sound like The
Who, with a huge ambient drum sound
and power guitars. It's what suits the
music. So the albums give me a fair idea
about the type of material we'll be doing,
and I try to work within that framework.
R -e/p: The music of most artists doesn't
really change that much from album to
album, does it?

JS: It depends. Sometimes the changes

are quite drastic. For example, Melissa
Manchester has taken a slightly more
modern direction over the last couple of
projects. I think she's happy doing that.
Generally, the path is fairly well laid
out in terms of what will and will not
work. But sometimes what you didn't
think would work is just what the album
needs; I don't think there's been one project where I've preconceived my total
approach to the recording process.
R -e/p: Do you meet the

artist and producer the first day in the studio?
JS: The artist, yes. If it's a producer that
I've not worked with before, I usually
like to meet with him beforehand. He
may play me demos of the material, and
we get to know each other as individuals, because we have to spend a lot of
hours with each other to complete a project that we'll all be happy with.
And it's very important that the artist
and producer are happy not only with
the musical aspect of the project but also
with the way it sounds. If not, they
won't be back. I don't ever like to work
with an artist or producer just once. It's
a little bit of a letdown to me if that
happens, because the first project is a
learning experience of getting used to
them as co- workers and friends learning how they tick. After getting in sync
with them, you can capitalize on that
during the next project. Hopefully, the
next time you work together, it can only
get better.

-
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LEXICON's NEW 224X with LARC
Its only limit is your imagination
Only Lexicon's 224X does it all. And now the 224X comes with
LARC -the key that gives you easy access to the total capabilities of the most

powerful processor in the world.
LARC (Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Console) tells at a glance
where you're at
which famiy of programs you're into
the specific
program selected
plus the variations within the program. They're all spelled

...
...

...

out on LED displays. And, with LARC, you can now store your setups on audio
cassettes.

...

crossover
Superior controls. Decay time in two frequency bands
predelay
intemal
high -frequency rolloff
apparent listener position
chorus
diffusion. And early reflections provide exceptional control over the

...

...

...

.

.

.

...

initial sound.

Dynamic decay. Special signal processing capabilities can change revert time
in response to program dynamics.

\j
6kNeitoo'
Unique Split ReverblEffects
Achieve two levels of effects simultaneously-either two reverberations or reverberation combined with effects.
Each input can be processed independently, with different effects,
and for each input there are stereo outputs. Split revert puts the processing
capabilities of two systems into one. Only Lexicon has it.

Comprehensive delay effects. The most extensive set of time -delay functions
available. Put in a vocal track and get out six independent voices. Create phasing, flanging, and, repeats in a single pass. Put in a rhythm track and get out
syncopated chords. Use up to six separately adjustable delay taps, with up to
1860 -ms delay, each with high-cut and low-cut filters tunable from 170 Hz to
19 kHz.

36 nonvolatile memories. All parameters of setups can be stored in memory

for instant recall -and can be archived on cassette tape.

Unparalleled Sound Quality
Unquestionably the best! Lexicon digital reverberation programs are
the most mature in the industry, repeatedly acclaimed by users and reviewers.

An Investment in the Future

Full 15 kHz bandwidth, 84-dB dynamic range, and less than 0.07% distortion.

Unmatched Versatility
Hall, Plate, and Room/Chamber algorithms,

including a Small Room program for subtle acoustic
enhancements and film/video work. More than 30
preprogrammed variations (with more to come).

Your investment in a 224X with LARC is an investment that will pay big dividends today -and tomorrow.
Your initial purchase price buys you all software
updates, subject only to a small media charge.
Look into the Lexicon 224X digital
revert /effects system with LARC *. Compare it
with anything else on the market. You'll find
this superb system is, by far, the most powerful
of them all.
*Feld conversion is available for owners of existing
224X systems. Contact Lexicon.

xícon
Lexicon, Inc., 60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154/(617) 891 -6790 /TELEX 923468
Export Gotham Export Corporation, New York, NY 10014
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LIVE -PERFORMANCE SOUND

CARLO SOUND SYSTEM
for the
OAK RIDGE BOYS

consider. And quick setup. We used to
carry our own PA system right under
the bus, in the luggage bay, many years
ago. But of course that changed.
"When we heard that Carlo Sound
had a new all-in -one cabinet which still
offered the benefits of horn- loading, we
thought it would make a good system to
fit our needs. We first picked the system
up in the summer of 1980, I think it was,
and we have used them ever since."
Carlo Sound first started doing business in the Nashville area in the late
Sixties, when Rich Carpenter and John
Logan leased their local band's PA system to the Johnny Cash Show. Other
early supporters of the growing corn pany included the Allman Brothers
Band, B.J. Thomas, Rare Earth, Jackson Browne, and the Eagles. On
Christmas Eve of 1980, disaster struck:
a fire gutted the company's shop and
office structure, destroying three complete road systems, including new Harrison consoles. "If it had not been for the
large system we had out with the Oak
Ridge Boys, we would have lost everything," Rich Carpenter remembers.
The sound company moved to new
quarters near the Country Music Hall of
Fame, and now offers a complete retail
showroom and service and repair facility, as well as continuing to provide the
Oak Ridge Boys with a touring sound
system.
CS-3 House

Speaker System

In 1978, Carlo began experimenting
with composite speaker box designs, in
search of the right compromise between
a single three -way cabinet and large,
horn -loaded bass and mid -bass sections, for which the company's systems
were noted.
"We chose Eastern Acoustic Works to
do the final cabinet assembly," Carpenter explains. "Basically, we took the
EAW B215 bottom, with a few changes.
I had a particular idea of what I wanted
to hear in the mid -bass, and I made a
model of a horn flare and sent it to Ken
Forsythe. He played around with the
design, added a phase plug, and then we

Featuring the CS -3 Composite Speaker Cabinet
by David Scheirman
he Oak Ridge Boys are no
strangers to "The Road." The
award -winning vocal group travels to as many as 200 concert appearances yearly in its customized Silver Eagle
coaches, just as they did over 10 years
ago when the group was known as one
of the hardest- working gospel groups in
the Southeast. Since switching over to
country in the mid-Seventies, the
"Oaks" have won a string of impressive
honors, including Vocal Group of the
Year awards from both the Country
Music Association and the Academy of
Country Music, Single of the Year,
Album of the Year, and Country Music
Group of the Year.
R-e /p 50 February 1984
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Able to pick and choose from the
many available concert sound companies, the Oak Ridge Boys' house mix
engineer, John Mir,
explains why the
group uses Carlo
Sound, Inc., of
Nashville, Tennessee. "When the group
first started doing
major venues, we
tried a lot of different systems," he
John Mir
recalls. "We have
always had a rather hectic travel schedule ... long overnight drives, and so
forth, so reliability was a big factor to

integrated the Community Light &
Sound Radical Radial fiberglass high frequency horn ... and came up with the
CS -3: the Carlo Sound three -way integrated loudspeaker box."
The CS-3 cabinet stands an imposing
61/2 feet tall on its casters (Figure 1).
Each box weighs in at 422 pounds when
loaded with two JBL 2225 15 -inch
speakers, a single JBL 2202 12 -inch
cone, and a JBL 2445 high- frequency
compression driver. (This box is comparable in size to contemporary all -inone cabinets in use by several major
sound reinforcement companies which
are smaller, yet lack the advantages of
horn -loading in the bass and mid-bass
sections.)

Additionally, CS -2 cabinets exist,

which combine the bass and high frequency components in a smaller, two way box for additional coverage of full
frequencies when needed. The CS -2
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Jimmy Tarbut ton. (lue) hu

`Come On In'
Valley Audio invites you inside ACORN

SOUND RECORDi: S' new control room.
When the Oak Ridge Boys wanted a new control room for their
Acorn Sound Recorders in Hendersonville, Tn., they entrusted
their chief engineer, Jimmy Tarbutton, with the responsibility of
contracting the best services available for the job. He chose Bob
Todrank and Valley Audio.
"I wanted the latest in control room technology with a large
functional space. Since we were building from the ground up, it
had to be right. I chose Bob to completely design the room and
oversee the construction. I wanted Valley Audio's technical
services to do our equipment interface because of their more
than ten years' experience in audio installations, and selected the
new Harrison MR -4 32 -24 console based on its flexibility and

innovative design. We then selected a long term associate, Jim
Aanderud of Viking Enterprises as our contractor.'

Rear wall showing diffusion /reRection

Todrank says, "Since Jimmy wanted a large, open room with a
very "live" feel, I designed a control room incorporating the
latest *LEDE (Live End /Dead End) concepts. I chose a rear wall
diffuser system designed by Peter D'Antonio of RPG Diffusor
Systems, Inc., to accomplish a widely dispersed sound field
around the console. We built and installed the very first of its
kind anywhere and I was thrilled with the results. I also used
our TECRON TEF equipment to place the final room interior
treatments. The proper implementation of the LEDE design
theory along with the use of on -axis monitoring, correct room

geometry and accoustical equalization (selective diffusion/
reflection /absorption techniques) has resulted in a room I'm
very proud of'
The Oaks are proud of it too. Duane Allen's reaction... `It's
like a dream come true."
LEDE is registered
a

The Oak Ridge Boys

2821 Erica Place
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OAK RIDGE BOYS
cabinets stack easily on top of the CS-3s,
with the radial horns coupling for
increased directivity of the system's
high -end (Figure 2).
"For the Oaks, we usually carry 32
16 per side," states Carlo
cabinets
Sound's Steve "Gyro" Garrard. "We do
an almost unbelievable assortment of
venues ... everything from State Fairs
and auction barns, to Las Vegas and
Atlantic City. We don't always use them
all, of course, but when we do that gives
us 64 15-inch drivers, all horn -loaded ...
plenty of system for what we need."
The CS -3 features permanently attached heavy -duty castors, which are
mounted to the bottom of the box with a
'/s -inch gasket made of neoprene foam,
to prevent rattling of the wheels. "We
found that to be necessary, especially
when the system is flown," Carpenter
points out. "The boxes are tuned to 40
Hz, and when we fly the system, one row
goes upside down, so that the bass sections couple. The system puts out a tremendous amount of bottom end ... but
the wheels don't rattle!"
Hanging straps are attached directly
to steel plates that are flanged and
mounted from the inside, on 18-ply
birch. Each plate is held on by 14 wood
screws and glue. Handles are not loadbearing points, but are used strictly for
ease of moving the cabinets around.
The back of each cabinet houses two
multipin connectors, for receiving signal from the amp racks, and jumpering
the boxes together in pairs. Additionally, a hook -and -loop strain -relief
assembly enables the crew to attach

...

each speaker cable directly to the box for
Figure 1: The Carlo Sound CS-3 loudspeaker cabinet, combining ease of transport in a composite box with the efficiency
of horn -loading.

Figure 2: Speaker stacks at Southwest College in San Diego: six CS -3s per side, with
CS -2 two -way boxes on top.

positive connection, ensuring longer
cable- connector life (Figure 3).

Amplifier Racks
Carlo Sound has been using Phase
Linear amplifiers for 10 years. The current system is set up with Model 400
Series Two units, packaged eight to a
double -wide rack, which comprises a
wooden case that rides in a protective
road case. Each individual amplifier is
shock-mounted with strips of neoprene
foam, and the tie-down screws are
backed with rubber strips (Figure 4).
"One of the problems with the early
Phase amps was their tendency to fall
apart after a few thousand miles in the
trucks," remarks Carlo engineer Mark
Hunt, who mixes monitors for the Oak
Ridge Boys. "With this type of mounting system, every amplifier is cushioned
from the rack, and the rack is cushioned
within the case. We don't have amplifiers fall apart anymore."
The CS -3 system is set up with a pair
of 15s being driven by an amp channel,
two 12 -inch mid -bass sections on one
channel, and two pair of high- frequency
horns driven from one channel, at a 4ohm load. House amp racks are
equipped with a 'A-inch jack patchpanel
in front for easy access should switching of signals and channels be necessary; the rack wiring is normalled to

accommodate the CS -3 speaker system.
Military -type multipin screw connectors on each rack accept the standard
CS -3 cables.
System Front End
An early supporter of the Harrison
Alive Series of portable consoles, Carlo
still uses the board in a 32- channel configuration (Figure 5). Equipped with
VCA grouping, LED ladder meter displays, and multiple mix output sends,
Carlo engineers often find themselves
having to give a crash- course in VCA
R -e/p 52 D February 1984

mixing to opening -act engineers.
Cut to 10 minutes before showtime:
Carlo Sound Engineer: "Do you have
any questions about the console ?"
Opening Act's Soundman: "These are
the submixes, or are they the matrix
out?"
CSE: "Well, not really either one.
They're VCA- grouping controls. They
are not submasters per se."
OAS: "Well, what do they do?"
CSE: "They control whatever groups of
audio signals you assign to them. They
operate voltage -controlled amplifiers."
OAS: "Yeah, but how come they're
labeled vocals, guitars, drums, and so
on, if they aren't submasters?"
Figure 3: Back of the CS-3 two multipin
connectors, and a hook for cable strain relief.

"Thank you for your
interest in Albatross Records.
Few things in this world are as irritating as a polite
rejection letter.
But maybe one of these tys someone will like
your demo tape. And instead of a form letter, you'll get a
phone call.
At dbx, we know it's the quality of your music
that will make you successful. Bui we can't help thinking
that the quality of your tape recording will play a part, too.
After all, how will they know how go:-..d you sound if the
tape doesn't really capture your sound?
So we have a suggestion: obx tape noise reduction.
For a modest investment, you can add a dbx
professional component to your tape system and start
sending in demos that sound like The real thing.
Because dbx doesn't just reduce noise. We
eliminate it. You can record, mix -gown and overdub, again

Unfortunately..."

and again, without any build -up of tape hiss. Each
generation sounds just as clean as the first. And you'll
end up with a final mix that sounds better than you've
ever sounded on tape before.
Now of course, we can't guarantee that this will
make you a hit.
But it will sure make you sound like one.
Visit your authorized dbx profess onal dealer
for a look at our full line of equipment. Or call or
write dbx, Incorporated, Professional Products
Division, 71 Chapel
Street, Box 100C,
Newton, MA 02195
U.S.A.
Professional
Tel. (617) 964 -3210.
Signal
Telex: 92 -2522.
Processing
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low and high parts. Joe [Bonsall] sings
the high parts he has a lot of 4K in his
voice, and needs a lot of that in his

-

OAK RIDGE BOYS
built especially for us by the factory. We
use it just to boost the system gain a bit,
and to match up the board outputs with
the other signal- processing gear."
From the line drivers, output signals
pass through White Series 3000 filter
sets, with 1/6- octave bass controls, and
dbx Model 160X compressor-limiters.
The signal was split with a Yamaha F1030 electronic crossover. Three each of
the crossover, compressor, and equalizer units were available. "We have a
spare on -line for each unit," Garrard
continues. "Or, it can be used as a third
main output for a central overhead flying cluster, when we hang the system."
A Crown RTA-2 real -time analyzer
completed the drive rack, fed with miniature Countryman pressure-sensitive,
piezoelectric microphone. "This little
mike works well in this application," he
comments. "It's not calibrated to the
RTA or anything, but it does check out
to be pretty accurate."
The secondary house rack contained a
Lexicon Prime Time digital delay; a set
of six dbx 160X compressor- limiters
(channel inserted on drums and bass);
two Omnicraft GT-4 noisegates (for
keyboards); an Aiwa 6900 stereo
cassette deck for playback; an Eventide
1745M digital delay unit; and an URSA
Major Space Station. The rack was
equipped with a complete 1/4 -inch patch bay. Although not always used for the
Oak Ridge Boys show, an EXR Exciter
was also available.

Monitor System
Carlo's Mark Hunt mixes monitors
for the show. His stage monitoring system is also centered around a Harrison
Alive console. "This board is great for
the stage," he says. "I'm using the Alive
in stock form, with very few modifications. One thing we have done is to take
the high -pass in /out switch on each mix
output, and change it over so that it is
now a Mix Kill switch, which comes in
handy."
For the Oaks, Hunt uses nine of the
Harrison's 12 available outputs. "Since
this [board] is not really intended to be
used for monitors, with a certain
number of discrete, obvious outputs, I
sometimes have to jockey around a bit to
take care of opening acts. Here, our
guest act is Michael Murphy. They want
five or six mixes, which is no real problem ... I have the open outputs. But for
me to have to show another engineer
who is not familiar with this console
how to get the extra mixes might take
some time."
One unusual aspect of Hunt's monitor
mix layout was that a separate output
mix had been provided on the downstage edge for each of the four vocalists.
"They each have totally different ears,
hear things differently ... and they have
different musical tastes," he explains.
"Instead of going for one down -stage
mix for everyone with a vocal blend, I
sort of feature each singer stronger in
R -e/p 56 D February 1984

Figure 6: Monitor electronics rack with
White filter sets for each output mix, and
complete patching access.

his own box. The boxes are fairly close
together, and the guys work sometimes
10 or more feet back from them, so it
comes out almost as if there were four
different amplified voices lined up in a
row in front of them. But it works well."
Other mixes include one each for the
drummer, saxophonist, keyboardist,
guitarist, and bassist. "This group
worked on so many small, crummy PAs
in their gospel-group days, where sometimes they all had to share one monitor,
that they are really amazed that we can
set it up so that they can each hear whatever they want," Hunt comments. "The
singers are fairly demanding ... Duane
[Allen] has a broad range, and does both

monitor.
"I would like to have the four monitors
downstage all be EQed the same, but it
just isn't possible, due to their different
needs. Sometimes, if I pull out too much
of one frequency for one of the guys, that
EQ setting will mask one of the other
guy's voice.
"Another advantage of having the
four separate mixes is that when one of
the guys has a solo on a tune, and is
walking across the whole stage, I can
follow him around as he walks, from box
to box, without bringing up the level all
over the stage on his voice, and blowing
everyone else away."
Why no sidefills? "They have never
liked sidefills," Hunt replies. "I think
that, sometime in the past, they have
been blasted away by them, and they
are a bit gun -shy. I tired it once myself
three years ago, but it just doesn't work
well for us. To do it, I would have to have
them set up in stereo, and be constantly
panning back and forth ... as one guy
got too close to the left side, I'd have to
pan him away from that box; that sort of
thing. It would be pretty hectic.
"Basically though, the singers have a
mental block against sidefills. We could
be having a problem with a room's
acoustics, or something else, but they
would look at the sidefills first as being
the problem. So we just canned them."
Monitor electronics include White
third-octave filter sets, as used in the
house system. "Basically, on each output mix, I come out of the board, hit the
EQ unit, maybe use a limiter, and then
go to the crossover," Hunt explains. The
system has six dbx 160X limiters available for patching onto output mixes.
Crossovers for bi-amping the floor
slants are by Phase Linear.
"The dbx unit has the Over -Easy fea-

Figure 7: Vocal floor slants comprised an EAW 2-12 cabinet loaded with JBL 2202
12 -inch cones, and a 2441 compression driver.
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With most digital
delays, the more features
you adc, the more time it takes
to set up go.-pd sounds. Why let any
product slow you down? The new
digital delays frcm Roland give you eve -y
feature
you could ask for, and also provide
programmability
to allow you to go from one delay
setting to the next in
an instant. You see, where the
facturers give you a lot of knobs,
other digital delay manulot of convenience. The proRoland has e ected to give you a
lets you go from crystalline
Delays
grammability of the Roland Digital
lavish chorus and on from
full
-dimensional
flanging
to
echo to
when you're onstage).
footswitch
push
a
button
(or
a
there...just
inability while offering
What's more, Roland has provided programlar than any product on
higher resolution and more delay time per dolthe market. The features speak for themselves:
On /Off, Preset (to
Both Units: Four convenient footswitches: Delay
remotely set delay
Playmate
(to
switch between Memory Channels),
adjustable from
Delay
Settings:
Hold.
P
of
time), and
¡ecision control
sponse /Low
Rein
Wide
Frequency
10
mSec
1
mSec
steps.
to
(equivalent to a
Noise: Digital Companding and Pulse Code Modulation
give ar effec16 bit A/D converter) increase frequency response, to
tive dynamic range of 100 dB with only .03% THD.
1 mSec to
SDE -1000: Four channels of microprocessor -based memory,
1.125 Sec. of Delay and LED readouts for Delay time for $499.00.
Delay,
SDE -3000: Eight channels of memory, 1 mS to 4.E Sec. of
M od-put
Level,
LED readouts for Delay Time, Feedback Level, Ou
-all
for
$1099.00.
ulation Rate, and Modulation Depth
Instant Delay. Once you've experienced it, ycu wont be able to
settle for less.
RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, LA,CA 90040.
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OAK RIDGE BOYS
oned above the drum kit for use as an
overhead (Figure 9).
Instrument amplifiers were given
Shure SM -57s mounted on shockmounted stands, and the acoustic piano
received a Helpinstill pickup. An HME
wireless unit served to amplify the saxophone, while an old Shure "bullet"
mike was used when the reed man
played harmonica.
And the vocal mikes? "The Oaks are
doing an endorsement for AKG, so we
always have different models to try
out," Hunt points out. "Right now, I am
using the Model D33OBT for the guys,
which has a switchable high boost at 7
kHz, and a low -end rolloff switch. It is a

hypercardioid design, and I think they
work particularly well on stage, due to
their good feedback rejection characteristics."
On The Road With The System

"We have tried to get this system
tuned up, and all put together, so that we
have as little on-the -road repairs as possible," Hunt offers. "I do seem to end up

...

doing a lot of soldering
cables are
probably the weakest link in any system
mike cables, especially; these guys
always twirl them around, that sort of
thing.
"The main thing about touring with a
system night after night is learning all
of the things which might go wrong.
After you have done it long enough, they
will probably all happen to you at one

-

-

time or another
feedback when you
don't know why; blown power supplies;
rain damage; dropped mikes. It will all
happen to you in the course of a long
tour."
One small touch that makes day -today setups and teardowns easier for the
Carlo crew was the provision of Velcro
tie-tabs at the ends of long speaker and
microphone cables (Figure 10). As a
cable is coiled, the tie -tab quickly and
positively secures the wrapped cable
bundle, doing away with the need for
strings, tape, or worse ... knots.
Also, monitor speaker cables are
cleaned up considerably through the use
of output distribution boxes; the low and
high signal for each mix are carried
down multipair 'speaker cable, and a
break -out box with male connectors

DEVELOPMENT OF CS -3 LOUDSPEAKER CABINET

Cooperative design by Carlo Sound and Eastern Acoustics Works

Manufacturing firms often take an active role in the development of new products for use by touring sound companies. By way of an
example of such cooperation, the CS -3 loudspeaker cabinet was a joint -effort project for Carlo Sound and Eastern Acoustics Works, initial
prototype design being carried out at Carlo's Nashville plant, and subsequent
cabinet design completed by EAW, who then produced the box for Carlo's
exclusive use.
"Carlo first contacted us to get one of our double -15 cabinets for experimental
purposes," recalls EAW's Ken Berger. "We sent that down, and Rich Carpenter
and John Logan were impressed not only with the cabinet's performance, but also
with our woodworking abilities. We use a number of proprietary construction
techniques in our cabinetry, including a polyurethane- reinforced horn section,
which allows us to execute very complex horns that exhibit both structural
integrity and correct mathematics. So their decision was to have us fabricate the
cabinets here at our shop."
The CS -3's mid-bass horn section began with a Carlo prototype that happened
to be amazingly close in concept and design to an EAW product nearing completion. "Carpenter sent up a plywood mockup prototype," Berger remembers. "And
it so happened that we were simultaneously approaching the final design stage for
our MR -102 midbass horn, which also used a single 12 -inch speaker. The piece
they sent up to us was just an approximation of the finished device, but it was right
on the same track. We combined their ideas with ours, and built the mid -bass
section onto the bass horn section. Space for the high- frequency horn was added,
and we had the CS -3."
Unfortunately, most of the new CS-3 boxes were in Carlo's Nashville facility
when a holiday season fire gutted the building. "The decision was made to go
ahead and rebuild another complete set of 24 new cabinets for the Oak Ridge
Boys, with whom Carlo had contracted dates that next month," Berger states.
"That was quite a test of our production facilities. We had only two weeks to
fabricate them from scratch, load the components, and ship them out to Seattle for
the first date.
"Our biggest problem was plywood. Since we use Baltic birch in our products, it
is not something that you can buy at any lumberyard. We always have some in
stock, but the CS-3 cabinets require a specially- ordered five- by six -foot plywood
panel, as opposed to the regular five- by five -foot sheets which we stock. Our
importer was able to find some here in this country, and get it to us ... otherwise,
we would have been waiting for another month or so for the boat to come over.
"But they all got built, the Carlo crew flew up here to supervise component
loading and connector wiring, and our shipping agent made a special weekend
pickup when he heard that it was a 10,000 -pound freight shipment!"
Currently, Eastern Acoustics Works offers three one -box, horn -loaded off-theshelf loudspeaker systems for sound reinforcement. "Our prime concern is the
EAW's
building and marketing of our own line," stresses Berger. "However, we also like
production
engineering. We have taken on numerous special design projects, such as the version
of
Carlo CS-3, and will continue to do so. We have designed special subwoofers Carlo Sound
CS -3
which are used by NASA labs, and done projects for Bose, Gauss, dbx, and
three
-way cabinet
Richard Long Associates. And we love helping concert sound companies!"
Quoted specifications of EAW's off-the -shelf CS -3, which can be supplied in versions to accept JBL, EAW, or Gauss drivers, include
frequency responses 40 Hz to 10 kHz, -6 dB, 80 Hz to 12 kHz, ±3 dB; HF sensitivity 107 dB 1W at 1 meter; MF 106 dB; LF 108 dB; HF
power handling 40W RMS, 80W program; MF power 150W RMS; LF power 300W RMS; recommended crossover of LF /MF: 300 Hz, and
MF/HF: 1.2 kHz, with a slope of 18 dB per octave; and a recommended high pass filter of 40 Hz, 18 dB per octave.
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DOLBY
NOISE REDUCTION
FOR THE 1980'S

60 single -track inits

CN 221E for
Sony BVH
1000;1100

CN 226 for
Ampex
VPR-2

CN 231 for
Sony BVH 2000

Dolby noise reduction is keeping pace with today's demand for
high -quality sound everywhere. With the introduction of such
products as plug -in modules for VTRs and the SP multi -track
unit, it is easier than ever before to protect all your irreplaceable
audio tracks from hiss, hum, and print -through. From broadcasting to music recording, from video sweetening to motion
picture dubbing, Dolby A type NR reliably continues to fulfill
its original promise: effective noise reduction combined with
complete signal integrity.

-

Dolby Laboratories Inc., 731 34409.34
San Francisco,
94111,
Telephone
2 -0300. Telex 34409. 346 Clapham Road, London S 11,
Telephone 01- 720 -1111, Telex 919109. "Dolby' and the double -D symbol
are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. S83/5050
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SOUNDMAN'S NOTES FROM THE ROAD
Andy Chappel's Venue Notes from Across the Country

This issue marks the beginning of a new venue column culled from the notes of live -sound engineer Andy
Chappel, who has handled all aspects of live sound for a variety of artists, in a multitude of arenas and
clubs around the country. Currently on the road doing house sound for The Motel's tour, Andy has also
worked with Marilyn McCoo and Billy Davis Jr., Aretha Franklin, Del Shannon, The Dickies, Lords of the
New Church, Quiet Riot, and "X."
While R -e/p hasn't the space available to cover full details of each venue, nor the personnel to keep up
with the constant changes happening everywhere, we will supply the basic conditions and who to contact
for more information.
Just remember, it's a jungle out there and if you see Andy tell him to phone home next issue's column
is due.

-

EAST SIDE CLUB

METRON

PARADISE

1229 Chestnut Street

400 S. Cameron Street

967 Commonwealth Avenue

Philadelphia, PA

Harrisburg, PA

Boston, MA

(215) 564-3343

(717) 234 -1316

(617) 254-2054

Type of Venue: Club
Capacity: 500
Andy's Rating: * *
Acoustics: Very Dead
House Soundman: Albert
Mixing Position: Center of club

Type of Venue: Club
Capacity: 600
Andy's Rating: * * *
Acoustics: Dead Room
House Soundman: Bob Reed
Mixing Position: House right

Type of Venue: Club
Capacity: 560
Andy's Rating:
Acoustics: Real Dead
House Soundman: Seth Geiger
Mixing Position: Center of house, up high.

Console: Tangent 24 x 4
House PA: CLS cabinets w/JBLs & Crown
power amps.

Console: Soundcraft 24 x 8
House PA: None, outside PA company; Bob

Console: Tangent 24 x 1
House PA: 4 -way w/18s,

Monitors: None

Monitors: None

Stage: Small, 20 x 20 foot
Microphones: Shure,EV
House Power: 100 amps, 3 phase.
Crew: Good
Load In/Out: Hard. From small back alley,

Stage: 30 x

down stairs.

42 ".

Overall View: Small club; not a place to bring

Overall View: Okay. Room

in much more than monitors. PA sounds

sounded clean.

good.

Recommendations: Advance gig with sound

in back by

bar.

Recommendations: Bring in monitors and
maybe

a

house console.

Reed Sound (717) 854 -8871.

House Power: Good. 200 amps, 3- phase.
Crew: Good. Stage manager, Dennis.
Load In/Out: Okay. Through side door, 7' x
is

nice, PA

company to make sure they have everything
you need, or just bring your own sound.

LIVING ROOM

TOAD'S PLACE
300 York Street
New Haven, CT

273 Promenade Street
Providence, RI
(401) 521-2520

Type of Venue: Club
Capacity: 550
Andy's Rating: * * *
Acoustics: Good, wood walls, curtains

foot.

15

12s, JBL mids,
Renkus tweeters.
Monitors: Good, 1 x 15 cabinets, 4 mixes.
Stage: 32 x 18 foot.
Microphones: Shure, Beyer
House Power: 200 amps, 3- phase.
Crew: Good
Load In/Out: Okay; through double doors
from alley.
Overall View: A nice place to work; PA
sound good; plenty of level.
Recommendations: Bring in your own
monitors if anyone needs sidefills and/or more
mixes.

RITZ
119 E. 11th Street

New York, NY

(203) 562-5694

(212) 228-8888

Type of Venue: Club
Capacity: 650
Andy's Rating: * * *
Acoustics: Okay when the room is full.

Type of Venue: Large Club
Capacity: 1,450
Andy's Rating:
Acoustics: Good

House Soundman: Keith Dupke

House Soundman: Charlie
Mixing Position: Center of house, rear.
Console: Yamaha PM2000 32 input.
House PA: Good system; JBLs powered by
Crown amps.

around stage.

House Soundman: Paul Martin
Mixing Position: Center of house.
Console: Stevenson Interface 24 x 4.
House PA: Supplied as needed by C &M

Mixing Position: Center of house.
Console: APSI 24x4
House PA: Good stacked and flown system

Sound (401) 521 -2520; Klipsch boxes.
Monitors: Good; four mixes.
Stage: 32x18x3 -feet high.
Microphones: Shure, Sennheiser

supplied by Horizon Sound (203) 562 -5582.
Monitors: Four mixes.
Stage: 32- by 16 -foot
Microphones: Sennheiser, Shure, & Beyer

House Power: 100 amps, 3- phase.
Crew: Good
Load In/Out: Through double front doors,
and onto stage.
Overall View: Good gig; everyone helpful;

House Power: 100 amp, 3- phase.
Crew: Good
Load In/Out: Okay from front door, off the

PA sounds good; PA company can get nearly
anything you need.
Recommendations: Advance the gig; you
might need more monitor mixes than usual.

fine, no need to bring your own.

Monitors:

mixes, okay unless band is loud.
foot.
Microphones: Shure, Beyer, & Sennheiser.
House Power: 200 amps, 3- phase.

Stage: 30

4

x 24

Crew: Good
Load In/Out: Up two flights of stairs.

street.

Overall View: Okay. House PA system

is

Overall View: Good gig; load -in is rough, but

Recommendations: Advance gig to check
monitors and /or order more mixes if

everyone is helpful and crew is good; PA
sounds fine.
Recommendations: Bring your own monitors, and everything will be fine.
ODD

necessary.

Note: Andy Chappel's personal rating scheme is based on a maximum score of four stars.
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Figure 10: Monitor bi-amp stage cable distribution box, featuring a
Velcro tie-tab for quick and easy cable storage.

enables short jumpers (with two
different-sized connectors for lows and
highs) to be run to each box. An 80 -foot
length on the multipair assures adequate reach on even the widest stages.

Sound Of The Show
The concert this writer observed took
place at an outdoor amphitheater -type
sports bowl at San Diego's Southwest
college. The venue will seat approximately 10,000 patrons when set up with
the stage on one side of the field.
House engineer Gyro Garrard and
monitor mixer Mark Hunt had set up

Figure 11: Carlo Sound system as set up outdoors, with six
cabinets per side, plus two CS -2s on top.

only six CS -3 cabinets per side, plus an
additional pair of CS -2s on top of the
speaker stack. The cabinets were
arranged in a gentle arc outwards, with
the backs of the cabinets in alignment.
(Hmmm, I thought to myself, that's 28
15 -inch cones
only one woofer for
every 357 people, and outdoors, yet!)
The system's horn-loaded bass and
mid -bass sections did an adequate job of
making the sound of the group seem
quite present, even at the top of the high
concrete -tiered seating area (Figure 11).
Certainly not enough acoustical energy
to power a Heavy-Metal Battle- Of-The-

...

Bands ... but then, this was Country.
And there were another 24 cabinets sitting in the semi.
It was refreshing to see a sound crew
have the sense to not set up a tremendously large sound system when it wasn't
needed, just because someone had paid
for the diesel fuel to bring the PA to
town. And, as diesel fuel becomes more
expensive, perhaps hybrid systems such
as the Carlo CS -3 loudspeaker units,
which offer a unique compromise
between the efficiency of horn -loading,
and the ease of transport of the all-inone cabinet, will become more popular.

TurbosoundTM
Listen:
Turbosound's full line of compact professional
loudspeaker enclosures provide maximum projection
and efficiency without the distortion and coloration
of horn loaded systems and require a minimum of stage
and transport space.
Over a decade of research and development has produced
the patented design principles which enable TurbosoundTM
to achieve superior results at competitive prices,
without need of special drivers or electronics.
Have You Heard Turbosound?

Turbosound, Inc. 611 Broadway #841, New York, N.Y. 10012 (212) 460 -9940 Telex 960127
Turbosound Sales Ltd. 202 -208 New North Road, London, N1 7BL (01) 226 -3840 Telex 8812703
Turbosound Rentals Ltd. 202 -208 New North Road, London, N1 7BL (01) 2260099 Telex 8812703
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CIRCUIT DESIGN AND EVALUATION

and frequency -division multiplex networks, or charge -coupled device filters,
to mention only a few potential
applications.
Awareness of the difficulty of this
type of problem in human terms is
necessary for one to appreciate the
incredible power of this magnitude of
numerical capability. The iteration circuit response points corresponding to
the target data points are matched for a
least-squares fit to the target data
points, a least-squares approximation
to the target data points desired being
the result of this process.
Try doing that on your slide rule.
It has taken this writer about three
months to gain what appreciation he
has for this design and analysis tool. It
is difficult to adequately convey the
experiential impact of having such
power available on a convenient and
routine basis.

Time- and Frequency- Domain

Transformations

In part one of this article, published in the October issue, the author considered

the various merits of a computer -aided circuit design system, and considered
the real -world example of a digital anti -aliasing filter. Having determined the
group -delay response, and established the importance of distinguishing
between relative and absolute phase response, this concluding part moves on
to look at the optimization of circuit delay times, time- and frequency- domain
transformations, and circuit response using a digitized cymbal crash.

Variable Circuit Delay Time

One of the features of this program is
that the COMTRAN Optimization process permits the circuit delay time to be
one of the parameters allowed to "float"
during iterations. The importance of
this capability can be explained by first
discussing the analogous case for a relative amplitude response optimization.
Because it is generally not possible to
predict the precise amplitude response
that will be finally arrived at upon termination of the iterations, some kind of
device must be included in the optimization process to allow the program to
"trim" the over-all average circuit gain,
so that it will not reject Relative system
response which otherwise would be
acceptable only because of Absolute
gain deviations. This can be done by the
user adding a resistive divider at the
network output port say about 20 dBworth
and cranking the 20 dB loss
into the target data amplitude values.
The divider tap then is taken as the network output node. By allowing the pro R-e/p 64 February 1984
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gram to trim the lower leg of the divider,
variations in circuit gain can be compensated for and Absolute system gain
then trimmed or optimized later if
necessary.
For the same reason, it is not possible
to predict the final result of the Absolute
group delay resulting from a Relative
phase -related optimization. If it is
impossible for the group delay value to
"float" with each iteration, the program
will abandon the optimization process
because the Relative phase corresponding to the iterative circuit values are
inconsistent with a fixed value of Absolute group delay. The COMTRAN program permits selection of the group
delay correction factor as one of the
optimization parameters; without this
feature it would not be possible to solve
the kind of problem under consideration
here. I think that the importance of such
a capability will be apparent to anyone
encountering the need to devise group
delay correction networks for loud
speaker crossovers, anti-aliasing filters,

The human need to gain some kind of
intuitive insight into the consequences
of a design effort has been attended with
the inclusion of the AC -CAP companion
program, S -WAVE, which permits the
transformation of transfer function
data generated by the AC-CAP Waveform Generator subprogram into time domain data sets. As touched upon
briefly earlier, the transfer function is
configured as a set of data points, each
consisting of a triplet of numerical
values representing driving frequency,
circuit gain at that frequency, and circuit Absolute phase response at that
frequency. The transfer function may
also be written as an equation whose
variables are called "complex variables," because they represent quantities
that can be expressed as the sum of a
pure number (a "real"), and the product
of a real number and another quantity
that is the square -root of minus one (the
"imaginary "). Numbers that are composed of a real and imaginary part are
called complex numbers; similarly, variables in these complex numbers are
referred to as complex variables.
The equation form of the transfer
function does not readily occur in the
context in which COMTRAN operates,
but that is not a major difficulty,
because the discrete data triplets alternatively convey the same information.
One may not look like the other, but they
are the same information. The data triplets could be derived from repeatedly
solving the algebraic transfer function
for discrete frequencies, and vice versa.
Not necessarily within the scope of this
program, though.
If a time -domain function in the form
of, let's say, an ideal square wave is
Fourier- transformed into its frequency
components, each associated with an
amplitude and phase value, and if these
frequencies correspond to the array of
frequencies used to describe a transfer
function, it is possible to operate on
these two sets of data in such a way as to

Introducing RDAs .64i, 1.28i and 2.56i. Digital delays
designed to give you what our competitors can't uncommon
special effects. Only ADA digitals have the power and
flexibility of enhanced delay modulation.
With our Modulation Waveform control you get the choice
of a sharp peaked triangle wave for dramatic digital
flanging, a smooth con-oured sine wave, for rich chorusinc, or
the stepped levels of a square wave for bold pitch -shiftinc.
Our exclusive 8 to sweep range is the widest on any digital
delay for flanging that sweeps over three octaves. Plus our
sweep speed is the slowest available for subtle, shimmeri ig
doubling effects.
It's no wonder ADA has quickly built a reputation
as the leading manufacturer of professional, low -cost
digital delays.
Visit your ADA dealer today and find out how intense
digital special effects can sound.
--

1

ADA SIGNAL PROCESSORS

2316 Fourth Street Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 548-1311
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COMPUTERIZED
CIRCUIT DESIGN

TIME INTERVRLm 1.95 usec
TIME WINDOW 0 TO 1.00 ursec
65

TIME DOMAIN WAVEFORM
257

193

129

!MAX:

VALUE.. 733 m

DATA POINT
449

365

321

512
+1

cond, then the cymbal -crash data file,
called "Cymbal," will convolute with it
with no spectral shifting.
Figures 11 and 12 show the Cymbal
waveform as digitized; Figure 11 is

Cymbal after passage through the
uncorrected anti -aliasing filter. It can
be seen that the filter's effect is to minimize the asymmetry of the signal,
reduce its peak -to- average ratio, and to
slightly widen the intervals separating
its zero-crossings. Although the corrected signal of Figure 12 still suffers
from some broadening of zero-crossing
time intervals, it is not quite as severely
affected as is the direct filter output signal. Also it will be noted that some of the
asymmetry of the original signal has
been restored, and the tendency for the
valleys between crests to be filled in,
and for the peaks to be rounded off, is
also less evident. The peak-to- average
ratio also has been improved.
It should be noted that these waveforms are plotted with vertical scale factors such that the 6.6 dB filter loss has
been accounted for in the overlays, so
that amplitude values may be directly
compared to the reference Cymbal trace
which is another handy capability of
S -WAVE, since it permits time and
magnitude scale adjustment of successive traces to be plotted on the same
graph for comparative purposes, such
as gain and symmetry evaluations.
Figure 13 shows the uncorrected and
corrected filter Cymbal output signals
overlaid on identical amplitude scales
with delay times shifted for direct comparison. The two traces do not match
precisely in time because the group
delay is not truly a constant through the
pass-band, and some of the signal frequency components are still arriving at
skewed times.
A 'scope photo of the corrected real
filter 1 kHz square-wave is shown as
Figure 14; note the similarities between
this photograph, and the corrected plot
of Figure 9. Such agreement with predicted corrected filter square -wave
response instills confidence that there
is, after all, some sort of corrolation
between theory and practice.
Murphys' corollary to the contrary
may be called into question here.
The reader must be aware that the
whole optimization process did not take
place in anywhere near the space of time
it takes to read this article. It also must
be emphasized that there are many
operations done as checks on the validity of methods of solution, blind alleys,

and tangential paths taken that vanity
begs not be enumerated here. We all
make mistakes ... we all don't care to
admit it. That fact is no cause for shame,
provided we are careful enough to catch
them before relying heavily on those
errors, or before they are discovered by
others and brought to our attention. It
should be apparent to any experienced
R -e /p 68
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Figure 12: Reference cymbal waveform (grey), overlaid on corrected "fantasy filter" cymbal
response. Scaled to compensate for 6.6 dB insertion loss.
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Figure 13: Response of uncorrected model filter to cymbal stimulus (grey), overlaid on trace
of delay-corrected filter response.

circuit designer that the method of solution described here could not be done in
any reasonable period of time without
the aid of the computer, and especially
not without the use of a powerful program group, such as COMTRAN.
There are times when a perfect
square-wave doesn't represent the kind
of signal dynamics that the circuit will
be seeing in real -life application. If
desired, the rise- and fall -times of the
stimulus square-wave can be modified

by use of an S -WAVE utility called
"Generate Stimulus." If that won't quite
fill the bill, the stimulus waveform may
be defined or modified manually as a
series of time- domain vertical axis
numerical values corresponding to

horizontal axis time interval addresses.
Stimulus waveforms also may be
acquired from real -world sources, if
there are appropriate instruments
available that will accept HP-IB (IEEE 488) bus control. COMTRAN contains a

Figure 14: Delay-corrected 1 kHz square -wave response of real filter. Vertical scale: 0.5V per
division. Horizontal scale: 0.1 millisecond per division (118.5 microsecond delay at
half-height).

user -variable program that allows the
computer to be programmed to drive
and access instruments and acquire
signal data that can serve as a transfer
function driver, or will lend themselves
to Fourier transformation, spectral
analysis, and correction for sample
interval error correction, and sample
trigger- offset adjustment. Once in RAM,
these files can be saved on mass storage
for future use, or manipulation with
other data files.
Other data -domain manipulations
that can be performed as required on
any data arrays fitting the S -WAVE
data format are graphic display time scale expansion by successive factors of
two, and stimulus phase- shifting by
successive -90 degree increments.
Numerical integration of the driving
function data file will result in a triangle
driving function. Simply taking the
inverse Fourier transform of the
transfer function residing in the primary data file, will yield the time-domain
function describing the system impulse
response. Taking the inverse Fourier
transform of transfer function in the
primary data file, and performing integration on the result, will yield the system step- response in the time domain.
Multiplication of a series of two or more
transfer functions can be accomplished,
two at a time in sequence, to yield the
final transfer function that would result
if the physical systems were connected
in cascade, each with a perfect interstage buffer. Simulation of time -gated
circuits, such as sample-and -hold circuits, or resettable integrators, can be
achieved by use of another feature that
allows setting desired parts of a data file
to zero if that file has not been integrated, or to a constant numerical value
if integration has been performed.

To fully understand and appreciate
the potential of S -WAVE, it is helpful for
the potential system user to have had
some introduction to integral and differential calculus and complex variables. It is difficult to convey by word

alone the impact that possession of such
analytical power can have on one's perception of the physical world. Demonstration of real physical system
response can be done in the space of an
hour or less, without the need for
instruments, parts, or soldering iron.
Performance of existing systems can be
analyzed without the need for access to
that system itself. The veracity of published technology can be tested in as
short a time, and the experiential significance of that technology absorbed by
the user. Demonstration of academic
concepts that are difficult to observe
directly in the physical case become
amenable to examination at leisure.
As a further advantage, there is no
need to order parts.
The means for simulating the active
elements of a circuit model have not
been treated in any detail in this article,
since an abundance of data on this subject has been published down the
decades. While no need has been seen to
discuss them in detail here, the following references are given for those interested in the subject. Vacuum tube models are discussed in reference #10.
Treatments of bi -polar transistor models can be found in #11 and #12.
MOSFET and JFET models are discussed in #13, while operational amplifiers are discussed in #14. A more
detailed discussion of wideband operational amplifier models as well as high-
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Optimize
MAGNETIC SCIENCES
don't compromise:
If you demand optimum performance from
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such as conditional stability, non -linear
phase response, gain -limited equalizer
circuits, current-limited line drivers,
bias trap designs that impair signal
frequency bi-polar semiconductors is transient and phase response, oscillagiven in #15; a version of this op -amp tion on clipping, non -optimal gain
model was used throughout the exam- structure, widely- varying input /output
ples discussed in this article. COM- impedance, and so on. Who knows what
TRAN constrains the user to model all else is out there? I'm sure I'll find many
of his active devices using current sour- more subcutaneous warts and a few
ces known as "Norton" sources or gen- tumors in the collective body electronic
erators these may be found described as time passes, and my facility with
in #16. The Thevenin companion to the COMTRAN grows.
Norton source is discussed in #17 and
My experience with this program
#18. The choice of what kind of active group is that its use promotes conelement model is desirable for any pur- stantly greater sensitivity to the nuanpose is up to the judgement of the pro- ces of physical system composition and
gram user.
performance parameters. As has been
the case for all of the powerful tools I
A Solution Looking
have been able to acquire and use in my
for Applications
past work, my perception of reality is
Often in the course of daily ministra- altered by the insight the tool has made
tions to the recording industry I am possible. It's like a myopic suddenly disovercome with the feeling that "nor- covering that eyeglasses can be cleaned.
I should not undertake to severely crimal" system performance somehow just
isn't quite right. I'm sure that many of ticize existing designs of years gone by.
us have had that uneasy feeling that, I want to take this opportunity to apoleven though this particular widget per- ogize to any who might feel embarforms in the same way that all other rassed by any of my closing comments.
known widgets do, that there is some- After all, those designers didn't have
thing that just doesn't ring as true as it elegant circuit -analysis programs like
might. Or, the frammis sounds funny COMTRAN.
when it's taking feed from the widget, or
compression seems to limit the bandwidth; it sounds gritty on horns; etc., etc. References:
Armed with a widget and frammis
1. The Book of Apple Software 1983; et
schematic, adequate semiconductor al; ISBN #0736 -2692; J. Stanton, R.
data, and a set of programs like COM- Wells, S. Rachowansky; The Book
TRAN, it is possible to analyze the Company, 11223 S. Hindry Avenue, Los
widget and the frammis in ways that Angeles, CA 90045.
would otherwise take, perhaps, days of
2. TRS -80 Applications Software
measurement time, and days more for Sourcebook, Vol. IV; Radioshack
data reduction and analysis. I have dis- Catalog No. 26 -2114; pp. 335-6.
3. Users' Library of Contributed Procovered that venerated mainstays of the
professional audio industry over many grams for the HP-41, HP -67, and HP -97,
years have internal design problems, March, 1983; et al; Hewlett- Packard
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Co., 1000 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis,
OR 97330.
4. COMTRAN; D. Jensen; Jensen
Transformers, 10735 Burbank Blvd.,
North Hollywood, CA 91601.
5. Time Correction of Anti -Aliasing
Filters Used in Digital Audio Systems;
J. Meyer; AES Preprint No. 1911 (E -7)

October 23 -27, 1982.
6. Handbook of Operational Amplifier
Circuit Design; D.F. Stout, M. Kaufman;
McGraw -Hill, 1976; pp. 26 -3,4.
7. Applications of Operational Amplifiers, Third Generation Techniques; G.
Graeme; McGraw -Hill, 1973; pp. 102,3.
8. Linear Phase Active Analog Filters
with Equiripple Passband Responses;
G.D. Tattersall; IEEE Trans. on Circuits and Systems, Volume CAS -28, No.
9, September 1981; pp. 925 -927.
9. A Fuss About Plus; P. Butt; Recording Engineer/Producer, Volume 10 #6,
December 1979; pp. 66 -71.
10. Electronic Circuits; E.J. Angelo;
McGraw -Hill, 1958; pp. 119-121, 219 -224.
11. Transistor Circuit Design; J.A.
Walston, J.R. Miller; McGraw -Hill,
1963; pp. 86 -95.
12. G.E. Transistor

Manual; J.F.

Cleary, Ed.; General Electric Co., 1964;
pp. 25-34, 43-80.
13. Introduction to Circuit Analysis;
T.N. Trick; Wiley, 1977; pp. 194-197.
14. Ibid.; pp 226 -233.
15. A Highly Densensitized, Wide -

Band Monolithic Amplifier; J.E.

Solomon, G.R. Wilson; IEEE J. Solid State Circuits, Volume SC -1, September
1966; pp. 19 -28.
16. Electrical Engineering Science;
P.R. Clement, W.C. Johnson; McGrawHill, 1960; pp. 360 -365.
17. Ibid.
18. Reference

Data for Radio Engineers; IT &T Corp., Fourth Edition; pp.
132, 133.

COMPUTER OPTIMIZATION OF AN EXISTING DESIGN:
CASE STUDY OF A TRANSFORMERLESS MIKE PRE- AMPLIFIER
a brief example of the power of COMTRAN software as an
analysis tool, a transformerless microphone pre- amplifier was
chosen for study. The circuit consists of the commonly encountered
differential input instrumentation -type amplifier having low -noise
monolithic bipolar transistors in its first gain stages that acted as
impedance convertors for each side of the differential input. The
differential signals are then summed by a summing amplifier, and fed
to the outside world by a low- impedance driver circuit. The problem
with this particular pre -amp design was that the transparency of the
signal obtained from it was noticeably deficient as compared to the
results from pre -amps of supposedly less avant garde design.
The first step in the analysis procedure was to obtain a schematic
and parts list of the device, and then to reduce the schematic to an
equivalent circuit involving voltage- dependent current sources and
passive components. The overall system gain and phase characteristics for a gain of 51.84 dB are shown in Figure A. It will be noted that
the amplitude response starts to fall off above 10 kHz, reducing to
unity at about 3 MHz. The amplitude response is down about 2 dB at
only 20 kHz, portending a muddy high -end, as has been confirmed
subjectively.
The major portion of the pre -amplifier gain is derived from the
As

uyaw
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be going on in each of these identical stages was checked by moving
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the output node from the intended output port of the equivalent
circuit model, to one of the final nodes prior to the differential
summer input, which permits us to see the amplitude and phase
response of a single differential input circuit prior to summing. The
gain- determining components of these differential gain stages consists of a single variable resistor connected as the shunt portion of the
feedback network of each of the opposing input circuits. Since the
feedback loop includes the entire differential gain stage, we can get
some inkling of the amplitude and phase response of a major portion
of the pre -amp gain structure. This data are shown in Figure B. Note
the early amplitude roll -off, as well as the "kink" in the phase
response curve in the 50 to 100 kHz region. Although the phase lag
does not cross the -180 degree line until about 3 MHz, indicating a
somewhat stable closed-loop condition', the undulation of the phase
response indicates a non -minimum phase condition in this circuit'.
(Which is encouraging only in that it gives us something to chew on as
we search for a remedy for the illness).
A number of small capacitors are used as phase -lead feedback
components in each of the input stages, and also in the differential
summer circuit. A relatively simple cure for the malais might be to
remove these caps altogether as a sure -fire way to extend the system
bandwidth. "A swell idea," we theorize. of us set those caps to
10E -15 Farads, substantially deleting them from the circuit model.

- continued ..

TRANSFORMERLESS MIKE PRE -AMPLIFIER OPTIMIZATION
The results of this extreme nostrum are shown in the curves of
Figure C. The amplitude response indicates a low -Q peaking effect
prior to roll-off slightly below 1 MHz, while the phase lags to nearly
-180 degrees at 10 MHz as the stage gain hangs in there at about +8
dB. Not a good omen, since oscillation of ,this stage is a distinct
possibility under these conditions. The asymptotic behavior of the
phase response suggests a bit of "brick -walling" might be going on as
the circuit approaches its physical limitations at high frequencies.
Since our goal, by the way, is to achieve a significant improvement
in the performance of this circuit, while leaving our clients' net worth
substantially intact, we are limited in our alternatives.
Cheap is good, if it works; words to live by in any discipline. Our
preliminaries seem to show us that there is definitely too much of
some "thing" embodied in the circuit as originally configured. A
dearth of that "thing" doesn't seem to be the ticket we are looking for,
either. The question arises then: Is there a compromise between
these two extremes that is livable, and also acceptably cheap?
COMTRAN to the rescue once again, folks. By successively choosing decreasing values of the phase -lead capacitors, and checking the
gain/phase curves for each case, we are able to get an idea if this
approach has a chance of fulfilling our heartfelt desires. Figure D
shows the results of a choice of value that seems promising. Stability
is still a bit "iffy," but we just might be able to pull this one off with only
a change of four capacitor values. Figure E shows the entire modified
system gain and phase response, demonstrating that we are down 3
dB at about 78 kHz, as opposed to -3 at something less than 30 kHz
for the benchmark.
Application of the Acid Square Wave Test, as a confirmation of
either the cleverness or naiveté of our solution, is now in order.
Generating the transfer function file for both the benchmark stock
circuit and the proposed panacea, we then load the S -WAVE program and operate on the transfer functions to correct for the differing
delay times of the respective circuits. A plot of the resulting square-

,

.

wave responses is shown overlaidd in figure F; the slow one is
obviously the original circuit response. The modified response is
clearly faster.
The time dc -nain plots taken for 512 data points shcwed traces of
what might appear to be high- frequency instability in the form of
low -level "grass" during the time slightly after the positive transition
and slightly bemire the negative one, for both the new and old circuits.
To clear up this uncertainty
since unconditional circuit stability
is a highly primed performance characteristic
a second transfer
function over the same 1 millisecond time window was taken having
2048 data points for each case. The results of those samples were
plotted for inspection; as can be seen in Figure F, there is, in fact, no
trace of oscillation for either circuit.
In cases where the transfer function generated does not adequately include a significant portion of the system amplitude
response, the ack of complete system transfer function data will
result in inforration relavant to the time -domain response being
unavailable to +e program, and thus will result in a manifestation of
this missing da:a. Mother Nature knows when something's wrong,
and COMTRAN does, too. The missing part of the transfer function
makes the square -wave response uneven, since the complete data
are not availab_e to fill in the rough spots. The bandwidth restriction
of the smaller sample limited the amount of data we had to deal with,
and therefore tould have arrived at erroneous conclusions had we
not gone further. The reader will recall that, although we are modeling an analog system, we are doing so digitally. This apparent incongruity indicates that Shannons' Law of information theory holds
inside of comm. ters as well as out.
Oscilloscope observation of the real modified pre -amp circuit
shows no evidence of oscillation below 100 MHz, so we may feel
secure that the "grass" about the square -wave transitions has,
indeed, been caused by truncation of significant data elements in our,

-
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- continued ..

TRANSFORMERLESS MIKE PRE -AMPLIFIER OPTIMIZATION
smaller samples, due to the limitation of the transfer function to
frequencies below 256 kHz. Referral to Figure E will confirm that our
modified beauty has significant amplitude response well beyond 256
kHz. If we wanted to verify this more fully, we might generate a
transfer function over a, say, 100 microsecond time window, and plot

.

the results of the 10 kHz square-wave response. But we won't.
For COMTRAN, as for any fine instrument, the results of its
application are dependent in large measure on the skill, perception,
and judgement of its user. After all, a Stradivarious is not entirely
responsible for the music it produces.

Figure A: Voltage gain and Absolute Phase response for stock
mike pre -amp.

Figure B: Voltage gain and Absolute Phase response for half
differential input pair.
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Figure D: Voltage gain and absolute phase of modified stock
pre -amp.

Figure C: Voltage gain and absoltue phase of mike pre -amp with
phase -lead caps removed.
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Figure E: Voltage gain and absolute phase of modified half
differential input pair.
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Figure F: Square -wave response output (grey), and input signal.
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The more revealing Aqua Regia Cymbal test shows an even more
marked difference in performance between the stock circuit and our
modified prodigy. The Virginal Cymbal Crash waveform, Figure G,
has been multiplied by a factor of 390.84 (51.84 dB) to show it as if it
had passed through a perfect system that happens to have that gain
at 1 kHz, as do our model circuits. Figure FI shows the response of
the stock pre -amp and in its modified form, overlaid on a vertical
scale such that the perfectly amplified cymbal crash would just touch
the top line of the graph at its maximum peak, as it does in Figure G.
Since both model circuits have precisely the same gain at 1 kHz, we
can see the differences that are obvious about the respective maxima
and minima of the plots.
Figure G: Time Domain Waveform of reference cymbal crash.
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TIME WINDOW = 0 TO 1.00 msec
DATA POINT

References:
1. Stabilizing Op -Amps; Deane Jensen; Recording Engineer
Producer, Volume 9 #3, June 1978; pp. 42 -53.
2. Some Useful Graphical Relationships; Richard Heiser; Journal of
the Audio Engineering Society, Volume 23 #7, September 1975; pp.
-

562 -564.
Figure H: Response of stock and modified (grey trace) pre -amp
to cymbal crash.
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The differences are not merely academic. A/B listening tests confirmed that the change of these capacitor values achieved a drastic
improvement in subjective sonic signal quality that altered the total
performance of the console in question. Not half bad for about $2 a
channel. Plus the consulting fee, of course.
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In researching exactly when the gamble that paid off big dividends.

first live remote recording was
attempted, you'll discover that it
had nothing to do with modern electronics, or even the Twentieth Century. The
true roots of mobile recording if not
all of recording itself date back to the
ancient Indians. Clay pots on hand turned lathes were decorated by using a
thin wire. While the pot rotated, a wire
was held in a stationary position which

-

-

imbedded into the surface not only a
decorative spiral, but also sounds of
livestock, and sometimes the speech of
tribesmen in the near vicinity. Some
clever scientists recently figured out
that the pots could be "played back" in
the same way using a thin wire and
transducer. Although the clay surface
noise was high, sounds were actually
reproduced. Does that remind you of
today's vinyl?
Of course, numerous live "mobile"
recording dates were conducted with
mono, two- and three -track formats,
from the advent of the recording process
itself, through the Sixties. (And, don't
forget, it was not uncommon 40 and 50
years ago to come across a mobile cutting lathe, or 35mm optical recording
equipment, for recording, amongst
other things, film sound tracks on
location.)
The majority of these latter-day
mobile dates consisted of throwing
some recording equipment into a rental
van, and assembling it at the concert
site. Many consider that the very first
"permanent" mobile truck was built in
1965 by the Godfather of mobile recording, Wally Heider, in which he housed
two of the very first 3M eight- tracks,
linked to an eight-channel console. At
the time, Heider's mobile truck was a big
R -e /p 74 February 1984

Every mobile unit should have a picture
of Wally somewhere, so that when
things go well a candle could be lit in
front of him (and when things go poorly
it could be a dart board).
Many would consider that the 1969
concert at Woodstock was the turning
point for mobile recording -never
before had such a technical nightmare
been encountered. An eight -track truck
was specially built to handle the concert
recording, and kept the mobile crew
dancing for three days and countless
bands. From here mobile recording took
off in a big way.
Today, state -of- the -art multitrack
mobile recording means six times the
tracks, eight times the console inputs,
and 10 times the money of the Woodstock days.

Into The Valley of Death ..

.

"Cannons to the left of me
Cannons to the right of me
Cannons in front of me
Into the Valley of Death rode the 600."
Mobile recording dates bear more
than a passing resemblence to the
charge of the Light Brigade. Liken, if
you will, the Hollywood Bowl to the
Kyber Pass, with no chance to foresee
unforeseen circumstances, such as
mikes falling over, torrential rainstorms, mid -concert civil disorder, or
lines being kicked out. Anyone who has
recorded a live concert will tell you they
sometimes die a thousand deaths before
it's over. All one can do is charge with
the absolute confidence that their battleship is "State -of-the- Art."
So what is state -of -the-art in mobile
recording? A lot of changes have happened to mobile recording in the past

few years. The demand today is for a
facility that can handle a multitude of
stage inputs, is equipped with two 24track machines (and maybe more),
never has a grounding problem, is
SMPTE capable, and provides a staff
with good vibes and knowledge.
A clean, reliable console that can
stand up to a few potholes and speedbumps is the heart of any mobile system. Imagine, if you will, the anxious
anticipation of firing up a console after
driving it through a tropical downpour,
desert heatwave, or arctic snow storm.
Stability is all important. Console
automation isn't a real necessity,

because most mixing and post -

production takes place in conventional,
stationary facilities. "Snap- shot" -style
automation, such as that developed by
Harrison and Solid State Logic, is helpful for pre- setting balances during
rehearsal, and having less to worry
about during the gig. The main thing is
to have plenty of inputs, bus outputs,
and auxiliary outputs. Most consoles
are set up with a no-nonsense signal
flow that makes a quick -set situation
much easier and faster. In -line monitoring helps save space in a large board,
and keeps the mix engineer positioned
centrally to the audio monitoring.
A matched pair of multitrack
machines are a must, for a couple of reasons. First, unless there is some very
coordinated control of staging, or if
you're Kreskin, it's a safe bet that some
part of a live date will be missed while
changing reels. Second, nothing is more
fickle than a multitrack tape machine.
So, if one goes down, another deck is
ready to roll.
Probably the one area that has seen
the most improvement and could well

-
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use the most improvement in some cases
is audio monitoring. It's not easy to
turn a relatively small metal box on
wheels into a great- sounding control
room, although a few mobiles have
managed to get it right; some of the best
monitors I've heard are to be found in
the Le Mobile and Full Sail units. There
really is no excuse for a poor- sounding
system if it has been designed correctly.
Remember, if the monitors sound like
raisins, just like wine you'll never get a
"vintage" recording.
As far as outboard gear is concerned,
the emphasis now in mobile operations
is towards providing lots of compres-

-

sor /limiters, gates, and equalizers that
are easily accessible from the mix position. Also, the ability to see the metering
at a glance without a search is important. Units such as the dbx 900 Series,
Audio + Design Scamp, and Aphex
modular racks represent an excellent
choice for mobile application, since a
large number of devices can fit into a
relatively small space. In addition, the
versatility of exchanging one module
for another easily accommodates different tracking situations. Mix engineers
like to have plenty of outboard gear to
work with, since the whole ensemble
goes down to multitrack at once "en

-

FEDCO AUDIO MOBILE Equipped with
Trident Series 80 console and MCI JH -114 Multitracks
Fedco Audio Labs, based in Providence, Rhode Island, claims to have been engineering
remote audio longer than any other studio in North America. Since 1968, the team that
created the first location recording studio on the East Coast has been heavily involved with
the development of both the science and the art of live audio recording. From the first
major album project 15 years ago, The Doors' Absolutely Live, to its present workload of
record, radio, television, video and film productions, Fedco is considered by many to be a
pioneer and innovator in the field.
Locomotive force for the Fedco facility is a 30-foot, turbo -charged Mack diesel with a
practically unlimited cruising range. The control room layout houses a Trident 32 -input
Series 80 console, as well as an auxiliary console designed by Fedco engineers to provide
an additional 24 input channels. Two MCI JH -114 24 -track machines (plus 16 -track
headblocks), 24 channels of Dolby noise reduction, a pair of Otani two- tracks, and Tannoy
and JBL monitors complete the system.
Fedco's founder, Lyle Fain, was an enterprising physics student who often asked to
borrow the family station wagon; not for cruising on weekends, but rather to put the
tailgate down, make the most of space and opportunity, and record local musical groups
that wanted an aural record of whatever history was being made. Progressing from two- to
four -track with a 3M machine and a home -brewed console, and then up to an 18 -foot van
complete with custom- designed power distribution, acoustic treatment, and climate control, Fain and company helped lay the groundwork for remote recording as we know it
today.
Soon followed a custom API console with a monitor section specially designed for live
recording, which allowed the engineer to solo tracks one at a time or additively, and then
restore normal monitoring status on command. Stevens multitrack machines then were
added to complete the 16 -track transition. This middle period saw Fedco's engineers
involved with everything from The Mothers' Live at the Fillmore East, to Woody Allen's
Sleeper, ABC -TV's In Concert series, Joe Cocker's Mad Dogs and Englishmen, and The
Band's legendary Rock of Ages album.
Which brings us to 1975, and the initial design and construction of the present 46-track
control room. The subsequent addition of MCI multitracks and Dolby noise reduction
paralleled the upgrading of truck communication and closed-circuit video systems, as well
as power and audio distribution. The API console was expanded to handle the increasing
variety and sophistication of remote projects, and it was at this time that the company
redesigned its mike -split system using Jensen transformers.
Tom Arrison, chief engineer at Fedco since 1977, explains the critical role that personnel
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masse." The introduction of digital
reverb units proved to be a Godsend for
mobiles, since there is no way that a
plate reverb could survive the traveling,
and some spring units take a pounding
on the road as well. Digital delays and
reverb are great for adding ambience,
and beefing up the live audio mix.
One of the most important items to
have aboard is a number of cassette
recorders. When everyone is packed up
at the end of a live date, the producer,
director, and musicians all need cassette
copies of the live monitor mix to help in
post-production.

Power and Grounding

An entire article could be written on
the different methods and opinions of
obtaining power to feed a mobile truck.
Most mobiles are set up with a two- or
three -wire system that includes two
"hot" leads for 220 -volt /single -phase,
and often a lead for separate system
ground. In these systems both hot leads
are sent from a 220 -volt power source to
a large transformer that delegates 110volt current to various loads, along with
a neutral lead.
A separate ground is important in the
event that an item of equipment in the
mobile, such as a tape machine, compressor, or virtually anything, developing a fault and sending its "hot" to the
chassis of the unit. Without a separate
service ground the possibility exists,
although slim, that a person entering a
mobile may become the actual ground
path as he touches the shell of the unit
while, for instance, one foot is on wet
pavement.
Gary Hedden, designer and builder of
several mobile units, and technician
Marty Sargent, employ a four -wire, 220volt /single -phase system consisting of
two hot leads, a neutral lead, and a
ground lead. One hot lead and neutral
are delegated to the audio of the system,
while the other hot lead and neutral are
delegated to run air conditioners and
the like. The neutral lead forces 110
volts across each leg of the service to run
everything in the mobile. Hedden feels
the advantage to be gained by such a
configuration is that the entire system
can be tied into any single -phase, 110 volt current, thereby eliminating the
need for a 220 -volt supply. Hence, any
typical residential home can be tapped
for power, whereas a two- or three -wire
system might have a hard time, since a
220 -volt service is required to run the
system. It also eliminates the need for a
transformer
with all its attendant
magnetic field problems
and which
usually weighs quite a bit.

-

-

Advanced circuit protection, such as
G -MOVs (metal -oxide veristors), are
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installed to keep potential power transient from passing through the power
system across all power leads.
Potential ground faults need to be
checked in case an instrument amplifier
tied to a DI box developes a ground
fault, which might be sending "hot"
current to a mike line on stage. A diliFebruary 1984 D R -e /p 77

gent crew should check with a VOM,

just to be sure.

Some mobiles actually carry their
own generator to supply power in the
event of a local shortage; Le Mobile and
Mountain Mobile are two examples of
trucks that feature power plant generators. Such units are very heavy items to
carry on- board, but they do offer the
advantage that a truck then is able to
record literally anywhere.

House PA, Monitor, and
Mobile Interface

As will be readily appreciated, all onstage mikes and line -level sends are sent
first to a splitter box, which provides the
house PA, house monitors, and mobile
recording unit with individual, separated feeds to each location. In this way
one basic mike setup can be used by all
parties with different intentions. Unfor-

FEDCO AUDIO MOBILE

tunately, there often can be a squabble
over who gets the first split, since this
feed usually presents fewer grounding
problems. Quite often the recording
mobile gets first choice if the stage PA
hasn't already been set up.
In some cases, house PA systems
don't have transformer -isolated splitter
boxes, which omission can create
immense problems of grounding, RF
supression, and amplifier variations. To
run both systems totally free from one
another, transformer isolation on each
mike input feed to house PA, house monitors, and recording unit must be
installed. Usually each mike input on
the splitter also has its own individual
ground lift, to provide greater ground ing versatility.
Sound checks with the complete light ing system, PA, and monitors fully
powered is essential. Variable conduc

... continued

-

and a commitment to live audio play in maintaining high standards. "Clients come back to
us," he considers, "because we're specialists in remote work. By not being tied in to one
studio's way of doing things, our staff has developed the methods that succeed in a wide
variety of situations."
And, as Bill Straus, remote crew chief, points out, "Our commitment to provide the
highest quality service possible has taught us that when you're on the road and have a
matter of hours to make a show happen, flexibility and attitude become at least as
important as what brand name is on your gear. There will neuer be a substitute for giving a
project 100% from start to finish."
The present truck system, though significantly larger and more complex than its predecessor, is said to reflect this commitment to quality remote work, as does the list of
recording credits. The first recordings with the new truck were Gato Barbieri Live in New
York City, and Frampton Comes Alive!, perhaps the album most recognized as putting live
records on the map.
Fedco has covered tens of thousands of miles recording countless artists in sometimes
far from ideal situations. Drastic weather conditions can test the limitations of any remote
system, and the mobile's team has braved 108 -degree temperatures in New York City to
record Sha Na Na, as well as -48 degrees in Montreal to record Springsteen, and a muddy
Vermont mountainside for a George Benson project. Other stand-out assignments include
the Harmonium album, L'Heptade, at a farmhouse in Quebec; a Lear jet takeoff in quad at
the Westchester County Airport, New York; sessions with Elton John, Beverly Sills, Little
Feat, Joni Mitchell, Paul Simon, Bob Dylan and The Rolling Thunder Revue, Hall and
Oates, Chick Corea, and The Eagles; two Rolling Stones tours; and many King Biscuit
Flower Hours.
In the summer of 1980, Fedco used a 3M Digital Mastering System to record The Paul
Winter Consort album, Callings. A Sony PCM -1600 digital system also was used for the
Miles Davis album, We Want Miles, recorded simultaneously with analog in June, 1981.
The Tony Awards and Miss Universe Pageant are among numerous television specials
Fedco has engineered for all three of the commercial networks, as well as PBS.
In 1982, Fedco bid a fond farewell to the custom API console that had served so well for
so many years. The new Trident Series 80 board is said to be extremely flexible and, in
conjunction with the custom -designed auxiliary mixer, capable of handling 56 simultaneous
inputs, each with full EQ. Careful control -room design has resulted in a very workable
acoustic environment, Fedco engineers claim, eliminating the need for corrective equalization in the monitor system electronics, while simultaneously positioning all the recording
equipment in front of the engineer within easy eyeshot.
Recent months have seen Fedco on the road recording shows for the Westwood One
Radio Series, including Chaka Kahn and Joe Jackson. Other projects have included audio
for Lorimar Productions' video taping of Pajama Tops in Toronto; The Kool Jazz Festival
at Carnegie Hall for National Public Radio; an upcoming live album on the Windham Hill
label; and film sound for an AC /DC project.
As the available technology constantly expands, so does the industry's demand for new
ways to apply it. In the 15+ years that Fedco has been working in exclusively remote
recording, it has certainly done its part to implement those advances in the field. But
technology and innovation don't tell the whole story. Quality and success in location work
has always required the integration of technology and the people using it into one finely tuned system. 37 Clarendon Avenue, Providence, RI 02906. (401) 272 -3157. ODD
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tion angle switching used in most state of-the-art lighting systems can create
some awesome buzzing in audio lines.
Of course, every recording engineer
has his or her own miking technique,
but care must be taken in advance to
make sure stands and mikes are setup in
positions that are unlikely to be altered
inadvertantly during the corse of a concert. Due to their wide pickup pattern,
pressure-zone mikes are especially well
suited for picking up audience response.
If conventional mikes can be hung high
overhead of the audience, and the outputs mixed with Crown PZMs placed
just at the lower front of the stage, a
blend that sounds particularly rich and
present can be achieved easily.
The next problem often encountered
during a remote session is how to
accommodate the PA mixer's choice of
mikes with that of the recording engineer. If a compromise isn't reached, a
separate mike or two may be set up, and
connected only to the recording mobile.
Usually a friendly discussion over a
Jack Daniels solves most differences.

Audio for Video Shoots
Current video shoots often require
audio synchronization for some quick
post -production "fixes" when a concert
is over, for which a track of SMPTE
timecode is needed. Most units carry a
SMPTE generator when handling video
shoots, although most often SMPTE
code and 59.94 Hz sync /resolve tone is
fed via separate lines to the audio truck
by the video facility. If no post-concert
fixes are planned, the unit need not
carry a SMPTE code generator,
although it might behove the more deli gent engineer to take a timecode feed
and print it on a spare track
just in
case!

-

Practically all mobiles carry video
monitors so that the mixing crew can
see what is going on during a concert,
and for improved communications with
the stage crew. In the early days of
mobile recording, an intercom was used
between the stage and mix engineers.
To keep bleed to a minimum, the mix
engineer would open up the vocal mikes
when directed by the on -stage engineer.
Unfortunately, the time lag often could
prove fatal, and the mix engineer would
miss an opening line or two. A better
way had to be found.
Wally Heider probably was the first
engineer to use closed- circuit TV to monitor what was happening on stage. But
as Heider put it, "Every time someone in
the audience flashed a camera it would
burn a spot in our video tubes. It got to
the point where we were buying new
video tubes every four or five gigs." Fortunately, the problem now has been
solved with modern video cameras.
If the mobile is working on a video
shoot, then the mix engineer will receive
a video program feed of the concert as it
is directed in the associated video facility; otherwise, the mixer views the concert from his own stationary camera set
up by the mobile crew. Some mobiles
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BX 25 ED

The new AKG
Two -Channel
Reverberation Unit

Built -in limiter prevents reverb channel
overloading.
Input and output levels adjustable on
the connector panel.
Complete with remote control unit for
reverb time setting.
Switchable to mono drive of both
channels.
Isolation from structure -borne
vibrations has been improved.
Remote mix control between pure
reverb signal and reverb plus
individual reflections.

The new AKG reverberation unit has
been designed as a genuine two -channel
device and has been further improved
in many design aspects over the well
proven and well known BX 20.

The essential Features:
Either channel can be used and
controlled separately.
Patented circuitry prevents any direct
signal at reverb output.

Initial delay for the reverb signal
available.
The two discrete reflections for each
channel may be adjusted in 6 ms steps
from 6 ms to 60 ms.
Available with or without Digital
Control Section (BX 25 ED or
BX 25 E).
Every BX 25 E may be easily adapted
with a Digital Control Section M 250.

Individually adjustable level for each
of the discrete reflections.
The discrete reflections are available
both, as reflections only or in
connection and mixed with the reverb
content.

Frequency response may be altered
both, at input and output of reverb
section.

AKG
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AKG Akustische und Kino -Gerate GmbH, Austria
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77 Selleck Street
Stamford, CT 06902
203 -348 -2121
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MOBILE FACILITIES SPOTLIGHT

WESTWOOD ONE: two Ampex MM1200 24 -track and ATR102 2track tape machines; MCI JH -636 Series console with 36 inputs, and
Sphere 1604 sub -mixing system; monitor system is two Altec 604Es
in custom DeMedio cabinets with Mastering Lab crossovers. 9540
Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230. (213) 204 -5000.

-

TIM PINCH RECORDING: AMEK 44 input 28/24 customized
console; Ampex MM1200 24-track and AG440C 4- and 2-track tape
machines; monitors are Altec 604 -E with Mastering Lab crossovers and
Auratones; video equipped. 6600 San Fernando Road, Glendale,
CA 91201. (213) 507 -9537.
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RECORD PLANT /Los Angeles: Mobile Unit #3 features 3M M79
24-track with Dolby, M64 2 -track and Ampex 440C 4 -track and
ATR102 2 -track tape machines; API 44x32 console; John Meyers
monitor system and Auratone, Yamaha NS I0 or JBL 4311 auxiliary
monitoring. 8456 W. 3rd Street, Los Angeles, CA 90048. (213)
653-0240.
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RECORD PLANT/NY: two Ampex MM1200 24 -track and Ampex
ATR100 2- or 4 -track tape machines; custom API 44x44x24 console
with built -in API 560 limiters; monitors by Westlake, modified and
powered by Bryston 4B amplifiers; UREI and Teletronics limiters on
truck, and other equipment supplied as needed. 321 W 44th St., NY,
NY 10036. (212) 581 -6505

.

-------_

......

MOUNTAIN MOBILE RECORDING: Otari MTR -90 24-track and 3M
M79 2-track tape machines; Neotek Series II 28x24 and modified
Soundcraft Series I 20x20x5 consoles; UREI 811 -A Time Align
monitor system with Electro Voice, Auratone, and Galaxy auxiliary
monitoring. SMPTE timecode available. Rt. 1 Box 25, Tulelake, CA
96134. (916) 667 -5508.
R -e /p 80
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FULL SAIL RECORDERS: Otari MTR-90 24-track and MTR -10 2track. and JVC DAS 90 digital processor; Sphere Eclipse custom
32 -in /24-out console; monitors are Fostex LS2B and Auratones;
signal processing by UREI, dbx, Lexicon, Aphex, Deltalab and MICMIX.
660 Douglas Avenue, Altamonte Springs, FL 32701. (305)
788-2450.
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GBH PRODUCTIONS: two Otani MIR -90 24-tracks, two Ampex
ATR102 2- tracks, and Ampex ATR104 4 -track tape machines:
custom API 40x24x2 console; monitors by UREI and Auratone;
Adams -Smith tape synchronizer and BTX 4200 timecode
reader /regenerator. 125 Western Avenue, Boston, MA 02134.
(617) 492 -9273.

even carry two video monitors set up
between the audio monitors, to enable
viewing of a program feed, and its own
stationary camera. In some cases, even
the preview of the director's next program shot can be fed to the video monitor, so the audio mixer knows what to
accent next. Also, quite often an audio
monitor will be positioned next to the
mixing position, so that the engineer

LE STUDIO MOBILE: Otani MTR-90 24-track with dbx noise
reduction, Scully 280 8- 4- and 2- tracks, and 3M79 4 -track tape
machines; Aengus 32-in/16-bus console with 24 -track monitoring;
monitors by JBL, Auratone, and UREI; outboard equipment by URSA
Major, UREI, Lexicon, Furman and Teletronics. 715 Boylston St.
Boston, MA 02116. (617) 267 -2825.

can listen for the director's camera
selections.

The Importance of a Good Crew
The most important ingredient of a
successful mobile unit is a competent
staff. Finding knowledgeable, stable,
experienced people to work the kind of
hours a mobile crew encounters is probably the hardest part of building a state-

of- the -art mobile business. A great crew
can be inspirational; everyone doing
their job as a team. A good maintenance
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THE ZETKA
FROM THE LAND OF LOWER HMTT

300W 8 OHMS
450W 4 OHMS
900W 8 OHMS

Bridge mode

500W 8 OHMS
800W 4 OHMS

250W 8 OHMS
350W 4 OHMS

POWER OUTPUT, RMS PER CHANNEL 20 Hz
SLEW RATE
75V per microsecond

gli
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20 kHz

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
Less than 0.015% up to rated output

Exclusive Dealer:
ZETKA North America
P. 0 Box 6493
Thousand Oaks, CA 91359
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E.

Magnolia, #215, Burbank, CA 91502
1805) 496-2969

1818) 843 -6320
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man (or woman) can change your religion when it's seconds before a concert,
and a last-minute problem is easily ,b
fixed. Most units send a maintenance
engineer, an audio engineer, and an .ÿ
assistant even at the extra cost. Due to g
the travel involved, and situations that
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It's a situation that every studio manager recognises.
A client has been in, done some work, and departed
to return some time later. Expecting to find the desk as
it was left.

Of course, the engineer could always note down all
the settings and then reset the desk But that's extremely
time consuming and not entirely reliable.

So, usually, the studio has to stand idle between
sessions. Keeping the customer happy, but not keeping
the money coming in.
At Solid State Logic, however, we've developed a
rather more practical solution to this dilemma. We call it
the Total Recall System.
Total Recall is completely independent of all audio
paths and allows the console
se
s to be permanentljun
stor on floppy discs wi
a few seconds.
So, at the next session it
takes only minutes to reload
this information, check it
on the colour video monitor
and return the console to its
original settings.
The same thing can be
done at the end of each mix

ith
is, they
e time.

to save time at a later re-mix. And engineers can even store
their personal EQ and dynamics settings and create their
own libraries on floppy disc.
Total Recall is just one of the functions of the SL
4000 E's on-board computer. The computer will record all
the details of a session - title entries, track lists, cue
points, dynamic mixes, synchroniser information and so
on - and store them on a floppy disc.
These unique facilities give the Solid State Logic
Master Studio System several important advantages.
It allows the manager to keep his studio working, and
earning, for the full 24 hours a day. Because even the most
complex set-up can be precisely reproduced in about 20
minutes before the start of a session.
It saves the engineer wasting precious time and lets
him concentrate on the creative process, from track laying
to over-dubbing through to mixing. Because the studio
computer speeds up everyday tasks like autolocation,
drop-ins, mixing and synchronisation.

And it gives producers and musicians real
flexibility and continuity.
After recording in an SSL
studio, they can return
there (or to any other
computerised SSL studio
in the world) and continue
work with absolute accuracy and the minimum of fuss.
Yet the computer is simplicity itself to operate. Even
inexperienced assistants and tape-operators will soon
master its basic functions. While feed-back from studios
with SSL systems shows that more advanced expertise is
acquired quickly and naturally with use
The SL 4000 E Series Master Studio System could
only have been developed through an understanding
of the needs and problems of people who spend their
lives in studios.
So it's not surprising that
SSL's design team include not
only computer and electronics
experts, but engineers, producers
and musicians. People who
both improve studio technology
and use it.
What this group sets out
to devise, and SSL sets out to
produce, are real answers to
real problems. Finding ways to
improve quality and streamline
audio production. But we also
produce machines that are built
to last.
You will never outgrow an SL 4000 E System because
you can start with the basic mainframe and then add extra
modules and facilities as your needs and budget dictate. By
designing systems with the future in mind we make sure
that hardware and software developments can always be
integrated into existing systems.
We can build you an SL 4000E Series Master Studio
System in around three months. So if you would like to
start cutting the amount of time and money your studio
wastes, cut the coupon or call Antony David in the UK,
Doug Dickey or Piers Plaskitt in the USA.

Solid State Logic
Please send me further information on the SL 4000 E
Series Master Studio System.
Name
Position
Company
Address

\

Solid State Logic, Churchfields, Stonesfield, Oxford OX7 2PQ, England.
Tel: (099) 389 8282. Telex 837400 SSL OX G. Facsimile (099) 389 8227.
Solid State Logic Inc., P.O. Box 200 Milan, Michigan, 48160, USA.
Tel: (313) 439 8866. Telex 230504. SSL MLAN. Facsimile (313) 439 8516.
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INTRODUCING
THEONE
RECORDING STUDIO

Audio -Video Monitoring Lounge

THAT LEAVES
THE OTHERS BEHIND
For the finest in live recording indoors or out, Mobile Audio delivers some of the most sophisticated
technology and professional personnel found in the remote- recording business.
Step inside and discover a spacious facility specifically designed and equipped to meet the needs of
today's recording industry. You'll find dual 24 -track
recorders, the latest video synchrolock capabilities and
a comfortable audio and video monitoring lounge.
So whether it's for live recording or audio for video,
let Mobile Audio deliver what you need wherever you
need it.
For additional information circle #50

For more information call or write for our
detailed brochure and complete equipment

list.

MobileAudio
National City Bank Bldg.
Third Floor P.O. Box 6115
Rome, GA 30161
404/232-7844

ing a model of a 'single-source,' threeway focused sound system. If this had
been a venue with the stage in the normal central position, this approach
would have been a little more difficult,
and would have required substantially
more sound equipment. I guesss the
theme of this approach would be 'Less is

PORTABLE CONCERT SOUND

More.' "

From a number of vantage points
within audience view of the stage, many
Festival attendees considered that the
single -source, three-way array was
indeed offering complete and totally
adequate sound coverage.

Loudspeaker System

THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA BLUES FESTIVAL
Operating a Portable and Easily
Erected Sound System for Smaller Venues
The Sixth Mississippi Delta Blues

Festival, held in late September
1983 at Freedom Village, Mississippi, is an annual event representing a
revival of one of the two most famous
Cotton and
Mississippi products
Blues. The Festival illustrates and
honors an art form that was born in the
delta cottonfields, and birthed by the
workers and a way of life whose hardships we must never forget.
This year's Festival was sponsored by
Mississippi Action for Community
Education, Mississippi Division of
Tourism, Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation, The Ford Foundation, the Mississippi Arts Commission, the Miller Brewing Company, and Peavey Electronics
Corporation. Featured artists included
blues masters John Lee Hooker, Z.Z.
Hill, Larry Davis and Bobby Rush,
along with Eugene Powell, Son Thomas, the Nighthawks, Lonnie Pitchford, Sam Myers, Lynn White, Sam
Brothers 5, and Lefty Dizz and Band
with "Queen" Sylvia Embry.
According to Peavey sound crew
member Robby Reece, the company was
chosen to provide sound reinforcement
equipment for this year's Blues Festival
because "Hartley Peavey feels that all
forms of 'American Music' had its start
in Mississippi. The 'roots' of today's
contemporary music is the Blues. Hartley Peavey has lived in Mississippi all
his life and built his electronics company from a basement operation into a
major 'Made in USA' American manufacturer all in Mississippi. He chose
to sponsor this year's Festival and pro R-e/p 122 0 February 1984
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-

vide all the necessary sound equipment
as his way of saying, 'thank you, Mississippi and especially the Blues, which
started it all.' "

Sound System Layout

The main speaker placement was of
particular note because of its lack of
symmetry there was one loudspeaker
array rising some 20 feet from the
ground to the right side of the stage.
Pressed for an explanation of the single -stack

-

approach, Peavey's Marty McCann
says that "this venue is one large rectangular former cotton field, and as you
face the stage it is located in the right hand corner. Therefore, 180- degree or
even 120 -degree dispersion is not

necessary.
"For years every sound company has
been erecting stacks and stacks of
speakers on each side of the stage
because that's the way it has been done,
I suppose. However, this is an incorrect
approach resulting in phase -related
ragged response generated by the considerable distances separating the two
stacks. This 'comb filter' effect has been
discussed frequently in the literature
from as long ago as the Fifties. It is
accepted that the ideal placement would
be an array flown directly above the
stage, which is not always possible, particularly outdoors where there is no roof
from which to suspend the loudspeaker
array, and especially when the budget
won't allow for scaffolding and rigging.
"Since the Delta Blues Festival stage
is located in one corner, it actually presents a nearly ideal situation for present-

The main system was designed to
operate as a three -way single source,
and consisted of components that make
up the Peavey Project One Series. System low -end was made up of six FH -2
low-frequency folded horns, stacked
straight up from the ground in a vertical
array measuring nearly 15 feet high.
Each FH -2 features two Model 1504
Black Widow /Super Structure loudspeakers capable of handling 300 watts
of continuous power. Each FH -2 has a
quoted bandwidth of 60 to 400 Hz, ±3 dB.
In this configuration, the 3 dB down
point on the low end of the system was
45 Hz, due to the mutual coupling of the
horns creating an equivalent larger
folded horn with an increased transmission coefficient.
System midrange consisted of three
MB -1 mid -bass horns stacked vertically
on a 10 -foot scaffold next to the FH -2
array. The MB -1 mid -bass horn features
a special design Model 1202 Black
Widow /Super Structure loudspeaker,
and is said to offer radiation geometry
of 60 degrees in the horizontal plane,
and 30 degrees in the vertical plane. The
bottom MB -1 was propped up from the
rear and thus angled downward, the
middle and top MB -1 being shimmed up
from the front in order to reduce overlapping of their vertical angles of coverage and minimize the lobes that would
otherwise be introduced in the horizontal pattern of coverage. Each MB -1 has
a quoted bandwidth of 150 Hz to 1.2 kHz,
±3 dB, and is capable of handling 250
watts of continuous power.
Three CH-4C high -frequency horns
completed the high end of the three -way
system. The CH -4C horn has a constant
geometry of 60 degrees horizontal by 30
degrees vertical angle of coverage that
is said to be uniform with frequency
response, and provides a consistently
optimum pattern control within its
rated frequency range of 800 Hz to 16
kHz. The high-frequency driver is a
Model 22 -A compression driver rated at
40 watts continuous pink noise. The
three CH-4C horns were stacked vertically on top of the FH -2 array. The bottom horn was angled downward from
the rear, and the middle and top CH -4C
shimmed up from the front to reduce
overlapping of their vertical angles, and
ensure a smoother, lobe -free horizontal
angle of coverage that proved to be uni-

Alabama members Randy Owen, Teddy Gentry, Mark Herndon and Jeff Cook accept the
Ampex Golden Reel Award for "The Closer You Get." The record also won "Album of the
Year" at the 17th Annual Country Music Association Awards show.
have to capture that with either a limiter or
gain riding. Since I use very little limiting
next to nothing on his vocals
I do a lot of
gain riding. But after I've heard his part a
couple of times, I know where the high and
low levels of the performance are.
"Randy is also an unusual singer, in the
sense that he can sing for very long periods of
time, like 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., without showing
any fatigue in his voice at all. Once in a while
though, when it does show up, he loses the
bottom, and I have to compensate by adding
more EQ in that range. From time to time I've
had to add maybe 2 or 3 dB around 100 to 120
Hz. I may do that, too, when I think he is a
little too far from the mike, or for those songs
that have him in a higher pitch, and maybe
calls for a little more warmth. For the 47, I
recorded him basically flat."

-

-

Setting up the Cue Mix
"The drummer is in

a booth, so for Randy
to feel the music, he wears 'phones. He may
be only several feet from the rhythm section,
but everybody here in Nashville plays pretty
soft; there's not a lot of activity in terms of
sound in the room.
"Generally, the vocalist always wants to
hear more of himself than the band. We send
a three -way cue out to the studio during
tracking sessions. The band is a stereo mix,
and the vocal is on a separate line, so everybody can turn the vocal up or down depending
on how loud they want to hear it."

Background Vocal Techniques
"To the best of my recollection, Jeff Cook
and Teddy Gentry, who sing the backgrounds, have never kept the vocals from a
live performance. They always go back in the
studio to rework the parts, and modify them
to some extent. So the background vocals
are almost always overdubbed.
"Teddy always sounds best on a Neumann
U -47 for low harmonies, and on an SKM5
Studer for high harmonies. Jeff likes a Neumann U -87, and that combination makes a
blend that requires very little equalization. I
try to go for the mikes that capture the way I
want to hear the vocals coming back. Then if I

have to tweek the EQ,

I

do it."

Special Vocal Effects
"There really is no doubling for the lead
vocal, but on The Closer You Get, we used
just the slightest amount of Harmonizer, to
give the track more of an `electronic' sound.
The guys are very conservative when it
comes to effects. If they use any at all, the
effects usually are added on a considerably
less than 1:1 basis.

"In almost every instance, the background
singers [Jeff and Teddy] are doubled. But

sometimes, the combination of two Jeffs and
two Teddys with one track of Randy presents
a blend problem from a mixing point of view.
The sound becomes somewhat disconnected. When that shows up, which is not
often, I double Randy's voice electronically
with a Harmonizer or a Lexicon delay set at
like 25 or 40 milliseconds, just to add a little bit
of doubling effect.
"On a tune called `Dixieland Delight,'
there's a breakdown chorus about three
quarters of the way through the song. That
acappella section has a rather drastic pitch
change [1.012] on it, which would have been
offensive on an instrument like a guitar or
piano. But vocally, the relationship between
the live sound and the electronic sound was
quite pleasant. The two signals were mixed
on a one -to-one basis."

Placement of Vocals in the Mix
"We really take each song as it comes. On
`Lady Down on Love,' we didn't double until
the very last phrase that had harmony. In that
respect, it was quite necessary to keep the
voices mixed tightly together until the very
last title was sung out. Then we doubled the
parts and went to a stereo spread on the
vocals. When I spread the vocals for Alabama, I don't split the doubled parts and put
one of each side of the mix
I like a double
high -vocal left center, a double low -vocal
right center, or vice versa. Then the lead
vocal goes dead center, and that's either a
single or a synthetically doubled part.

-
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THE FINEST DIRECT BOX

Simon Systems proudly introduces the DB -1 A Active Direct Box and makes
this challenge. Test this Dl against any other, and discover why many major
artists and studios refer to it as "The Finest Direct Box." State of the art
specifications, unique features, and affordable pricing set new standards
for the industry.
Model DB -1A Features & Specifications
No insertion loss
3 pos Gain /Att Switch allows line -level output
3-way power scheme: batt, a.c. (w /PS-1 power
supply) or rechargable batt.
Popless audio switching & connections

Ground Isolation switch
Compact size
Freq. Response 10 Hz -150 kHz ( +0, -0.5 dB)
THD less than 0.005%
Dynamic Range 106 dB w /PS -1 supply
S/N -104 dB w /PS -1 supply

Model CB -4 Features
4 separate stereo headphone outputs, with 4

independent volume controls
Electrical isolation between outputs
Custom Conductive Plastic audio taper power
controls for noise free volume control
Input XLR connector with XLR "Loop Thru"
connector for additional cue boxes
Rugged construction, compact size
XLR output connector option available Model CB -4X
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SIMON SYSTEMS
14201 Foothill #29
Sylmar, CA 91342
(818) 362 -4000
Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Also
Available:
Model CB -4
Headphone
Cue Box
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GARY SKARDINA'S COMPOSITE VOCAL SESSIONS

like. People want to hear new and different sound qualities. So the
whole philosophy of the Eighties is to come up with those new
voices. That's why electronic instrumentation, like the Vocoder, is
becoming so popular, [because] it can give a human voice a totally
electronic sound for lead parts or backgrounds. But, the electronics can give the music a feel that's too cold.
"Capturing a warm sound in a voice all starts with a great singer;

ANALYSIS OF A SESSION

Talking with
Gene Rice,
Engineer for
Alabama's
The Closer You Get
Album
easier to project the emotion as a live vocal
performance. When I'm recording him, I
don't get a second shot. Even if his voice is a
little on the ragged edge, he'll keep the take if
he feels he has the performance there.
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"For the last album, which was recorded at
the new Music Mill in Nashville, I attempted
to isolate the lead vocal in a booth, but Randy
said he felt disconnected from the other playas if he wasn't a part of what was going
ers
on in the studio. He likes to physicallyfeel the
music. So I had him out in the main room
about 10 feet from the rhythm section.
"Up to, but not including, the iast album,
Randy customarily sang into a new Neumann
U -47. Very early in his career, he started with
the 47, felt comfortable with it, and stuck with
it. I only mixed the first two albums, but with
the third record [Mountain Music], I started
cutting the tracks, too. I continued to use the
U -47, but wasn't very pleased with it, because
his voice and that microphone didn't seem to
be the right combination that I wanted to
hear.
"On the last album [The Closer You Get] I
tried the U -67, which is what I felt he should
have been using all along. Randy projects
quite a bit, and has a lot of upper -mid frequencies in his voice. The combination of the
47 and his voice always seemed to be on the
`edgy' side, although it didn't stop them from
having Platinum albums. I just felt that the
warmth of the U -67 seemed to be a very nice
offset to the top -end of his voice. He still
projected and had a nice edge, but there was
a little bit of `roundness' that was more in line
with what I wanted to hear. We stayed with it
for the entire album.
"The EQ on the 67 was not a lot different
than that used on the 47. I ultimately wound
up giving Randy a little dose [about 2 or 3 dB]
around 8 kHz, with a very sharp peak to bring
out the very upper edge, the sibilance area, of
the vocal. I tried to pin -point the boost in the
upper range for clarity to make the vocal
project, and at the same time avoid any of the
upper midrange at all, which gives you the
peaky sound.
"Randy works a studio mike very well; he
doesn't swallow it like a lot of vocalists tend to
do. He stands eight to 10 inches from it, and
that eliminates a lot of proximity effect. But if
there is anything to be captured in terms of a
low- volume note or a high -volume note, I

-

KEYBOARDS:
WILLIE RAINSFORD

..
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Signal Processing and Outboard Effects
"For many years we've heard what an acoustic guitar sounds

"Randy Owen is the lead vocalist on most
of the album cuts, and always sings lead on
the singles," Rice points out. "He very rarely,
if ever, overdubs vocals, because he never
seems to sing nearly as well. He finds it much

continued

the singer must deliver what you want to hear. If the vocal needs to
be soft, with an intimate quality, the artist really has to sing that
way. I always try to get the difference out of the singer, as opposed
to arriving at the change by using outboard gear, different mikes, or
equalization. It's just about impossible for the engineer to change
radically those qualities of expression, and still maintain the reality
of the vocal.
"What can be changed for variety and emotional effect, however,
is the tonal quality among the verses, chorus and bridge. That I can
do with outboard effects or EQ. I may have a short DDL from a
Publison, or short decay time on the verse. A great example of this
is the `Major Tom' record by Peter Schilling. The chorus has a long
delay on the vocal -maybe a 71/2 IPS tape slap, or a long DDL so
the chorus has a different feel.
"We hardly ever record the vocals with effects, because we never
know how we want it to sound in the final analysis. As I mentioned
before, sometimes the singer needs to rerecord a line or two a
couple of weeks later. Leaving the effects off the vocal track means
there's less to duplicate for the second session, which is especially
ODD
important if we're doing any complex composite work."

makes that part happen. For example: suppose the original interpretation was to sing intimately to make the verses sound right, but
the chorus just didn't come alive that way, because it's difficult to let
loose after holding back on the verses. But, on another day, the
artist may sing the whole song harder. Although the verse may not
be quite right, the chorus part might be perfect. So you cut the two
together to get a spectacular version -soft verses with harder sounding choruses. Whether the discontinuity is a disadvantage or
advantage really depends on what you need to make the song work
at that point in time."
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COMPOSITE VOCAL SESSIONS
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MARK LINETT'S
VOCAL MIKING
TECHNIQUE

structed of pantyhose and a coathanger
may save some money and headaches.
"The coathanger is formed into any
shape
a circle, square, or whatever
-of about five to six inches in diameter,
and the pantyhose is stretched over it
[see accompanying diagram]. Then the
structure is used as a sort of fence to
keep the vocalist back from the mike the
desired working distance. The vocalist
may sing right into the pantyhose as he
would with a normal windscreen placed
over the microphone capsule, yet the
distance may be varied to suit the
recording requirements. The thin, double mesh eliminates the detrimental
effects of the pops and clicks by diffusing the breath."
Kevin Clark suggests that an engineer might try varying the tape speed
when the artist doesn't quite have the
range to hit the highest and lowest notes
of a particular performance. By slowing
down the speed of the tape, the pitch
drops to within the singing range of the
vocalist. Once the part or parts are
recorded, the tape is brought back up to

-

continued
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What It All Means
Ironically, the mark of a talented
vocal specialist is often the absence of a
particular sound. "Great recording
engineers, like great literary agents,
don't leave fingerprints; the process is
transparent," says George Massenburg.
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"Even when an engineer listens to a
record, he or she shouldn't be thinking
about, `What mike was on the vocals ?' or
`Man, that's a big echo!' When the engineer is good, everything becomes invisible. There can be a tremendous ego difficulty with that.
"Part of what [a good engineer] provides is a particular sensitivity to the
intrinsic quality of sound. My aim is to
keep my craft in the background by
making the technical aspects of my performance invisible."
And that's the art of the recording
engineer.

..

nary performance, is happening a lot in today's music, as a result of the versatility provided
by the multitrack environment. The vocalist, if he or she is an okay singer, has the option to
do a vocal track more than once, and get an exceptional performance. Personally, I feel it's
best to work with the least number of tracks. After a certain point, the process gets pretty
confusing, especially if you're dealing with a great artist who has given you two completely
different performances, and both are spectacular on the same line. Then you have to make
a decision as to which one is best and, most importantly, which helps the record out.
Working with more than five tracks gets ridiculous. I find that between three and five tracks
is usually optimum.
"Most of the takes are recorded at the same session. However, we may do a composite
vocal on one day, and a few days later discover that a couple of lines need to be sung a little
differently, because the composite doesn't fit the instrumental interpretation of the song, or
the performance may not be quite right. At that point, it's best to have the vocalist sing
another full vocal pass from the top to the end, even though you're looking to replace only a
couple of lines. It's not unusual to find that the artist delivers a much better performance
after they've heard the original version. Often the artist may interpret the song one way,
while the producer and engineer hear it another way. But, once the instrumentation is fairly
complete, and the composite vocal track is assembled and pretty close to what the
intended interpretation should be, the singer can go out there and nail it in one pass, with
only a couple of punch -ins for a word or two. The composite actually may give them
another new perspective on the performance that wouldn't be possible any other way.
"Now the biggest drawback to doing additional takes at a later time is reproducing all the
elements of the original recording environment to match the sounds [of the subsequent
takes]. After you listen to the old tracks and decide to go with that sound, the engineer has
to replicate the same miking distance, [and] set up the same mike in exactly the same place
with the same type of EQ, limiting ratios, etc. The matching is difficult, but that's why
engineers who are vocal specialists get paid the big bucks!
"Unfortunately, there are characteristics that change from session to session that can't
be controlled. The time of day may be different [morning, afternoon or evening session];
what the artist ate for breakfast or lunch; their emotional state, etc. All of these factors can
affect the vocal timbre and, consequently, alter the sound of the individual tracks.
"Fortunately, that can be an advantage if the engineer and producer look at it with the
right attitude. At a certain point in the song, that new sound quality may be exactly what

1
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Danny O'Keefe
.

the mix to two -track. During the final music/vocal mix, I just adjusted two faders.
if I remember correctly, I worked with mike
"The recorded tracks had very little EQ
placement only. I think probably 50% of the vocal recordings were completely untouched,
except when the group decided to get involved in the mixing after I had completed the
original mixes. They kept asking for more EQ at about 3 kHz. They said that was going to
make the vocals [sound] wonderful. I ended up doing some equalizing for them that was not
really something I would care to do, and some of the tracks sounded overly bright to me.
"We used outboard effects only on the pop pieces. I limited the vocals lightly [ 1 or 2 dB of
compression] to make my job a little easier later on. When someone is singing either very
loud or very soft, the dynamics are sometimes hard to control. But my limiting really wasn't
just evening out all the parts. I never relimited during the mix."
doing much of anything

-

-

GOD

artist's motivation, warns O'Keefe.
"When I go into the studio, I prefer that
microthe engineer have everything
phone, headphones, the cue mix, etc.
ready and working, so I don't have to
wait. I can just start singing and concentrate on the performance. Ideally, a

- -

lot of singers, who know their material
very well, use the first two or three
passes to relax themselves, and these
are usually the great takes."

The Perfect Recording

Arrangement

At the risk of alienating some fine

producers, says George Massenburg,

"the perfect recording arrangement is
for the engineer and the artist to work
alone, because the engineer has to deal
only with a headphone mix. He doesn't
have to please anyone else in the room;

he can hear exactly what the artist
hears, and react immediately accord-

ingly."
And what instruments or sounds
should be in the cue send? "I like to hear
keyboards for pitch; drums for being
able to stay in the pocket; and, of course,
the bass," says vocalist Paulette McWilliams. "Sometimes the sweetening can
throw you off, so I don't always like to
hear that."
Danny O'Keefe agrees: "In addition
to the drums and bass, I like to have the
vocal track right out there, so I can hear
all the increments of my own voice. But
it has to be balanced with the instrument that carries the most tonal information, such as piano. I don't need the
guitar, or the sax, or even the other
background vocals, unless I have to
blend to them. Primarily, I should have

ANALYSIS OF A SESSION

Talking with
Gary Skardina,
Songwriter, Engineer,
Studio Owner and
Vocalist

-

-

Composite Vocal Sessions
"Doing comps, or combining the best of several vocal tracks to produce one extraordiR -e /p 118
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information that is relevant to my
part."
What that perfect vocal level is varies
according to the artist's preference. But
there are some concrete guidelines for
the engineer to follow. "Where a sound
is placed levelwise in a mix changes the
way the performer sings, and the type of
performance you get on tape," says
Massenburg. "Basically, I think that if
the voice is monitored very loud in the
headphones during recording, and is
played back at moderate levels, almost
consistently it will sound flat in the mix.
Of course, a lot of insecure vocalists
want their voices boosted up in the cue
send, so it's important for the engineer
to be listening through headphones too,
while doing the recording. That allows
one to find the optimum level where the
vocalist can hear well, but also be able to
maintain an intonation that matches
the track. Often, if the singer has consistently bad intonation, a better headphone mix could improve things."
Special effects, too, are generally considered counter-productive. "I don't like
to have my voice `glossed' too much,"
adds O'Keefe. "I tend to hear the increment of the effect, rather than the
increment of my voice. I can't be as critically aware of myself going a bit sharp
or flat."

Tricks of the Trade

doesn't get a chance to build up as much.
I bring them very
real `Neil Diamond-type' vocal
"If I want a lot of bass response
close to the mike
within a couple of inches to achieve a soft, intimate performance.
But that closeness increases the susceptibility of picking up much more lip `smack,' breath
and vocal pops, as well as drastic changes in the amount of vocal presence if the singer
moves away from the mike a little bit. In those cases, the singer bears most of the
responsibility for maintaining control over the sound quality. The engineer can really only
remind them to be aware of how they're working the mike."

-a

the parts that give me the most direct

Some vocalists, who are used to singing close to the microphone in live situations, bring those habits to the studio,

"The engineer's first step toward recording a great vocal track," Skardina suggests, "is
choosing a mike that's a good match for the singer. Melissa Manchester, for example, has a
nice warm voice, so I use a 1950 Neumann M -49 tube microphone with a warm sound and a
lot of body. The Telefunken 251 is another tube mike that I use a lot. Usually, once we've
chosen a microphone for a song and everybody likes the sound, we stick with that choice.
The only time we may change something equipmentwise in the recording process is if the
vocalist alters their approach radically; they may go from a very intimate to an exceptionally hard interpretation.
"The type of performance determines the miking distance, too. Generally, because I like
to do vocal tracks as overdubs, I can position the mike and the singer about eight to 10
inches, maybe a foot apart. Of course, if they're singing really hard, I back them up a little
more, and it actually sounds better, because the proximity effect of the cardioid pattern

-

has been singing profes
sionally for more than 15 years, and writing
songs almost as long. He's recorded four
albums for Atlantic Records (Good Time
Charlie's Got the Blues came from that
association), and Warner Brothers. He splits
his time between Hollywood, and his home
on a remote island in Washington state.

where the microphones are more sensitive. Mark Linett, a staff engineer at
Warner Brothers' Amigo Studios, North
Hollywood, describes a windscreen idea
he got from Chet Himes, Christopher
Cross' engineer: "A microphone may
tend to overload and distort, or even be
seriously damaged, by the severe transients of vocal `pops' and other singerinduced causes. A windscreen conKevin Clark comes from

a family of musicians, and has done a certain amount of
session work around LA himself. About
seven years ago, John Baylor, a successful
Los Angeles singer and arranger, asked
Clark if he would like to work at Baylor's
home studio as an engineer. He and Baylor
are now partners in Tape Recorders, Inc, a
24 -track room in Hollywood. Clark is an
independent engineer, but does about 50%
of his projects in his own studio. Recent
work includes jingles and commercials for

Budweiser, Western Airlines, Continental
Airlines, Levis, the 1984 Olympics, as well as
record dates for Quincy Jones (some tracks
for The Wiz), Manhattan Transfer, and
Seawind.

as a subconscious contact with another
person or audience.
"So any shift or drift in intent, which
is the momentary absence of a consistent, focused energy while performing,
has a significant impact on the listener's subconscious, and the artist loses
their attention. An actor may describe it
as falling out of character for only a
split second, but that's all it takes to
break the magic. A true vocal artist can,
without music, give lyrics great life by
magnetizing each word, each moment,
and maintaining a consistent character
for the duration of the performance."
But to hold intent, or a specific feeling,
for an extended period of time is difficult, and most people can't do it easily.
Barigian recommends that an engineer
can help in such a situation "by
demanding much more expressiveness
on every word. Don't let the singer start
off until they have a great intent, and
make every moment in each phrase significant. Once the intent is significant,
don't let the singer come to rest between
the words. The difference is incredible."
Singer /songwriter Danny O'Keefe
adds a personal perspective: "In a concert situation the singer has the advantage of drawing on the audience's
energy for inspiration. In a studio, he
has to generate that excitement completely from within himself, and it's
much harder. I'm not only trying to consciously approach the song to make sure
all the technical aspects of the performance are correct, but unconsciously
approach it at the same time, so I can
lose myself within the song and call
forth the emotion that brings the song
alive."
Singing can be very much like method
acting, O'Keefe says, in the sense that
the singer must prepare for a song like
an actor prepares for a scene. "You have
to be able to imagine the intended situation that the song is talking about, and
charge the song with emotion. A good
singer usually has some kind of psychology that they use on themself to get
set for the recording, and that method
varies depending on the type of date,
and the personal preference of the
artist."
By understanding the importance of
an artist's preparation and motivation,
an engineer becomes more aware of his
or her own responsibilities to protect,
nurture, and capture the intangibles of a

-

great performance accurately, and
without effort.
Hanging out in the studio before a
date is one condition that deflates an
After spending a few years in A &R at ABC
Records and 20th Century Records, Gary
Skardina decided to open his own studio.
That was in 1975, and since then Music
Grinder in Los Angeles has provided him
with the opportunity to engineer and produce dates for'the Pointer Sisters (he also
placed one of his songs, "Jump," on the
album), Melissa Manchester, Chaka Khan,

MANHATTAN TRANSFER'S BODIES AND SOUL
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putting her right on top of a U -67, and she blew up two of them. She'd do a `p' -pop, like
`please,' and when all that air hit the microphone, there was no more edge. The capsule
either collapsed, or something in the power supply gave out. In the middle of a vocal, we'd
have to change the mike. That's why I went to U -89s, which are FET- amplified mikes that
can take the higher level much better. It was a very expensive lesson for me.
"On the `Spice of Life' single, I used a Neumann U -89 about a foot away from the two girls
singing lead. Actually, Cheryl has only one line just before the harmonica solo, where she
sings sort of a cameo part. The backgrounds were U -67s [cardioid pattern] with the singers
back about three feet, and both of them on the same side of the mike. Eventually they all
sang background on the song, but it was the process of two girls singing the lead note of the
harmony section on one pass; doubling it on the second pass, and then tripling the same
part. For all the triples I backed the singers off the mike a good 20 feet. That way the triple
added a substantial ambience to all the parts.
"Then we'd go down the line. If we had four -part harmony, we'd have 12 tracks just for
that. The girls would sing, double and triple the first and second harmony parts; the guys
did the same for the third and fourth harmonies, for a total of 12 tracks of background
vocals. Sometimes there were five and six harmony parts."

Console Automation and Signal Processing
"There wasn't a big need for automation. Rod and I bounced down all the vocals from
one 24 -track to the main multitrack,; and I had individual control over them as I was doing
NEUMANN
U -67 IN CARDIOID
PATTERN

FEET_

TEN
TO MIKE

POSITION FOR
"TRIPLE" TRACKS

VOCALISTS' POSITION
FOR ORIGINAL AND "DOUBLE" TRACKS

RECORDING LAYOUT FOR BACKGROUND VOCALS ON
"SPICE OF LIFE," FROM BODIES AND SOULS ALBUM
BY MANHATTAN TRANSFER
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The LC -3 Limiter! Compressor features
the industry's widest continuous control range for attack, release, and
compression ratio controls. "De -ess"
and side-chain modes for frequency
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When Your
Automatic Drummer

...Isn't
And Your Sequencer

...Won't

Technology is terrific, but

by 1/2 its value to get syncopation without reprogramming!

timing troubles can tear
you and your techno -band
apart. At Garfield Electronics,
we have just the right Doctor for
your timing trauma.

MINI DOC has everything right where you want it. All inputs
and outputs are "front panel" and MINI DOC mounts in the
standard 19" EIA rack.
MINI DOC uses standard cables and plugs, 5 pin DIN and
standard phone jacks. You won't need custom cables.

For $595, MINI DOC SIMULTANEOUSLY co- ordinates timing
for Roland, Oberheim, Sequential Circuits, Linn, Korg, Moog,
E -mu, Synclavier, Fairlight, Simmons, Wave PPG, MXR, and
anybody else who speaks their timing code languages.

MINI DOC is simple. Select a master unit, and get it's clock
output to the MINI DOC front panel input. Plug in, and all 7
MINI DOC timing outputs will be active at the same time!
Each output has enough "sock" to drive 4 units.

Can't remember which output language your master "speaks "?
No problem. MINI DOC has a complete list of who goes where
and who gets what right on the top! After MINI DOC cures
your timing troubles, he still has some strong medicine left!
MINI DOC outputs a RUN-STOP signal. You won't have to
reset by hand. MINI DOC has TWO arpeggiator clock circuits,
with independent controls for clock rate and trigger waveform
polarity. Reverse the polarity to "offset" the selected clock rate
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$595 MINI DOC in action, call or
write Garfield Electronics for the location of your nearest dealer.
For a demonstration of the

GARFIELD ELECTRONICS,
P.O. 1941, Burbank, California 91507

Fflni Doc

from

Garfield Electronics

(213) 840 -8939.
©

TM

--

1984. Garfield Electronics
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The Home of DOCTOR CLICK.

Our Only Business Is Getting Your Act Together
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A few words
on microphone
accuracg

from the people who
specialize in it

The major contributor to a
microphone's fidelity to the original
acoustical event is the uniformity
of its amplitude response over frequency.
Indeed, the anomalies that give most
popular microphones their characteristic coloration
show themselves upon careful analysis to be
variations from flat amplitude and phase response, especially
those occurring in the middle and high frequencies.

have

and
Not only are the
they remain remarkably

Believing the best microphone must be an
accurate one, Bruel & Kjaer designed the
4000 series of professional condensers to
virtually ruler -flat response through the middle frequencies,
worst -case deviation of +2 dB from 10 Hz to 40 kHz.
amplitude and phase response uniform on -axis, but
uniform even off-axis.

The result of this insistence
upon accuracy in both amplitude and phase
,
response is a microphone you can
place before any sound source knowing
you'll preserve timbre without coloration.
If you like performance curves, request our literature. If you'd like a demonstration
in your space, call your B &K field applications engineer or contact:

Bruel & Kjaer Instruments, Inc.
185 Forest Street, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 (617) 481 -7000 TWX 710/347 -1187
in principal US cities and 55 countries around the world

World headquarters: Naerum, Denmark. Sales and service
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ANALYSIS OF A SESSION

Talking with
Kevin Clark,
Engineer for

Manhattan Transfer's
Bodies and Souls
Album
"In the beginning of the Bodies and Souls project," Clark recalls, " the members of
Manhattan Transfer [Janis Siegel, Cheryl Bentyne, Tim Hauser, and Alan Paul] wanted to
do the vocals the way they were used to doing them, which was recording all the voices with
U -87s. After some discussion, and AB -ing of my choices against the U -87, we decided on
the following microphones, which varied according to the specific application. For lead
parts on contemporary, pop pieces, I almost always used Neumann U -89s on the girls as
soloists; Telefunken 251s worked occasionally. Neumann U-67s worked well on lighter
pieces, interchanged a couple of times with a Neumann U -47. Backgrounds were almost
always 251s, but I did use some U -67s once in a while.
"Because the vocals were recorded in various studios around Los Angeles, I carried my
own vocal mikes with me to maintain a consistency of tone quality. I used the same
Neumanns [47s, 89s, and 67s] in all the different rooms. The Telefunken 251s belong to
United Western [Hollywood], and I used those while I was working there."

Production and Recording Techniques
"Some tracks were very simple to record. Cheryl's vocal on `Good -bye Love' was live
with a Fender Rhodes. We kept the complete take; there wasn't one punch-in. When they
sang group parts, a lot of times I would use a microphone in a figure -of-eight pattern, and
stand them all in a typical vocal -group setup of two on each side. For the multitracked
pieces, where we triple- tracked single -note lines, I put a microphone in cardioid and placed
one or two singers on -axis right in front of the mike, keeping them always at least a couple
of feet away. If we had a tune that was pretty and light, I didn't want to stick somebody right
on top of the mike and get an edgy sound. I would always place them, distance-wise to the
microphone, in accordance with the degree of severity I felt the music had.
"Rod Temperton wrote two of the songs on the album, and helped produce those using
the multitracking techniques that Quincy Jones uses [building up multitrack slave tapes,
and then laying stereo mixes back onto the master multitrack
Ed.]. Then we started
doing the rest of the record like that instead of the old-fashioned technique of vocal
recording, which the group originally favored. About a third of the album was done with all
four of them standing in front of a single mike. The other two -thirds was completed using a
24 -track just for the backgrounds, and recording a track at a time.
"I determined the vocal blends on Rod's songs, because I was able to mix on all the notes.
If there was a slight balance problem when we did a double, we could compensate for that in
the mix. But the vocal balances on the live pieces, where they were standing around the
mike singing acappella, were arrived at by altering the singer's positions around the mike.
"The acappella song [The Night that Monk Returned to Heaven'] on the record was
done as a group until the end of the tune. On the release, we jumped to multitracking and
everybody sang separate notes. We'd put both girls on one note of the harmony section,
and triple-track that. Then they'd sing their second note, and triple -track that. The guys did
the same thing for their two parts. We'd end up with as many as 15 tracks [30 voices] of
background vocals.
"I used tube mikes for recording certain parts, like some of the harder lead vocals. Janis,
who did the leads on `Spice of Life' and 'Mystery,' sings very loud and very funky. I was

-
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tertiary. You really concentrate on what
makes those feelings"
The intimate working relationship
that develops between the artist and an
engineer during overdubs expands the
traditional boundaries of the audio professional to encompass some of the
tasks normally associated with the title
of producer. These tasks include evaluating significant, yet intangible,
aspects of a performance that are difficult to articulate. In the following section vocal teacher Warren Barigian
attempts to explain the mechanics
behind that elusive difference between a
good performance, and a great one.
Music Carries the Singers
Barigian is of the belief that, generally speaking, the music portion of most
contemporary records is more significant than the vocal performance. "A lot
of credit for some artists' successes must
be given to the engineers, the technology, the musicians and the commercial
aspects of their songs," he considers.
"Actually, technology can't make a fine
artist; it can only help that person to
sound much more significant than they
are. But that still doesn't compensate
for the lack of fine artistry."
Too many singers drift in and out of
the song, he offers, and don't understand how commanding they could be,
and how uncommanding they are. To
really dramatize that point, ask yourself: Can any one of 10 singers do the
song? If so, the person probably isn't a
vocal artist. "A singer must be so exceptional that nobody can replace him,"
Barigian states. "His character and
exceptionality have to come right
through, which underscores the big difference between being a singer and
being a vocal artist."
"Singers" are not capable of bringing
fact that
alive the artistic capacity
can be demonstrated by asking a singer
to deliver the lyrics without access to the
music. In most cases, the rendition will
be insignificant, impotent, ineffectual,
boring to the point of not being able to
not hold your attention. To overcome
that weakness, the singer must not say
the first word without knowing their
"intent," which may be described as
emotional direction, motivation, or purpose. "That intent must be held
throughout the entire performance,"
says Barigian, "and includes every
small word like 'a' and 'the' and even the
[musical] rests, because silence doesn't
have to be inert energy. Something can
be happening dynamically there, such

-a

Gene Rice decided that a music career was
for him when he got his first guitar at the age
of 13 in Utica, New York. He began recording local groups in 1967, and by 1972 felt he
was ready to make the move to Nashville,
where he landed his first job at Fred Carter
Jr.'s Nugget Studios. Since then he has
worked with such country legends a Eddie
Arnold, Willie Nelson, Tom T. Hall, Larry
Gatlin and, of course, Grammy-award winning Alabama.
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The Dynafex noise reduction system has grabbed a lot of attention
since its introduction, mainly because it provides up to 30 db of
noise reduction without the encode/decode
process. Impossible you say? Then you haven't
HEARD the Dynafex.

Avallaoie

formats.
or modular
in rack mount

We have been receiving rave remarks from engineers
all over the world. Some of these comments have been, "It

REALLY does work! ", or "Best single -ended system I've ever
heard! ", or "Every audio facility should have one." Engineers have
discovered that the Dynafex can be an invaluable problem-solver and
can sometimes even be a client- saver.

Noise problems are encountered every day that conventional encode /decode
systems or noise gates cannot deal with. Having the capability of being used on
virtually ANY audio signal, along with providing a dramatic amount of noise reduction
is what makes the Dynafex a vital tool in any audio facility.

Contact your nearest professional audio dealer for more information on this totally
unique noise reduction system. You owe it to yourself...and especially to your clients.

Here's what the magazine reviewers have said:

Cunrent Applications:
During recording

"...Performs what might be called 'sonic miracles'..."
Len Feldman, Modern Recording & Music

Video /Film production

On -line in radio

Cable television

Concert sound reinforcement

Telephone lines

Mixdown recording

Satellite communications

Disc Mastering

Motion picture sound

On -line in Television

Audio sweetening

Tape duplication

Microwave transmission

"I was most impressed with the Dynafex, and everyone
I

have shown it to has felt the same." Richard Elen,

Studio Sound

of usage, versatility, and effectiveness make
the Dynafex most desirable." Robert Musso Music &
Sound Output
Its ease

International Distributor:
J.C. Audio Marketing

(617) 368 -0508
Telex: 951546 JCAUDIO

MICMIX Audio Products, Inc.
2995 Ladybird Lane
Dallas, TX 75220
(214) 352-3811
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The Voice Organ is composed of the lungs, and the larynx, pharynx,
mouth and nose, shown in section in the left -hand diagram. The
larynx is a short tube at the base of which are twin infoldings of
mucous membrane, the vocal folds. The larynx opens into the pharynx; the opening is protected during swallowing by the epiglottis.
The larynx, pharynx and mouth (and in nasal sounds also the nose)
constitute the vocal tract. It is a resonator whose shape which
determines vowel sounds is modified by changes in the position of
the articulators: the lips, the jaw, the tip and body of the tongue and
the larynx. The vocal folds, seen from above in a transverse section in
the top diagram, are opened for breathing and are closed for phonation by the pivoting arytenoid cartilages.
Reprinted from "The Acoustics of the Singing Voice," by Johan Sundberg.

-

-

Copyright ©1977 By Scientific American, Inc.

LINDA RONSTADT'S WHAT'S NEW

-

continued

..

.

partitions. On the bottom were gobos [4 -foot high, by 4 -foot wide, by 9- inches thick, with
Sonex on one side and wood on the other], and then about three feet of plexiglass running
above that on each panel. We positioned the booth right between the guitarist and the
piano so she could see Nelson [Riddle, the session conductor], and Don Grolnik [pianist]
could see her. She was pretty well isolated even though the booth was constructed of just
gobos.
"The room mike, which was positioned quite high, didn't pick up much leakage from her
vocals. Only on one or two tunes when the orchestra wasn't playing at all, and she was
singing very loud, could you hear the leakage. Overall, it really wasn't a problem.
"Linda generally stayed right up on the mike for a big, warm vocal sound. Rather than use
the standard Neumann pop filter, we cut off the top of that filter and fabricated a custom
filter of our own. She was able to put her nose into the hole of the Neumann filter and sing as
close to the mike as she could get; at the most, she was two inches from the capsule.
"I don't really remember the exact EQ settings for each performance, but it was relatively
flat. Maybe just a little bit of high -end. Certainly, there was nothing major. Of course, there
was no doubling or technical gimmicks in the entire record. I guess the only special
processing was the stimulating effect of chocolate -covered doughnuts on Linda's vocal
performance."

On the Process of "Comping" Vocals
"Some vocal tracks can be recorded basically in one pass, and then touched up by
dropping phrases, words, syllables, or whatever. But comping vocals is becoming fairly
common with a lot of singers, because it actually can improve a good vocal, and because it's
convenient. You might have an extraordinary performance that is colored by one or two
phrases having mysteriously bad intonation. Replace those phrases and the performance
blossoms. Phrasing is to a singer what interpretation is to Freudian psychologists. Comp
ing can lend refinements to the phrasing, in a comparative and thereby fertile environment.
"The primary concern about combining vocal parts though, is not to lose the continuity
-the feel of the song. In fact, if one chooses the right takes to comp, the vocal -over can
be made to sound more consistent. One way to improve the chances of getting consistent
takes is to allow the artist to do as many complete vocal passes as possible at first; rather
than singing one pass, listening to it, singing another, listening to it, etc. If the artist can stay
in the studio and keep the same, or similar, attitude through several performances
say
three or four tracks then you can work on all of them at once, and find the best sections
to make one great performance.
"At that point, if it's still not happening, an artist can go back into the studio and record
three or four more passes. In a final phase the vocalist sings just a verse, or half a verse, or a
chorus. The focus is to record a song that sounds like one complete thought."
-

-

-
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attention to make it come out the best it
can. Recording vocals and trying to
make sure that the drum parts or the
synth sounds are correct is just too
much to handle at one time. There are
occasions where I'll do a live scratch
vocal, while the instrumental tracks are
being recorded, and that may turn out to
be a great take. But I'd rather focus my
whole attention on just the vocal track,
and do that right."
When an engineer doesn't have to
deal with a studio full of people, the
recording environment becomes very
intimate just the vocalist in the studio, and the engineer in the control room
listening through headphones to the
same cue mix. In that type of environment, critical listening ability becomes
an essential tool.
"To me, the recording process is
becoming more listening, and less
changing settings and moving faders,"
says engineer George Massenburg,
who worked with Linda Ronstadt on the
What's New sessions. "You not only
look for mistakes; you must concentrate
on the performance on a higher level.
One stands away from the performance
and listens objectively; now one listens
closely for pitch; now one listens for the
effect of the performance, the way it
works with the music; now one listens
for the little turns of phrasing that make

-

you smile. You jot those down so that
when you do a comp, you present a cornplete idea to the artist.

"It takes incredible concentration and
mental hygiene. Listening to music
triggers memories of feelings, because
music is patterns, and therefore rather

We Didn't Believe

it Either:

Our introduction to the Pressure Zone
Microphone broke our previous
record for skepticism. But the
hardware converted us. Like Orville
Wight's gas powered kite, it
outperformed its appearance. The
rest, as they say, is history. In the 3
years since we be
joduction, sales
R

haue mushroomed and the best
recording studios use PZMR. So do a
whole lot of other people on a whole
lot of stages, church podiums, and
conference room tables.
Succcess has changed us. One of
these days we'll probably start telling
we knew it would work all along.

1718 W.

Road Elkhart, IN 46517

(219)294-5571
Call or write for details
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During his 15 years as a professional singer,

Paulette McWilliams has recorded over
200 solo commercials both in Chicago and

Los Angeles for clients such as Coors,
McDonalds, and the Milk Advisory Board.
Her career has included a stint as one of
Bette Midler's "Harlets "; lead singer with
Rufus (before Chaka Khan); a duet accompaniest on Marvin Gay's recent tour; vocalist with Johnny Mathis on his last album; and
vocal soloist for saxophonist John Klemmer.

These facts are not presented to lure
an audio professional to the field of medicine or therapy. Their inclusion
emphasizes the opportunity /responsibility that the engineer possesses to
direct the outcome of a vocal performance. The environment and attitude
that an engineer creates in the studio
become more obvious when working
with a vocalist, as opposed to recording
a band of instrumentalists. Where
musicians' feelings and general level of

health are filtered through their

instruments, and obscured by mechanical or electronic processes, the influences on a vocalist go directly to the
throat, through the mike, and onto the
tape. In addition, the physical strain of

Dr. Lloyd Stenbeck's credentials span a
wide range of disciplines, from nutrition to
chemistry to chiropractic. He is currently a
fellow at the Royal Society of Medicine
(London), fellow at the American Institute of
Chemists, member of the International
Academy of Preventative Medicine, associate member of the International College of
Applied Nutrition, and certified by the American College of Chiropractic Orthopedists.
He is most noted for his work with Olympic
athletes, and professional vocalists.

pushing beyond common -sense limits
can actually cause irreparable damage
to the vocal instrument.
Of course, an engineer's primary
objective is to record the artist in the
best way he or she can. But these peripheral issues are inescapable they are
part of the turf of which experienced
engineers inevitably become aware,
whether consciously or unconsciously.
To ensure that a session runs as
smoothly and efficiently as possible,
and allow the artist to unleash his or her
full potential, the engineer/producer
may wish to explore several options.
Paulette McWilliams, an LA ses-

ANALYSIS OF A SESSION

-
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Talking with
George Massenburg,
Engineer for
Linda Ronstadt's
What's New
Album
"Very often engineers approach a project such as this," Massenburg considers, "with the
idea of capturing 'a sound' that may be reminiscent of a particular era, and choose
microphones accordingly. On the What's New project we found that the most important
considerations for reproducing that genre of music were the arangement and the vocal
phrasing, as opposed to the engineering. We first referred to recordings from the Forties
and Fifties; as an example, listen to Frank Sinatra's "Only the Lonely" record. After
listening, you're struck by the fact that you haven't really heard individual horn or string
parts, because they blend very well. That's certainly a function of arrangements and vocal
performances, rather than the recording.
"On the back of Linda's album is a credit to [engineer] John Neal, who was really a great
help with the project. He's done hundreds of setups like this for television and films [at
Hollywood Palace, 20th Century Fox, and Warner Brothers]. We used a basic orchestral
miking approach [at the Complex Studios, West LA] to capitalize on the leakage from
section to section. The overall pickup came from one good M-S mike [a modified AKG
C24] that was very carefully placed, and whose dimension was very carefully adjusted.
Then we filled in with tight mikes including three on drums [one on the snare that wasn't
used, and two overheads].
"If you do this type of setup correctly, the actual balances are usually static. Like the
Sinatra recording, all the dynamics and movement take place via the arrangements (which
were done so well by Nelson Riddle) and vocal dynamics. A lot of what happened in the
sessions was really due to the quality of the arrangements and conducting."

-

Vocal Microphone Selection
"Linda's vocal microphone was a Neumann U -67, which I've had for about 19 years; it's
the same type of mike that Val Garay used for all those great rock -and-roll records. She's
used to working a mike in a particular way [with her nose in the Neumann pop filter], and
there was no need to change. The vocal tracks were cut live with the orchestra, with a few
overdubs and some punch -ins to patch up the phrasing.
To get some isolation on Linda's vocal track, we built a little booth out of seven -foot -high
R -e /p 110
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As a vocal coach in Los Angeles, Warren
Barigian began to notice the subtle but
direct relationships between the voice, and
various conditions of the body. During the
course of almost two decades, he has collated his dramatic breakthrough into a system of study that is said to be able to
increase the dynamic and frequency range
of the human voice, thus providing the singer with a greater potential for artistic
expression. In fact, with the help of psychiatrist, psychologists, nutritionists, and various other professionals, Barigian says that
he can give a "tone deaf" person a professional quality signing voice in three months.
His clients include Jackson Browne, various
members of the Grateful Dead, Cher, Bonnie Raitt, Kenny Loggins, and many more.

sion vocalist, mentions a couple of areas
where the environment affects her performance: "Most singers don't like the
temperature in the room to be too cold or
too warm. When it's too cold, the throat
closes up, and strains. Excessive heat
doesn't bother the voice as much; it just

makes the studio uncomfortable, which
also affects the way you do a song."
Studio lighting. too, is important, she
considers. "The lighting helps create
the right mood. Sometimes it's not
always what you'd like, and you just
learn to be adaptable to the available
conditions. But if the studio can give
you the right atmosphere and in most
studios they can then it helps a lot for
inspiration on the solo performances.
Again, there has to be a balance; if it's
too dark, you get sleepy and the performance suffers, too."

-

-

Vocalist's Responsibilities

Engineer Gary Skardina, who also
sings, writes hit songs, and owns Music
Grinder, a 24 -track studio in Los
Angeles, points out that a vocal performance can be very demanding for a soloist. "Even though there is only one
fader up on the console, there's a lot
going on to make that track happen," he
offers. "Every second of the performance, the artist is concerned with
remembering the lyrics; the delivery;
the notes; the pitch; whether they
should keep the vibrato down or not;
how they should close certain syllables;
how to avoid a problem singing any
type of consonance ... the list goes on.
"And, on top of that, they have to deal
with the recording aspect how close
they are to the mike at any one time. If
they sing something very loud, such as a
scat, they may have to turn their head
off the mike. Then, if the engineer or
producer changes something, like a
word or a new phrasing suggestion, the
singing can get pretty confusing."
To complement this high level of
sophistication demanded in today's
music, the recording industry has
evolved the concept of the vocal specialist an engineer who primarily records
vocal tracks in an overdub situation.
"The lead vocal track is extremely
important to a record," notes Skardina,
"and deserves a great deal of time and

-

-

lthough many musicians look as
though they were born attached
to their axe, the voice is still the
only musical instrument that is truly a
part of the human body. This whimsical, and possibly mundane, point
underscores a great deal of truth. The
human body is a living organism and,
for that reason, is in a constant state of
flux from all sorts of environmental,
emotional, mental, and even spiritual
influences. The only constant upon
which an engineer can depend is that
from one session to the next, regardless
of the safeguards one tries to implement
as a deterent or stabilizing force, there
will always be fluctuations in frequency
range, timbre, power, emotional content, and a host of other vocal
parameters.
As a cursory introduction to how the
vocal mechanism operates, the reader
should refer to the accompanying figure
and brief explanation reprinted with

permission from Scientific American's
The Physics of Music. For a more indepth study on this aspect of the voice,
the research paper in which the drawing
first appeared (entitled: "The Acoustics
of the Singing Voice," by Johan Sundberg) contains a wealth of scientifically
derived information.
This article, as the others in R-e /p's
continuing series on recording various

instruments have attempted, will

explore several peripheral areas that
should be of interest to the engineer
faced with the dilemma of achieving a
premium vocal recording. A variety of
miking approaches have been abstracted from the main text, and presented as
sidebars for easier access to specific
topics.

Factors Influencing
Vocal Parameters

As mentioned earlier, the vocal organ
forms an integral part of the body. Con-

Production Techniques

RECORDING VOCALAND
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sequently, any seemingly unrelated
disorder in the human system manifests
itself through the voice. Anger or fear,
for example, can impair vocal sounds to
the point of nullifying speech. [As
explained in greater detail in the article
"dBs Can be Hazardous to Your
Health," by Martin Polon; R -e/p,
October 1979 issue
Ed.] Joy and
inspiration, on the other hand, strengthen spoken or sung words. Vocal stress
tests are becoming more and more popular with law enforcement as a means of
reading tension and separating truth
from lies.
In addition, the voice is extremely
sensitive to imbalances in the normal
bodily functions. Los Angeles -based
vocal teacher Warren Barigian has
attributed vocal fluctuations and soreness to such diverse factors as too -high
or too -low a level of hydrochloric acid in
the stomach (hydrochloric acid aids in
digestion), food allergies, weak adrenal
glands, jet lag, elevation changes, seasonal changes, recreational drugs and
alcohol, and any combination of the
above.
"By far the biggest problem that singers have to deal with is stress," points
out Dr. Lloyd Stenbeck, an orthopedic chiropractor who specializes in
nutrition, and who has helped numerous vocalists in developing their voice.
"Not only as a result of worrying about
doing a good performance, but also the
pressures associated with a poor lifestyle of erratic hours on the road, exposure to excessive amounts of cigarette

-

smoke, alcohol and drugs, and
subconscious -stress emotions that peo-

ple hold in their throats."
Most engineers also are exposed to
these same pressures. As a point of reference for use by vocalists and technicians alike in those desperate studio
situations, we offer here a couple of Dr.
Stenbeck's simple suggestions for dealing with the above mentioned causes of
stress. Two tablets once a day of a nutritional supplement called Pineal Protomorphogen, manufactured by Nutridyne, and which is commonly used to
strengthen the adrenal glands of people
that have been under a great deal of
pressure, seems to have a hormonal
affect on the vocal cords as well, and
may enhance someone's singing poten-

tial.

A quick, effective concoction that
detoxifies the bloodstream, the brain,
and the central nervous system after too
much smoke, drugs or alcohol, Stenbeck
offers, is a tea made from any three of
the following herbs combined in a 1:1:1
ratio: Safflower, Damiana, Elder Blossoms, Foti, Skullcap, and Black Cohash.
A fourth herb like Licorice, Spearmint,
or Peppermint may be added for flavoring. The addition of Valarian root is
also helpful in counteracting stress, and
may be included on a 1:1 basis. Beside
cleaning and soothing the central nervous system, a few cups of this strong
tea should show marked results in vocal
quality.
continued ouerleaf
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tering deck (scheduled for possible replacement earlier this year
with a new Soundcraft Series 20 1/4-inch stereo machine), Lexicon
224 digital reverb and effects processor, Eventide H910 Harmonizer, UREI LN1176 compressor -limiter, Rebis noise gates and
analog delay modules, plus Drawmer DS20 dual gates and DL221
stereo compressor- limiter. A spacious recording area, complete
with a home -brewed acoustics treatment, can easily accommodate
up to 24 musicians
in the past the studio has been used to track
large brass bands
or 40 -plus choirs and vocal ensembles.
In another room in the studio can be found a real-time cassette
duplication area, comprising a bank of 27 Nakamichi 581 and 582
decks for recording, and a ReVox B77 two -track reel -to -reel and
Nakamichi 480Z for replay.
Gateway's session business is split between high -quality demos
and album dates. With a tightening of recording budgets
not to
mention self -financed or spec projects
Ward reports that it is not
uncommon for bands to be looking to spend between £3,000 and
£4,000 (around $6,500) on an album, including musicians' fees.
"There has been a trend," he observes, "towards cutting a complete
album in just a week
including a day to remix it! We've even had
albums that had been done in nine hours: two, three -hour sessions
for tracking, and a three -hour session for mixing!
"Regarding the fate of tapes that leave the studio, we handle a lot
of specialist releases
including ethnic music recording
plus
albums or EPs that will be of local interest, or can be sold by bands at
gigs around the country, particularly on the folk-music circuit."
But rather than simply take any session that comes its way,
Gateway looks for a positive involvement with the music being
produced, Ward says. " We've made a conscious move towards
quality work that is interesting to record, and with which we can
become involved on a creative level." And Ward, speaking from
bitter experience, in particular having to rush through sessions and
then discover that the band doesn't like the sound, added that
Gateway's crew "would rather have the studio empty, than have a

--

-

-

-

-

-

bunch of idiots in, and have to worry about the mikes being lost!"
If the key to success in today's changing recording industry is
towards diversification
audio -for -video, scoring, commercials
production, or film post -production being some of the more familiar
areas for lateral development
the studio has come up with a
rather interesting concept. Recognizing that there were no official
educational courses being offered in Britain for low -level users of
recording hardware, last September saw the setting up of Gateway's own in -house training school. At the time of my visit the
courses were being held every two weeks in a couple of upstairs
rooms, with a maximum of a dozen people at each session.
"So far the response has been excellent," Ward enthuses. "The
three -day course is designed for the person looking to invest around
£2,000 ($3,000) in a home studio based on a TEAC Portastudio,
Fostex Multitracker, or Fostex/Otari/Tascam four- or eight- tracks.
But we don't offer the course for people that want to make a career
in the recording industry; instead it has been configured more
towards letting people become familiar with the equipment
how
to hook it all together, and get the best results from it all.
"Currently the school is equipped with a Fostex A-8 [eight -track
on quarter- inch], Fostex mixer, and various peripherals. We plan to
extend the courses to include computer mixing, and synthesizer
patches and set ups. There is even the possibility of it developing
into a road show that we could tour around the country, possibly in
cooperation with various pro -audio dealers."

-

-
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QUIET...
PROGRAM EQUALIZATION

L -C ACTIVE

THE WHITE INSTRUMENTS ADVANTAGE

Channel Octave Band
Graphic Equalizer
4100A

2

The model 4100A features Active, Inductor -Capacitor
(L -C) Tuned Filters. The resonant frequency of each
filter is derived PASSIVELY by a Tuned L -C Pair. This

drastically reduces the number of active devices necessary to build a Ten Band Graphic Equalizer. Only
seven operational amplifiers are in each channel's signal path: THREE in the differential amplifier input;
TWO for filter summation; ONE for input level control;
ONE for the output buffer. The result
the LOWEST
"Worst Case" NOISE of any graphic equalizer in the
industry
-90dBv, or better.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
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Hand Tuned Filters

Brushed, Painted Aluminum Chassis
Captive,
Screws

Threaded

Fasteners -No Sheet Metal

Integrated Circuits in Sockets
Glass Epoxy Circuit Boards -Well Supported

High Grade Components

Highest degree of Calibration

in the

Industry

100% Quality Control Throughout the Manufacturing Process

Instant Above and Beyond the Call of Duty Response to Field Problems.
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instruments, inc.
P.O. Box 698 Austin, Texas 78767

512/892 -0752
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Gateway's
y real -time cassette
duplication room,

Dave Ward.

equipped with a non -SSL console, simply because we should be able
to provide a potential client with a choice of recording hardware.
But at present nothing else comes close to the quality and facilities
offered by an SSL desk."
Lansdowne Studios, located in Holland Park, West London, and
this year celebrating its 25th anniversary, is co-owned by producer/ engineer Adrian Kerridge, and composer Johnny Pearson. Having
established an enviable reputation for audio recording and production, a couple of years ago Kerridge and studio manager Chris
Dibble made the conscious decision to move into the expanding
field of high -quality audio- for -video, scoring, and film sound post production. And the timing of that decision couldn't have been more
auspicious, Kerridge conceded, because he was able to put together
a cost -effective facility based on % -inch U -Matic videocassette,
rather than 35mm mag and film transports. "Video, " he says,
"allows us to get 20% more music in the can during the same time
period than when working with film."
For scoring or sweetening to picture, Lansdowne's main control
room is fitted with a 7- by 5 -foot video screen and Barco projection
system. To ensure that there are no speed anomolies when working
with videocassette copies of visuals shot originally on film, film-totape transfers are made at an outside facility equipped with a
rotating-prism telecine machine capable of running at 25 frames per- second, rather than the normal 24 FPS film projection rate. (It
should be remembered that England, like the rest of Europe, is
referenced to an EBU 25 FPS video frame rate and 50 Hz power
frequency; and, unlike the USA's 30/29.97 FPS non -drop and drop frame rates, also utilizes a common frame rate for monochrome and
color broadcast and video recording.) In this way, Kerridge points
out, each video frame is uniquely and correctly indexed against the
corresponding SMPTE vertical interval timecode location laid down
on the U -Matic slave tape.
Kerridge is also extremely excited about a new computercontrolled system developed by The Music Design Group, Hollywood, that provides visual cues for the conductor and producer
during scoring dates. The VideoScore system, scheduled for delivery at Lansdowne in May, enables video-generated equivalents of
the film -style "streamers" and "punches" to be superimposed on
video monitors located in the studio, and on the control -room
projection screen. (In conventional film scoring, individual frames of
a work print would be treated with punched holes to designate
tempos and beat counts, while diagonal streamers marked down
the length of film would show during pr ection as a vertical line that
moves from left to right on the screen, ánd might De used to signify
the imminent arrival of a scene change, or a dramatic punctuation in
the film's action.)
The location and spacing of these "electronic" streams and
punches can be marked on the fly from a companion typewriter style keyboard, tallied from SMPTE timecode locations, or entered
in feet and frames; internal conversion from hours/minutes /seconds/frames to feet/frames, or vice versa, is carried out automatically. Printouts can even be annotated for the composer, musicians,
and engineer. In addition, complex changes can be made to the
timings and cue locations without the need to reconfigure the videoR -e/p 106
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tape; the unit simply recalculates the revelant data and intervals.
Planned enhancements for the system include an electonically generated clock that can be superimposed on the video picture for
accurate countdowns to musical cues.
After scoring or sweetening to picture on a SMPTE interlocked
multitrack, the final master format that leaves Lansdowne depends
on the nature of the project. For conventional film-style dubs, the
studio uses an Albrecht 35mm three -stripe dubber, while for audio
in keeping
material destined for layback to videotape Lansdowne
with a growing number of UK post -production rooms and broadcasters dubs and the mixes to eight -track on one -inch. Having been
supplied with an eight -track tape that already contains, for example,
effects, dialog and a rough trial mix (plus SMPTE timecode and
video sync), additional stereo music tracks can then be added, and
this first -generation tape used during the final mono or stereo mix
and layback to videotape.
Control room equipment centers around a 36 -input Cadac console with transformerless mike pre-amps, a Melk.i'st GT800 disk based automation package, Studer A80 24 -, eight, and a pair of
two -track decks, an Audio Kinetics Q.Lock 3.10 SMPTE synchronizer, and a custom Cadac monitoring system. (Incidentally, Cadac
was part -owned by Adrian Kerridge and console designer Clive
Green until its unfortunate demise several years ago; Green is still
active with custom console design and manufacture.) A second,
smaller room is available at Lansdowne for post -production, and
35mm mag and 1/4-inch transfers.
Currently, Kerridge reports, Lansdowne spends 50% of session
time working on audio- for -video, of which the majority (some 70 %) is
for television projects, and the remainder film scoring and TV
jingles. Conventional music sessions range from orchestral dates,
jazz, and radio jingles, to string and horn overdubs.
"The key to a successful future in the recording industry," Kerridge considers, "is diversification, and the ability to produce high quality audio for any medium. To a certain extent, I think it's
possible to compare the problems facing certain [U.K.] studios,
many of whom are finding it hard to adapt to changes affecting the
business, with the medical profession. Consider the analogy of the
doctor that graduated 25 years ago, but who hasn't been following
the medical literature over the intervening years, with one who has
kept himself abreast of the changes in modern drugs and treatments. Obviously the latter has the same information at his disposal
on current techniques as a recently qualified doctor but, in addition,
he has a wealth of day-to -day experience and maturity. Lansdowne
prides itself on not only an excellent track record, but as a studio
that has kept up with the changing requirements of our industry."
Moving onto the smaller- studio market, Gateway Studios, situated in the Clapham district of South London, and co-owned by
musician/engineer Dave Ward, and Lisa and Rory Monck, over the
last six years has grown from an eight-track on half -inch, Tascamequipped room to its present 16 -track configuration. Present
recording hardware includes a Soundcraft 1624 board and SCM381 two -inch multitrack equipped with BEL noise reduction (which,
being based on a 2:1 compansion ratio, is said to be compatible with
dbx NR units), Tannoy Super Red monitors, Ampex ATR -700 mas-
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Audio
Ti ansformers
Choose from wide

variety of types and packages

a

Computer optimized design
100% tested consistent quality
Low distortion
Wide bandwidth
Minimum transient distortion (overshoot & ringing)

-
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JE -16A
kHz Square Wave

INPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SPECIAL TYPES
20 Hz
Max

Model

Impedance
Ratio
Pri-Sec

Application

JE -16 -A
JE -16 -B

Turns
Ratio
Pri:Sec

Level.,
(dBu)

Typical THD
Below Saturation
( %)
20Hz /1kHz

1:2

+8

0.036/0.003

-0.08/

Input

Frequency
Response
(dB ref.

1

Band-

kHz)

20Hz /20kHz

JE- 13K7 -A

Mic in for
990 opamp
Mic in for

JE- 13K7 -B

990 or

150 -3750

1:5

+8

0.036/0.003

- 0.10/ -0.22

85

JE- 115K -E

Mic in for
I.C. opamp

150-15K

1:10

-6

0.170/0.010

-0.50/ +0.10

115

JE-11P -9

Line in

15K -15K

1:1

JE-11P -1

Line in

15K-15K

1:1

+26
+17

0.025/0.003
0.045/0.003

-0.03/ -0.30
-0.03/ -0.25

30K-1800
(10K -600)

4:1

+24

0.005/0.002

(10K -600)

4:1

+19

600/150600/150
600/150600/150

11

150-600

0.05

20 kHz

Width,
Phase
-3dB Response
@@(kHz) (degrees)

170

-10

OverShoot
(%)

Figure
(dB)

<1.75

1.7

Number
Magnetic
of
Shields Faraday'
(dB)
Shields Packages

Noise

-30

1

PRICES

-19

100 -249

1000

A =1

=2

63.61

B

A

=1

42.49
45.60
42.49
45.60

29.32
31.46
29.32
31.46

27.72

21.65

68.72

41.63
47.38

47.42
20.62
30.56
32.70

1

-20

<3

2.3

-30

1

B=2

68.25
63.61
68.25

-5

<7

1.5

-30

1

3

41.48

-28
-23

<3

1

1

3

-0.10/ -0.30

75

-15

<1

-30
-30
-30

1

85

0.033/0.003

-0.11/ -0.08

160

-9

<2

-30

1

+22

0.035/0.003

-0.03/ -0.00

120

-9

<3.5

-30

+17

0.035/0.003

-0.25/ -0.00

160

-5

<3

1:1

-2

0.180/0.005

-0.25/ -0.20

88

-15

1:1:1

-2

0.180/0.005

-0.25/ -0.16

100

+10

0.050/0.002

-0.10/ -1.00

20K -150
12:1
+19 0.096/0.005
for guitar
max IrlpUr level = 77o r-U; aöu = aöv ret. 0.775 V
With recommended secondary termination
Specifications shown are for max. number of secondaries
terminated in 1000 ohm (typical mic preamp)
Separate lead supplied for case and for each faraday shield
Except as noted, above transformers are cased in 80%
nickel mu -metal cans with wire leads.

-0.20/ -0.20

I.C.

LINE INPUT

JE-6110K-B Line in
JE- 6110K -BB bridging

30K1800

Line in

JE- 10KB -C

bridging

Line in/
JE- 11SSP -8M
repeat coil
JE- 11SSP -6M

Line in/
repeat coil

2 -way3.

JE -MB-C

split

150-150150
150-150150 -150

3-way3
split
4-way3
mic split

JE-MB-E

1:1

150 -150

mic split

JE-MB-D

split

1:1:1:1

for

JE-DB-E

4.
5.

BB =2

102.86
39.53
62.31
70.95

3

40.98

27.37

18.89

1

4

151.90

101.47

70.01

-30

1

5

78.62

52.52

36.24

<1

-30

2

3

34.08

22.78

17.78

-12

<1

-30

3

3

59.57

39.80

31.08

40

-18

<1

-30

4

1

96.29

64.32

44.38

80

-18

<1

-30

2

6

43.04

28.76

22.46

<1

B =1

1

W
L
= 15/i6Diam.
x
= 13/16" X 13/16" X
= 11/4" Diam.
x
4= 11/2" x 13/4"
5 = 15/e" Diam.
x
6 = 11/e" Diam.
x

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS:

I

2.
3.

52

26.41

H
19hó"

1

2
3

15/13"

11/16"
21/2" w/solder

terminals

13/4'
15/16"

NICKEL CORE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS6
20Hz Max Output

Nominal
Impedance Turns
Ratio
Ratio
Construction
Pri -Sec
Pri:Sec

Model

Quadfilar
600-600
80% nickel 150 -600
Quadfilar
600-600
JE- 123 -DMCF
80 /o nickel 150 600
80%
600-600
JE- 123 -BLCF Quadfilar
150 -600
JE- 123 -BMCF

JE- 123 -DLCF Quadfilar
JE- 123 -SLCF Quadfilar

JE- 112 -LCF

Quadfilar

JE- 123 -ALCF Quadfilar
JE 11S LCF

split rw/
split pri.

600 -600
150-600
600 -600
150 -600
600 -600
150 -600
66.7 -600
600-600
150 -600

1:1

1:2
1:1

1:2
1:1

1:2
1:1

1:2
1:1

1:2
1:1

(dBu)

Termiacross nation
(n)
Loss
windings (dB)

Frequency

Band-

Response
(dB ret. 1kHz)
20Hz /20kHz

Width

20 kHz
Phase
Response

-3dB
@

(kHz)

(degrees)

2

-1.1

20

0.002/0.002

-0.02/ -0.02

>450

-2.1
-4.1

+21

2

-1.0

19

0.004/0.002

- 0.02/ -0.00

>450

+32

2

-1.1

20

0.041/0.003

-0.02/

>450

-0.02/ -0.01

>450

-0.03/

>450

-1.2
-2.5
-1.9
-4.0
-1.2
-2.5
-1.2
-2.8
-1.2
-3.2
-4.6

+27

2

+23.5

2
2

1:3

+26.5

3

1:1

+30

1:2

DC

Resistance
typical THD
per
Below Saturation
Winding
( %)
(Ohm)
20Hz/1kHz

+28

+20.4

1:2

60012

Level,

1

(sec)

-1.0
-1.1

-1.6
-1.3
-1.7

19

20

0.065/0.003
0.088/0.003

158

230
168

245
245

29

0.114/0.003

-0.03/ -0.01

>450

8

0.125/0.003

-0.04/ +0.06

190

63

0.058/0.002

6. Multifdar construction has no fa achy shield.
All specifications are or 012 source, 600Sí load.
7. Max output level = 1% THD; dBu = dBv ref. 0.775 V
8. Source amplifier -3dB @ 100kHz
9. Output transformers are horizontal channel frame type with wire leads,

vertical channel frames available.

Jensen transformers
By

10735 Burbank Blvd./N. Hollywood, CA 91601
(213) 876 -0059 Closed Fridays, visitors by appointment only.

205

0.02/ +0.01 >10MHz

-0.02/ -0.05

+1.1

-4.1

155

W

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS:

7 = 1/2"

8 = 15/16"

9=

11/6'

Over
Shoots
( %)

Package,

-19

100 -249

1000

<1

7

87.41

44.17

30.47

<1

8

50.71

33.88

23.38

<1

7

61.30

35.79

24.70

<1

8

39.61

26.45

19.42

<1

9

33.48

22.35

15.43

<1

10

25.48

17.01

12.49

<6

8

42.14

28.15

19.42

<1

8

42.14

28.15

19.42

PRICES

L

1

H

x 25/16" x
x 115/6" x
x 113/46' x

Mounting Centers

115/16"

213/16"

15/e"

2 3/8

1%"

2"

10 = 11/16" x 13/46" x
13/16"
13/4"
These charts include the most popular types which are usually
available from stock. Many other types are available from stock
or custom designs for OEM orders of 100 pieces or more can be
made to order. Certified computer testing is available for OEM
orders. Call or write for applications assistance and /or detailed
data sheets on individual models.
Prices shown are effective 2/1/84 and are subject to change without notice.
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Helios board will be removed from Studio One during March or
April of this year, and is destined to replace :he vintage Neve
console currently gracing Ramport's control room; a new 46 -input
Solid State Logic 6000E audio/video production end recording console is planned for installation in One. Townhouse Three will also
undergo a certain amount of refurbishment, induding the sorting
out of one or two acoustic problems, and then wi.l be hired out as a
mid -priced facility. (Studio rates are expected to be in the region of
£50 per hour; around $70 to $75.)
Meanwhile, earlier this year the original SSL 401)0B desk in Studio
Two (and one of the first Solid State consoles sold to a U.K. studio)
was destined to be replaced by a brand -new 400CE equipped with a
Total Recall automation system. (Incidentally, The Manor was reequipped some 18 months ago with an SSL 4000E console, with
plans to add Total Recall capability in the near future.)
Douglas also reports that the studio has been increasing its
complement of digital hardware. In addition to a 3M digital four track machine for disk- mastering duties (and shored on a cooperative basis with Bronze Records' Roundhouse Studios, which facility
also owns a 32 -track machine for tracking dates :, the complex has
the
purchased Sony PCM -1610 and PCM -F1 audio processors
latter being referred to by Douglas as a "rich producer's ReVox."
But high -end appeal notwithstanding, he adds, the Fl enables studio
staff to keep itself abreast of current digital technology, ar.d provides a cheaper and easier format for making backup tapes, and
copies for the band. While the studio is currently considering the
possible purchase of a Sony PCM -3324 digital multitrack, Douglas
a:d the
reports that because of compatibility considerations
sessions
small number of DASH -format machines in the UK
would be run in parallel to a Studer A800 analog machine.
And talking of exotic recording hardware, until about a year ago
Townhouse was the owner of one of the very few Telefunken M15
32 -track on two-inch machines that found their way into an English

cane's

Cada-equipped

audio -video
ndge (left), and studio
room: Adrian
manager Chris
KerDibble.

-

studio. Probems cf format compatibility meant that few producers
Douglas can recall it being used on no
elected to track on the M15
more than 10 projects during the four -year period that the studio
although he remembers that the machine's
owned the de_k
electronic perf ormsnce was very good indeed. Because of the M 15's
interleaving track layout, it was possible, he says, to add another five
tracks to a fiJ]I °4 -:ack tape; indeed, on several occasions overdubs
.nay to save the hassle of locking up an additional
were added in
16- or 24-track.
Regarding Townhouse's decision to equip all three studios with
SSL consoles, Douglas offers tnat "with the possible exception of
the new Neve DSP[d :gital] console, nobody else is making consoles
worth having. However, I would like to have one of the rooms

-
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If it's undesirable and within earshot...

KEPEX'll get it!
Distracting ambient noise such as air
conditioner rumble, chair squeaks,
outside traffic noise, leakage from nearby
instruments and instrument amplifier
hum and buzz can he picked up by
unused open microphones and will ruin
your recording. But, the unsurpassed
noise- gating action of the KEPEX II
ensures you capture only the sounds you
desire.

Pretty confident, aren't we? Maybe
that's because we've been making the
best noise gates available since 1969,
when the original KEPEX was
introduced. In fact, the name KEPEX is
practically synonymous with the term
noise gate.
But, the KEPEX II is more than just a
great "gate." With its active expansion
mode, you'll realize increased dynamic
range. And, as a creative tool, the
KEPEX II can tighten "loose" drum
sounds, remove excess cymbal ring,
simulate stereo from mono tracks, and
perform electronic music effects.

KEPEX. Probably the most desirable
tool you can have in a recording studio.
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VALLEY PEOPLE, INC.
P.O. Box 40306/2817 Erica Place
Nashville, Tenn. 37204 615. 383 -4737
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MILAM AUDIO
America's
leading priNfacvlonal
audio specialist.
EQUIPMENT PRICES
Most competitive.

SALES PHILOSOPHY
No hype or pressure.

STABILITY

EXPERIENCE
15 years.

Rock solid.

STUDIO DESIGN
World class.

CLIENTELE
1000 plus.

INSTALLATION
Any size project.

WJ

LAM
cs)

ß
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ROOM TUNING
Musically accurate.

Pekin, ILi6 5i54

CREDIBILITY
Ask anyone.

CONSULTATIO N
Expert.

SERVICE
Finest & fastest.

DEALER STATUS
Oldest MCI U.S. dealer.

ou better.
We serve you
3109-346-3161
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Vince
manager Peter
°lam
Studio 2: operations
Parsons
Road
Alan
the
EMI -Abbey
co-member of
Wolfson.
(left) and Eric

multitracks and mastering machines), and a modified JBL monitoring system with EMI -designed crossovers and Yamaha P2201 power
amps.

Control -room acoustics were designed by Peter Dix of EMI's
Central Laboratories, the intention being, Vince says, to produce "a
plain, functional look to the room. We were not after a `flat sound' in
the room, but rather an environment where you could listen under
similar conditions to those found in the 'average' living room. For
example, in one of our other studios [The Penthouse] we first
flush - mounted the monitors in soffits in the front wall, and then used
third- octave EQ to tune the room. The result, however, was a lousy
sound. Instead, we opted to mount the speakers in the room [on tall
stands, or suspended from the ceiling by means of cradles and
chains]. The result was far better than we had before. By mounting
the monitors in the room itself, we can more closely duplicate the
type of monitoring layout people have in their homes. We have
found that the sound [of tapes mixed on such monitoring systems]
will carry from space to space, rather than only sound good in that
particular environment."
One unusual feature that caught my attention was a system of
metal shutters set in the wall beside the observation window that
looks down into Studio 2's recording area. It turns out that London
has particularly stringent fire -prevention regulations, and that such
shutters had to be fitted (at not inconsiderable expense, I discovered) to meet the relevant building safety codes.
Vince says that with the increasing popularity of Compact Disc
players in the U.K., the studio is now handling more digital mastering, and hires the equipment on an "as- needed" basis: Sony PCM1610 audio processors and companion U -Matic videocassette
decks, 3M 32- and four -track Digital Mastering Systems, and
Soundstream eight -track machines (the latter mainly for classical
sessions).
At the time of my visit, Studio 2's recording area still housed the

remains of Abbey Road's highly successful "Beatles Exhibition,"
which during the course of two weeks last summer attracted some
17,500 visitors to this unique collection of Fab -Four Memorabilia.
The studio had been laid out in a realistic recreation of a Beatles'
session of the mid- Sixties, including band instruments, and the
actual Studer J37 four -track used on those dates. A four -channel
surround-sound mix made from original multitrack tapes had been
prepared by Alan Parsons (who served as second engineer on
several of the Beatles' latter sessions, including Abbey Road), with
an accompanying video presentation of the band working in the
studio, much of which, Vince reveals, had never been seen by the
general public. The studio had hoped to tour the exhibition, but
copyright clearances on some of the the film and video material has
prevented this happening. Given the large huge crowds that manVince reports that
aged to get to see the exhibition last year
additional presentations had to be added to the daily program at the
last minute to accommodate the unexpectedly large number of
Abbey
people that came from all over the world to catch the show
Road was considering the possibility of staging it on a regular basis.

-
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Abbey Road Studio
sole with NECAM, 3, equipped with a
and Studer A800 36-input F_IM IYeve con
24-track.

/

Moving on to Studio 1, the largest in the complex, I discovered
that besides its normal fare of classical and orchestral sessions for
both EMI and outside record companies, the studio is seeing an
increase in film- scoring work. The room, with its extremely spacious
floor area and tall ceiling, is capable of easily hosting a 120 -piece
orchestra, or a 250 -piece choir. To enable retakes or overdubs to
capture the same orchestral layout and acoustic feel as original
takes, the studio floor carpet is arranged in numbered squares.
Later this year Studio l's small control room Is scheduled to be
relocated and increased in size, prior to the installation of a larger,
more flexible console.
The Penthouse Studio was originally designed, Vince recalls, to
serve as a self-contained facility for bands that wanted to set up for
lock -out sessions, and avoid the inevitable crush of people that
come and go in a studio complex the size of Abbey Road. The
choice of a Neve 8108 console for the control room apparently was
made so that visiting engineers wouldn't need to spend too much
time familiarizing themselves with the recording hardware. Now, in
fact, the room serves as a dedicated remix room, with a relatively
small accompanying overdub and vocal booth.
Other rooms around the complex include Studio 3, which houses
a wrap- around 36 -input EMI/Neve console with NECAM servo fader automation, a Studer A800 24- track, and UREI 813 monitors,
plus four disk- cutting suites. Abbey Road also operates three mobile
recording vehicles based on a Mercedes three -ton chassis, and
intended mainly for remote classical sessions. Each van is designed
to accommodate a variety of transportable EMI consoles, which can
be built up from modular five -input subunits, and mated with a
16 -track Studer A80 that also has been broken down into two
separate packages transport and electronics for ease of removal from the vehicle, and subsequent setup at the recording venue;
alternatively, the gear can be fitted in flightcases and air -shipped to
anywhere in the world.
Townhouse Studios, located in Shepherd's Bush, West London,
has an equally interesting pedigree. Owned by Richard Branson's
Virgin Records conglomerate, and opened in 1978, the facility was
intended to provide an alternative to the company's residential,
out-of -town Manor Studio. (And while few bands and producers
would object to a couple of weeks /months working in a gorgeous
18th Century manor house equipped with a state -of- the -art recording studio
and at £1,000/$1,500 per day, including accommodation for up to eight band members and crew, the Manor would
sometimes the
appear -to offer remarkable value for money
pressures of big -city living conspire to prevent us from taking off for
the green and pleasant Oxfordshire countryside; in such circumstances, an in -town facility fits the bill.)
The complex houses two studios and a pair of cutting rooms.
During my visit, I discovered that Townhouse was planning a couple
of interesting equipment upgrades, as well as buying The Who's old
studio, Ramport, located in nearby Battersea, and which has been
renamed "Townhouse Three." According to chief engineer Alan
Douglas, the custom- designed, 40- input/32-group wrap -around

-
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THE FEATURES

I

Totally steerable both vertically and
horizontally in POST PRODUCTION, off tape.
Variable stereo capsule angle and polar
pattern in POST PRODUCTION, off tape.

v Very low noise performance for the digital era.
Separate outputs for Ambisonic surround
sound.
Level frequency response both on- and off -axis.

Variable zoom, both forwards and backwards,
in POST PRODUCTION, off tape.

The most accurate polar patterns in the world.

The only truly coincident stereo microphone

Maximum input for less than 0.50/o TH D
1 r
SPL.

in

the world.

.

:

THE FACTS
The spherical three dimensional pick -up of the
Soundfield Microphone is such
that the phase errors introduced
by the capsule spacing in normal
microphones are effectively
eliminated and the resulting
stereo output of the control unit
has virtually perfect image
placement at all frequencies. The differing
frequency responses of the pressure and
gradient components of the signal are also
corrected, thus giving an equally flat response to
both on- and off -axis sounds. These two facts make it
possible, for the first time ever, not only to generate
exactly signals envisaged by A. D. Blumlein when he
first proposed the M/S system, but to extend them
into three dimensions.
This spherical representation of the original soundfield
allows a stereo signal to be extracted pointing in any
direction and of any first order polar diagram. The angle
between the two microphones may be varied between 0°
(mono) and 180 and the apparent proximity to the original
sound sources may also be adjusted.
The control unit also provides a four -channel output signal,
known as "B format',' which exactly represents the first order
characteristics of the soundfield. Recordings stored in "B
format" allow the POST SESSION use of all the
aforementioned controls. The advantage of being able to set
such critical parameters as image width, direction of point and
tilt, polar patterns and distance all in the peace and quiet of
the dubbing studio cannot be over -emphasised. "B format" is
also the professional signal format for Ambisonic surround
sound and may be encoded directly to domestic transmission
and consumption formats.

-
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For further information, please contact your local dealer, national distributor or:-

C.4LREC

Calrec Audio Ltd., Hangingroyd Lane,
Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire, England.
Telephone: 0422 842159. Telex: 51311 Relays

U.S.A. & CANADA
Audio and Design. Inc., P.O. Box 786. Bremerton, WA 98310
Telephone 206275 5009 Telex 152426 ADR USA.
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can record at Bee Jay while our company shoots video. Supplemental shots of the artist will be made outside the studio environment and
worked into the video production." Eric Schabacker, president of Bee Jay says, "Doing sound tracks for video is a logical progression for
our business. We have already done soundtracks for Judas Priest, Molly Hatchet, Axe and Krokus that appear on MTV and other
music oriented channels." Orlando, FL.
VIDEOWORKS (New York City) has completed a new computerized film -to -tape color correction suite. The new room is third in a
series built by East Coast Systems for VideoWorks, and houses the new Bosch FDL-60 CCD Telecine attached to a Corporate
Communications Color corrector for frame -by- frame, or scene -to -scene color correction. In addition to the new film chain, two Sony
BVH -2000 one-inch videotape machines, CDL -480 Video Switcher, cassette duplication VTRs, and extensive audio and video monitoring
gear were added. 24 West 40th Street, New York City, NY.
RBY RECORDING STUDIO (Southbury, Connecticut) now offers half -inch video editing with special effects and character generation
to better serve its clients interested in video. Peck Brothers Band, Joe Walsh, and Dave Quinn and Ralph Jackson completed
recording dates and augmented their sessions with video shoots done on location, in the studio and at Toads Place, Waterbury, with the new
equipment. Rd 1 Main Street, Southbury, CT 06488. (203) 264 -3666.
Cl NIMBUS NINE RECORDING (New York City) has installed a BTX SMPTE synchronizer for interlocking its MCI JH -24 multitrack to
any other audio or video equipment. Staff engineers Christopher Howard and Frank Roszak completed mixing of additional music for
the soundtrack of the no -nuke film, "In Our Hands," starring James Taylor and Pete Seeger. Film co- producer Stan Warnow supervised
the mixing sessions for the June 12th Film Group. 1995 Broadway, New York City, NY 10023. (212) 496 -7771.

Western Activity:
BONNEVILLE PRODUCTIONS (Salt Lake City) has taken deliver on a new MCl/Sony Audio Layback machine that studio manager,
Dave Michelsen, claims is the first of its kind in the Utah market. As Michelsen explains, "The layback machine is an audio -only
recorder/reproducer fitted with heads that conform to the audio track configuration of C format one -inch videotape. This allows audio to be
taken from a video master tape to a multitrack audio machine, enhanced or sweetened, and then to be layed back onto the video master
tape. The advantages of this process are: 1) The machine can be maintained to a higher audio specification than is normally available in the
audio section of a regular video recorder; this means a much higher quality audio track on the finished product. 2) Audio layback can now be
done in an audio studio instead of a higher-rate video editing bay; this savings can be significant. 3) It allows an audio production house to
keep control of the quality as all the audio work including layback onto the master video is done by audio specialists under one roof."
Michelsen sums up: "The customer saves money and gets a superior end product." 130 Social Hall Avenue, Salt Lake City, UT 84111. (801)
524 -2400.
EFX SYSTEMS (Burbank, California) has taken delivery of what is said to be the first BTX Softouch Intelligent Audio Editing Controller,
to supplement its Shadow SMPTE synchronizers. Fully programmable to suit any scoring, looping, mixing or sweetening application, the
Softouch allows the synchronizer to be custom tailored to the needs of any project. The computerized system is capable of full function
control of up to four slave transports via timecode, including record in and out, loop parameters, effects placement, and other
synchronizable events. EFX is using the Softouch to facilitate its audio recording and film/video post -production services. These include
48 -plus -track recording and video sweetening, layback to one -inch video on the new MCl/Sony Audio Layback transport, film dubbing,
scoring, ADR, Foley and sound effects work. 919 N. Victory Blvd., Burbank, CA 91502. (213) 843 -4762.

Foreign Activity:
STUDIOS 301 /EMI (Sydney, Australia) has taken delivery of an Audio Kinetics Q.Lock 3.10 syncronization system that can link
multitrack audio tape machines to any video tape machine, and is being used extensively for feature film soundtracks, music for television
commercials, and other video music projects, including FM /TV simulcasts. 301 Castlereagh Street, Sydney, N.S.W., Australia, 2000. (02)
20912.

TOYO RECORDING COMPANY, LTD. (Tokyo, Japan) has installed a complete Ampex post- production system valued at more
than $1.1 million in its new editing suite. The suite features five Ampex VPR-3 one-inch helical scan videotape recorders, a two -channel
Ampex Digital Optics (ADO) system, ACE computerized editing system, AVC -33 production switcher, and ATR- 102/104 and MM -1200
audio recorders. Designed to meet requirements for video production and videodisk manufacturing, president Akira Sato says, "We
purchased the Ampex equipment as a system, rather than stand-alone products, because we believe Ampex's innovative power can be
most effectively demonstrated in the total system. We believe the Ampex- equipped editing bay is the best in the industry, and we are
demonstrating the results through actual operations." Tokyo, Japan.

ON THE STiIDIO TRAIL
Mel Lambert at Large in London's Cosmopolitan Recording Community, visiting EMIABBEY ROAD, TOWNHOUSE, LANSDOWNE, AND GATEWAY STUDIOS
According to operations manager Peter Vince, EMI -Abbey
Road Studios, now in its 53rd year of operation, has been
going through a series of equipment upgrades during the recent few
months, and also has additional plans for the spring of this year.
Housed in a large three- storey Victorian mansion located in picturesque St. Johns Wood, North London, the complex certainly is
of
impressive, and arguably one of the largest
if not the oldest
England's studios; the facility even includes its own in- house, fullystocked bar and canteen.
Kicking off my tour in Studio 2, Vince pointed out that the new
48- input /32 -group Solid State Logic 4000E board currently gracing
the control room is, in fact, the 100th Series 4000E console that SSL
has produced. (A second 4000E is destined for installation in late
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April of this year; at the time of my visit a final decision of whether
the board would end up in Studio 1 or 3 had yet to be reached.) As I
discovered, the new SSL is the first off- the -shelf desk to be installed
at Abbey Road. In the past the studio had either designed its own

-

-

consoles, and then had them manufactured by Neve Electronics
hence the EMI /Neve designation
or ordered relatively "standard" Neve desks, and then modified them to its own requirements.
"We discovered though," recalls Vince, "that all the features we
needed were standard on the SSL. For example, each channel
[strip] has a built -in high -quality compressor [combined with an
expander/limiter] which is a feature that had been specified on the
early EMI desks." Other control-room equipment includes a 24track Studer A80 (all Abbey Road studios are equipped with Studer

It copies tape
f

What else is there to say?
Well ... to be perfectly clear we should say that the Telex
6120 Duplicator copies reel or cassette tapes fast. Then we
should add that it does it automatically. easily, efficiently and
economically. In fact, we really should say that the 6120
produces high quality tape duplicates
fast.
Yes, the Telex 6120 high speed duplicator has many timesaving, money- saving benefits, including many automated
features such as end -of -tape stop and auto rewind on the reel
master, with a choice of auto or manual rewind on the cassette master. These automated features can eliminate unnecessary down time between copy cycles. All key set -ups
and adjustments are efficiently accomplished from the front
of the system, with all operating, function controls and LED
level indicators conveniently grouped together on the easy to -read control module. These automation and convenience
features allow even non -technical employees the ability to
operate the 6120 easily.

-

You won't have to buy more system than you need because
the 6120 allows practical "building block" growth. The modules simply plug together for easy economical additions to
your system. Each cassette slave position on the 6120 is
independent. so ajammed tape won't shut down the entire
system creating costly downtime. An LED indicator warns
you of an incomplete copy in case a cassette tape jams or

ends before the master, thereby preventing expensive
mistakes.
Make no mistake, the 6120 is fast. It has a speedy 16 to
speed ratio and copies both sides at once. so it will duplicate
full one hour programs in less than two minutes. As you can
see it's not just another high speed duplicator. To learn more
about the 6120, call or write today for complete specifications
and production tables. While you're at it, make an appointment to see our informative video tape presentation entitled
"Beating Real Time."
1

Call Toll Free in U.S. 800 -828 -6107

TELEX®
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Le

9600 Aldrich Ave. So Minneapolis. MN 55420 U.S.A
705 Progress Avenue. Urrt 10 Scarborough Ontario M1H 2X1 Conada
Bonaparte Office 711. Centre Affaires Paris-Nord. 93153 Le Blanc-Mesnil. France
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Southern California:

MUZIC TRAK STUDIO (Los Angeles) has upgraded from 4- to 16 -track with the addition of a Studer A80 16-track tape machine.
Additionally, the studio has acquired a Studer /ReVox A77 half -track tape machine, and an assortment of new microphones and outboard
gear. Chief engineering duties are shared by Randy and Courtney
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Branch, with assistance from Terrell Branch and James Johnson.
PERSONAL -USE STUDIO SPOTLIGHT
2227 Alsace Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90016. (213) 931 -7508
HIT SINGLE RECORDING (San Diego) has replaced its Stephens
GINO VANELLI and his brother Joe recently acquired all
811D 16 -track tape machine with a similar model Stephens that offers the components for their new home studio, based in Westlake
full transport remote control and one -inch tape capabilities, enabling Village, where they've just finished the first album on which the
the facility to now offer one -inch 8- track, in addition to half -inch 8 -track Vanellis have handled all recording and production duties
recording and mixing. College Grove Center, Lower Court 4, San entirely by themselves. The recent equipment purchases
include an Otani MTR -90 24- track, an Otani MTR-12 half-inch,
Diego, CA 92115. (619) 265-0524.
SUNSET SOUND (Hollywood) has fitted a Neve NECAM I servo - two -track, and a Lexicon 224X digital reverb. Everything Audio
fader automation system to its custom console in Studio 2. According supplied the hardware package, and will be assisting the
to studio manager Craig Hubler, the recent upgrade represents the brothers in the design and construction of a second studio.
TITO JACKSON, who currently is gearing up for the 1984
first installation of NECAM in a non -proprietary board. 6650 Sunset
Jacksons Tour, recently purchased an Otani MTR -90 24 -track to
Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028. (213) 469 -1186.
A &M RECORDING STUDIOS (Hollywood) has announced the use along with his much -sought-after vintage API console, which
appointment of Don Hahn to the position of vice -president and general will be installed as soon as construction on his custom-designed,
manager of the studios. Hahn joined A &M in 1977 as senior engineer Encino studio is complete.
and has most recently served as director of operations. He is a member
MICHAEL SEMBELLO, who is currently working on a
of the board of governors of the Los Angeles chapter of NARAS. 1416 follow -up to his hit "Maniac," has updated his personal studio in
North La Brea Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90028. (213) 469 -2411.
Pacoima with the purchase of an Otani MTR -90 24- track. This
MIX MAGIC (Hollywood) has opened a new post -production studio recent upgrade is said to be the first step in a complete
catering to the film and video industry. According to studio manager renovation of Sembello's studio, where he plans to work on all
Ruth Corbett and chief engineer Jim Corbett, they used to make use his future projects.
of Motown Hitsville, where the company worked on Michael Jackson's
"Beat It" video, and Lionel Ritchie's new video. Everything Audio's Brian Cornfield designed and equipped the new studio, which features
a 40- input/24 -bus Trident TSM console, UREI Time -Align® 813 monitors, Magna-Tek four -channel dubbers, JVC 620 U -Mat:c
videocassette decks, and an RCA telecine chain; Otani MTR-90 24 -track and MTR -10 four -track machine, and Sony one -inch VTRs are also
under consideration. 839 Highland, Hollywood, CA 90028. (213) 466-24420.
UNITED WESTERN (Hollywood) has taken delivery of a Mitsubishi X -800 digital 32 -track machine, which will augment the studio's
present X-80 portable two -track. "Our first consideration in selecting the X-800," says VP/general manager Jerry Barnes, "was the track
configuration 24 tracks just isn't enough these days; we had to go for 32. To me, the sound of the Mitsubishi is excellent." Barnes has
already used the X -800 on an international session tracked in both London and Los Angeles. Having recorded a 60 -piece orchestra, The
Concertante Ensemble of London, onto 16 digital tracks at EMI -Abbey Road Studios, the tape was then hand carried to United Western,
where a 200 -voice chorus from Azusa Pacific University was overdubbed. "Machine -to- machine compatibility presented no problems
whatsoever," Barnes comments. The resultant X-80 two -track mix will be used by Denon to master directly to Compact Disc for
commercial release. 6000 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028. (213) 469 -3983.

-

-
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Northern California:

TRANSPARENT RECORDINGS (San Francisco) has acquired a Nagra T -Audio transportable recorder, claimed to be the first in
Northern California. The 1/4-inch, 30 IPS machine will be used with a Studer 10/2 console for remote recording; it is equipped with
center -track SMPTE for film and video production, and will also be available for record mastering and studio mixdown. 883 Golden Gate
Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94102. (415) 563 -6164.
PATCHBAY STUDIOS (San Rafael) has recently added a Sony PCM -F1 digital audio processor, and a Decillionix DX -1 digital effects
program for its Apple computer, enabling the studio to offer digital mastering, input sampling, a variety of digital effects, and remote digital
2 -track recording. 2111 Francisco Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94901.
LIVE OAKS RECORDING (Berkeley) was recently completed and features an MCI -equipped 24 -track control room with a large
selection of signal processing equipment, including a Lexicon 224X digital reverberation unit. The studio was designed by Sonic
Landscapes for use primarily as an overdub room, and offers access to a wide selection of electronic keyboard instruments. 1300 Arch #2,
Berkeley, CA 94708. (415) 540 -0177.
THE PLANT STUDIOS (Sausalito) has been sold by its previous owner, Laurie Necochea to Stan Jacox. According to general
manager Paul Broucek, immediate plans following the sale call for a cosmetic facelift of the three-room complex, including increasing the
size of Studio B's recording area, and also altering the acoustic treatment to enhance the room's liveliness. Present studio staff remain as
before, Broucek adds, including Mick Higgins as chief of maintenance. The studio plans to hold a grand re- opening party in the late Spring.
2200 Bridgeway, Sausalito, CA 94965. (415) 332 -6100.

- AUDIO/VIDEO UPDATE -

Eastern Activity:
At CIANI/MUSICA (New York City) an ENG production team from the TV Arts School of The Center For The Media Arts, New York,
recently set up shop to shoot a recording session of a GE "Beep" Dishwasher commercial. The
edited 10- minute videocassette of the session was incorporated by Suzanne Ciani (seen right) as a
learning tool during the first Technology, Entertainment and Design Conference held late February
in Monterey, CA. Ciani is a New York -based composer, arranger, producer, and performer who has
created commercial electronic music for a wide variety of advertisers. The CMA team was directed
by Julio Cintron, with Fernando Medina and Ole Shapiro serving as cameramen, and Mark
Gainor editing. New York, NY.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION (New York City) has had Ampex ship 12
VPR -3 helical scan videotape recorders to Sarajevo for the ABC Television Network to use in its
coverage of the Winter Olympic Games. ABC signed a $10 million contract for 100 VPR -3 recorders
for coverage of the Winter and Summer Games and political conventions. Following the games, the
CIANI /MUSICA
vi deo /jingle session
video recorders will be used to update and expand ABC's tape facilities. New York City, NY
VISUAL IMPACT (Orlando, Florida) recently formed an agreement with Bee Jay Recording Studios, whereby the two firms will
co-produce video demos on behalf of musical acts. According to Craig Soldinger, vice president of Visual Impact, "We have had
tremendous interest from artists who want videos of themselves for various purposes. [ We] have reached an agreement where the artists
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TASCAM's M -50 is the compact 12x8x8 mixing
console audio production professionals have
been looking for. With its multiple inputs per
channel, plus assignable submixes and monitor
sections, you get the flexibility to get the job done
in all production modes-record, overdub and
remix or assembly.
By including direct boxes to accept instrument
inputs, phono pre -amps for replaying effects
library or reference disks and stereo solo
"in place" permitting monitoring of individual
channels or whole portions of a mix, you get what
you need. High performance functions as
standard equipment.
The M -50 is reliable and fast, with extremely
flexible signal routing. A valuable asset to the ad
agency production room, the small video
production /post -production company, the
multi -media production facility, and in many other
applications.
Because the M -50 includes Solo and PFL,
multiple auxiliary mixes, plus balanced and
unbalanced inputs and outputs, it is also well
suited to final film assembly, small club P.A.,
and broadcast with clean feeds provided.
TASCAM's extensive design and
manufacturing experience in professional
recording equipment made it possible to create
the M -50. Compact and affordable, this modular
8 -track mixer is within the reach of any serious
professional.
For additional information, see your TASCAM
dealer, or writeTASCAM Production Products,
7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640,
(213) 726-0303.
Copyright 1983 -TEAC Corporation of America
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North East:
BEARSVILLE STUDIOS (Bearsville, New York) has acquired an AMS DMX15 -80S stereo digital delay, which has two channels of
delay (1.638 seconds and 409 milliseconds), two channels of pitch change with de- glitch cards, and digital loop editing. In late winter '84 the
studio will be replacing the Neve 8058 currently in use with a custom Neve in -line, 40 -input 8088 fitted with NECAM II automation. P.O. Box
135, Speare Road, Bearsville, NY 12409. (914) 679 -8900.
TROD NOSSEL RECORDING STUDIOS (Wallingford, Connecticut) has upgraded its
monitor system with the installation of JBL 4430 bi- radial monitors. Lang PEQ -1 equalization was
also added to the studio. Wallingford, CT 06492. (203) 269 -4465.
SKYLINE STUDIO (New York City) has added a Lexicon 224X digital reverb, a Marshall Time
Modulator and Tape Eliminator, a rack of API Equalizers and a Delta Lab Effectron II to its sound
processing equipment. In addition, a restored 1896 Steinway B grand piano, an Oberheim OB8
synthesizer, LinnDrums, a Roland Jazz Chorus amp, a custom built Macintosh/Alembic bass
amplifier, a set of Yamaha Recording Series drums, and Zildjian cymbals have been added to
available musical instruments and equipment. 36 West 37th Street, New York, NY 10018. (212)

-

594 -7484.

CRYSTAL CITY TAPE DUPLICATORS (Huntington, New York) has installed two new Otan
master recorders to complement its Otan DP7500 bin -loop duplication system: an MTR -121/4 -inch
two -track and an MTR -10 half -inch four -track. Other recent additions include Dolby Model 361 noise reduction units; a pair of JBL 4411
reference monitors; a new cassette packaging system; and an Otari Model DP1610 quality control monitor. 48 Stewart Avenue,
Huntington, NY 11743. (516) 421 -0222.
SKYLINE

New Outboard Effects

South East:
EDDY OFFORD STUDIOS (Atlanta, Georgia) has recently added a new Studer A800 24 -track tape machine. Other new equipment
acquisitions include an NED Synclavier, Simmons drums, and a Lexicon 224X digital reverberation unit. P.O. Box 90903, Atlanta, GA
30364. (404; 766 -5143.

BEE JAY RECORDING STUDIOS (Orlando, Florida) announces the resignation of chief engineer Bill Vermillion, who has been with
the studio for 16 years, to "pursue one of several private interests." Studio president Eric Schabacker, says Vermillion was responsible for
a large part of the design of Sphere's Eclipse C console, the prototype version of which is in operation at Bee Jay, and was very instrumental
in the design and construction of the multi- studio facility. Bill's track record also includes Platinum and Gold albums for engineering. "Bill
was an integral part of the Bee Jay family and will be missed by the entire staff, not only as a co- worker but as a friend," adds Schabacker.
5000 Eggleston Avenue, Orlando, FL 32810. (305) 293 -1781.
REFLECTION SOUND STUDIOS (Charlotte, North Carolina) is installing a new MCI JH -636 automated console in Studio A. The
console features plasma metering, parametric EQ, and Spectra -Vue. JH -24 24- and half-inch two -track recorders and Lexicon 224X digital
reverb with LARC option have also been added to Studio A. Sessions are already running in Studio C with the room's new MCI JH -636
board, featuring VCA fader grouping and interfacing with a new JH -24 recorder. dbx 900 racks with limiters, gates and de- essers have been
added to both rooms. 1018 Central Avenue, Charlotte, NC 28204. (704) 377 -4596.
STRAWBERRY JAMM STUDIOS (West Columbia, South Carolina) have added an MCI JH -114 multitrack with Autolocator II.
Ampex AG -440B two-track recorder with remote, three UREI 1176 limiter/compressors, Sansui and JVC cassette decks, and new JBL
4435 dual -15 bi- radial main monitors powered by Hafler DH -200 Class A amplifiers. These additions complement the existing Neotek Series
III console. 3694 Apian Way, West Columbia, SC 29169. (803) 356-4540.

South Central:
DISC MASTERING INC. (Nashville) has purchased a Neumann SAL-74 -B cutting amplifier. Due to the use of an electronically
balanced circuit replacing the transformers once used a the modulation and feedback inputs, the SAL-74 -B is said to offer improved phase
response and greater feedback at low frequencies, leading to an increase in channel separations at those frequencies. "To the best of my
knowledge, this amplifier is the only factory-built Neumann of its kind in Nashville," stated Randy Kling, president and chief engineer of
DMI. Thirty Music Square West, Nashville, TN
DALLAS SOUND LAB (Las Colinas, Texas) recently hosted a grand opening to demonstrate the new three- studio audio facility.
Studio A is a 48 -track room set up to record up to 60 players for multitrack sweetening to picture. Studio B is a 24 -track video interlock room
for voice -overs, dialog replacement and video sweetening. Studio C is a film mixing and screening theater offering a four -channel Dolby
sound system similar to Lucasfilm's THX design, a Foley effects area, a permanent 22 -foot screen, and has microprocessor -controller
projectors ( 16- and 35mm) and dubbers. In addition, Dallas Sound Lab is hard -wired into the three sound stages some 250 feet away in the
main building of the Dallas Communications Complex, which enables groups to do live music shooting, in video or film, with synchronizes
multitrack sound. Four Dallas Communications Complex, Suite 119, 6305 North O'Connor Blvd, Irving, TX 75039. (214) 869 -1122.
EDENWOOD RECORDING STUDIO (Dallas, Texas) has taken delivery of a Studer A800
24 -track tape machine. "The Studer adds to Edenwood's audio for video sweetening capabilities,
which now include a three -machine lockup via BTX synchronizers and on- screen display of
timecode by BTX's Cypher SMPTE reader /generator," says owner Jerry Swafford. Other recent
additions include a Studer phone patch system, and a new alliance with Frame by Frame Associates,
a facility for stills, film, video and stock photography, headed by Gary Campbell. The new
association between the two companies was formed to better serve film and video clients. 7319-C
Hines Place, Suite 201, Dallas, TX 75235. (214) 630-6196.
COOK SOUND (Fort Payne, Alabama) has recently upgraded to its microphone and
instrument collections with the addition of Neumann U -48 and U47, and Sony ECM50 microphones;
Oberheim DMX drum machine; Yamaha 7'4" grand piano; and a Hammond C -3 organ. Other recent
additions to the 24 -track Studer/Neve facility include Yamaha NS -IOM monitor speakers,
Macintosh 2300 power amps, and an URSA Major reverberation unit. P.O. Box 67, 1419 Scenic
EDENWOOD
New Studer A800
Road, Fort Payne, AL 35967. (205) 845 -2286.

-

Mid West:

CHICAGO AV (Chicago, Illinois) has just undergone several hundred hours of rewiring and special studio maintenance while the
SuperSpots facility was shut down for vacation. Oberheim OB-8 synthesizer and DX drum machine were added to the instrument list. Lori
Marie Cerny has joined the staff as director of administration and finance. 216 West Ohio Street, Chicago, IL 60610. (312) 280 -9433.
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THE TACT FACTOR
pants "down off the ledge"

is to overtly (and
loudly) ignore the possibility that the hostilities could escalate any further. Invite them to
continue their discussion (and make sure you
emphasize talking rather than smacking) in
the studio lounge, waiting room, hall, or what
have you. The change of physical location
alone will provide a cooling off period, and will
protect the gear. And make sure no spectators are allowed in the new "arena "; this

spares everyone their pride, thus encouraging professionalism. Let 'em work it out on
their own
and don't rush them. The clock
is running, studio is making money, and passion is a goodly part of musical product anyway. In short:

-

Tact Factor Axiom #3
People will usually behave rationally if they
can be shown that it's in their best interest to
do so
in a manner which does not insult or
publicly embarrass them.
With that in mind, let's look at a few people
and situations along the Ol' Session Trail:
Teddy Triple -Scale knows the only way to
get his special sound. And he'll tell you just

-

how to do it, despite the fact that it might
depend on factors (technical, artistic, emotional) that he's never considered. Then
again, he might be right. Don't let your pride
get in the way of learning something new. The
best bet for a Best Possible Track: set it up his
way; set it up your way; let the Boss decide.
Or, print both (if you can afford the tracks)
and reserve the decision for a time when
there's no emotional heat on the issue.
Veronica Vocalist is personal friends with
the producer. Mr. /Mrs. Producer may not be
able to direct (i.e., criticize) Veronica. Try to
establish with the producer if they would find
it easier for the comments regarding the best
road for a re -take to come from your mouth
to Veronica's cans. Their relationship may be
fine in other capacities but, in the studio, you
may have to be the go- between (lucky you).
Nick Nervous -Novice gets so caught up in
the details of what he thinks should be happening, that he forgets to use his own ears.
He'll tell you exactly what you're doing
wrong, and exactly what you should be doing
to correct it. He's read a lot about what a
recording studio can do, and he's sure that
you can fix the out of tune concert B -sharp on
his trumpet track by adding a little flanging
right at that spot. (Well, can't we just put the
guitar through the Harmonizer ? ") Resign
yourself to the fact that he'll never be satisfied, and try to calm him out by involving him
in as many decisions as you can. (If he complains later, you can politely suggest that he
was in on the bad decision.) If he asks for
more compression during a power guitar
overdub, and you're already showing a lot of
gain reduction on a completely clipped out
amp, suggest to him that you can always
tighten up the track as you mix, but that it
might be "smarter not to get locked in now."
If he insists, give it to him, and tell yourself

problem; the poor wretch may need his fix.
Your best course is to dis- involve yourself
with the emotional side, and play it strictly on
its rational merits. In other words, don't get
into it with him. Not in front of a client, not
behind closed doors ... not at all.
Light-gauge Lefkowitz and Dobro Danny
are guitar players in the same band. Part of
what makes the band so good when they play
is the dualing leads they get into. Meanwhile,
back in the control room, Danny wants you
to tell him that you've recorded a lot of guitar
pickers in your time, and that you think he's
got the best sound around
or at least it's
better than Light -gauge's. Mr. Lefkowitz
needs to hear that the special distortion box
his brother made for him gives him a hands down edge over Danny's stock music store
amp.
Well, you know what to do. Shift the
emphasis back to how well they interweave
with each other
if, that is, you have to say
anything at all. Avoid the temptation of giving
different stories to different people just to
preserve the peace. The ultimate Tact Factor
master stroke keeps everyone in touch with a
single reality, without threatening anyone's
position.
Thus we see how the brave Lone Engineer
can come ridin' into the Control Room
astride his trusty technotactful steed and dispense with the bandits. The real trick is to
avoid becoming a bad guy yourself.
to be continued

-

"Then again, he might
be right. Don't let your
pride get in the way of

learning something
new."

that it won't make or break a hit tune anyway
(which is true).
Murray the Studio Manager's concept of
Studio Policy is to wait till something goes
wrong, then yell a lot about it when it does.
You can never seem to get a clear line on
what should go down in any particular situation. Murray may have a need-to- exertauthority problem. It's rather like a drinking

-
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DAE 1100 EDITOR
BVU 800D RECORDER

PCM-F1 PROCESSOR
SL 2000 RECORDER

Plus all the necessary digital interface equipment
RTW Pro Paks Sony Digital Audio Tape Cables
Call Jim Flynn or Gene Perry at (212) 586 -5989
for our digital rates and availability.
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of what might be troubling the ailing gear,
most of the right hemisphere must feel out

THE TACT FACTOR
highly accurate. He deserves the "Tact Fac-

tor Award" and, much more importantly the
respect of his fellow professionals.
Above all, if you possibly can, it's a good
idea to be somewhere else when the money
changes hands. When it comes time for the
musicians to be paid, try and find something
to be busy with. (My favorite dodge is to
either join the break -down gang in dealing
with mikes and cables, or to be fussing with
levels on rough mix copies). This accomplishes two things. Not only does it leave the
parties involved freedom to dicker, it also
dis- involves you and the studio from any
potential bad -blood resulting from the all -toofrequent last minute wheeling and dealing.
( "But on the phone you said: 'Triple scale,
and a coupon!'. ")
If the client is paying the studio at the time
of the session, try to have as little involvement in this interaction as you can. Don't
even be in the room unless one or both parties want you there. If you're on the studio
payroll, all that should ever be required of you
is an accurate account of time and materials
used, and/or a straightforward technical description of downtime.
If you're an independent you must make it
clear to whatever producer and /or artist you
are working for that you will not lie for them.
Try to establish this as early on as possible in
the relationship.
Fortunately for you, technical debates are
generally easy to resolve. Either the studio
works, or it doesn't; you'll know it (or you
should) and test gear will show it.
For whatever it's worth, I don't approve of
engineers taking money from the studio
"under the table." A legitimate commission
or finders' fee is one thing; a silent kickback
that the artist and/or producer isn't sup-
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For a catalog and a list of over 60
dealers in the USA and Canada, contact
Jr G. (Jay/ McKnight at:

Laboratory, Inc.

"We've all had to deal with
the Overbearing Producer,
for whom nothing seems to
be good enough."
posed to know about can only become an
obstacle to the Best Possible Track. It puts a
psycho- defensive wall between engineer and
artist, precluding sincerity and eye contact,
and many of the other subtle tools of the Tact
Factor. If we engineers do nothing else, at
least we shouldn't get in the way of the music;
our equipment usually does enough getting in
the way as it is.

Say What?
Knowing what to say is only slightly less
important than knowing what not to say. A
particularly tough time is drawn by the Maintenance Person called into the studio for a
quick fix. While most of the left hemisphere of
the brain is busy with a point -to -point analysis

February 1984
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The MRL Calibration Graph is your proof of
the quality control that goes into every .MRL
Reproducer Calibration Tape. We guarantee
each one to exceed the performance
equirements of IEC, NAB, AES, and EIA
Standards.

MRL Calibration Tapes are designed and
supported by experts in magnetic recording
and audio standardization .. we helped write
the standards. Each tape comes with
detailed instructions and application notes.
.

The MRL catalog includes tapes for all studio
applications. In addition to the usual spot
frequency tapes, we make single -tone tapes,
rapid -swept frequency tapes, wideband or
1 /3rd octave -band pink random noise tapes,
and difference -method azimuth -setup tapes.

Most are available from stock.

lovetleatl

`evo tte
Polaris Ave.,
FluxtvnV
229
s
CA 94043
(4151965-8187
.t
Exclusive Export Agent: Gotham Export Corp, o
t
New York, NY
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the "vibes" in the room, and try to cool out
everyones' anger/disappointment. And the
Maintenance Person has to do all of this,
usually without much background as to who
is who and what they might be feeling. Truly
it's the case of a doctor needing to develop an
instantaneous, situation -specific bedside
manner. The "patient" is a mechanical or
electronic device, but the "relatives" are
human.
Sometimes things get out of hand. Pete the
Producer less than politely suggests that Bob
the Bass Player may have a limited understanding of how and when to put his fingers
where. Bob responds with some speculation
concerning Pete's choice of possible companions, probable progenitors, and preferred
methodology of personal recreation. The
best thing to do under these circumstances is
to batten down the hatches and wait out the
storm. Keep your mouth shut and your ears
open (your grandchildren may crave the
eyewitness details when they take computer
assisted Pop /Rock History 101 someday),
and look for the most delicate piece of
equipment to protect from flying missiles and
bodies. The console is a good bet.
I knew an engineer /studio owner who kept
an official Little League "Louisville Slugger"
baseball bat (same length
greater mass
than a law enforcement agent's nightstick)
concealed in the space between his 16- and
24- track, about 10 inches from his left hand
when operating the first bucket of console
faders. He called it, fondly, "The Equalizer."
Being a man of superior tact, judgement and
no small mass himself, he used it merely to
threaten (a true story).
Seriously folks, I've been in on more than
one session where physical violence became
a real factor; not fisticuffs and bloodletting,
mind you, but there was a little pushing and
shoving. The best way of getting the partici-
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THE FAIRLIGHT DIGITAL PRODUCTION STUDIO
Commercial quality production normally means very
expensive equipment, studio buildings and overhead. And
that's only half the answer, then there's the music, the
instruments and musicians. Not a conducive atmosphere
for musical innovation unless money's no object. Now
there's an alternative, the Fairlight Studio
several levels
of production capability based around the Fairlight -CMI at
an affordable price.
The facility includes a 1/2" 8 or 1" 16 track system with
noise reduction, digital mastering, digital reverb and a
choice of specially selected high quality mixers and

-

outboard effects.
The Fairlight -CMI provides and controls most sounds
you may ever need and includes a diverse library of
natural, synthesized, sampled and composite sounds
including sound effects. The three computer aided
composition and performance languages let you program,
perform and edit in real -time and can all be synchronized
to tape, Midi interfaced instruments, film and video.
With eight discrete outputs, the CMI allows for separate
treatment and panning of eight various instruments or
sounds. Mixed to stereo on your eight track recorder, there
still remains 6 tracks with which to repeat the process.
Mixed to mono, and repeating the process, your 8 track
and Fairlight combined will give you 56 tracks of recording
to work with. As all performances are saved on disk,
remixes may be conveniently made at any time. At
mixdown a further 8 parts can be performed by the
Fairlight in sync with the multitrack giving 15 channels to
mix live, so imagine what you could do with a 16 track.
The Fairlight Studio

-

price performance leader for the 80's.

Call JOHN BEZJIAN in Los Angeles (213)470 -6280
CLIVE SMITH in New York (212) 219 -2656.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

Fairlight Instruments Inc.,
2945 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064
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ears as well as your own. We all know that
"bad" means something entirely different to
an R&B producer than it does to the AOR
man from the serious music division, but
what does "dark" mean, and to whom?
Where do you stop equalizing for "edge," and
start EQ'ing for "air"? "Pitch" translates fairly

THE TACT FACTOR
to the clarity of delineation of the pecking
order in that situation; and (to lesser extent)
the experience level of the parties involved.

as "frequency "; "tone color" as "timbre." But

The (Wo)Man in the Middle

what about "punch "? Thus:

The brave engineer's role ain't always so
easy. You have to answer to everyone: the
studio, the producer, the artist(s), the money
people, the Company people, the promotional people, the hang-arounds, the hangers on, the great, the near -great and the think they're- great; your own business/professional sense, your own creative head and,
above all, your own conscience. Not to mention your lover ("Sorry babe, looks like the
session's gonna run long
.
.

Tact Factor Axiom #2
Your success in a working relationship is
governed by your ability to understand and
"feel" from everyone else's position as if it
were your own.
Sooner or later (usually sooner) somebody
is going to ask you for a musical judgement
that you really don't want to make. If you
have excellent control of your voice, and the

.

again ").

There's such

a

difference

between the way an instrument
sounds to the ear and to a micro-

--

phone /loudspeaker
even
without all our toys
that engineers generally are regarded as
practitioners of (relatively benign)
black magic. As such, we're
called upon to explain the whys
and wherefores, and alleviate,
circumvent, and otherwise nullify

the fears of the uninitiated.
(Sounds like The Wizard of Oz,
no ?) And, to make matters
worse, we usually have to
mediate those lovable, laughable
Control- Room -Differences -OfOpinion
and, while doing so,
manage to save the honor of all
the above mentioned individuals.
Tall order.
If you are not the producer (but
just the engineer) and/or the
Boss is present, your main mediation job is to present the range
of options in any given situation:
"I can make the vocals `fat' and
`churchy' with this mike and EQ,
or `light' and `floating' with that
combination." You don't have to
stick to technical terms, but you
must know exactly where you
stand before venturing too far into the great
Gray Area of musical suggestions. Usually,
there are too many conflicting creative viewpoints on any particular session as it is; we
should be careful not to add any of our
"noise" to the signal path.
Engineers need to think in three languages:
the Language of Physics, the Language of
Music, and the private dialect of the Native
language that all sessions (at least the
extended ones) seem to develop. (Some
bands definitely speak in their own code,
right ?) The design and construction of your
console is precise; the "design" of show -biz
talk is not. Words mean subtly different
things to each of us ( "I hear ya
"), and
every word has different personal or mental
pictures associated with it. They will want
you as their engineer if you "speak their
language" or, in the ideal case, if you wear their

risk of client alienation. (It's best to have a
real good reason for any time -consuming
procedure that we do
unless we're working a spec deal, or something like that). I'm a
strong believer in encouraging the artist to
make as many of the creative decrees as
possible. It usually takes longer that way but
the product hangs together better. And it
goes a long way towards stopping squabbles
in the studio. Any tension you can spare the
performers is worth going for.

-

Say Too Much, Say Too Little
Sometimes there's absolutely no doubt
about who the Boss is. We've all had to deal
with the Overbearing Producer for whom
nothing seems to be good enough, and no
matter what you do, you'll be told that it's the
wrong approach. (Usually because the Boss
didn't think of it first.) You try to
be helpful and always seem to
end up getting shafted for it.
Intellectually, you know that
he/she is the boss, and that they
too have "got to serve somebody," but on the gut level you're
still feeling: "Hey, who is this
clown who doesn't know the
room; doesn't know the equipment; doesn't know his /her track
assignment from a whole note;
has no apparent auditory abilities; and is telling me in front of
everyone how to do my job?!"
And so your creative side pulls
a sour -grapes act. You go on

auto -pilot (minimum commitment status) and you get quiet
and sullen and, somehow, you
can't see your way clear to mak-

-

ing helpful suggestions anymore.
This is dangerous, since everyone will consider your silence

as either "spoiled -bratsyndrome" (if they know how the
Boss has been treating you), or
lack of knowledge/ competence
(if they don't). A sympathetic and
supportive second engineer can
be a great help here. If you don't
have one (and even if you do) try
to do an unusually good job
just for spite. Keep smiling!
Some of us (like me) suffer the need to
express our opinions too frequently. It's a
good idea to keep a constant watch on your
own emotional VU meters, and know your
own motives for making any particular
statement. "Am I really helping to get the
Best Possible Track, or am I just honkin' my
own horn ?" Us bigmouths need to be ruthless in our self- monitoring. In other words, be
sure your own head is in alignment before
punching into any debate.
Maintaining a laid-back attitude has a hidden advantage. When you finally do say
something (assuming it's not asinine) it'll
carry more weight. There's a tour sound
engineer for a major progressive rock band
who has never been heard to say anything
above a whisper. His quiet manner predisposes his associates to really "listen" to what
he has to say; and what he says is always

"Watch closely when someone
makes a mildly controversial statement ... the focus of that fraction -ofa- second dart of the eyes is your
boss."

...
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sincerity of a con man, you can get away with
answering the question: "Well, what do you
think ?" with such non-polemical responses
as: "Powerful! "; "A lot of feeling there ... ' ; or
"I don't honestly think we can get better than
that."
Most of us are not so gifted or so quick to
put our hard-won reputation for honesty at
risk. Thus, we're left with the necessity to
duck the issue entirely. If we elect government officials to be professionally good at
side -stepping, why can't we do it ourselves (in
the line of duty, of course)? The best method
is to hand it back to them: "Well, why don't
we hold that one and do one more. And you
guys can compare them and decide."
This response is not only good for the tape
manufacturers, it's good for the studio;
although "running the clock" is an underhanded way to make a buck, and runs the

-

SOUND. SCIENCE. SYNERGY.
When you see "JBL" on a speaker, sound system or our newly acquired partner UREI Electronic
Products, you're looking at a great deal more than a company logo. You're looking at the synergy of
science and sound. At the marriage of advanced scientific research and innovative application.
The science of sound and JBL have always been synonymous. Tools from laser holography to the
computer to robotics are helping JBL bring new clarity, richness and authority to sound.
JBL research has produced the first perfected use of pure titanium in the audio industry,
giving new ruggedness, dependability, and sound integrity to the compression driver
diaphram. Our patented "diamond surround" diaphram has dramatically extended
high frequency response.
We've harnessed computer science to make major advances in the design of JBL transducers and UREI audio electronics. And microprocessor- directed mechanical arms are
flat-winding voice coils for even greater material density and efficiency.
Our quality control network remains the most comprehensive, most demanding in the
industry. Every single part, component, and system is put through a rigorous, uncompromising battery of tests and inspections. At the end of each production
phase, every product is graphed and compared against
its exacting design goals. Finally, products move to
Quality Assurance where they are life -cycle tested to
insure pro- rugged dependability.
At JBL, we are committed to sound and the sciences
that bring it to life. Because we know the caliber
of our performance plays an integral
part in yours.
JBL Incorporated, 8500 Balboa
Boulevard, P.O. Box 2200, Northridge,
California 91329 U.S.A.

JBL

7a, /harman international
©JBL Inc. 1983
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Keeping Your Cool ... While All
Those Around You are Losing Theirs
by David Brody
know all about the system gain structure, the recorders,
and every toy in the outboard rack.
You've got the console layout under your
fingers, and can play it in your sleep. Using
your extensive musical background, you
make edits so smooth and tight that they all
swear the chart was written that way ... and
you're intimate buddies with every microphone in the world. In short, you've got your
technical chops up to an unbelievable level,
Congratulations, Kimosabe, you've won half
the battle.
I welcome you now to the dark realm of
personalities and egos wherein intellect,
rationality, and the stuff you learned in Engineer School are but "expression modules,"
totally dependent on the patching of stronger
and deeper forces for their meaning flow. It's
an emotional land where what you say is not
as important as how you say it; an "unfair"
universe in which the way your client perceives you is of vastly greater value than your
technical qualifications.
Your most powerful tool in dealing with
these matters can quiet things better than
any kind of noise reduction, even out heavily
transient outbursts less noticably than any
compressor, and remove unpleasant feedback peaks more precisely than any filter set.
It adapts itself to both balanced and unbalanced situations, but it's tough to get a handle
on
and no two engineers use it the same
way.
Let's call it the TACT FACTOR.
No matter what anyone tells you, only you
can develop your own rap. Only you can
Okay, so you

-

©1983 Dave Brody
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Express ?" question. We all crave the ideal
situation: Being given complete freedom to
do the tracks any way we want. The recording game is no longer a question of getting the
"best" (i.e., cleanest) sound from studio to
disk (or soundtrack), but one of getting the
most "appropriate" sound for the project.
You must determine (a.s.a.p.!) who makes
the final decision as to what that most
appropriate sound is. Yeah, it's supposed to
be the producer but, as we all know, there are
producers and then there are producers
the one most likely
(Definition: Producer
to ask, "How many tracks we got left ? ")
Engineers go for the Best Possible Track; the

discover and work out the rough spots in
your professional personality. And only you
know the particulars of your projects. But
sometimes it's helpful to look at situations in
abstract; "at arm's length," for the sake of
perspective. Those differing with the views
expressed herein are invited to write their
own article.
You see, life is plenty rough out here on the
Cultural Frontier. Some of the Artistic lnjuns
is "friendly," but some of 'em get a might
ticked -off when you steal their Creative Hunting Grounds ... and there's no shortage of
Entertainment- Industry-Outlaws. So let's get
our Tact -tactics together, podner; there's a
whole passle o' problems to deal with.

Who's The Boss Around Here?
Right from the git -go, we're faced with the
`How Much Creative Input Should I

- the author -

In his gainfully employed eight years,
Dave Brody has engineered 37 albums
(from the sublime to the ridiculous)
more than 75 soundtracks for Films and
multimedia presentations, and "enough
demos to keep the average A 4?R
Department busy for a year.' Known
around the New York studio scene by
his curiously appropriate initials (DB).
Brody has worked both in television and
as a musician/vocalist, which might
account for his oddball perspective. Citing the Industry's crying need "to have
even more people calling themselves
Producers, " Brody has, of late, been
producing and co- producing several
projects for commercial release.

strongest artistic performance recorded with
the most appropriate sound. Things are not
always what they seem. The guy who's been
introduced to you as the producer may not
be the dominant person. Nor is the individual
who talks the loudest (or longest). And it's
not necessarily the money person. It might be
the quiet lady sitting in the corner.
In just about every human situation there's
a Boss. Gauging the boss's pleasure (or displeasure) with what's going down is the best
indicator of how those involved will regard
the final product and your performance.
Learning who the Boss is can be the major
part of psyching out the social scheme of
things. There's a behavioral game that we
humans play. I call it: "Everyone look up to
the Boss" (aka: "The eyes have it ... ").
Watch real closely when someone makes a
mildly controversial statement or raises a
question of direction. Most of the people in
the room will give a quick glance at one particular person. The focus of that fraction -of-asecond dart of the eyes is your Boss. (Caution: The person who first answers the
question, or speaks to the statement, is likely
to be the one who is most threatened by it,
and may not be the Boss. And if not, the
speaker will check out what he or she is saying with the same glance at the Boss.)
"And some have greatness thrust upon
them." Here's the real Freaker. You may find
that when a controversy comes up, they all
look at you! An engineer behind his or her
console can be a pretty impressive figure
(that, as we all secretly know, is why we
became engineers in the first place). You
then have three options:
1. You can defer the privilege of answer to
the one you figure to be the Boss and, without
seeming disinterested, suggest to them that
you don't want to get in the way of their
creativity.
2. You can give an "information only"
answer; i.e., play the roll of technician/
recordist.
3. If you have high personal hopes for the
future of the project, and are willing to take
the gamble of your own ambition, you can
express a creative opinion. If you're
employed by the studio, you'd better make
damn sure that everybody knows its your
personal opinion. Humble is safest.
So, Let's Get Metaphysical and get -downwith -the -mellow sound of:
Tact Factor Axiom #1
The incidence of inter-personal hassles in
any given situation is inversely proportional

-
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AUDIO/VIDEO MOBILE UPDATE
GREENE, CROWE, AND CO. (Los Angeles) recently recorded a two -night Police concert at the Omni in Atlanta, Georgia for a special video to
air on Showtime. Eddie Offord engineered the 46 -track date using two Otani MTR -90 and two Ampex MM -1200 24 -track tape machines. Two of the
machines were used in tandem, with the other two taking over as the first set ran out. An Auditronics mixing board with 50 inputs handled mixing
duties. Assisting Offord was Chuck Fedonczak. The video shoot was directed by Kevin Godley and Lot Creme. 3083 N. Lima Street, Burbank,
CA 91504. (213) 841 -7821.

AL TEARE RECORDING (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) recently completed the upgrading of its remote van. New equipment is centered around an
Auditronics 110-8 console and an Otani MX5050 -8SD multitrack. Monitoring is handled by JBL 4311s, powered by a Crown D -150 amplifier and tuned
using a Klark- Teknik DN30/30 dual graphic equalizer. New outboard equipment consists of a dbx 208 noise reduction system, two dbx 903
compressor /limiters, and two dbx 905 parametric equalizers. Two Electro -Voice RE -20 microphones as well as a pair of Countryman Associates Type
85 direct boxes have been added to the mobile's existing microphone collection from Neumann, AKG, Beyer, Shure, and Sony. 9076 Willoughby
Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15237. (412) 367 -1526.
GBH PRODUCTIONS (Boston, Massachusetts) recently completed three live recording projects for D.I.R. Broadcasting. On- location multitrack
recordings of Canadian artists The Payolas and England's Chaz Janke! and Nick Heyward will be aired on the nationally distributed King Biscuit
Flower Hour radio series. 125 Western Avenue, Boston, MA 02134. (617) 492-9273.
OMEGA AUDIO (Dallas, Texas) recently recorded a live album by Big John Hall for independent release in the Gospel field. The recording took
place at Bethesda Community Church in Ft. Worth. Producing was Dan Smith, with engineering by Randy Adams, Paul Christensen, and John
Carey. In addition, the Omega rig was hired by R.J. Productions in Houston to handle the remote audio recording for a new 13-week syndicated
television series titled "Jimmy Dean's Country Beat" The series was shot in Houston at the Virginia City Club, where 28 acts were recorded over a
two -week period. Audio engineering was by Marvin Hlavenka, Michael Parks and John Carey. 8036 Aviation Place, Box 71, Dallas, TX 75235.
(214) 350 -9066.
MOBILE AUDIO (Rome, Georgia) has recently updated its 45 -foot mobile truck to include an Otani MTR- 12 -4 -0B half -inch 4- track, in addition to
its present MTR -90 24 -track machine. Six new Sennheiser MD431 microphones have also been added to a large supply of on -board microphones.
National City Bank Bldg., 3rd Floor, P.O. Box 6115, Rome, GA 30161. (404) 232 -7844.
VIDEO GENERAL (Long Beach, California) has just acquired a new 24 -foot mobile video truck with 10- camera capability, machine rooms, and an
isolated audio booth. The audio booth features a Yamaha 12 -in console, and 8- and 2 -track tape machines. In addition to a full line of mobile video
equipment, including Ampex 1 -inch C -type VTRs, CDL -850 switcher with double re -entry and Vital extended effects, and Sony %-inch U -Matic VCRs,
the company can presently offer off -line editing and duplication facilities. 1200 E. 2nd Street, Long Beach, CA 90802. (213) 437 -7569.
MIDWEST VIDEO INDUSTRIES (Kansas City, Missouri) has unveiled a new 40 -foot video mobile which features five Philips Triax cameras,
Sony BVH -1100A 1 -inch video decks with slow motion controllers, a Grass Valley Group 1600 -7K switcher, a 26x16 Auditronics audio console, and a
Chyron 4100 character generator. MVI's association with Video Production Services (VPS) and Sound Recorders is said to offer location producers
top -quality post -production capabilities. Both facilities, located in the same building in Kansas City, can be used simultaneously to edit raw footage. "A
producer can edit his video footage with CMX and Quantel at VPS, while the audio is remixed at Sound Recorders," says Bob Streeter, VPS
communications consultant. "Both facilities are connected physically and electronically." 3947 State Line Road, Kansas City, MO 64112. (816)
531 -3822.

The Auditronics 700 Series is one of
the few multichannel audio mixers
specifically designed for production
use. Available in 5 mainframe sizes,
with or without integral patchbay, and
in optional shallow depth variations for custom
installations, the 700 Series has become the console
for simultaneous production and recording in both
mobiles and studios and for audio for video production.
Model shown: 740 -36

Standard Features
VCA Grouping
Stereo & Dual Mono Mix Capability
2 Foldbacks and 4 Effects Sends & Returns
EQ and HP/LP Filters on each input
Complete Monitoring and Communications
Penney & Giles VCA Controlling Faders

Audio Follow Video Capability
Multichannel Metering

Available in 8, 16, or 24 outputs.
Level and Mute Automation optionally available.

a
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auditronics. inc.
3750 Old Getwell Rd.
Memphis, TN 38118 USA
Tel: (901) 362 -1350
Telex: 533356
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ENACTRON MOBILE

company, which distributed the SMPTE code. The two wireless
mike transmitters were set up at the back of the auditorium, and
four other mikes interspersed through the center and front for
ambience pick -up.
Distribution of all those inputs was handled by using the Yamaha
guitar,
PM2000 exclusively for a submix of the rhythm section
keyboards, drums, tympani, and bass and directly patching the
PM2000's outputs into eight tracks on the multitrack. Audience
mikes were submixed on the PM1000, while all other inputs
harp, string and horn section, lead and background vocals, plus
were handled by the Neve console.
choir
Of the total 84 mikes on-stage, some combining was done before
the split. Specifically, 29 orchestra mikes were paralleled into nine
outputs (two cello, two viola, four violin, and a harp), the 17 mikes in
the horn section combined into eight (solo sax, lead sax, saxophone section, trombone section, french horns, lead trumpet, and
trumpet section). The rhythm section received 17 mikes and 12
direct lines. A pair of Neumann U87s covered the 41 -voice choir,
plus four Shure SM -58s for the primary vocals, and four for background vocals.
After all the lines were checked, it was already evening and time
for the first full rehearsal and sound check. Basically, the rehearsal
was for the benefit of the band, orchestra, and choir, as well as to
help Jones' engineer, Bruce Swedien, oversee the mixes in the
truck, and the house sound. In the truck alone, Taylor and Vachon
were handling three mixes -the multitrack, a stereo half -track
mix, and the mono -feed for video. The rehearsals also provided the
lighting and sound companies with an opportunity to become familiar with the show. The Enactron crew took the opportunity to
evaluate individual instrument sounds and mike placements.
On Saturday night, the Seattle Celebration packed the house.
Vachon attributed the show's success to the professionalism exhibited by all those involved in pulling it together. And, as is true with
most people involved with the production of such an event, Enactron's Stuart Taylor and Alan Vachon commented that they had
more fun in the five days spent preparing for it than during the
DOD
actual show.
5102 Vineland Avenue, North Hollywood, CA 91601. (213)
761 -0511.

.

Stephens 24- tracks, two half
track Scullys, Dolby noise reduction, Bryston Pro II power amps,
and monitors by Klipsh, JBL, and Advent.
At the time Jones' staff contacted the Los Angeles -based office,
the Enactron Truck was in Denver, where truck manager/engineer
Stuart Taylor had just finished recording a live satellite broadcast of
Lynn Anderson for the Nashville Network cable system. So, while
Taylor readied the truck for the trip from Denver to Seattle, engineer Alan Vachon busied himself with preparations in Los Angeles.
Through conversations with the show's staff in L.A. and Seattle,
it was determined that they would need an extra console to handle
the 63 inputs required for the concert. As a result, a Yamaha
PM2000 was rented for use in conjunction with the truck's Neve
and Yamaha boards. Also needed were an additional 48 transformer/splitter boxes, and two wireless microphone transceivers.
These, along with the necessary cables, supplies, etc. were loaded
into the same plane that Taylor and Vachon took to Seattle on
Thursday night.
On Wednesday evening, Taylor and Vachon had attended a
rehearsal with Jones and his band, Patti Austin, James Ingram, Ray
Charles, and a 17 -piece horn section, at The Complex, in west L.A.
The orchestra and choir were from the Seattle area, and would not
be able to run through the entire show until scheduled rehearsals
Friday night and Saturday afternoon. Nevertheless, the Enactron
crew got a better idea of what they'd be facing in Seattle.
Load-in for all the lighting and PA equipment and the band's gear
was eight o'clock Friday morning. During this time, Taylor and
Vachon installed the Yamaha PM2000 in the truck's "comfort
zone" an area at the front of the truck used for overdubs, etc.
and wired a separate monitor speaker. The additional 48 splitters
were combined with the truck's original 48, so that the mobile
received a direct feed from the stage signals, and the PA system
took its feed from the transformers.
It was early afternoon before the crew were able to run the
cables. The 72 mike lines were run to the splitter boxes in three,
24 -pair cables. The talk -back line ran to the monitor console, and a
mono -audio and SMPTE timecode feed were run to the video
a Yamaha PM1000 submixer, two
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stationary studio might be booked for

them. Weather can be both a problem, or
a welcome diversion. If it's cold or rainy,
the walk from the recording site to the
mobile can be a drag. But, if it's a beautiful day, it can be an inspiration. Usually
an enclosed walkway overcomes the
problem days.

Towards the Future
Like everyone else in the studio business, most mobile owners await the
"seasoning out" of digital audio. Many
consider that it's too early to invest
large amounts of money in one or more

ENACTRON TRUCK Recording
Quincy Jones' "Seattle Celebration"
At the Paramount Theatre, Seattle, Washington, on March 12, 1983, a band, an orchestra, a choir, an independent sound production company, a lighting production company, a
video crew from a local television station, and a mobile recording truck all came together
along with Patti Austin, James Ingram, and Ray Charles to celebrate Quincy Jones' 50th
birthday. They called the event the "Seattle Celebration," and to record the concert Jones'
staff enlisted the aid of the Enactron Truck.
The Enactron Truck is a 40- by 8 -foot mobile recording studio, from within whose walls
came Emmylou Harris' first eight albums, Willie Nelson's Stardust, and more. Among its
other credits are the movie soundtracks for The Last Waltz, The Rose, and A Star is Born.
Live performances recorded by the truck includes Linda Ronstadt, Styx, Black Sabbath,
Joe Walsh, and James Taylor. Recording hardware centers around a Neve 36/24 console,

digital multitracks. [Although John
Moran's Digital Services' mobile,
equipped with dual Sony PCM -3324 digital multitracks, currently is out on the
road Ed.]
The need for a large number of inputs
will always be great, and when digital
consoles with higher price -tags come of
age, mobile operators will be forced with
a problem of economics. Most likely, the
next generation of mobiles will have
analog consoles routing to a digital
storage medium, a situation that probably will remain for quite some time.
Improvements will come in terms of
better audio monitoring, and special
designs in console programming to easier facilitate the demands of mobile sessions. Who knows, maybe a wireless
mobile unit will be developed! Me? I'm
waiting for a mobile Space Shuttle. Ah,
dream on.

-

M

Introducing The Compellor,"
the most revolutionary audio processor in the world. It
thinks, adapts and delivers three
separate functions - simultaneously.
Its control circuits are actually an
analog computer which has a single VCA
for minimal signal path to give you simultaneous compression, leveling and peak
limiting.
You just set The Compellor once
and its three separate functions work together
harmoniously to deliver a loud and clean sound.
The kind that broadcast engineers have always
wanted but which wasn't available before.
The

Compellor provides complete dynamics control,
smooth inaudible compression, increased loudness,

freedom from constant

gain riding and the desired

density - all automatically.
This smart, versatile audio

processor is extremely cost effective
and thoroughly functional for broadcast pre -processing, microphone control, audio production, tape duplicating,
live sound and even film dubbing.
What's
more, you'll find The Compellor works perfectly
with the Aphex Aural Exciter.
With The
Compellor working for you, everyone will feel
compelled to call you what we call it. Genius.
Experience The Compellor today. Contact
Aphex Director of Marketing, Ms. Paula Lintz, for
the name of your nearest Aphex Dealer.

GENIUS
XAphex Systems Limited

n

13340 Saticoy St.

o

North Hollywood, Ca. 91605
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(213) 765 -2212

n

TWX 910 -321 -5762
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ROCSHIRE RECORDING: Mobile 1 is equipped with 3M M79 24track and 2-track, and a Sony PCM -1610 digital processor; custom
32 -input API console; monitors are modified JBL 4320s; full outboard
rack of signal processors. 1240 North Van Buren, Anaheim, CA
92807. (714) 632 -5046.

Each mobile also must be designed
around its own operational criteria. If
the unit is designed to accommodate
remote "studio" recording, it must have
on -board cue system for use during
overdubbing. Also important is the provision of a stereo speaker foldback system, so that an artist can hear a performance through a set of monitors
without having to go back into the control room.
Mobile recording units come in all
shapes and sizes. The largest ones, such
as Westwood One and Enactron, are
housed in large 45 -foot tractor trailers,
the advantage being that a lot of space
is available to accent a comfortable
working area. In the case of Westwood
One, the "space age" interior features a
bar and lounge that take up about a
third of the unit. Artist interviews can
be conducted in the lounge, and visitors
shouldn't get in the way of work being

DIGITAL SERVICES' MOBILE

CHATON RECORDINGS: two Otari MTR -90 16/24 -track and
MX5050B 2-track tape machines; Soundcraft Series 800 27 input/8
bus console +direct out from each channel; Tannoy SRMI 2B monitors;
dbx 900 modular processing system; video equipped; 5625 E. Nauni
Valley Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85253. (602) 991 -2802.

done. Some mobiles are housed in large
buses, as in the case of Mountain Mobile
and Cleveland's Recording Connection.
Sometimes sleeping quarters and a kitchen are added to larger units.
One problem with operating big
mobiles can be the cost of transportation, which is reflected in a mileage
charge of at least $1.00 per mile to the
client. Le Mobile and The Record Plant
use smaller trucks that provide better
gas mileage, and fewer client luxuries,
yet keep the working space to the maximum. Artisan and Full Sail Mobile are
housed in motor coaches. From the outside, compared to other vehicles, these
mobiles seem small, but the working
area inside can be very spacious. An
advantage is the ability to park anywhere, even at the artist's home, and
never have the problem of becoming an
eyesore with anxious neighbors. By
comparison, fuel cost is less than half of

- continued ..

.

ease of set-ups or mixdown. An auxiliary Neve console is available for expanding to all 54
active inputs, if necessary.
A large Audio + Design Scamp effects rack houses a variety of signal processors,
including limiters, compressors, expanders, noise gates, delay lines, etc. Practically any
brand of equipment requested is available with advance notice from the client. Reverb
systems consist of a Sony DRE -2000 digital reverb, and a MICMIX two- channel spring
reverb. An ADR Vocal Stressor also is included in the processing rack, and more equipment is being added on a regular basis.
Digital Services owns and operates the first two Sony PCM -3324 24 -track digital
machines in the U.S., and has had extensive experience with the digital Compact Disc
format Sony PCM-1610 two -track processor and U -Matic combination, and its companion
DAE -1100 digital editor. The company has provided digital recording, editing, and mixdown facilities to a wide variety of artists, including Frank Zappa, Neil Young, Dionne
Warwick, the Chicago Opera, Joe Cocker, and Marshall Tucker. All digital equipment is
available for use in the truck, as well as conventional Otani MTR -90 analog 24-tracks.
Built into the front wall over the console are a set of JBL 4311 monitors; auxiliary
monitoring includes a Klein and Hummel tri-amp system, Ed Long Time Align MDM-4,
Yamaha NS -10M, and Auratones. Between the 4311 audio monitors are located two video
monitors, and the truck is equipped with its own video camera, or can accept a feed from a
separate video truck. A total of 16 line-level outputs are available for sending a mono or
stereo feed to other support systems, such as video/film trucks, broadcast booth, director,
etc. In addition, there are specific, dedicated lines to handle SMPTE/sync code signals,
without trying up one of the usual audio channels. The truck currently boasts an RTS
intercom system, although a wireless system is currently under assessment.
1001 River Oaks Banks Tower, 2001 Kirby Dr, Houston, TX 77019. (713) 520 -0201.
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the large -sized mobiles.

Mobile versus Stationary Studios
Obviously, if you're going to throw a
concert and want it recorded, only a
mobile can handle it correctly and economically. But what about recording a
"studio" album with a mobile? First, the
biggest advantage of using a mobile is
versatility; the sonic choices are almost
infinite. Want a large hall rhythm
track? Then simply move the recording
venue to a large hall. Want to get that
feel of an artist playing in his own living
room? Then record in his own living
room. In fact, the choices are limited
only by imagination, and access to
mains power. By way of an example,
Adrian Belew's recent LP, Twang Bar
King, was recorded in different rooms to
achieve various sound characteristics.
Another advantage is the facility's
exclusivity. With mobile recording, no
one unaffiliated with the project alters a
microphone or console setup. And it's
totally removed from any office staff
and related personnel.
As far as a comparison of price is concerned, each situation dictates its own
economics. Most mobiles quote a daily
rate of between $2,000 and $4,000, and
often require a half-day set up. But, like
any studio operation, very few mobiles
will be unaverse to giving handsome
price breaks, depending on the amount
of time involved and availability. Sometimes, if a well -known artist shows an
interest the rate will drop, just to land
recognizable references for future business. All in all, mobile studio recording
can be a "best buy," if handled correctly.
Not to seem totally smitten by mobile
studio recording, it should be acknowledged that a few problems can exist.
Visual communication, such as nonverbal, producer -to- artist responses to
takes, don't exist as they do in
stationary- studio situations; the control
room vibe can't be visualized "through
the glass." Sometimes though, this may
be an asset. Very often everything but
lead vocals work well in a mobile, so a

-

continued from page 81 ...
can have no second take, maintaining a

mobile is a big job. A good mobile operation will keep a check list that covers all
equipment, and the vehicle itself, and
rundown each item before and after
each date.
Dealing with union stage, light, and
audio crews can be critical when handling live dates. A good crew has the
ability to deal with the situation on any
level. For example, union crews can be
hard -core about non-union people laying lines or carrying equipment,
depending on the nature of the union in
each particular city. (Some unions don't
care who runs the lines or carries the
gear, but in other towns the union may
care a lot.) Like snake charmers
if
mobile's crew
you'll pardon the pun
must be able to take a potentially lethal
situation and make it tame, whatever it
takes.
Recording live sound is a totally different bag of tricks compared to a studio
situation. Pressure runs high, and every
aspect of the recording process is in constant motion, changing every minute.
An engineer needs a cool head, and a
tremendous sense of humor to get
through it all. If something goes wrong,
or is missed, there is no second chance.
Solutions to quick and sometimes complex problems must be decided in a split
moment.
An engineer recording a live concert

-

-a

CRITERIA RECORDING: MCI /Sony JH-600 48 mike Input. 36 line Input /32outconsole: two
MCI/Sony JH -24 24-tracks and two JH-1 10B 2 /4- tracks with Dolby and dbx noise reduction.
Mitsubishi X-80 2 -track and X-800 32-track Digital tape machines; monitors by UREI, JBL
Criteria Recording and Fanta Professional Services of Nashville, TN have recently entered into a
joint venture agreement to market the Criteria mobile recording truck. All inquires for the mobile
rig will be handled through Johnny Rosen of Fanta. 1213 16th Avenue South, Nashville, TN
37212. (615) 327-1731.

must make allowances for level headroom once a concert actually starts.
Sound checks are only good for about
70% of the actual level once the performers get on -stage in front of an
audience. It's prudent to run your VU

DIGITAL SERVICES' REMOTE VEHICLE
- Equipped
With Sony PCM
Digital Multitrack
-3324

Digital Services' Audio Control Truck 1, based in Houston, Texas, comprised a Chevrolet C -50 chassis with an insulated 23 -foot box built out as an audio control room. Air
conditioning is supplied by a central heat /air Carrier unit of two -tons capacity, with a
central thermostat in the control room. Interior lighting is provided by four separate
dimmable circuits that provide light independently to all areas of the room; a 12 -volt lighting
system also is available to provide work light in all critical areas should external power be
removed. These systems, as well as the refrigerator, are on their own transformer -isolated
AC system, separate from the technical power system.
The main signal input comes from a 54-way stage box that utilizes Jensen transformers
to produce three outputs for each microphone input: one direct out, and two transformer
isolated outputs. Both of the transformer outputs have separate ground lifts. Input to the
truck from the stage box is via AMP multipin connectors.
The console is an MCI JH -636 transformerless design, currently set up for 32 input/dual
24 bus output. It is fitted with the MCI Broadcast Option, which allows separate microphone control to the tracking busses and the mix bus, as well as normal tracking/mixdown
operation. The console is fitted with VCA faders for grouping, and also is automated for
-

r

peaks to around -2 dB in rehearsal,
because as soon as the band starts playing it's going to increase
I always
keep in mind multitrack levels first,
then the two-track reference mix. Preparation must be made for the incredible
dynamics of front-line vocals; without
at least some compression, serious distortion is at risk.
In the event that a sound check did
not occur before a concert, the engineer
usually sets all faders to zero or null,
and quickly pads each mike trim across
the console to optimum level as soon as
the concert begins. Believe it or not, to
the bewilderment of all involved in live
recording, this happens all the time.
Although pressure runs high, so do
the thrills; live -mix engineers experience more adrenalin in an hour than
most people do in a week.

-

The Mobile Working Environment

Stepping into any of the new breed of
mobile environments can be a heady
time warp into the future, each resembling a mini "Battlestar Gallactica."
Mobile owners spend a good buck to
make sure the environment is functional, and very comfortable.
Special design considerations need to
be taken into account, since the unusual
stress patterns encountered on the road
put a lot of strain on barrier walls and
joints, as well as recording equipment.
As a mobile tracks down a highway, it
twists and flexes in a way that could
tear apart interior walls if they are too
rigid. Mobile designer Gary Hedden
says that he computes these stress factors, and includes them in any construction process. "Building a mobile is much
more like designing an aircraft, than a
regular building," he offers. Air conditioning and heating must be clean and
quiet, a feat not easily accomplished in
some installations.
February 1984 R-e/p 85
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RM1608
SPECIFICATIONS
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (T.H.D.)
Less than 0.1% at +4dB *output, 20Hz to 20kHz (all Faders and controls at nominal)
HUM & NOISE (20Hz to 20kHz) Rs = 150 ohms
(INPUT GAIN "- 60" )
- 128dB Equivalent Input Noise (E.I.N.)
residual output noise: all Faders down.
95dB
all CH PGM assign switches off.
- 80dB (84dB S /N) PGM Master volume control at maximum and
(68dB S /N) PGM Master volume control at maximum and one CH Fader at nominal level.
64dB
CH STEREO level controls at minimum level.
- 73dB (77dB S /N) STEREO Master Fader at maximum and all
level control at nominal level.
- 64dB (68dB S /N) STEREO Master Fader at maximum and one CH STEREO
at minimum level.
volumes
ECHO
and
all
CH
at
maximum
volume
SEND
/N)
ECHO
- 80dB (70dB S
(65dB S /N) ECHO SEND volume at maximum and one CH ECHO volume at nominal level.
75dB

-

- 70db at IkHz: adjacent Input.
- 70db at 1kHz: Input to Output.

CROSSTALK

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE GAIN (INPUT GAIN "- 60" )
ECHO
70dB: MIC IN to ECHO SEND.
PGM
74dB: MIC IN to PGM OUT.
C/R
74dB: MIC IN to C/R OUT.
24dB: TAPE IN to PGM OUT.
24dB: 2 RK IN to C/R OUT.
34dB: ECHO RETURN to PGM OUT.
74dB: MIC IN to STUDIO OUT.
STUDIO
14dB: PGM SUB IN to PGM OUT.
24dB: 2 TRK IN to STUDIO OUT.
STEREO 74dB: MIC IN to STEREO OUT.
24dB: TAPE IN to STEREO OUT.
34dB: ECHO RETURN to STEREO OUT.
CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
± 15 dB maximum
HIGH: from 2k to 20kHz PEAKING. MID: from 0.35k to 5kHz PEAKING. LOW: from 50 to 700 Hz PEAKING.
12dB/octave cut off below 80Hz.
HIGH PASS FILTER
sine wave 100Hz,lkHz,lOHz
Switchable
OSCILLATOR
PHANTOM POWER 48V DC is applied to XLR type connector's 2 pin and 3 pin for powering condenser microphone.
DIMENSION (W x H x D) 37 -1/2" x 11" x 30 -1/4" (953 mm x 279.6 mm x 769 mm)
Hum and Noise are measured irh - sdB octave filter at 12.4 ikH_; equivalent ro 20 kH_ filter with infinite dR /octave attenuation.
1

-

is

OdB is referenced

a

a

to 0.775A' RMS.
Sensitivity is the lowest level that will produce an output of
to change without notice.
subject
specifications
All

-

lods

1= 4Sm\l, or the nominal output

level when the unit

is

et to

maximum gain.

The specs speak for themselves. But they can't tell you how natural, logical and
easy the RM1608 is to work. All the controls and switches are logically arranged to help
you get the job done quickly and accurately.
And in the tradition of Yamaha's sound reinforcement mixers, the RM1608 sets
new standards of reliability as well as ease of operation. For complete information,
write: Yamaha International Corporation, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.
In Canada,Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1.
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form with frequency response throughout the 60 degree angle of coverage.

Power Amplifiers

The main system was powered by six
CS -800 power amplifiers, which are
rated at 400 watts into four ohms with
both channels driven simultaneously.
Three CS -800s (six channels) were used
to drive the FH -2s on the low -end, one
and a half CS -800s (three channels) to
drive the mids (MB -1), and three channels to power the highs (CH -4C). The
total available power from the six power
amps was a conservative 5,000 watts for
the whole main system.
The CS -800 amplifier features a patented DDT (Distortion Detection Technique) circuit, a type of dynamic compression that maximizes the performance of the amplifier /speaker combination by sensing conditions that might
overload the amplifier, and activates
compression only when clipping is
imminent. The DDT compression circuit is triggered by the onset of voltage
clipping, current limiting, or amplifier
slew limiting.
An obvious advantage of using power
amplifiers equipped with such a device
is that in a three -way system, for example, crossed over at 250 Hz and 1.2 kHz,
each band (low, mid, and high) has its
own independent compression circuitry
that is activated only by the onset of
clipping or distortion within each individual frequency band. By utilizing the
conventional approach to a three-way
system with an outboard compressor
inserted into the signal path before the
crossover
the dynamic range of the
entire system is affected as soon as the
compression threshold is reached, no
matter what type of signal reached the
threshold of the compressor (kick drum,
guitar, etc). Even by employing three
outboard compressors dedicated for
lows, mids, and highs inserted after the
crossover in a system set up with a
standard amplifier, Peavey claims that
the unique performance of a three -way
system powered by CS -800s with DDT
compression cannot be duplicated.
Any normal application using an
outboard (before the power amp) compressor will affect the dynamic range
because the outboard compressor can
only affect the line signal or input voltage to the power amplifier. Therefore,
the compressor cannot know where the
power amp's rails are, or what its full
power capabilites are. With DDT in the
amplifier, however, an input /output
comparitor measures the input and output voltages, and only compresses the
amp to its full power capability. (In
other words, it compresses to wherever
the rail voltage is.)

-

-

DDT also is said to eliminate listener
fatiguing distortion because it only
attenuates the amplifier to its full power
output capability. Any compressor
placed before the power amp, as opposed
to being an integral component of the
amp's circuitry, will offer more adverse
limitations (if you'll pardon the pun) to
the system's dynamic range.

Crossover Units

The crossover comprised an Electronic Crossover Mainframe with a PL250 and a PL- 1200EQ plug -in crossover
module, making the crossover points
250 Hz and 1.2 kHz. In series with the
low -out of the ECM (250 Hz and below)
was a PL- Subsonic high -pass filter. The
PL -250 and the PL- 1200EQ each offer 18
dB per octave high- and low -pass rolloff,

Main speaker stack and associated power amps (top); first stack located to left of
stage near near-field fills, plus amp rack for first stack and monitor system.

while the PL- Subsonic rolls off the system below 40 Hz at a rate of 24 dB per
octave. The Subsonic filter is effective in
eliminating stage rumble and vibrations, plus wind noises, and can even
prevent system damage should a microphone stand accidentally be knocked
over. The unit also minimizes the
danger of equalizing the system below
cut -off, which can happen frequently
enough at an outdoor venue by a guest
band's inexperienced soundperson, for
example.

System Equalization

A Peavey EQ -27

third -octave graphic
equalizer, White Model 140 third -octave
real time analyzer, and micplexer with
three AKG C451E microphones was
used to equalize the system. After equalization (the broadest peak had been
between 150 Hz and 250 Hz) system
response was found to be within +2 and
-3 dB from 45 Hz to 12 kHz. Further
equalization was introduced to obtain a

per octave rolloff beginning at 2
kHz. This very gradual HF rolloff is
effective in minimizing the effect of
excessive highs that are accentuated by
the use of dynamic microphones with
their associated presence peak (rise in
high- frequency response) in close miking situations. For example, there
are more highs four inches away from
the bell of a trumpet than there are 10
feet away from it, and close miking
causes even more highs to be amplified
than the instrument's natural timbre; a
3 dB per octave HF rolloff results in a
more natural and less strident high frequency response. (Of course, any channel in the mix needing additional presence can be equalized above this 3 dB
per octave rolloff.)
3 dB

Delay Speaker Stacks

Due to the venue's geography, with
the stage set up in one corner of a rectangular field, two delay towers were
necessary to provide adequate sound
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coverage for the rear of the audience
area. The first tower was located to the
left of the stage on a six -foot high scaffold, in order to cover the area to the left
of the stage that was out of the pattern
of the main system. (The main stack
was able to cover about 80% of the
audience.) The second delay tower was
located 160 feet from the stage, and
about 40 feet behind the mixer platform
on a 12 -foot high scaffold.
Both delay stacks consisted of various
Project One Series speaker system components first stack: FH -2, MB -1, and
CH-4C; second stack: FH -2, MB-1, and
MF1 -X 90- degree constant directivity
horn powered by two CS -800 amplifiers. Each delay stack was equalized to
have a flat power response, and a 3 dB
per octave rolloff above 2 kHz.
To determine the correct delay times,
a Peavey Digital Delay Processor was
used for each stack, and the delay set up
using an Acoustilog Impulser. The latter unit emits a positive pulse of varying
frequency, thereby allowing the operator to drive the main system and adjust
the digital delay line while listening to
both the main and delayed system from

-

-

View from the house mixing position to the stage, showing

a location beyond the delay tower. (In
most situations this will also require a
tool that has been used by men for centuries the good old hand signal.) The
Digital Delay Processor is capable of
providing a maximum delay of 1.13
seconds, with a full 20 Hz to 20 kHz sig-

-

Bryston's 2B-LP
Bryston has been known and respected for years as the manufacturer of a fine of amplifiers which combine the
transparency and near -perfect musical accuracy of the finest audiophile equipment, with the ruggedness, reliability
and useful features of the best professional gear. Thus, Bryston amplifiers (and preamplifiers) can be considered a
statement of purpose to represent the best of both worlds - musical accuracy and professional reliability to the
absolute best of our more than 20 years' experience in the manufacture of high -quality electronics.
The 2B-LP is the newest model in Bryston's line, and delivers 50 watts of continuous power per channel from a
package designed to save space in such applications as broadcast monitor, mobile sound trucks, headphone feed,
cue, and any installation where quality must not be limited by size constraints. As with all Bryston amplifiers,
heatsinking is substantial, eliminating the requirement for forced-air cooling in the great majority of installations. This
is backed up by very high peak current capability (24 amperes per channel) and low distortion without limiting,
regardless of type and phase angle of load. In short, the 2B-LP is more than the functional equivalent of our original 2B
in spite of the fact that it occupies only half the volume, and will fit into a single 1.75" rack-space.
The usefulness of the 25-LP is extended by a long list of standard features, including: Balanced inputs; female XLR
input jacks; dual level- controls; isolated headphone jack; and individual two-colour pilot-light/clipping indicator LEDs
for each channel. In addition, the channels may be withdrawn from the front of the amplifier while it is in the rack, vastly
facilitating any requirement for field-service, including fuse-replacement.
Of course, in keeping with Bryston's tradition of providing for special requirements, the 2B-LP can be modified or
adapted to your wishes on reasonably short notice, and at nominal cost.
Best of all, however, the 213-LP is a Bryston. Thus the sonic quality is unsurpassed. The difference is immediately
obvious, even to the uninitiated.
Other amplifiers in Bryston's line include the model 3B, at 100 watts per channel, and the model 4B.
at 200 watts per channel. All ratings continuous power at 8 ohms at less than .01% IM or THD.
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both main and small

speaker stacks.
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House Mixer

The mixing console used at the Delta
Blues Festival was a 24 -input Peavey
Mark IV, which is said to have been
designed specifically with live sound
reinforcement mixing in mind. The
Mark IV offers transformer- balanced
inputs, pre- and post-fader effects sends
and returns, two monitor sends, four
bands of equalization, one effects send,
and assignment switches, including a
direct to Sum and a PFL. Each of the
mixer's four submasters has a variable
12 dB per octave low-cut filter, and both
switched and unswitched outputs. (The
switched outputs enable a sub to be
patched through an equalizer, effects
device or other signal processor, and
then returned to the Sum bus via the
Sum Aux jack). Sub output #1 was used
for vocals, Sub #2 guitars, Sub #3 organ,
harmonica, sax, etc., and Sub #4 drums.
The Mark IV also is equipped with
phantom powering, and a complete
intercom and talkback facility.
An EQ -27 third -octave graphic equalizer was employed on the drum mix, and
Peavey stereo graphic 10 -band equalizers on vocals and instruments.

Monitor System

The monitor rig used two Project Two
systems (biamped with two CS -800s) as
cross-stage units. The Project Two system includes an FH -1 low- frequency
enclosure, an MB -2 mid-bass horn, and
an MF1 -X HF horn; in addition, a total
of 10 Model 1545 enclosures were available for floor monitors. The 1545 monitor features a 15 -inch Black Widow/ Super Structure speaker, and a non radial geometry HF horn on a Model
22 -A compression driver. Six CS -800
power amplifiers were available for the

Up Your Drums!
Take control of your drum
sound with ATM microphones by Audio -Technica.
We have all the right
models to deliver the

sound that moves
your group and
your audience.

Our ATM11R,
for instance,

goes down to 30 Hz and is crisp
and smooth all the way up to
20 kHz. What you play is exactly
what they hear! Move in as

very small to keep your kit
clean, uncluttered, and easy
to play.
Now about the kick drum..
the ATM21 Unidirectional Dynamic will give you the crisp,
powerful beat you're looking
for. No distortion, even when
buried in your hottest drum.
In fact, it's a great all- around
dynamic for close - miking your
entire kit when remote power
isn't available.
To find out how ATM microphones can help your sound,
visit your nearest Audio Technica dealer. Or write for
our colorful catalog. We've got
everything you need to make
your drum sound the very best

close as you wish without distortion or overload. The ATM11R
can mike anything you play
except the kick drum (and we've
got a killer mike for that)
The great sound and high
headroom (141 dB SPL) of the
ATM11R comes from our advanced Fixed -Charge electret
element, remote -powered from
your mixer. It has an ultra -thin
diaphragm (just 4 microns thick)
to respond instantly and accurately to every sound you make.
And don't worry if you accidentally hit an ATM microphone. They're all -metal and part of the mix!
really Road Tough. No fragile plastic to shatter like
so many others. And
!

.

Model ATM11R Unidirectional
Remote -Powered Condenser
Microphone. Under $160.

1

audiotechnica
AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., INC 1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 44224 216/686 -2600
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monitor mix, and eight EQ -27 third octave graphic equalizers for monitor
equalization.
The Mark IV 24/8 stage monitor
mixer is identical to a Mark IV main
console, with the addition of microphone splitters at the inputs, and an

eight -way mixing matrix. The monitor
mixer also boasts a unique channel
patch feature (which is like a built -in
direct box) enabling the engineer to
patch into the monitor console unbalanced, and then send a balanced signal
to the house mixer through the board's

It speaks
for itself.

We thought about hiring an expensive superstar to
extoll the virtues of the famous Orban 622B
Parametric EQ. After all, there are 622B's backing up
superstars worldwide in recording studios, arena

shows, broadcast facilities...you name it! But we
decided not to. Because ultimately, the Orban 622B
speaks for itself -it's the most widely used, popular
professional Parametric in the world.
The 622B combines full, four -band Parametric
equalization with tunable notch filtering to
offer extraordinary versatility and control. Our
"constant -Q" design provides -40dB attenuation
while allowing gentle, musically -useful broadband EQ
too. This makes the 622B ideal for critical sound
reinforcement chores as well as studio production
work.
Call your local Orban dealer for further information.

OfboA
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input transformer. The Mark IV has
equalizer (or other processing) send and
return patching for each monitor mix,
which enables any of the eight mixes to
be sampled after (post) that mix's equalization, through an identical monitor
cabinet. Built-in intercom /talkback
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Celebrating our 10 year anniversary with prices that deserve a celebration.
We appreciate the support and loyalty that professional musicians and producers have given
Sou ndcraft for the last 10 years. And to show you
just how much, we're making the world's hottest
selling mid range console available for a lot less.
We're calling it the biggest price break in our
history. Consider the 28/24 model 2400 with bargraph/spectrum analyzer reduced from $55,500
to $39,950. Or the 28/24 model with VU meter
bridge reduced from $48,800 to $35,950. Or the
24/16 model with 24 track monitoring reduced
from $38,700 to $29,950.
And in typical Sou ndcraft tradition, the price is
all we've cut. Every other aspect of the Series 2400
maintains the highest material and musical
standards possible.

So why not join our 10 year celebration. When
you do, you'll get the finest mid range console for
just a song.
Prices are FOB Santa Monica, California. Consult your local dealer for details or contact:

Soundcraft
Soundcraft Electronics

1517 20th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 453 -4591 Telex: 664 -923

Soundcraft Electronics Canada, Inc.
1444 Hymus Blvd., Dorval, Quebec, H9P1j6
(514) 685 -1610 Telex: 05- 822582

Soundcraft Electronics Limited
Great Sutton Street, London, ECIVOBX,
England Telephone: 01- 251 -3631 Telex: 21198
5 -8
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facilities provide total communication
between the monitor mixer and the
house position, or to any of the eight
monitor mixes, and any number of additional remote "Talk Corn" portable
units.
Monitor mixes consisted of two
separate cross -stage monitor feeds; a
mix for the video crew and radio remote;
a soloist mix; and up to four individual
mixes for the floor monitors.

On -Stage Miking

All vocal microphones were Peavey

Celebrity Series CD -30 dynamic car dioid models that incorporate an acoustic filter for controlling feedback. Drums
were miked with both CD -30s and HD40 hypercardioid microphones, which
also were used to mike brass and reed
instruments, high and low drivers of a
Leslie cabinet; CD -30s were also
employed on acoustic instruments and
harp.
Electric guitars were taken direct
from the speaker outputs of the backline
amplifiers, using a Peavey EDI (Equalized Direct Interface) direct box. Conventional sound reinforcement practice

Monitor mixing position, with outboard signal -processor and EQ rack, and cross stage monitor cabinets.
allows two basic ways to route guitar,
electric bass, and keyboard signal to the
main PA system: close- microphone
placement; or, if the amplifier /preamplifier is equipped with such a facility, direct output via a rear-panel con-

nection. Both techniques, unfortunately, have severe drawbacks. Close
mike placement creates an emphasizing
effect at high frequencies which, in turn,
generates an unnatural timbre. The
direct out of the amplifier provides an
accurate response of the instrument and
amplifier, but bypasses a vital link in
the audio chain the loudspeaker.
Peavey's EDI direct box is said to provide all the advantages of the direct
output but, through the use of different
circuitry components, "synthesizes" the
loudspeaker's response curve so that the
timbre and tonality found in the main
PA system is indistinguishable from the
instrument /amplifier combination. The
EDI box accomplishes this by controlling the resonant peak and high frequency rolloff of the signal, in order
to duplicate the voicing of the loudspeaker.

-

We don't like to drop names but...
AKG, AD /A, Ashly, BGW, Biamp, Amek, EV,
JBL, EXR, MXR, NEI, RANE, HME, Valley
People, Harbinger, Shure, DBX, White,
Deltalab, Loft, Audio Technica, Stephens,
Fostex, Pulsar, Dynamix, TOA, Clearcom,
Sennheiser, Beyer, etc., etc.
Just a few of the almost 200 lines of P.A.,
Recording & Broadcast equipment we carry.
Selection is just part of the story, price & service
are the rest. For the rest of the story call:

FILAMENT PRO AUDIO
143 E. Arrow Hwy., San Dimas, CA 91773

818- 339 -0081
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714 -592 -2848

Miscellaneous Equipment

Because there was a crowd control
area fenced in 30 feet around the front of
the stage (in which sat the Governor
and officials), two distributed and
delayed SP-2 front -fill speaker enclosures were used to cover this area with a
mix from the monitor console containing vocals, guitars, and any solos. The
main array was positioned to begin covering the audience with mids and highs
at a distance of 30 to 35 feet from the
stage. A third SP-2 carrying the same
mix was used to cover the area in which
the artists lounged immediately backstage.
A couple of hours into the Blues Festival a fourth SP -2 cabinet was added to
this backstage artist's mix in order to
cover a number of fans that had
gathered far to the right of the stage, out
of the pattern of the mids and highs of

the main array. They were located so far
to the right, in fact, that the stage
wasn't even visible, but the crowd could
see the artists as they arrived and
departed. All four SP-2 cabinets were biamped using two CS-800 amplifiers, and
a PL -800EQ plug -in crossover module.
This "soloists" mix was rolled off below
150 Hz at 12 dB per octave using the
variable low cut on the master module of
the seventh monitor mix. The mix provided the necessary direct field of the
mids and highs for these important
areas not intended to be covered by the
main system. Since the main system
consisted of six FH-2s for the low -end
below 250 Hz, there was no problem
with low- frequency material being
heard in these areas (the FH -2 generates
116 dB SPL at 1- watt/1- meter).
Peavey also provided a back line of
instrument amplifiers for many of the
musicians, including a Max Bass amp
with two 3620 enclosures, three Heritages, two Austins, and an XR -600B with
two bi -amped Model 118 International
enclosures for keyboards.

Performance

most demanding band that played
through the system that afternoon was
certainly The Nighthawks, who had
traveled all the way from California to
be a part of the Blues Festival. The
soundman for The Nighthawks operated the mixer during the group's most
demanding set, and remarked that the
system was capable of providing "excellent sound!"
The "Mojo Magic" of the Mississippi
Delta Blues Festival had some 30,000
blues fans clapping and dancing, and
also consuming barbecue, chitterlings,
fish sandwiches, hot tamales, and Polish sausages. The consensus of opinion
was that this year's sound by Peavey
was by far the best of the Festival's six year history. Malcolm Walls, public

relations director for the Mississippi
Action for Community Education
remarked that "the quality of the sound
brought the whole festival alive. The
sound just flowed and was heard
equally well everywhere."
The Delta Blues Festival presented an
opportunity for Peavey Electronics to
show that their Project One Series
speaker system could prove to be an
example of economy of scale. Dozens of
sound companies would have attacked
this exercise in sound reinforcement
with multiple stacks of equipment. Peavey's approach of employing one single source array for 80% of the required coverage demonstrated that excellent
quality sound is possible from a system
of modest size, weight, and price.

SONEX users

tell it like
they hear íi.

Presentation control room at M-ilti -Image
Resources, Dallas

TY; works "above
rproach:'

- Festival Sound

The Delta Blues Festival got underway at noon on Saturday, September 17.
The first couple of acts did not really
show off the system's capabilities, due
to the fact that they were a three -piece
drum and fife band, followed by a solo
performance on a "one- string" guitar
(the original blues instrument). From

then on the sound system really
"wowed" the crowd, for the following
acts featured contemporary instrumentation. The bass was considered by
many to be deep, tight, and well defined,
the mida smooth while retaining depth
and instrument definition or imaging,
and the high -end bright, articulate, and
not harsh in anyway. After walking all
around the cotton field, and listening
from many vantage points, this writer
considers that the Pea vey single- source
three -way system definitely provided
the intended coverage.
The various artists on the Festival
agenda offered a wide selection of Blues
material, ranging from some of the softest ballads, with SPL measuring below
80 dBA at the mixer position (120 feet
from the speakers), upwards through
crescendos above 110 dBA during the
more contemporary R &B numbers. The

Cantrol room and studio Lt
Eastern Sound Studios,

Methuen, MA.

Audio production facility,
Larry Blakeney &
Associates, Jackson, MS.

KLOR FM, ?onca City, OK; used
to "reduce ambient noise and
smooth our frequency response' in
news studio.

Audio Visual
Center, Hays, KS;
"Great! Stopped
reverberating

scund;" in audio
taping room.

Here are just five applications and comments from among our almost 2,000 SONEX users.
Eastern Sound: "Our studio never sounded better and our control room is very accurate... ".
Blakeney: "SONEX controls acoustics beautifully, better than carpet, acoustic tile, or any other
product... don't have to worry about outside noise... or disturbing our neighbors when we
turn the volume up...". KLOR also says that it is "critical in master tape work, and far
superior to any other system we've tried:

Get the facts today. SONEX is
manufactured by lllbmck/usa and
distributed exclusively to the pro sound
and AN industries by Alpha Audio.

AlpohaAudio
Richmond. Virginia 23220

(804) 358 -3852

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry

Computers in Audio

LOUDSPEAKER
ANALYSIS BY
MICROCOMPU
A BASIC Utility

Program for Apple II+
by Scott Burnham,
Pro -Co Sound, Inc.
any sound technician, installer,
or engineer to describe the equipment in a particular audio system, and
the chances are that one critical component will not even be mentioned: the
cable. While cables can dramatically
affect the performance of a system, all
too often they are selected without any
regard for the loss, distortion, and noise
they may contribute to a signal.
Proper loudspeaker cables are a particularly critical component in a welldesigned audio system. Speaker cables
affect system performance in two major
ways: power loss, and damping factor.
The former probably sounds more
Ask

important, but the latter actually has
more effect in terms of perceived audio
quality. These two effects are closely
related, in that both result from the
impedance of the cable connecting the
amplifier to the speaker.
The impedance of the cable in series
with that of the speaker forms a power
divider; Ohm's Law predicts that the
higher the cable impedance, the lower
the power that reaches that speaker
itself, and the greater the amount of
power wasted as heat dissipated by the
cable. Furthermore, the damping factor
also is dependent on the ratio of the
source impedance (the amplifier and
cable) to the load impedance (the
speaker). Damping factor is the measure of the amplifier's ability to "damp"
° e/p 132 February 198"
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or suppress unwanted movement of the
speaker cone. Good damping is vital to

accurate sound reproduction; poor
damping causes "muddiness," and lack
of definition in bass instruments.
Calculating power loss and damping
factor requires a wire resistance table,
and the proper application of Ohm's
Law plus a few other formula. Although
this approach yields accurate results, it
is, at best, tedious. Another method is to
use a nomograph, a sort of "slide rule"
that relates source and load impedance,
cable gauge, resistance and length, and
resulting damping factor. Such homographs often are found in the owners'
manuals of professional-type power
amplifiers, as an aid to cable selection.
Nomographs get the job done, but the
results are fairly approximate.
A better solution? Use a computer, of
course!
SCAM (Speaker Cable Analysis for

Microcomputers) is a computer program
developed to calculate various parameters of system performance with
regard to the speaker cables being used.
As can be seen from the accompanying
listing written in Applesoft BASIC, the
program provides the user with two different options for analysis and design:
Option #1 computes power loss and
damping factor, given amplifier damping, load impedance, and cable gauge
and length; while Option #2 allows the

user to specify "target" value of damping or power loss, then choose either the
cable gauge to be used, or the length
necessary. Having selected the required
values, SCAM then "fills in the blanks."
(For instance, the user may specify a
maximum power loss of 10 %, a load
impedance of 4 ohms and a cable gauge
of #16; SCAM will then provide the
resulting damping factor of 8.26, and
maximum cable length of 55.28 feet.)
SCAM has been found to be a great
labor-saving tool and conversation
piece for audio techno- freaks and engineers. Although written in Applesoft
BASIC for the Apple II+ microcomputer,
it can be easily adapted to other computers using different versions of BASIC
simply by modifying a few statements
peculiar to the Apple. For instance, the
screen clearing routine for the Apple
uses a HOME or CALL-936 statement;
the printer/display select routine uses
PR #1 to turn on the printer connected to
peripheral slot number 1; PR #0 to turn it
off; and the GET statement, which is
similar to MBASIC's "INPUT$," might
need to be changed to suit the reader's
system.
When entering SCAM from the computer keyboard, be very careful to type
all lines exactly as listed, including spaces and punctuation. The REMarks are
not necessary to program execution, but
make modification much easier by clari-

dio Director Terry Williams monitors in Studio A with

You Will Love Them, too! This "love" didn't come
"at first sight" to us at Auratone. Our legendary little
Auratone® Super- Sound- Cubes'M are a tough act to

follow. After nearly a quarter century of experience
in the loudspeaker industry, it took us more than
three years of painstaking design effort, many
consultations with renowned audio engineers,
tough standards of testing, and thousands of hours
of laboratory evaluation and listening tests before
we were satisfied that the new Auratone® Quality
Sound Monitors would measure up to the
For more information see your dealer,

AURATONE

phone

expectations of the millions of Auratone® users
worldwide who rely on the Auratone® reputation for
consistent quality.
There is no "hype" or exaggeration in
Auratone® Quality Sound Monitors' reproduction;
just faithfully accurate sound that gives pure,
unadulterated super star playback performance.
Join the super stars and seasoned audio
professionals in your search for the perfect sound
with Auratone® Quality Sound Monitors.
Choose from five new models!

(619) 297 -2820, or write Dept. QSM -4

CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 698

CORONADO
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- SAMPLE PRINTOUT -

Formula; Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.,

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER

1979.

Institute of High Fidelity, Official
Guide to High Fidelity; Howard W.
Sams & Co., Inc., 1974.
Instruction Manual IM-3A, Crown
International.
Ray Kimber, "Speaker Wire "; R -e /p;

fying program logic and organization.
The program as listed is completely
functional and almost crash -proof. If
you have any problems, carefully
recheck for spelling, syntax, or punctuation errors.

+

INC.

AMPLIFIER DAMPING AT

Harry Maynard, "Speaker Cables:
How Various Types Affect Sound ";
Radio- Electronics; December 1978.
Owner's Manual, Model 750E & C
Professional Power Amplifier; BGW
Systems.
A.N. Thiele, "Loudspeakers in Vented
Boxes, Part II "; Journal of the Audio
Engineering Society: Volume 19, No. 6;
June, 1971.

APPLESOFT LISTING OF SCAN
(SPEAKER CABLE ANALYSIS FOR
MICROCOMPUTERS) PROGRAM CONFIGURED
TO RUN ON APPLE II+ PERSONAL COMPUTER

WITH SPEAKER CABLE

ANALYSIS PROGRAM BY
PRO -CO SOUND,

April 1980.

For more information concerning
speaker cables and their effects upon
amplifier and speaker performance, the
following references may prove helpful:
Electronic Wire and Cable, Catalog
882; Belden Corporation.
Handbook of Electronic Tables and

** COMPUTED

B

OHMS: 200

SPEAKER LOAD IMPEDANCE:

16

AMPLIFIER

OHMS:

DAMPING AT

CABLE LENGTH:
CABLE GAUGE:

RESISTANCE:

16

OHMS
400

20 FEET
12

1.59E-03 OHMS /FOOT

TOTAL RESISTANCE

.0636 OHMS

CABLE:

OF

POWER LOSS IN CABLE:

.4

X

DAMPING FACTOR: 154.44

311

PRINT

320

INVERSE

321

PRINT

322

PRINT "ANA SPEAKER CABLE POWER LOSS, GIVEN THE LOAD IMPEDANCE

:

PRINT "OPTION #1 ";: NORMAL

COMPUTES AMPLIFIER DAMPING"

"

AND THE LENGTH AND GAUGE OF THE CABLE."

PRINT

11

REM

SPEAKER CABLE ANALYSIS

330

11

REM

FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

340

INVERSE

12

REM

341

PRINT

PRINT "LENGTH OR SPECIFIES A MINIMUM GAUGE,

PRINT "OPTION #2 " ;: NORMAL

:

COMPUTES MAXIMUM CABLE"

"

13

ROM

A/K/A "SCAM"

342

14

ROM

APPLE II PLUS VERSION

If MAXIMUM POWER LOSS

minim

OR THE

15

REM

350

PRINT

21

REM

BY S.

R. BURNt AM

351

PRINT

21

ROM

DIRECTOR OF EHGINEFRING

360

22

REM

PRO-CO SOUR, INC.

380

GET AS

23

ROM

390

IF AS = "1" THEN

GOSIB 430: GOTO 40

25

REM

COPYRIGHT

1983

410

IF AS = "2" THEN

GOSUB 690: GOTO 40

26

REM

P94-CO SOLID, INC,

411

IF At =

27

REM

KALAMAZOO,

420

GOTO 380

28

REM

430

REM

30

REM

MAY 1983

440

HOME

31

REM

REVISED JUNE 1983

450

PRINT "OPTION #1"

32

REM

460

GOSUB 1490: REM

33

REM

470

HOME

41

TEXT

50 DS =
60 I

HOME

:

= 8: ROM

MI. 49007

CLEAR

:

CFFts (4)

(C)

:

ROM

NICER

CTRL-0

OF GAUGES "ON FILE"

PRINT

DIM G(I): REM

GAUGE ARRAY

90

DIM R(I): REM

OHMS-PER-FOOT

95

REM EACH GAUGE IS FOLLOWED BY ITS OHMS -PER -FOOT RESISTANCE

ARRAY

PRESS <1> OR <2>, OR <kETUìND TO EXIT:

CHRS (13) THEN

GET AMPLIFIER DAMPING AND LOAD IMPEDANCE

PRINT "ENTER LENGTH OF CABLE IN FEET"
INPUJT

"ANA PRESS <RETURN>:

"

;LS

VAL (LC)

500

IF L <

510

HOME

=

0

THEN

GOTO 470

520

PRINT "DATA AVAILABLE FOR EVEN GAUGES

100

DATA

8,000628

530

PRINT

110

DATA

10,.000999

535

PRINT

120

DATA

12,00159

540

PRINT "ENTER THE GAUGE OF THE CABLE"

130

DATA

14,.00252

591

190

DATA

16,00402

550

ANC =

150

DATA

18,00639

555

REM

VAL

560

220162

570

180

DATA

29,0257

580

IF ANC = G THEN

185

REM

590

NEXT

190

FO R X =

600

GOTO 510

200

READ G

290

250 R(X)

FOR X =

1

= C(X)

:

630 RW =

z 2)

(L

z R:

= Rt

NEXT X

660 D

RESTORE

670

GOSl18 1570: REM

275

REM

680

RETURN

280

PRINT

690

REM

290

PRINT

700

FOE

310

PRINT "THERE ARE TWO OPTIONS AVAILABLE.

710

PRINT "OPTION #2"

310

PRINT

R -e /p
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"uzzuzz

SPEAKER CABLE ANALYSIS znDrzzzz"

"

WIRING RESISTANCE
z 100:

REM

POWER LOSS

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

(RO + RW): REM

260

/

REM

(RN + RL))

270

SET UP SCREEN

GAUGE IS "ON FILE"

GET OHMS-PER-FOOT

REM

620 R = R (X)

650 RO = 8 / DF: ROM

= R

GOTO 620: REM

X

640 PL = (RW /

READ R

DAMPING FACTOR

DISPLAY RESULTS

OPTION #2

.

D February

1984

"- " ;G(I) "."

TO I

20,0101

DATA

210 G(X) = G

;

(NM

DATA

TO I

;G(1)

SEE IF GAUGE IS "ON FILE"

160

1

"

"AND PRESS <RETUJRN>: ";DINGS

INNPUT

170

READ DATA INTO ARRAYS

";

OPTION #1

480

G

T

ASCII RETURN

GOTO 1880: REM

481

990 L =

70

"

GIVEN EITHER

DAMPING FACTOR ALLOWED."

continued ouerleaf
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Feature editorial:

Recording Techniques:
Commercials producer Tom Anthony
.. an insight into how, why, and with
what in the studio.

.

Concert Audio:
analyzing db Sound's rig and
operational regime for the 'Stray
Cats' tour.
.

Video /Film Sound:
reporting the latest in the fast
moving field of Film /Video dubbing
and post production services and

...

facilities.
Digital Recording:
how -to descriptions of typical

...

sessions using the PCM -F1 and
subsequent audio /video sweetening with the 16 -bit PCM -1610.

- plus -

AUDIO PRODUCTION for BROADCAST

Multitrack Production
Audio /Video Marriage
Cost Effective TV Audio

-

more

-

more

-

more

Creative Freedom
You can't be creative on demand. But, when you're inspired, your equipment
has to cooperate to ensure that the desired end result is delivered.
Some manufacturers seem to live in ivory towers. They've never experienced the frustration of having a piece of gear limit creative freedom.
USAudio understands the value of creative expression, and as a result of
diligent engineering efforts, we offer the Gatex, a no- compromise noise

gate /expander.
For instance, as a noise gate with its Program Dependent Attack, the
Gatex eliminates the typical turn on "pop" that normally accompanies short
attack times. Thus, Gatex is applicable to all percussion instruments.
Because Gatex is an active expander, it improves dynamic range as opposed to simply eliminating unwanted noise. This means a greater range of
expression is provided for velocity- sensitive keyboards.
Gatex can even extend the capability of inexpensive spring reverbs, as
well as enhancing the density of returns from standard units by precise control
of decay characteristics.
Now that's cooperation!

Call us! You'll find that Gatex is a small price to pay for your freedom.

LiS4 udo

___/

-

USAudio Inc. /P.O. Box 40878 /NASHVILLE, TN 37204/(615) 297 -1098

Studio Design
Sound Contracting
Audio Technology

EFFECTIVE

ADVERTISING
direct resu
AUTHORITATIVE /t of
EDITORIAL

fvi?fu

Is the

ff' ERL-'f SL'RL
ÚLSfGll

LOS ANGELES
Special Distributions

AES Conference, Anaheim
NAB Convention, Las Vegas

NOW YOUR
SONY DIGITAL AUDIO
REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE
WESTERN UNITED STATES
IS

Every Broadcast Facility,
(all VHF -UHF TV, all AM -FM Radio)
in the U.S. & Canada.
Production Schedule

Advertising Orders
Advertising Materials
.

March 21
March 28

Sales

ENG/NEfR

Service
Rentals
PRODUCE

(213) 653 -0240

Laurel Cash

Martin Gallay
(2131 467 -1111

3324 Digital Multitrack systems
1610 2 track systems
(including video)
CD Mastering system

j

Contact Jim Pace
February 1984
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DAMPING FACTOR

961 0 = RL / (RO + RW): REM

APPLESOFT SCAN PROGRAM
LISTING
720

- continued ..

GET AMPLIFIER DAMPING FACTOR

GOSUB 1440: REM

AND LOAD IMPEDA

.

971

RETURN

KBDUM

DAMPING ROUTINE

975

REM

981

HOE

981

PRINT "DAMPING FACTOR SPECIFIED MUST BE GREATERTHAN ZERO AND

DAMPING AT SPEAKER LOAD IMPEDANCE."

LESS THAN AMPLIFIER

NCE

AT SPE

PRIM "AMPLIFIER DAMPING

730

HOME

982

PRINT

740

PRINT "PRESS <P> TO SPECIFY"

AKERR

LOAD IMPEDANCE: ";DL

741

PRINT

983

PRINT

750

PRINT

984

PRINT

760

PRINT "PRESS <D> TO SPECIFY"

991

PRINT "ENTER THE MINIMUM DAMPING FACTOR"

761

PRINT "MINIMUM ALLOWABLE DAMPING FACTOR"

991

INPUT "ALLOWABLE AND PRESS 4 ETI

770

PRINT

1000 D =

780

IF AS = "P" THEN

GOSUB 910: GOTO 810

790

IF AS = "D" THEN

GOSU18

800

GOTO 730

1130

RETURN
HOME

"MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE POWER LOSS"

:

GET AS

980: GOTO 810

1110

:

= DL OR D <

IF D >

=

= (RW /

THEN

0

1120 RW = (RL / D) - RO: REM
F4.

"

:

GOTO 980

WIRING RESISTANCE

(RW + RL)) z 100: REM

POWER LOSS

HOME

1040

820

PRINT "PRESS <L> TO SPECIFY"

1150

821

PRINT "LENGTH OF CABLE"

1155

REM

830

PRINT

1161

PRINT "ENTER LENGTH OF CABLE IN FEET"

840

PRINT "PRESS <G> TO SPECIFY"

1061

INPUT "AND PRESS 4 ETU N>: ";LS

841

PRINT "GAUGE OF CABLE"

1071 L =

850

PRINT

1180

860

IF AS = "L" THEN

GOSUB 1050: COTO 890

1191 R = (RW / L) / 2: REM

870

IF AS = "G" THEN

GOSUB 1250: GOTO 890

1195 R =

880

GOTO 810

890

GOSL03

910

RETURN

915

REM

911

HOME

1121

NEXT

X

92$

PRINT "ENTER THE MAXIMUM POWER LOSS"

1125

REM

ERROR MESSAGE

921

INPUT

1130

PRINT

810

930 PL =
940

:

PICK THE GAUGE ROUTINE

VAL (LS)

IF L <

=

0

GOTO 1050

THEN

FIGURE TARGET OHMS-PER-FOOT

INT (R z 1010000 + ,5) / 1008000: REM ROUND TO TRICK APP

LESOFT BUG

DISPLAY RESULTS

1578: REM

"ALLOWABLE (X) AND PRESS QtETUUD: ";Fit

0

STEP

-

THEN

GOTO 1180: REM

FOR X = I TO
IF R(X) <

1:

SEE IF ITS DH1S- PER -F00

PRINT "LENGTH SPECIFIED REWIRES A CABLE GAUGE LARGE

:

R THAN ";G(1);

VAL (PLC
OR PL >

(PL z RL)

START AT SMALLEST GAUGE

REM

1

= R

1110
1111

T IS LESS THAN TARGET

MAXIMUM POWER LOSS ROUTINE

IF PL <

950 RW =

GET AS

;MDS

VAL (MDL)

/

= 100

THEN

GOTO 910

(100 - PL): REM

QUALITY
RELIABILITY
VERSATILITY

WIRING RESISTANCE

1140

PRINT

1151

PRINT

"

The David Hafler Company has earned a reputation for producing state of the art power amplifiers at rock bottom prices. The Hafler DH -220
and DH -500 Amplifiers are well known for their
sound quality, reliability and value.
Now, there's the P-500! The P-500 is a rugged,
full- featured amplifier. It combines the circuit
design and MOSFET output devices of the
DH -500 with extra professional features; an automatic 3 -speed fan, barrier strip, phone plug and
XLR connectors, balanced or unbalanced inputs and gain controls, to name just a few. And
like other Hafler products, the P-500 is available
in fully or partially assembled form.

For a complete list of features and specifications, write to:

TO ACHIEVE POWER LOSS"

OR DAMPING FACTOR REQUIRED,"
1160

PRINT

1165

PRINT

PRINT

:

TO EXIT

FRESS <RETURN:

PRINT "TRESS ANY OTHER KEY TO

:

";: GET

CONTINUE

"

AS

ESCAPE CLAUSE USES "FOP"

1166

RIM

1167

IF

1170

LOTO 1050

AS

=

CHR's

THEN

(13)

POP

:

RETURN

1180 G = G(X)
1190 R = R(X)
1200 RW = R z L z 2:

1220 FL =

(RW /

WIRING RESISTANCE

REM

(RO + RW):

1210 D = RL /

(RW +

REM

DAMPING FACTOR

RL)) z 100: REM

FEWER

LOSS
1240

RETURN

1250

HOME

1260

PRINT "DATA AVAILAELE FOR EVEN GANGES

";G(1); "- ";G(I); ","

1ff

The David Haller Company
Dept. AM, 5910 Crescent Boulevard
Pennsauken, New Jersey 08109

MAXIMUM LENGTH ROUTINE

1265

REM

1270

PRINT

1275

PRINT

1280

PRINT "ENTER GAUGE OF CABLE"

1281

INPUT "AND PRESS

<

RETUN>: ";AWG$

VAL (AHG$)

1290 ANG =

1295

REM

1300

FOR X =

IF GALLE IS "ON FILE"

SEE
1

TO I

1310 G = G(X)

1320

IF ANC = G THEN

1330

NEXT X

1340

LOTO 1250

1350 R = R(X):
1360 L

= (RW

1390

RETURN

1435

REM

NCE ROUTINE
1440

R -e/p
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F'RINT

RIM

/ R) /

LOTO 1350

OHMS -FIR -FOOT
2:

REM

LENGTH

AMPLIFIER DAMPING AND LOAD IMPIDA

1141

PRINT

:

PRINT "DARING FACTOR IS TYPICALLY FOl1M) IN TIETECHN

ICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE POWER
1442

PRINT

:

AMPLIFIER."

PRINT "IT IS USUALLY SPECIFIED AT 8 OMIS. IF

PIED AT 4 OMIS,

MULTIPLY BY 2. IF

SPECI

SPECIFIED AT 16 OMIS, DIVIDE BY

PRINT

1590

1600

PRINT "PRESS <Y> OR

1610

PRINT

1620

IF AS = "Y" THEN

<1{

";:

GET AS

PRINT Df; "FR41

":

GOTO 1612: REM

TURN ON P

RINTER
1443

PRINT

1499

PRINT

1445
1950
1451

PRINT "OF AMPLIFIER AT 8 OHMS"

1643

PRINT

1152

PRINT "AND FRFSS <RETIfRN>"

1641

PRINT

1650

HOME

1660

PRINT "AMPLIFIER DAMPING AT 8 OHMS:

1670

PRINT

;

PRINT "A TYPICAL VALUE IS 200 AT 8 OMIS.

1630

IF AS = "N" THEN

1640

GOTO 1600

PRINT

1612

PRINT

PRINT "ENTER SPECIFIED DAMPING FACTOR"

RAM BY PRO-CO SOUND, INC."

1453

PRINT "(IF UNKN01% PRESS <RETURtC>"

1454

INPUT "TO ENTER DEFAULT VALUE OF 200);

1460

IF DFS = "" TEEM DI = 200; COTO 1490

1470 OF =
1480

";DES

VAL (DIS)

IF DF <

=

0

1495 RO =

PRINT "six CONFUTED WITH SPEAKER CABLE ANALYSIS FROG

1680

PRINT "SPEAKER LOAD IMPEDANCE: "11k1" 0413"

1690

PRINT

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

1700

PRINT "AMPLIFIER DAMPING AT "1111 ;"

1710

PRINT

HOME

:

INT (RO z 1000 + .5) / 1000;

REM

ROUA

TO TRICK APPLES

OFT BUG

1720

PRINT "CABLE LENGTH: "IL ;" FEET"

1730

PRINT

1790

PRINT "CABLE GAUGE: "1G

1750

PRINT

1760

PRINT "RESISTANCE:

1770

PRINT

1780

PRINT "TOTAL RESISTANCE OF CABLE:

1790

PRINT

OFT BUG

1800

PRINT "POWER LOSS IN CABLE:

1560

RETURN

1810

PRINT

1570

HOME

1820

PRINT "DAMPING FACTOR: "ID

1830

PRINT

1840

PRINT

100

1850

PRINT DS; "PR$O"

1500

HOME

1510

PRINT "ENTER SPEAKER LOAD IMPEDANCE IN OMIS"

1511

INPUT

1520 RL =
1530

"AM) PRESS <RETUtMC:

"

;RLS

VAL (RLS)

IF RL <

= 0

THEN

COTO 1500

1590 DL = kL

1545 DL

=

1572 PL =

1573

/ RO: REM
AMPLIFIER DAMPING AT LOAD IMPEDANCE
INT (DL z 1000 + .5)
1000: REM ROUA TO TRICK APPLES

/

.5) / 100
100 + .5) / 100

INT (L z 100 +

1571 L =

INT (PL 1

INT (D z 100

D =

"IDF

GOTO 1450

THEN

1490 RO = 8 / DI; REM

:

GOTO 1650

+

.5)

/

"

U1ó:

"

;OL

;R ;" 010Ó/FOOT"

"

"

;RN ;" 0113"

;PL ;" X"

1579

REM

PRECEDING FORMATS OUTPUT OF SOME PARAMETERS

1860

PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTDIIE ";: CET AS

1579

REM

PRINTOUT ROUTINE FOR SILENTYPE PRINTER

1870

RETURN

1580

PRINT "DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF THE RESULTS?"

1880

END

THE AFFORDABLE

APHEX AURAL EXCITER'

Newest version of the Aural Exciter" from Aphex -the
of psychoacoustic enhancement.
Uses the same principles as the more expensive Aural
Exciters'" used on thousands of hit albums, concerts
and movies, and on the air on hundreds of radio
stations worldwide.
Restores natural brightness and presence, makes
your sound real again.
Improves intelligibility; makes individual sounds
distinct from one another.
Increases perceived loudness without changing actual
gain or EQ.
originators

)CC)

Aphex Systems Limited

13340 Saticoy St.

N.

Improves the acoustic performance of any environment.
Synthesizes program related harmonics to generate
a musical, natural sounding enhancement instead of
unnatural effects such as EQ, echo, delay, flanging,
phasing, notching, filtering, etc.
Cost effective enhancement for any audio application,
such as recording, PA., paging, tape duplicating (audio
and video), club sound and communications. Possibly
the single most dramatic improvement you can make
to your audio system for less than $500.
Aural Excitement is a patented, proprietary process
that cannot be duplicated in any way, except by another genuine Aural Exciter" from Aphex Systems, LTD.
Hollywood, California 91605

For additional information circle #83

(213) 765 -2212 TWX: 910-321-5762
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URSA MAJOR ANNOUNCES
STARGATE 323
STEREO DIGITAL REVERB
The StarGate 323 is described as an

extremely flexible device with eight roomsimulations, including tiny chambers,
fast- diffusing plates, concert halls, and
huge echoing spaces. Rooms can be modified by front-panel controls that adjust
decay time, pre-delay, and separate high and low-frequency decay curves.

The unit is designed to be user-friendly,
that the operator whose experience
extends only to conventional plate and
spring reverbs will understand its operation immediately. Digital readouts on the
front panel show decay time, pre-delay,
and room selection, while eight discrete
LEDs monitor signal level. There is also
an input level control, an input -mute,
reverb -clear, and dry-only buttons, each of
which can be operated by foot pedals.
At the same time, the company says,
engineers familiar with first-generation
digital reverbs will be able to use the 323's
advanced features to their full advantage.
The unit features a 15 kHz bandwidth,
which is evident even at the longest decay
times, and a dynamic range of 80 dB.
Pre -delay offers 16 choices, from zero to
320 milliseconds, while decay time has 8
choices, ranging from zero to 10 seconds,
depending on the selected room mode.
Professional net price of the Stargate
323 is $2,500.
URSA MAJOR, INC.
BOX 18
BELMONT, MA 02178
(617) 489 -0303
so

For additional Information circle #84

ELECTRO -VOICE EXPANDS
DL SERIES WOOFER LINE
"Designed with different bass responses, enclosure -size requirements, and
target applications, the new DL12X and
DL18X, like their predecessor the DL15X,

explains Jim Long, director of marketing professional sound reinforcement
products. "The DL series is suited for a
broad variety of vented and horn
enclosures."
According to Long, the woofers' carefully engineered drive system assures high
efficiency, linear, low- distortion output,
and high power capacity. The low -mass
voice coils are made of rectangular aluminum wire, edge -wound on a rugged lami-

5 %],"

nated polymide form. A break -up resistant
diaphragm and suspension ensure a
smooth, musical upper-bass sound and
plenty of low- frequency shock capability
or "punch."
The DL drive system is augmented by
two exclusive E -V features: the Thermal
Inductive Ring (TIRTM) and its PROTEFTM
coating. TIR provides a significant heat transfer path from the top of the voice coil,
while simultaneously moderating the
normal inductive rise of the voice coil.
PROTEF, a Teflon -based protective coating, is applied to the inside diameter of the
top plate, adjacent to the voice coil, and
provides protection by lubricating any
rubbing contact, and inserting electrical
insulation between the coil and the top
plate.
The DL12X driver is suited to midbass
applications in three- or four -way systems,
or as a woofer in two -way systems where
response to 70 Hz is appropriate and a
small enclosure is required. Specifications
include a frequency response (in a 2.6cubic -foot vented enclosure tuned to 52 Hz)
of 58 Hz to 5.2 kHz, ±3 dB; a 350 -watt longterm average power capacity per AES
recommended practice (100 Hz to 1 kHz);
and a sensitivity at 1 meter, 1 watt (average from 200 Hz to 4 kHz) of 100 dB.
Designed for sub-woofer use in three- or
four way systems, the D18X offers the
highest output in the lowest octaves
because of its large cone area. Specifications include a frequency response (in the
13- cubic -foot TL405 vented enclosure) of 36
Hz to 3 kHz, t4 dB; a 500 -watt long -term
average power capacity per AES recommended practice (100 Hz to 1 kHz); and a
sensitivity at 1 meter, 1 watt (average from
200 Hz to 4 kHz) of 99 dB.
The DL Series woofers have pro-user net
prices of $192.00 (DL12X), and $320.00

ELECTRO -VOICE BK -i
"BLACKNIGHT"
CONDENSER MIKE
The new BK-1 microphone departs from
EV tradition in a number of respects,
including its unique physical profile and

black design, while combining muchdesired features from other mikes in the
company's line. Also dubbed the "Black
Knight," the new cardioid condenser mike
is said to be especially suited to the needs
of vocalists, but also excellent for other
applications. A useable bass -boosting
proximity effect tailors low-frequency
response with changes in the working
distance.
The BK -l's high sensitivity, smooth
peak-free frequency response and cardioid
pickup pattern are said to assure excellent
rejection of unwanted off-axis and reflected sounds which cause feedback in a

live entertainment situation. Power for the
electret condenser -type mike can be from
either by battery or phantom power; an
on -off switch is provided to greatly prolong

battery life.
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
600 CECIL STREET
BUCHANAN, MI 49107
(616) 695 -6831
For additional Information circle #86

COMPACT MODEL FB31
ENG /EFP MIXER FROM SHURE
The new FP31 mixer, which measures
approximately 2 by 6'/a by 6 inches deep,
included three locking-type inputs located
for easy access on the mixer's left side,
corresponding to the input level control
side of the mixer. A slide switch located
below each input connector allows the user
to choose either mike- or line -level signals.
The unit also includes two three-pin output
connectors on the unit's right side, both of
which are switchable for either mike- or
line-level operation. A master control knob
on the front panel sets the combined output level.

(DL18X).

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
600 CECIL STREET
BUCHANAN, MI 49107
(616) 695 -6831

perform at the high- efficiency end of the
direct-radiator spectrum [on the order of
R -e/p 138 February 1984
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Front-panel features include a VU meter
and lamp switch; overload /limited (LED)
indicator, low -cut filter switches; limiter
in /out switch; power and battery-check
switches; tone oscillator switch; plus stereo headphone mini-jack and level control.

"In my business I
need the greatest
transparency and
the highest definition
...I use Saki heads."

Tew

PCO

UCtS

SYNCHRONOUS TECHNOLOGIES
INTRODUCES LOW COST
TIMECODE SYSTEM
Designed specifically for the smaller
recording studio, the SMPL System provides a SMPTE timecode generator, time code reader, Autolocator, automatic record
in /out insert editing system, timecode-

derived metronome, 24 tick/beat drum and
synthesizer synchronizing system, and
recorder remote control, as well as other
features. At $995 price of the entire system
is less than the cost of a typical timecode
generator alone.
The SMPL System is designed to be used
with lower cost multichannel cassette or
open -reel machines, where it simply plugs
into the normal remote-control jack.
Neither tachometer output nor speed control input to the recorder are required.
With the system, insert editing no longer
requires the combined skills of engineer,
musician, and juggler. During rehearsal,
punch-in and -out points can be set on the
fly, and saved in the computer's memory to
be repeated as many times as necessary.
Separate Rehearse and Take modes allow
the user to rehearse and preview the edit
points as many times as necessary before
committing to tape. A programmable Cue
point provides both looping-type Return to -Cue function at the end of the insert, and
also provides a known, repeatable starting
point for instrument synchronizing
signals.

After 16 years of
technological leadership
in one of the most
demanding and ever changing fields, you can
depend on Saki's
commitment to service
your future needs long
after the competition is
gone.
MASTERING ENGINE,
S'EvE N

t--Ul1.RE DISC SYSTEMS
Future Disc recieves no compensation for this endorsement

SAKI
SAKI MAGNETICS, INC.
A California Corporation Since 1968

8650 Hayden Place, Culver City, CA 90230
213 / 559 -6704 (TWX- 910 -328-6100)
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Many benefits result from the system
being based on industry standard nondrop timecode. Unlike simple tone or click track based instrument synchronizing
systems, the SMPL System need not be
started from the beginning of the work in
progress, in order for the metronome and
synchronizing signals to be in correct
time -phase with the music.
With the new system, tapes produced in
the small studio will transport to larger
studios, and be compatible with automatic
mixdown and sync -locking equipment.
Tapes produced on machines with limited
channels can be "pyramided" to largerformat multitrack machines, allowing the
artist to work in his own environment at
his own pace, and still have access to more
expensive studio facilities.
Since much of today's commercial music
involves digital drums and sequencer controlled polyphonic synthesizers, the
SMPTE track can replace numerous
tracks which might otherwise be recorded
as audio. Not only does this effectively
increase the number of available tracks,
but it also allows these tracks, which are

susceptible to the quality loss from pingponging and conventional dubbing techniques, to be mixed first generation to the
master tape.
SMPL also uses the "user bits" in the
timecode to provide an indelible slate that
becomes part of the control track, and
which can be used as a cross reference for
lead and track sheets, billing notes, etc.

SYNCHRONOUS TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. BOX 14467
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73113
(405) 842 -0680
For additional information circle #92

BIAMP SYSTEMS INTRODUCES
MODEL 44 KEYBOARD MIXER
The new Model 44 compact four-channel
board features ultra -low noise, high slew
rates, and low distortion without overload.
Designed primarily for keyboard sound
mixing and monitoring, the 44 also incorporates a high -quality microphone mixer
for sound reinforcement.
Each of the four inputs channels has two
high -gain instrument inputs, designed to
prevent overload, plus a microphone input.
A special Rhodes input on channel #4 is
specially designed to balance the complete
scale range without use of an external graphic equalizer.

All channels feature master effects send,
independent effects patch in /out jacks,
monitor send, three -band equalization,
output level, and input overload LED. The
returns section includes auxiliary input
level to main, effects return to monitor,
effects return to main, and tape inputs to
main /monitor. The monitor system is
wired post -EQ, pre-level, for use as both
keyboard and microphone monitor mix.
BIAMP SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BOX 728
BEAVERTON, OR 97075
(503) 641 -6767
For additional information circle #93

UNVEILS SERIES
OF OPTIONS FOR DRUMULATOR
The Drumulator Pad Programmer
allows the digital drum machine to be
played and programmed with drum sticks
on four dynamically responsive pads,
which should simplify the process of creating rhythms with natural sounding
E -MU SYSTEMS

accents. Sensitivity and accent level controls allow the response of each pad to be
individually tailored to the user's playing
style. In addition, the Programmer

includes four trigger outputs for controlling synthesizers, sequencers or other
drum machines, as well as four external
controller inputs.
The Graphic Rhythm Controller is a
software system for the Apple II or IIe that
allows non-realtime programming of measures and songs with total dynamic control on a note by note basis. The GRC is
composed of four linked program modules:
with the Measure Writer module, a cursor
is moved around a graphic representation
of a measure of music, placing notes on the
desired beats and setting their volume levels; Segment Writer and Song Writer
modules are used to link measures into
complete songs, and then The Song Player
module is used to actually play the song on
the Drumulator.
A selection of alternate sounds are also
now available for the Drumulator. A userinstallable EPROM containing a crash
cymbal sound is available as a replacement for the standard ride cymbal.
E -MU SYSTEMS, INC.

variable between 16 kHz and 1.0 kHz. The
Modulation section has an 8:1 sweep range
that produces flanging that sweeps over

to a 2.56- second musical segment to be
sampled and repeated indefinately for
background rhythm effects.
DEU«.

three octaves.
The Waveform control continuously
blends the shape of the modulation from a
triangle to a sine to a square -wave. In addition, Modulation LEDs provide a visual
indication of the speed, direction, and location of the sweep to its upper and lower
limits. The Repeat Hold feature enables up

.,

A.A

The Model 2.56i has a suggested list
price of $799.95.
ADA SIGNAL PROCESSORS

2316 FOURTH STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94710
(415) 548 -1311

For additional Information circle #96

2815 CHANTICLEER
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 476-4424

For additional information circle #94

SESCOM SB -1 MK II
STEREO BUFFER AMP
Designed to provide a convenient means
to interface a semi -professional, unbalanced VTR or tape recorder to balanced
equipment, the gain of amplifier sections
is adjustable from 0 dB to +30 dB via controls easily accessible from the front panel.
The loss of the pad sections are fixed at -14

MOVING -FADER AUTOMATION SYSTEM
1/4

dB

ACCURACY

dB.

0

TO -60dB

IN

2 FRAMES
PROVEN
AND AVAILABLE

Other specifications include input impedance of 600 ohms balanced (pad section),
and 100 kohms unbalanced (amplifier section); -101 dB noise below rated output;
frequency response ±1 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz;
distortion less than 0.2% at 20 Hz maximum rated output; and output 600 ohms
balanced (amplifier section), and 600 ohms
unbalanced (pad section).
Suggested retail price is $190.
SESCOM, INC.
1111 LAS VEGAS BLVD. NORTH
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 384 -0993

NOW

CuL

GEORGE MASSENBURG LABS

For additional Information circle #95

ADA ANNOUNCES NEW
MODEL 2.56I DIGITAL DELAY
The Model 2.56i produces delay times
from 300 microseconds for high flanging,
to over 2.5 seconds for digital tape loop
effects
all at a full 16 kHz bandwidth.
An LED rate indicator blinks at a rate
equal to the delay time for accurate, real time echo setting.
For producing special effects, the 2.56i

-

has Regeneration, Modulation, and

PARAMETRIC EQUALIZERS
AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROLS
CUSTOM SYSTEM ENGINEERING
2323 CORINTH AVENUE
WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90064

213/479-7471

800/233 -1608 (OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA)

Repeat Hold features. The Regeneration
Hi -Cut control reduces the high- frequency
content in the delayed audio signal as it
recirculated for a natural decay, and is
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a time period. As a result, reproduction of

flOW oro uct$
V -40 FULL-RANGE SYSTEM

FROM CERWIN -VEGA
The complete V-40 consists of the B -215
(direct radiating, twin 15 -inch bass) combined with a RMH-1000 (fully encased
JMH -1 high- compression driver, with
aluminum radial horn.) Since the system
does not require bi- amplification to
achieve maximum performance, two V-40
systems can be driven by a single dual channel amplifier.
The system's direct radiating design is
said to assure alignment of acoustic sources so that sound energy is propagated as a
single wavefront, without smearing, over

percussive and other similar transient
sounds are well defined, while music and
vocals take on a more natural sound. The
V-40 is described as being particularly well
suited for playback applications involving
music, or for motion picture theater sound
systems.
The B -215 in the V-40's LF section
employs twin, vertically- arranged 15 -inch
woofers in a direct radiating vented enclosure, tuned maximally flat to 35 Hz. The
RMH-1000 HF compression driver and
horn section is a fully encased version of
the JMH -1 16 -ohm, 50W one-inch throat
compression driver mounted on an 800 Hz
aluminum 90- by 45-degree radial horn.
The cast aluminum horn is a straight
exponential radial type with a nominal
geometry of 90H by 40V degrees, and a

COMPROMISED

is

Audio processing
your ear will appreciate
offers 2 delay taps, digital I/O
port, and over 1 second full

Listen to the Audio Digital
TC2, and you'll hear less coloration than in any other digital
processor in its price range:
<.2% THD + noise; 90 db min.
dynamic range; 20 -16 KHz +1,
-3 db) freq. response.

bandwidth delay (internally
expandable to over 2 seconds full bandwidth delay).
Before buying any digital delay processor, be sure to learn
the full TC2 story.

(

Not only this, but the TC2 also
et

-i

1= 1-

:Uy

theoretical cutoff frequency of 800 Hz. The
horn provides optimum loading characteristics for the JMH -1 compression driver,
with wider controlled dispersion over the
entire bandwidth.

The V-40 crossover is a passive 1 kHz, 12
dB per octave highpass filter optimally
matched to the system components. The
network was designed for low loss, high
power handling and low distortion at high
input levels, and preserves dynamic range.
Suggested retail price for the V-40 is
$940.

CERWIN -VEGA

12250 MONTAGUE STREET
ARLETA, CA 91331
(818) 896 -0777
For additional information circle #99

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS INTROS
SIX -TRAK SYNTHESIZER

The Six -Trak is described as a multi-

timbral polyphonic synthesizer that lets
the user play six completely different
instrument sounds at one time, in a choice
of three modes. One way is by layering
several instrument sounds on top of each
other, so that they can be played in unison
from the keyboard.

n
ri
LI IJ

For UNder $1100
INC

84692 SARVIS BERRY ROAD

Call or write for
our detailed spec sheet.

EUGENE, OR 97405

(503) 687 -8412

Another way of playing the instrument
as a multi-timbral "ensemble" is by recording six different instrument sounds into
the Six-Trak's on-board multitrack digital
recorder. Functions include record, playback, programmable playback speed, pro-

grammable track volume changes,
variable -resolution error-correct, track
R -e /p 142
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duplication, and over 800 -note storage
capacity.
A third method for creating complex,
multipart music is by combineing the live
playing capabilities of the instrument
with its multitrack recording feature.
The Model 610 Six -Trak is a six-voice
polyphonic, fully programmable synthesizer featuring six VCOs and six, 4 -pole filters. The synthesizer program memory
stores 100 programs, each consisting of 33
voice parameters. Programs can be copied;
the non -volatile memory is retained when
power is off via a 10 -year backup battery.
The back panel has jacks for audio output, a multipurpose control footswitch,
and MIDI input and output. MIDI allows
the integration of a Six -Trak into one programmable system, including SCI's new
Drumtraks and Model 64 MIDI sequencer.
Suggested retail price of the Model 610
Six-Trak is $1,095.

LOFT INTRODUCES MODEL
405 -M MONO CROSSOVER

with LED indicator, and peak signal indicators for each frequency band.
Rear-panel signal connections are 1/4inch phone jacks (standard), or XLR con-

recessed, crossover controls: Low 20 to 400
Hz; Low/Mid 100 Hz to 2 kHz; High /Mid
600 Hz to 12 kHz; and High 1.2 to 24 kHz.
These crossover points allow the unit to be
used as a three -way or four -way mono
crossover. Also on the front panel are individual output controls, a power switch

nectors (optional). Suggested retail price is

The Model 405 -m five -way, 18 dB per
octave crossover features front-panel,

$599.

PHOENIX AUDIO LABORATORY
91 ELM STREET
MANCHESTER, CT 06040
(203) 649 -1199
For additional information circle #102

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS, INC.
3051 NORTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95134
(408) 946 -5240

For additional information circle #100

NEW MICROPHONE SUPPORT
FROM ATLAS SOUND
The MSB -1 incorporates the features of
both a vertical microphone stand and a
horizontal boom in one device. It is vertically adjustable in the standard height
range
42 to 70 inches
of a conventional mike stand. But, in addition, it easily converts into a 42 -inch high floor stand
with a 30 -inch long horizontal boom by
simply extending it to full height and repositioning the knob on the patented swivel.
Because this is an integrated device, it
requires no assembly or mechanical handling prior to use.

-

-

i

Tube assemblies are cold -rolled steel,
heavily chrome plated. The upper tube is
terminated in a 5/s-inch by 27 thread for all
U.S.-standard microphone holders.
For extra stability, the MSB -21 is supplied with a one-piece, 12 -inch diameter,
extra-weight cast base equipped with anti tip stabilizers and self -leveling shock
absorbing pads.
ATLAS SOUND
10 POMEROY ROAD
PARSIPPANY, NY 07054
(201) 887 -7800
For additional information circle #101
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ARTISTS X- PONENT ENGINEERING
BOX 2331 RP

MENLO PARK,

:A 94025

[415] 365 -5243
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low- frequency response, increases gain -

before- feedback, and reduces pickup of
leakage, audience noise, and room acoustics. Besides enhancing LF response, for a

ew product
NEW BOUNDARY ACCESSORIES
FOR CROWN PZM® MIKES
Because of the PZM's hemispherical
polar pattern, in some applications the
mike may pick up too much unwanted
sound, such as audience noise, muddy
room acoustics, or squealing feedback. To
solve such problems, Crown has introduced three new "boundaries" or panels to
make the PZM polar response directional.
The A240 Boundary is a transparent
plexiglass panel, two feet square by 1/4-inch
thick, to which a stand -mounted PZM can
be attached. The boundary extends the

fuller bass sound, the boundary also
makes the microphone sensitive to sounds
approaching from the front of the panel,
while rejecting sounds from the rear. By
helping the PZM to reject audience noises,
leakage (off-mike sounds from other
instruments), and room acoustics, the
mike can be turned up louder in sound reinforcement systems before feedback
occurs. The A240 includes an adjustable
stand adapter to mount the panel to any
standard microphone stand. Holes in the
panel let the user suspend or "fly" the
microphone /panel on nylon lines. Two
microphone mounting clips are attached

NEW ADVANCES FROM INTERFACE

-
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SERIES 300 FOR 16 -TRACK RECORDING:Series 300 mixers can provide for 16 to 48 Type

input modules (more elaborate equalizers) and frames can be ordered filled or partly filled if
desired to be filled later. Dual modular slider track masters have send and pan to monitor, mixer /playback switch, solo to monitor, and effects returns for each track. Type NA stereo control -room monitor
module also has outputs for phones and for studio, and talkback/slate.
SERIES 300 WITH MATRIX FOR THEATRE Configured as a theatre mixer, the Series 300
is as above with 8 submixes, each with a slider submaster feeding any number of type NXV matrix mix down modules (for example 12) feeding different places. The NXV modules have 8 insert pots each with
off/on and a slider master with VCA (standard) for output control grouping in up to 8 VCA control
groups. Type NA operator's monitor module makes a mixdown of the submixes and can also listen to
any input, any submix, any output, or any Cue/effects using the SOLO, as well as providing talkback.
J or TYPE B

SERIES 300 AS A UVE CONCERT HOUSE MIXER: Configured as a "house mixer" the
Series 300 is the same as the Theatre mixer (above) but without the output matrix. Eight submixes pan
into the NA module for a stereo house output with slider master. Operator can listen via phones to the
house mix or to any input or submix or cue mix using the SOLO.

MODa 2006, latest
SERIES3 /0:modular and plug -in and is built

in

frame sections of 6 modules, can be assembled for
12 to 48 inputs. Makes 8 output mixes plus a side fill pair with send and panpot. Transformerless
Input, four equalizers (2 tuneable, with wide /narrow
switch,) high and low cutoffs, five level LED indicators on each input and 10 level LED indicators on
Masters, solo to operator's monitor, master solo,
return solo to listen to signal after processing,
slider masters, panic buttons, splitters: everything
needed for Professional Stage Monitoring.

in this series, for location recording includes eight to 12 inputs, two outputs plus 2
Cue/Effects outputs, battery or AC operation (external PP1290 12 v rechargeable battery included provides 10 -12 hours operating time on a charge), Duncan or P &G sliders, transformer or electronically
balanced inputs and outputs, three equalizers, solo
and playback to monitor, setup oscillator, both 48 volt
and 12 'T' microphone powering, very low output
noise level (100 db below zero VU typical). Fully plugin modular in rugged case with lid, external battery
with charger, AC supply is an option.

INTERFACE ELECTRONICS
6710 ALDER
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HOUSTON, TEXAS 77081

(713) 660 -0100

to opposite sides of the panel for stereo
recording.
The Model 1560 and 1590 Isoflectors are
L- shaped plexiglass boundaries to which a
6LP or 6S PZM can be attached. Designed
for use on lecterns, the boundary increases
the PZM's gain-before feedback, and reduces pickup of audience noise and room

acoustics. The Isoflector is placed or
mounted on the edge of the lectern farthest
from the talker. The clear boundary is

nearly invisible from a distance, and is
said to help reduce "mike fright" because
there is no microphone pointing at the
user's face. The Model 1560 Isoflector has a
60- degree angle between boundaries, while
the Model 1590 Isoflector has a 90- degree
boundary angle. Since the 1560 is more
directional than the 1590, it is more effective in reducing feedback. However, the
1590 allows the talker more freedom of
movement without getting "off- mike."
CROWN INTERNATIONAL
1718 W. MISHAWAKA ROAD
ELKHART, IN 46517
(219) 294 -5571
For additional information circle #105

QUAD- EIGHT / WESTREX
ANNOUNCES NEW WESTAR
PRODUCTION CONSOLE
Called Westar 1, the new model was
designed to provide the user with a "World
Class" console at an affordable price and,
in keeping with this concept, is a full featured 24- track, automatable music recording and TV post production board.
Westar 1 features five different mike pre amps and three different equalizers that
plug in directly from the top panel, eight
auxiliary sends, fader reverse, two stereo
mix busses, and up to eight audio groups.
All this in a modular frame that easily
expands in the field.
The company will be displaying its new
product at the up- coming AES /Paris,
NAB /Las Vegas, and at AES /Anaheim
conventions.
QUAD EIGHT / WESTREX
11929 VOSE STREET
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605
(213) 764 -1516
For additional Information circle #106

SOUND CODE SYSTEMS 2350
POWER AMPLIFIER
To ensure years of dependable, clean

power, a completely discrete design with
MOS -FET output section has been incorporated into the Model 2350. MOS -FETs
were chosen for their positive temperature
coefficient, which provides for excellent

longevity, the company says.
To further enhance the unit's reliability,
a multispeed forced-air cooled heatsink
with over 644 square inches of cooling is
standard. To reduce mechanical noise, the
air is directed into two large filtered inlet
ports on the front panel of the amplifier

prior to entering the heatsink assembly.
Clipping indicators sense clipping in
either the positive or negative output
stages, not just one or the other, which is
common in many other amplifiers.

In A/B tests, this tiny condenser
microphone equals any world-class
professional microphone.
Any size, any price.

Actual size

'1'he power supply section with large

computer -grade filter capacitors and high
current rectifier offer ample current minus
objectionable ripple. This power supply in
combination with the MOS -FET output
section will deliver 260 watts into an 8 -ohm
load (350 watts into 4 ohm) both channels
driven with less than 0.1% THD. The signal to noise ratio and slew rate have been
optimized due to the lack of integrated opamps in the audio chain.
Net professional price of the Model 2350
is $595.

SOUND CODE SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 2198
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92642
(714) 554 -0903
For additional information circle #107

STEWART ELECTRONICS MODEL
ADB -1 ACTIVE DI BOX
Besides having exceptional frequency
response, low distortion and low noise
characteristics, wide dynamic range versatility is assured by an input that will
handle 6 -volt peak -to-peak, in the instrument position. When in the speaker position, the ADB -1 will handle up to 400W
RMS, and allow a more accurate reproduction than conventional miking by running
a signal directly off the speaker input.

ACTIVE DIRECT BOX

Compare the Isomax II to any other
microphone. Even though it measures
only 5/16" x 5/8" and costs just
$149.95,* it equals any world -class
microphone in signal purity.
And Isomax goes where other
microphones cannot: Under guitar. strings
near the bridge, inside drums, inside
pianos, clipped to horns and woodwinds,
taped to amplifiers (up to 150 dB sound
level!). Isomax opens up a whole new world
of miking techniques -far too many to
mention here. We've prepared information
sheets on this subject which we will be
happy to send to you free upon request.
We'll also send an Isomax brochure with
complete specifications. Call or write today.

Pro net price for omnidirectional. Cardiold. Hypercardiold, and Bidirectional models. $189.95

COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES INC.
417 Stanford Ave., Redwood City, CA 94063

-

(415) 364 -9988

Affordable
Real Time at 2The
Analyzer
Real Value for7Band
Only 498.

MODEL ADB -1

ON

OFF

IIFT

ONO.

Features:
Operating flexibility is assured by use of
either a self-contained 9 -volt battery (onoff switch is provided for long battery life),
or by running on any phantom supply
from nine to 60 volts.
Phase distortion and hum pickup are
eliminated by a transformerless design,
and annoying noise or radio transmission
is minimized by RF protection on both
input and outputs.
The Model ADB -1 chassis is said to be
indestructable, and all switches are slidetype for maximum reliability. All connection and switch locations are clearly identified on the chassis top.
Suggested retail price is $119.50.
STEWART ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 60317
SACRAMENTO, CA 95860
(916) 929 -4431
For additional Information circle #108

Rack mount with 27 double -tuned
ANSI Class II filters.
Input for microphone via XLR connectors.
Input for line via 1/4" jack.
Switch selectable window of ±3 or ±6 dB.
Measurement range from 55dB to 129dB SPL.
Send for Free Literature

GOLD LINE

-

P.O. Box 115 REP
West Redding, CT 06896
(203) 938 -2588

Name
Company
Address

City

State
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1984
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suies are made of a metal membrane,
which makes the performance of the CU41 unaffected even in a high humidity
environment, and more immune to
temperature changes.
PAN COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
MIYATA BUILDING
5 -72-6 ASAKUSA
TAITO -KU, TOKYO 111, JAPAN
03 -871 -1370

amp output.
Suggested retail prices are $1,195 for the
EMX150, $1,595 for the EMX200, and
$1,995 for the EMX300.
YAMAHA COMBO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 6600
BUENA PARK, CA 90622
(714) 522-9134

ew Product)
YAMAHA INTRODUCES EMX
LINE OF POWERED MIXERS
The EMX150, EMX200 and EMX300 are
equipped with six, eight and 12 channels
respectively, with the EMX150 rated at 150
watts per channel, and both the EMX200
and EMX300 at 250 watts. All units feature
active input circuits for matching with any
type of input, two monitor busses, one
echo /effects bus, and stereo power amps
rated at four ohms. All have three -band
equalization with sweepable midrange
and built -in analog delay system, as well
as faders and interstage patching, and a
stereo, nine -band graphic equalizer on the
output.

For additional information circle #112

SANKEN CU -41 TWO -WAY
CONDENSER MICROPHONE
Until now, the basic performance

For additional Information circle #113

LOGITEK PAI -4
PRO AUDIO INTERFACE
The new unit allows unbalanced audio
equipment, including VTRs and consumer
gear, to be connected properly to balanced
professional systems, and includes all
balancing, impedance and level changing
circuitry for interfacing two audio record
lines and two audio playback lines properly, without degrading audio quality.
Front -panel playback level controls can be
used to control the audio output level of a
VTR, allowing video editing without the
use of an external audio mixer.
The PAI-4 fits in a 13/. -inch rack height
space. All balanced connections are made
via rear-panel XLR connectors, while
unbalanced feeds come in and out on
phono (RCA) jacks. Clear labelling make
the unit easy to hook up, even for

dilemma of conventional single condenser
capsule microphones has been that, in
order to cover the full audio frequency
range, they suffer reduced sensitivity. The
48 -volt phantom powered CU -41 consists
of one small diameter condenser capsule
and one large diameter condenser capsule
vertically mounted beneath a protective
grill. The small one picks up the upper
range of audio frequencies, and the large
one the lower range. This two-capsule configuration is said to enable the CU-41 to
have a wider frequency response without
sacrificing its overall sensitivity.
Diameters of the two capsules are
designed to provide an optimum balance
between overall sensitivity and self-noise
level. A newly designed electrical circuit
combines the two outputs from the condenser capsules to produce a frequency
response as flat as ±1 dB from 20 Hz to 20

The mixers directly address a major
problem area for many integrated mixer/

-

amplifier units insufficient gain. In the
EMX Series, the power amplifier is isolated from the low-level pre -amplifier
stages, eliminating feedback from crosstalk. As a result, more than 90 dB overall
gain is available from mike input to power-

non -engineers.
Suggested net user price is $360.

LOGITEK ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
3320 BERING DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77057
(713) 782-4592

kHz.

Acoustic design of the two condenser
capsules is said to result in very uniform
polar patterns over the audio frequency
range. In addition, the two condenser cap-

For additional information circle #114
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the
complete
TASCAM MULTI -TRACK
source
also specializing in

Audio Recording Console
Model M -16 24x8

dbx

AKG
BEYER
AURATONE
JBL
LEXICON
GOLD LINE
VALLEY PEOPLE
APHEX
E -V
ORBAN
UREI

:

........... ...
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.11d!!!!! S31S 6bbb bbb6
Model M -50 Production
Mixing Console

-complete service packages available -

Check with us

for competitive packaging!

if
4).

.y.

o
Model 38 8 -Track

1

Model 58 8 -Track 1 /2"

/2" Recorder /Reproducer

Model 52 2 -Track 1 /4" Model 8516

Tascam Serres 30 Recorders are designed for high -speed

B 16 -Track 1" Recorder, standard
with full function remote control

shuttling with SMPTE compatibility for video post production.

SUN-MONKS-

1620 W Foothill Blvd.

Upland, CA 91786
(714) 985-0701 - 985 -5307

7127 Balboa Blvd,
Van Nuys, CA 91406
(213) 781- 2537 - 781 -2604

NEW HOLLYWOOD

For additional Information circle #111

STORE OPENING
SOON!

1151 Pierce Street
Riverside, CA 92515
(714) 359 -5102 - 359-6058

GAINES AUDIO INTRODUCES
AD -1 ACTIVE DIRECT BOX
The AD -1 may be used with any electric
guitar, bass, synthesizer or other electronic instrument, and features a very
high impedance input that will not load or
otherwise affect the sound of any instrument. The output is an active balanced
(transformerless) type at mike level, and
will drive long cable runs without signal
loss.

The circuit is said to offer low noise and
distortion, flat frequency response, long
battery life, and immunity to RF noise and
magnetic fields. It is protected against
input overloads and output short circuits,
and is compatible with any audio system,
including 48 -volt, phantom -powered mike
lines.

combining action of filters; 'A -inch phone/XLR balanced /RCA plug for line
input; overload peak indicator; and ground
strap lift.
BIAMP SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BOX 728
BEAVERTON, OR 97075
(503) 641-6767

ill igloo

For additional information circle #116

REPLACEMENT TAPE HEADS
FROM SPRAGUE MAGNETICS
The new line of 'A- and half -inch
replacement tape heads for MCI JH -110A
or -110B machines are manufactured by
Woelke, West Germany. Sprague also has
a complete line of erase heads for Studer,
Otani, MCI, and many other decks.
Retail prices for

'A

replay heads are $180, and half-inch are
$380 each.

SPRAGUE MAGNETICS, INC.
15904 STRATHERN ST, #12
VAN NUYS, CA 91406
(818) 994 -6602

-inch erase, record or

For additional Information circle #117

BALANCED OUTPUT

QLOCK

PIN 31.) PIN 2 (-+
PIN 1 SHIELD

MAX. OUTPUT -15 dem
TERMINATE WITH c200Á

XLR PIN

1

AL

THE INIMITABLE SYNCHRONISER

GROUND

LIFT

Q LOCK's zontrol of video, audio or film

TO STAGE AMP

INPUT
& POWER

ON

r-LEVEL SELECT -%

Ga

-

1

INSTR.

SPEAKER

OWEV

528d8V

A ground lift switch allows the user to
float pin #1 of the output XLR connector,
eliminating ground loops. A Level- Select
switch allows the unit to accept a wide
range of inputs, from instrument level to
line level to speaker level.

GAINES AUDIO
P.O. BOX 14099
FEDERAL STATION
ROCHESTER, NY 14614

For additional Information circle #115

BIAMP EQ /290 THIRD -OCTAVE
EQUALIZER
Designed for EQ adjustment to fine-tune
room acoustics, ranging from live performance and studios, to fixed sound installation, front panel controls include subsonic
18 dB per octave filter, plus an adjustable
high- frequency rolloff filter from 3.5 to 20
kHz.

machines allows the engineer to concentrate
on the perormance, not on the equipment.
Easy to operate, with interfaces to virtually
aL tape transports, Q.LOCK can handle all
the routine tasks of machine control, and
offer precise synchronisation.
New Opticns control software
permits the operator to
configure operational routines
to his owr requirements
through tl-.r Q.LOCK
control ke board.

The

experience
of hundreds of
Q.LOCK users
has led to specialissoftware control packages
for applications such as Videc
Audio Past Production (VAPP)
Sound Effects Assembly (SFX) and
Automatic Dialogue Replacemen(ADR). Containing its own multistandard
timecode generator, readers, auto -locator
functions, automatic record functions, and
supplied complete with the necessary interfaces
interconnecting cables and connectors, Q.LOCK
is the complete control synchronising system
We want to discuss your requirements.
Contact us for further details of how
Q.LOCK can help you.
AUDIO KINETICS
AUDIO KINETICS
4:21 Laure: Canyon Boulevard, Suite 209, North Hollywc+:d, California 916)7, U.S.A.

Other features include floating and balanced circuitry on all inputs and outputs;
10- segment LED ladder: smooth, accurate

Telex

194781.

Tel. 213 980

5717, TOLL

FREE outside California 80C 4.23 3666.
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FENDER P- SERIES
CONDENSER MICROPHONES
The two new mikes in the P-Series are
said to provide the accurate response
characteristics of high -performance

recording microphones with ruggedness
and reliability usually associated only
with dynamic designs. According to division marketing director Steve Woolley,
the new P -1 and P -2 cardioids incorporate
significant innovations in their intended
application area. "We don't give anything
away to the best dynamic road microphones in areas like reliability and high

SPL capability," he asserts. "For example,
the P-1 can withstand 152 dB for 1% distortion, plus it has that precise, neutral sound
and flat response of a high -quality studio
condenser mike."

FENDER PRO SOUND
1300 E. VALENCIA DRIVE
FULLERTON, CA 92631
(714) 879 -8080

The P -2 includes a switchable low frequency rolloff to compensate for the
excessive bass "proximity effect" encoun-

GE 27 STATE VARIABLE THIRD OCTAVE

EQUALIZER

THE NEW STANDARD IN

GRAPHICS

maintain a constant 1/3 octave
bandwidth at all slider positions, unlike all other graphic designs
which suffer increasing bandwidth with decreasGE 27
ing amounts of boost or cut. The consistent
precision of the GE 27 allows significantly greater
feedback control without adverse effect on
overall sound quality. And it yields a much higher
a+
degree of system accuracy in less time, due to
reduced adjacent filter overlap at moderate
amounts of boost/cut...a difference you can
Others
hear and appreciate.
The GE 27 State Variable filters

Variable design has indeed
revolutionized the 1/3 octave format, creating a
new standard against which all other graphic
equalizers will be compared, regardless of cost. And yet the
GE 27 is only $449 suggested list price.
The GE 27 State

Which proves that smart technology doesn't have to be expensive.
6510 D 216th SW

Mountlake Terrace
C O
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tered in some close -miked vocal applications, while the P -1 incorporates a presence lift switch that adds a gently rising
HF response for vocal applications, and a
high pass/low cut switch for controlling
bass response where desired.
Both models may be powered by internal
batteries, while the P-1 may be phantom
powered for additional headroom. The P -1
carries a suggested retail of $220, while the
P -2 is priced at $99, including case and
swivel stand adaptor.

WA 98043 (206) 774 -7309

For additional information circle #120

MODEL CB594 PATTERN
CONTROL BASS HORN
FROM COMMUNITY
With its mouth area of 16 square feet and
a 50 -inch air column length, the CB594 is
described as being probably the only true,
straight bass horn available today. The
horn's high directivity and long throw
capabilities is said to make it extremely
useful in situations requiring controlled
LF projection down to 50 Hz.

The CB594's pattern control features
prevent midrange beaming, and affords a
proper directivity match to midrange or
high- frequency horns. Horizontal coverage is 90 degrees at 500 Hz, and 60 degrees
at 800 Hz. The unit will accept either one
18 -inch loudspeaker (for use in three -way
systems, crossing over around 350 Hz into
the M4 midrange) or one 15 -inch driver (for
use in two -way systems).

The CB594 is hand -laminated of
weather -proof fiberglass; there are said to
be no materials in the horn that can rust,
corrode, or otherwise deteriorate due to
weathering. The rear chamber containing
the loudspeaker is provided with double sealed neoprene gasketing, and is watertight. With compression chamber the horn
is 68'/4 inches long.
COMMUNITY LIGHT & SOUND
333 EAST FIFTH STREET
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 876 -3400
For additional information circle #121

NEW PORTABLE REAL -TIME
SOUND ANALYZER FROM SPANTA

The Model ATR 1 Real Time Sound Analyzer is described as the first portable unit
to incorporate a CMOS memory capable of

memorizing 15 acoustical frequency
responses, including octave level, SPL
level, weighting and gain. The acoustical
reading is displayed with bright LEDs
next to calibrated scales. A flat frequency

response of 20 Hz to 16 kHz assures a high
degree of accuracy.
Weighing only 25 ounces, the ATR 1 has
a water -tight touch keyboard for easy
access to various functions; fast, slow and

peak response selection, with peak
response having infinite hold time; longtime CMOS memory storage with 1k
capacity; scale variation in 1, 2 or 3 dB
divisions; display brightness automatically regulated to ambient lighting cónditions; blinking LED to provide early warning of low battery condition; and input
available for analyzing exterior electrical

signals (microphone, tape machines, etc.),
with an output being available for direct
recording equipment, or exterior analysis
equipment.

SPANTA, INC.
P.O. BOX 193
FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
(201) 337 -0044
For additional information circle #122

INTERFACE ELECTRONICS

MODEL 324 COMPACT MIXER
The Model 324 is a 24-track mixer in a
compact frame for small recording studios
and multitrack location recording. The
meter bridge has been eliminated, and
each plug -in module contains all the elements of a mixer, including a slider master
channel with 10 light LED VU metering,
an input channel with track assign pushbuttons, panpot, four equalizers (two tuneable), four cue /effects sends with pre/post
fader and module/playback switches, and
elaborate solo, monitoring, and playback
features.
The basic mixer includes 28 input/output modules, one Type NA monitor
module, and an external rack -mount
power supply. The unit measures 47 x 29 x 5
inches and weights approximately 60
pounds. The Series 324 may also be
ordered with less than a full set of modules
(for less than 24 tracks), or with more
inputs. Mike inputs are balanced 200 ohms
nominal XLR -3 type; modules also have
break -in jacks, line inputs, and playback.
All connectors are on the rear panel.
The Model 324 can also be used as a
sound system mixer, making up to 24 submixes into a mono or stereo slider house
output, plus operator's monitor with solo.

INTERFACE ELECTRONICS
6710 ALDER
HOUSTON, TX 77081
(713) 660 -0100
For additional information circle #123

GARFIELD INTROS MINIDOC
SYNTH /DRUM MACHINE
SYNCHRONIZER
Configured as a low-cost companion to
the Doctor Click, the Mini Doc simultane-

ously coordinates timing for sequencers,
drum machines, and arpeggiators from

Roland, Oberheim, Sequential Circuits,
Linn, Korg, Moog, E -mu Systems, NED

front -panel of the unit, which mounts in a
standard 19-inch rack.
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Synclavier, Fairlight, Simmons, Wave
PPG, and MXR.
The unit's two independent clock circuits control arpeggiators in 22 synchronized rhythms; all instruments are synchronized to tape. Mini Doc also generates
individual triggers from audio. All inputs,
outputs, and controls are mounted on the

Recommended retail price of the Mini
Doc is $595.

GARFIELD ELECTRONICS
BOX 1941
BURBANK, CA 91505
(818) 840 -8939
For additional information circle #124

TRULY WIRELESS
NADY SYSTEMS. the Wireless Innovators
leaves the :ompetition dangling with the intro
duction of tie new 49 -HT Handheld Micro phone.
With all transmitting elements self- contai-ted, t -e
49-HT eliminates the unsightly wire antenra fourc
on cther 4911Hz `wireless' mics, while featuriig
Nady's exclusive 3- channel capabilities and ai
AudiOTe7.hnica PR60 mic element.The truly wireless
49 -HT offers tie discriminating musician, vocal's: or
speaker p-ove Nady :echnology and extra features at
a price so Ic\.l, you'l look twice. Go with the cho ce
of the pros. GET NADY NOW.

AD!
£YSTEMS

The Wireless
Innovators

Nady 49 Systems
also available
with laralier

1145 65th St.

microphore

Oakland, CA

and for musical
instruments.

94608
415-652 -2411

,-ti.
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controlled LF rolloff substantially reduces
clothing, handling, and room noise.
These sonic characteristics are made
possible through the use of a compact

acts

SHURE MODEL SM83 -CN
LAVALIER MIKE

One problem addressed by Shure engineers in the mike's design is the "chest
resonance" phenomenon often encountered in using lavalier microphones. The
SM83 -CN's wide frequency response has
been specially tailored to compensate for
this problem, with an electronically
created dip at 730 Hz and an acoustically
generated HF boost above 3 kHz. The
result is said to be an extremely natural
sound without boominess or excessive
brightness. In addition, the SM83 -CN's

amplifier supplied with the unit, and
which can easily clip onto the user's belt,
or fit into a coat pocket. It may be powered

by a standard, 9 -volt battery, or by Simplex power from an external source.
Four mounting clips also are provided: a
single -mount tie-bar; a dual -mount tie-bar
(for mounting two microphones simultaneously); and two multi- purpose mounting clips that may be connected to a lanyard or sewn, pinned, or taped onto
clothing. Other features of the SM83 -CN
include: very low noise, minimal RF and
magnetic hum susceptibility, a fieldreplaceable cable that utilizes steel con ductors for strength, a dark nonreflective
finish, and a foam windscreen for outdoor
use.
User net price of the SM83 -CN is $210.

SHURE BROTHERS INC.
222 HARTREY AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60204
(312) 866 -2553

For additional Information circle #127

Presenting the
Otan 5050 Mark III/8
...with Service

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
DRUMTRACKS DIGITAL
DRUM MACHINE
Comprising a fully programmable drum
machine featuring 13 digitally recorded
instruments and MIDI connection, Drum tracks enables volume and tuning to be
programmed individually for each of its
real drum and cymbal sounds. Extensive
editing options include auto -correct, overdub, record, erase, and copy modes.

11111111111111111111111111111111110111

Service ..
The key to your success
when purchasing a
professional multi- track.
With this in mind, PRS provides a
quality assurance program in which every machine
is individually tested and calibrated. This ensures
trouble free operation and maximizes performance.
Service ... it's what PRS is all about.
Professional Recording and Sound
1616 Soldiers Field Road

Boston, MA 02135
617 254 -2110
outside MA. 800 343 -3001
A Group Four Company
R -e /p 150
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Model 400 Drumtraks features a programmable mixer with a monophonic output (which can drive stereo headphones).
For control by external mixers or processors, six audio channels (plus the metronome) are available at the back panel
through standard 'A -inch phone jacks. The
overall memory capacity of over 3,300
notes can be allocated to up to 100 different
drum patterns, any of which can be up to
100 measures long in any time signature.
Tempo range is 40 to 250 beats -per- minute.
Each overdub of a pattern can be recorded
with a different instrument volume or tuning, in real time, or auto-corrected to one of
eight levels of resolution. Any part of an
instrumental track can be erased; patterns
can be copied and added together.
Once drum patterns (sequences) are
recorded in the Drumtracks memory, up to
100 songs can be defined. Basically, songs
are made by chaining patterns together.
Each song can consist of up to 100 steps.
Steps specify how the song is built by
selecting patterns and inserting volume or
tempo changes; songs, too, can be edited,
copied and appended.
Two built-in interface systems also are
featured: a selectable 24, 48 or 96 pulse -perquarter note clock input; and a 24 -pulse
clock output for older sequencers or
rhythm units and sync -to -tape. For operation with computer-controlled sequencers,
the new MIDI interface is provided.
Suggested retail price of the Model 400

Drumtracks is $1,295.
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS, INC.
3051 NORTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95134
(408) 946 -5240
For additional Information circle #129

DAUPHIN LINE OF CUTEC
MIXER AND EFFECTS UNITS
New models include a 12- channel mixing console, and rack -mountable digital

delay, stereo power amplifier, electronic
crossover (both two-way and three -way
models), and stereo graphic equalizer with
spectrum analyzer.
Standard features on each model
include: MX 1210 mixer
12 channels
with separate mike/line inputs, overload
LED indicators, effect and foldback sends;
CD 425 digital delay
hold function for
main delay (max 1.024 seconds), reverb
effect with combination of main and sub
delay, and to /hi equalizer; PA 902 stereo
power amp 60W per channel into 8 ohms

-

-

quency phase switch for each band; and
GS 2200 Equalizer -10-band graphic display, real time spectrum analyzer, acoustic
level pink noise generator, and input selector switch for line or tape.
DAUPHIN COMPANY
P.O. BOX 5137
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62705
(217) 793 -2424
For additional Information circle #130

MXR ANNOUNCES NEW

,,.,

1500 DIGITAL DELAY
The Model 1500 features a full 20 kHz
bandwidth at 1.5 second delay, along with
a sweep ratio of 10:1. The capabilities on
the delay range from a minimum of 100
microseconds to a maximum of 1.5
seconds, with the effects of flange, chorus,
double and echo.
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(90W at 4 ohms, or 160W mono), dual level
controls and VU meters, XLR/phone
inputs, and banana /phone outputs; CX
electronic crossovers
CX 230 features

two -way stereo, eight -step dividing points

The unit, which measures 1'/4 inches
high by 61/ inches deep, and is a standard
19 -inch rack width, has a suggested retail
price of $500.
MXR INNOVATIONS

from 250 Hz to 6 kHz, while CX 330 features six -step dividing points between lowmid and mid -high frequencies, and fre-

740 DRIVING PARK AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 254 -2910
For additional information circle #131
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TeL 1213) 994 -6602 / Tlx: 66 -2922
15904 Strathern St. / Van Nuys, CA 91406

11w8»eì19.Theß ,/ztP,t
That's our way of describing the difference
between the sound of the three models of
Ecoplates. The larger the plate, the more
high frequency decay time it can have.
Since the highs last longer, the sound is
brighter! Yet even our smallest plate has
more highs than any other mechanical
reverb at any price.
All Ecoplates have these features

Variable reverb time
65 Db Sig /Noise
Reverb covers entire audible spectrum
Remote controls available
That fabulous smooth, bright, flutter -free
reverb made famous by Ecoplate.
If you haven't heard the fabulous sound of the Ecoplate, pick up a copy of

Michael Jackson's Thriller at your local record store and listen!

Studio Technologies, Inc.
6666 NORTH LINCOLN AVE.

LINCOLNWOOD, IL 60645

an affiliate of

(312) 676-9400

Programming Technologies, Inc.

For additional informal on circle #128
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CREATIVE INTERFACE
32 ..

- continued from page

Q

What 3
things are in every
top recording studio:

A:
leading musicians
state -of- the -art
equipment
staff trained at the

Institute of

mum Volume, Articulation, and Timbre

Amount (similar to Filter Amount in an
analog system.) Notelist tells the operating system that a playable program
sequence follows; "Using 3-4" informs the
system that it will play the following
sequence of events with the timbre or
sound effect stored in memory location 3-4.
" /S1" is the MIDI device select command,
and tells the computer to which MIDI bus
sequence should be sent. (In effect, it
selects which synthesizer will be playing
the note or sound effect.)
Although this format looks similar to
the original Script format, there are some
material differences. For example, a
number of input formats are available in
relative or absolute time values:
minutes:seconds:video frames;
minutes:seconds:film frames;
film feet /frames; and
minutes: seconds: thousandths.
After the timbres are constructed or
sampled, and the SFX data typed in, the
LinnDrum can be programmed. The only
modification that has been made to the
LinnDrum, which we use as the master
clock for the entire system, is a 10 -key keypad for tempo input. (With this modification we can be sure of the LinnDrum's
initial tempo, a very important consideration for synchronization to finished film or
video.)
When the score is programmed into the
LinnDrum, the Apple II+ is re- booted with
our MIDI software. The following interface patch is deceptively simple, as can be
seen from the accompanying diagrams.
One sync pulse is printed onto tape from
the Linn. The click track will be generated
live from the Synclavier. If analog-track

real estate is not at a premium, timecode
and a click are also printed to tape. However, it really isn't necessary to print anything other than LinnDrum sync and
SMPTE timecode to tape.
The LinnDrum reads sync from tape,
while the Apple II+ reads sync out from the
Linn at TTL level. The Synclavier reads
the 1 -note trigger from the LinnDrum, and
the Apple drives the T-8 and DX -7. The
Synclavier drives its own internal 16 -track
digital memory recorder and the Apple I I +.
Everything is 100% in sync, and outputs in
stereo.
Obviously, stereo is used for album dates
and radio spots. Not so obvious, however,
is the use of stereo for differential filtering.
Signal processing and differential filtering is used to enhance a signal that will
eventually be heard as monophonic. The
left channel can be filtered, equalized, and
processed separately from the right channel, and then combined into a mono signal.
This technique is excellent for creating
phantom Doppler effects, and other unique
timbre requirements. Since much of our
signal processing and all of our stereo
panning is done in software, the computer
remembers highly complex delay, reverb
and EQ settings. As such, it forms an
excellent creative tool, and saves hours of
mixing time to say nothing of what it's
worth during the inevitable remix.
All of these techniques are leading to a
new era of music production; this is only

-

Master Click Program
The Master Click Program, written by Shelton
Leigh Palmer and James D. Kafadar, is currently
available for the Apple I1, Apple II+ and Apple Ile
microcomputers; Synclavier II and IBM PC versions will be released shortly. For further information, contact Shelton Leigh Palmer & Co., Inc. 360
East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022. (212)
980 -3445.

TYPICAL DATA AND CONTROL VOLTAGE FLOW
FOR MUSIC COMPUTER SETUP

Audio Research
LINNDRUM

Learn Multi -track

Recording Technology
in our own professional
recording studio and
fully equipped labs.

RS -232

SERIAL
OUTPUT

APPLE II-

SYNCLAVIER
EXT

EXT

CLOCK

CLOCK

IN

IN

SMART MIDI BOX
(SAVES COMPUTER SOME TIME)

Now.

Institute
of Audio

Research

MIDI IN

MIDI TO CV
CONVERTER

Established

1969

MIDI

IN,

YAMAHA

PROPHET

DX -7

T -8

ARP
2600
IIIUIII 11I111I11I

CUSTOM
LYRICON
INTERFACE
(INCL CV TO MIDI)

64 University Place
Greenwich.Village
New York, N.Y. 10003

INPUT

NEW ENGLAND DIGITAL

Register
Call or write for information.

RS -232
SERIAL

SYNC
OUT

TRIGGER
OUT

LYRICON

(212) 677 -7580

Licensed by N.Y. State Dept. of Education
Approved for Veterans Training
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MIDI PATCH BAY
MIDI IN, OUT, THRU
FOR EACH MIDI DEVICE

the beginning. Every major company has
hardware and software on the drawing
board. One of the nicest things about the
new technology is that you don't have to be
a major company to get into it. If you have
a soldering iron, a Radio Shack catalog,
and a-little knowledge of computers, you're

on your way.

In future installments of this continuing
series of short articles, I'll be considering
other roles for computers in recording and
music production, including digital sampling and synthesis, plus CV -to-MIDI
conversions.

INDUSTRY INVENTIVENESS
IN THE EIGHTIES

Studio

and On The Road
RTA 1232
113 OCTAVE REAL TIME

ANALYZER

Double-tuned filters for professional results 31
ISO bands cover full 20Hz to 20KHz SPL meter
1,2,3 dB per step 12x32 LED display Digital
pink and white noise Two balanced 15V phantom mic inputs Two line inputs $1,250.00

Mark Joseph's Bartering
for Production Services
by

In The

James Riordan

nvariably, necessity is the mother of partially paralyzed. The doctors told him
invention, and the onset of a financial there was only a two -percent chance that
squeeze in the record industry is what pro- he would ever walk again. Six months
vided the necessity for the inventiveness
later, after extensive exercise therapy durdiscussed in this column. Some people ing which he had to "reprogram the spinal
maintain that this financial squeeze is cord," Joseph walked out of the hospital.
now over. That may or may not be true, He has been a positive thinker ever since.
MOSFET 900 POWER AMPLIFIER
300
depending on where you sit in our indusMuch of Joseph's business background
Watts (8 ohms), 450 Watts (4 ohms) per channel
try, but we can all be grateful that the had been in retail and wholesale floor cov900 Watts mono bridged (8 ohms)
Exclusive
spirit of inventive conservation is still pre- ering. It would seem that this kind of expedual limiter /compressors and metering system
valent throughout the record business. rience would have very little to do with
Balanced Low Z I High Z inputs Input attenuaGood times may be on the way back, but getting ahead in the music business, but
tors Full protection circuitry $1,250.00
most of us intend not to lapse into the trap there are no boundaries when creative
MOSFET 300 135 Watts (8 ohms), 200 Watts (4
of over -indulgence. After all, isn't that thinking is applied.
ohms) per channel 400 watts mono bridged (8
what got us into trouble in the first place?
"I found that I could join a barter
ohms)
Clipping indicators
Full protection
This month's column deals with an exchange where I would provide floor covcircuitry $675.00
excellent example of not allowing the lack ering and installation in return for a comAvailable from authorized dealers.
of funds to stand in your way. When Mark bination of cash and barter credits on the
P.O. Drawer 1803
Joseph embarked on his current venture exchange," he explains. "The credits were
Shelby, NC 28150
into the music business, he barely had the
tel. 704-487-7012
... continued overleaf
capital to sustain himself. His intention
was to launch a first-class production
company that only worked with top-flight
ATTENTION MCI 500013 OWNERS:
producers, engineers, and studios. Besides
Your mic- inputs will sound much better with
recording new acts, Joseph intended to
finance accompanying videos and hire top
the MPC- 500CIMPC -500D mic -preamp cards!
music- industry professionals to guide
990 OP -AMP offers higher slew rate and output current, lower
these acts into the right deals. If there is
noise and distortion, and better sound than stock 5534.
one thing that such a list of goals requires,
however, it is money. And most of us would
JE 168 MIC-INPUT TRANSFORMER provides one-third the
stop right there until we had the money
distortion, 15 dB higher input levels and better sound than
necessary to follow through with our plan.
stock JE-115 -KE.
That's not the way Mark Joseph saw it.
SERVOIDC COUPLING eliminates coupling and gain -pot
"Instead of looking at what I didn't
have, I looked at what I did have," he
capacitors resulting in much better sound without DC offset
recalls. "I had a pretty good relationship
problems.
with some very knowledgable music peoON -CARD REGULATION eliminates the need for the MCI
ple, and I had a lot of experience in a var"swinging transistors." Reduces crosstalk and improves sound
iety of businesses. It was clear to me that I
quality. And more!
would have to find a way to turn my experience into something of value for these
14PC -500C, SERVO RESPINSE
ong -term)
and other music people, and then parlay
1. 000
that into everything I needed for my company. I figured that another thing I had
750
going for me was that sales were off in the
.500
record industry, and that meant there
would be more opportunity for new people
.250
with new ideas, as long as they could make
y o. Q00
things happen."
Talk about optimism! Joseph knew that
-.250
some of this nation's biggest fortunes were
-.
made during the depression, because the
ó 500

-
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lack of money forced people to be open to
new possibilities. The same is true today.
Any positive thinking book will tell you
that there is a positive seed in every negative situation all you have to do is find it.
Mark Joseph had been used to finding
the positive seed ever since he was
involved in a crippling auto accident some
years ago; he had broken his neck, and was

-

-. 750
-1. 0000
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BOX ÁA631

EVANSTON,
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60204

(312) 864 -8060
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good for a variety of goods and services
from other companies on the barter
exchange. I then built up my barter credits
until I had amassed a fairly significant
amount. I went to people I respected in the
music business, and worked out a structure
for my production company that revolved
around several different music industry
pros. Each of them is an expert in a different aspect of the music industry, and they
all do work for me in exchange for credits
on the barter exchange."
Well, why not? Music industry pros
spend money on carpeting, clothes, auto-

mobile repairs, restaurants, furniture,
plumbing, tires, accounting, dentists, art,
bicycles and more all of which is available on most barter exchanges. Joseph then
expanded the floor -covering part of his

-

business by allying with noted interior
designers Charles Bruno & Associates.
Bruno has quite an impressive list of
clients, and Joseph is able to provide the
"best floor coverings at the best price."
Before long, Joesph had turned this new
alliance into another plus on the musical'
side of his company by negotiating interior remodeling agreements with many top
recording studios.
"Charley Bruno was the key we needed
to expand our floor -covering operation into
an interior design company which would
have more overall appeal for direct barter.
When we can directly barter with a corhpany we aren't required to use the
exchange. This makes it more profitable
for us, and allows us to give the customer
an even better deal. Of course, not all of our

HEARS THE SCORE!
Glenn Snoddy
With a TIMES ONE you can expect
to hear a marked sonic improvement
in your speakers. Tighter bass, fatter
midrange. cleaner highs."

Denny Purcell
Its simply the

best

amplifier

I've ever heard

TIMES ONE uses video amplifier technoloti
to deliver super-fast. super -accurate. superreliable high power audio amplifiers which
will produce from 50 to 700 watts at 2 to 4

ohms with a slew rate of 130V/micro-sec. Call
(212) 935 -7222 for further information or
Design Workshop. 305 East 46th St.. New
York City, N.Y 10017.
.
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work is on a barter basis. We sell a great
deal of floor covering now and, in conjunction with Charley, assist him in some very

large interior design projects. The barter
system is now used to fill in the gaps. When
I can't get cash business, I can always get
something happening through the barter
system. The result is that our crews are
working all the time, and we have to constantly expand them.
"Of course, I enjoy the work we do in the
music industry the most because it invariably benefits my production company. I
am very proud of the work we've done with
the Robb family over at Cherokee Studios
[Los Angeles], and with Buddy Brundo at
Conway Studios [Hollywood]. These are
two of the finest recording facilities in our
industry, and anything that is done for
them is noticed throughout the industry."
The structure of Better Days, Joseph's
company, may appear a little strange to
most businessmen having a music division and an interior-design division but
there is no question that it gets the job
done. Besides the full construction and
floor covering crews in the interior design
division, Better Days has begun projects in
recording, music video, and film. The company has its own full -time accountant, and
a top West Coast attorney. The company's
expanded 12 -man board of directors
include an interior designer, building contractor, film producer, nightclub owner,
concert promoter, session musician, record
producer, music -video director, personal
manager, plus the accountant and attorney. They have been involved with the
careers of such noted artists as Stevie
Wonder, America, Michael Jackson,
Dionne Warwick, Three Dog Night, The
Eagles, Earth, Wind, & Fire, Alice Cooper,
The Commodores, Steve Miller, and many
others.
"I feel the key to our company is the
quality of people we have on our board,"
Joseph enthuses. "I didn't just go out and
grab the first people we could get. I felt I
had something of real value to offer them
and I wanted more than just a hired gun,
so to speak. All of the people on our board
have a good deal of integrity, and they all
believe in what we are doing."
Today, Better Days is well into the black
with a strong cash flow, and a vast amount
of barter power. The company has made
strong allies in the music industry, and
hopes to complete recording on an album
and corresponding music video in the
early part of the year. Mark Joseph has
proved that talent and hard work can be
turned into profit, no matter what the current economic conditions.
"There are two ways to look at an obstacle," he concludes. "You can see it as something that will stop you, or something that
will spur you on to do an even better job at
what you are trying to do. Obstacles force
people to be more creative and work
harder, and sometimes that will produce
better results than you ever anticipated. In
our case, it has done exactly that."
Joseph is currently at work on a book
about positive attitude, and overcoming
obstacles through faith and hard work. "I
don't know when I'll ever have time to
complete it but I keep thinking more and
more about it. For me, that's the first step.
Once I've got it decided in my mind I know
I can make it happen."

-

-

- continued from page
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VILLAGE RECORDER
AND MRI MERGE
Village Recorder of Santa Monica, CA,
and Motionpicture Recording, Inc., one of
Hollywood's newest film audio post
production companies, have joined forces
to create what is described one of the largest audio facilities outside of any major

MAGNETIC TEST TAPES

-

studio lot in Los Angeles.
The new post -production entity to be
known as Villge /MRI
will offer three,
24 -track studios, video off -line editing, a
35mm four -track stereo dubbing theatre, a
film and video ADR stage, a film Foley
stage, a Dolby Stereo optical transfer facility, editing suites, and production offices.
Both companies will remain autonomous in management, but will be working
collectively in furnishing film producers
with complete production packaging for
audio pre- and post-production. Village
Recorder's Michael Geller will supervise
and manage the Santa Monica division of
Village /MRI, while Garry Ulmer, owner
and chief engineer of MRI, will continue to
head up the film facilities of Hollywood's
Village /MRI.

-

L

S

INTERNATIONAL
MIDI ASSOCIATION
The International MIDI Association's
purpose is to keep users informed with upto-the -minute, accurate information regarding the rapidly evolving world of MIDI.
The IMA also offers to its members a database service.
The Association's newsletter, IMA Bulletin, is described as the first publication
dedicated totally to MIDI related products
and news.
Further details are available from Roger
Clay, IMA, 842E Vine Valley Drive, Sun
Valley, CA 91352. (818) 768 -7448.

-

AUDIO KINETICS RE- ORGANIZES
U.S. OPERATION
Contrary to industry rumor, Audio
Kinetics, manufacturer of the Q.Lock series of SMPTE synchronizers, is expanding
its U.S. operations. The England -based
manufacturing company now wholly
owns its American subsidiary, located in
Los Angeles, and plans are well under way
to set up a nationwide network of specialist
dealers and service agents, both for
Q.Lock and the recently introduced Mas
terMix disk -based console automation
systems.
John Frazer, VP of the North Hollywood
office, states that, "We aim to provide more
support to both customers and dealers,
having now established the product
throughout North America." In addition,
technical manager Sean Fernback will be
providing customer and dealer support.
Frazer and Fernback can be reached on:
(818) 980-5717 for sales and service information. The company's address remains
unchanged at: 4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, Suite 209, North Hollywood, CA
91607. Its toll-free number is: 1- 800-4233666 (outside California).

... continued overleaf -

STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, INC.
26120 EDEN LANDING ROAD #5, HAYWARD. CALIFORNIA 94545
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TRUCK FOR SALE

O S

FHR MU 2

This

the famous Wally

is

Heider Mobile Unit 2. Its
credits include: "Miles of
Aisles ", Joni Mitchell;
"Richard Pryor Live ";
Bob Dylan's "Before the

Flood"
Legal"

and
well

"Street

as Live
LP's by Devo and Elvis
Costello. This legendary
truck is equipped and

as

ready to roll.
1978 GMC 6500 chassis
Custom box

Sleeper

Waltco lift gate
Full

A/C

240V power system
A/C and technical power
on separate breaker
panels
L:

30' (add 5' for

lift gate)
H: 11' 9"
W: 8'

API 2098 32x24 console with power supply and spares kit
Wired patch bay with cables
UREI 813 time align monitors
Yamaha P2200 power amplifiers w /crossovers

12" Trinitron color monitor
Full RTS P.L. system, w /biscuit, belt pack and headset

B/W video camera
Splitter system
Limiters, equalizers
Technics M85 cassette deck
Technics FM tuner
Mic stands, cables

Truck available with equipment, or to your specifications.

For Information Call (213) 653 -0240
February 1984
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DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEMS
HOSTING DIGITAL SEMINAR
The two -day workshop, to be given on
April 16 and 17 in Boston, will cover the
basics of digital audio and its application
to the recording and synthesis of music.
Sampling, quantization, and other digital audio basics will be presented from a
non- technical point of view; participants
will be assumed to have no background in
digital audio or electronics. Digital recording, the Compact Disc, digital signal processors, and digital synthesizers will be
among the applications discussed.
The course will be taught by Dean WalIraff, a former member of the faculty at

MIT's Computer Music Studio, and the
founder of Digital Music Systems, Inc.
The course fee is $150, and the registration deadline is March 9. For more information contact Digital Music Systems,
Inc., P.O. Box 1632, Boston, MA 02105.
(617) 542 -3042.

ZENITH AND DBX SELECTED FOR
MULTICHANNEL TV SOUND
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The Electronic Industries Association's
Multichannel Sound Subcommittee has
recommended adoption of Zenith's transmission system and dbx noise -reduction
system for multichannel television sound.
The industry's unified position was filed
with the FCC on January 30, 1984. And in
a simultaneous announcement, the
National Association of Broadcasters has

MORE FOR LESS

The RCF N -480 High Technology Compression Driver gives
you more power handling, more extended response, less
distortion, and it will cost you at least 50% less than

any comparable driver on the market today.
More Power Handling for 50%
less .... 150 watts continuous
program, 75w rms long term sine
wave @ 1.200 Hz and up, 100w
program and 50w rms long term
@ 800 Hz and up.

More Extended Response for 50%

....

equal to the finest aluminum and titanium compression
drivers in high frequency response.
less

More Fidelity for 50% less ....
with low inherent distortion thanks

More Quality for 50% less

to a high dampening composite
material diaphragm.

For more information, contact us today.

EASTERN
ACOUSTIC
PO. Box
Framingham. Mass. 01701
1611) 620 1478
1
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....

the RCF N -480 High Technology
Compression Driver features a high
flux (19,000 Gauss) ferrite magnetic
structure, composite type 44 mm
diaphragm and self canceling
surround. The bottom line is
high power, low distortion and
extended frequency response
capabilities. And you're paying
about 50% less.

asked the Federal Communications Commission to adopt technical standards for a
single multichannel television sound
(MTS) system, and not rely on the marketplace for development of the expected new
services. It says that a single system would
result in the "swift introduction of high
quality, low-cost stereophonic sound and
separate audio program services." In noting the EIA's endorsement of the
Zenith /dbx system, the NAB offers that
such a move will give the Commission a
solid basis on which it can review, select,
and adopt the recommended system.
The system selected by the EIA Committee permits the transmission of stereophonic sound programming, and is compatible with existing television receivers.
The system also contains a separate audio
program channel that can be used for foreign language, educational, or other
purposes.
In essence, the Zenith transmission system broadcasts a left +right signal on one
channel, and a left-right on the other; to
maintain compatibility between mono and
stereo domestic television receivers, only
the L-R channel is compressed by dbx
noise -reduction, for subsequent expansion /decoding at the receiver.
According to Les Tyler, VP engineering
at dbx, the noise reduction encoder performs five signal- conditioning function: 1)
lowpass filtering: to remove out-of-band
signals; 2) wideband compression: to keep
overall signal levels well above transmission channel noise while avoiding over modulation; 3) spectral compression: to
maintain proper spectral balance in the
transmission channel; 4) static preemphasis: to match overall spectral
requirements imposed by the channel
characteristics; and 5) pre- emphasized
clipping: to eliminate peak overshoots.
At low and midfrequencies (100 to 3
kHz), where channel dynamic range is
widest and where most of the primary signal energy resides, the effective compression ratio is kept to 2:1, with relatively slow
time constants, to maintain transparency
of operation. At high frequencies, where
masking of noise components is especially
critical, the effective compression ratio
rises to 3:1, with faster time constants.
Passive R/C networks limit the maximum
amount of dynamic pre -emphasis to
optimize the amount of audio processing at
high frequencies.

-

-

News Notes
Soundout Laboratories' products are now
being distributed in the U.S. by MCI, Inc., of
Waco, TX. Heading up the new team at MCI is
new product manager Scott Pelking; further
details from MCI, Inc., Box 8053, Waco, TX
76714. (817) 772- 4450... Joiner-Pelton -Rose,
Inc. the Dallas -based acoustical consulting firm,
has moved into a new 9,200- square-foot office
facility. According to David Joiner, JPR president, the firm maintains a permanent full -time
staff of over 20 individuals whose only concern is
that of acoustics -related studio designs. The
company's new address is: 4125 Centurion
Way, Dallas, TX 75234. (214) 392 -7800
.

.

.

Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc., manufacturer
of the Kurzweil 250 digital keyboard (see
December issue, page 123), has relocated to
expanded quarters in Waltham, MA, which

includes 34,000 square feet of office, manufacturing, and warehousing space, almost four
times the size of the company's previous offices.
The new location is 411 Waverley Oaks Road,
Waltham, MA 02154. (617) 893 -5900 ... Digital
Entertainment Corporation, the U.S. affiliate
of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, and responsible for all professional digital audio systems
marketing in North America, has opened a
2,500- square -foot New York City sales and support facility. At the formal opening, DEC president Tore Nordahl stated: "The expansion of
our U.S. operations into the heart of the New
York entertainment studio neighborhood confirms Mitsubishi Electric's total commitment to
professional audio, in both music recording and
broadcasting." The new office address is: 555
W. 57th Street, Suite 1530, New York, NY

...

10019. (212) 581 -6100
Eventide, Inc. has
moved to a new 20,000- square -foot facility at
One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643. (201)
641 -1200. In addition to increased production

facilities for existing product lines, the new plant
has enabled the company to step up development -and introduction of new products ..
Trident (USA), Inc. has appointed Audio techniques, Inc., to be dealers for the corn
.

... continued on page 162
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RATES
$70.00 Per Column Inch
(21/4" X 1")
One -inch minimum, payable in
advance. Four inches maximum.
Space over four inches will be
charged for at regular display
advertising rates.

-

by Will Connelly
All aspects of the business side of
making records ... the role of the
producer ... budget preparation
and economics ... reducing the
financial risks of independent
record production.
$9.50 Postpaid
R -e /p Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA
90078

BOOKS

Gordon Hardy, President & Dean Jorge Mester, Music Director

Aspen Audio Recording Institute
Aspen, Colorado

SOUND RECORDING
by John Eargle
JME Associates
The best book on the technical side of recording
.

Summer 1984

3

Harold Boxer, Director

Sessions

June 25 -July 15
July 16- August 5
August 6- August 29

.

thoroughly recommended."
Studio Sound
355 Pages, illustrated with 232
tables, curves, schematic diagrams, photographs, and cutaway views of equipment.
$21.95 each, Hardbound

-

R -e /p Books
P.O. Box 2449
Hollywood, CA 90078

CC

ass

-

THE MUSICIAN'S GUIDE
TO INDEPENDENT
RECORD PRODUCTION

HANDBOOK OF
MULTICHANNEL RECORDING
by F. Alton Everest
320 pages
201 illustrations
The book that covers it all ..
a comprehensive guide to all
facets of multitrack recording ...
acoustics ... construction .
studio design ... equipment ..
techniques ... and much,
much more!
Paperback: $9.95
R-e/p Books

-

In the splendor of the Rocky Mountains,
the Aspen Audio Recording Institute offers
3 intensive hands -on workshops in live

recording techniques. Faculty is drawn
from noted professionals of the recording
industry. Using State -of- the -Art equipment,
students record daily rehearsals and concerts of the Festival presenting a full range
of recording experience from orchestra to
opera, contemporary to jazz.
For further information write.
The Aspen Audio Recording Institute
The Aspen Music Festival
1860 Broadway Suite 401

New York, New York 10023
The Aspen Music School admits students of any
race. color. national or ethnic origin.

.

-

-

P.O. Box 2449

THE MASTER HANDBOOK
OF ACOUSTICS
by F. Alton Everest
353 Pages
Numerous Illustrations
A thorough guide to all aspects of
acoustic design for recording studios ...
sound propagation ... air conditioning

-

...

design examples ... provides the
essentials to understanding how rooms
affect the sound we hear.

-- Paperback:
$15.00 Hardback: $21.00 Including Postage
R -e /p

Books

P.O. Box 2449
Hollywood, CA
90078

THE RECORDING
STUDIO HANDBOOK
by John M. Woram
An indispensable guide to recording tech-

nology and production techniques. It deals with every important
aspect of the current state of the recording
art.
$41.00, Postpaid
R -e /p Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90078

Hollywood, CA 90078
"THE PLATINUM RAINBOW"
The Platinum Rainbow (How To Succeed in The Music Business Without Sel-

ling Your Soul) by Grammy Award winning record producer Bob Monaco and
syndicated music columnist James
Riordan. Complete sections on producing and engineering including the practical aspects of pursuing a career. Also
contains a complete DIRECTORY of the
music business including studios and
engineering schools.
$11.00 Postpaid
R -e /p Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90078
HOW TO BUILD A SMALL BUDGET
RECORDING STUDIO
FROM SCRATCH
with 12 Tested Designs
by F. Alton Everest
Soft Cover 326 Pages
$9.95 Postpaid
R -e /p Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90078
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MICROPHONES
Second Edition
by Martin Clifford
A unique combination of operational
theory and specific applications
how microphones work, how to interpret response, and the characteristics
of different types of mikes and accessories ... guidelines and tests are provided for determining what type of microphone is required for various tasks
technical terms are translated into
simple English.
$11.45, Postpaid
R -e /p Books
P.O. Box 2449
Hollywood, CA 90078

1.(a) Title of publication: RECORDING Englneer /Producer
(b) Publication No 33985
Date of filing: December 1983
2.
Frequency of issue: 81- monthly
3.
(a) No. of issues published annually Six
price: $18.00
1(b Annual subscription
4.
Address of known office of publication:

.

1850 No. Whitley Ave.. Hollywood. CA 90028
Address of the headquarters of general business offices of

5.

the publisher (not printer).
1850 No. Whitley Ave.. Hollywood. CA 90928.
Names and addresses of of Publisher and Editor Publisher.
6.
Martin Galley. 1850 No. Whitley Ave.. Hollywood. CA 90028: Editor.
Melvin Lambert. 1850 Na. Whitley Ave., Hollywood. CA 90028.
7.
Owner: Galley Communications. Inc.. Martin Galley
Known bondholders. mortgagees. and other security holders
8.
owning or holding t percent or more of total amount of bonds
mortgages or other securities None.
For completion by nonprofit organizations authorized to
9.
mail at special rates (Section 423.12 DDM only): Not applicable.
10.
Extent and nature of circulation:
Average
Actual
number
number
copies of
copies
each
single
issue
issue
nearest
during
precedto
filing
ing 12
months
date
A. Total No Copies
22.822
24.380
(net press run)
B. Paid Circulation
1.726
1,726
1. Sales through
dealers & carriers,

street vendors
and counter sales
2. Mail subscriptions
Total Paid Circulation (Sum of

C.

3.439
5.164

3.438
5.164

16.591

18.778

.

E.
F.

Free distribution
mail, carrier, or
other means.

samples, complimentary and other
free copies
Total Distribution
C(sum of C and
opies not

BUILDING A RECORDING STUDIO
by Jeff Cooper
Covers all aspects of studio construction;
chapters detailing the principles of acoustics, how acoustics affect recording, how
to soundproof a room, the studio environment, and control -room design, concontains
struction, and fine tuning
numerous sectional drawings of wall,
floor, and acoustic treatments.
$31.50, Postpaid
R-e/p Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, Ca 90078
.

-

21,755

23.942

1.084

438

Office use, leftover. unaccounted.
spoiled
2. Return from
news agents
TOTAL (Sum of
F1 and 2
should equal
net press run
shown in A)
I

E,

0

0

22.822

24.380

by John Eargle

Eastman
Recording

$30.00, Postpaid
R -e /p Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90078

Institutes

Eastman School of Music of the
University of Rochester
at modern, professional

PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR
THE RECORDING ENGINEER
by Sherman Keene
A comprehensive treatise on working
in today's high -technology recording
studio ... provides information on setting up for sessions... microphone and
keeping the
tracking techniques
recording hardware in top condition.
$31.25, Postpaid
R-e/p Books
P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90078

facilities
Basic Recording Techniques
June 25- August

4

.

o

16- August 4

Instruction by leading professionals in
the fields of audio engineering: basic
electronics as applied to audio
engineering, acoustics, microphones,
tape and disk recording equipment,
studio recording, remotes, classical
recording, signal processing,
maintenance, etc. Labs, recording
sessions, mixdowns.

E

e

3
c

For Sale: APSI 3001 32x24 Transformerless console. Six sends, LED
display, Mic patching, four -band semi parametric EQ. One Year old. Price
negotiable. Call (201) 673-5680

Coordinator: Ros Ritchie, director of
Eastman Recording Services

FOR SALE
(1) MCI JH428B 28 input console; (1)
MCI JH114 24 -track tape recorder with
Autolocator II. Excellent condition.

For information and applications, write:
Summer Recording Institutes, Dept. L,
Eastman School of Music, 26 Gibbs St.,
Rochester, NY 14604
The Eastman School of Music of the University of

Rochester provides equal opportunity

R -e /p 160 0 February 1984
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EQUIPMENT for SALE

Credit and non -credit
w

.

-

Advanced Recording Techniques

c

.

Best offer.

J

(212) 362 -8100

SENNMD431U
SENNMD441U
SENNHD414
-
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6

$199 AKGC414EB- P48...$575

.....224
289
44
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i.,si
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AKGC460-B
BeyerM88
Other Models ..
50c eacm 800

"o,v

MICROPHONICS P 0 Boa 37. Brooklyn NY
WM.
(212) 438-6400
(800)431-3232

FOR SALE

...245
...218
...Call

^
11204

**

Blank Audio and Video Cassettes:

Direct from manufacturer: Below
Wholesale! Any length cassettes.
Four different qualities to chose from.
Ampex &Agfa Mastertape: from' /4-inch
to 2 -inch. Cassette Duplication also
available.
Brochure
VHS T -120 $6.00
ANDOL AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
Dept. REP
4212 14th AVENUE
BOOKLYN, NY 11219
TOLL FREE: 1- 800-221 -6578
N.Y. Res: (212) 435- 7322/Ext. 5
FOR SALE
MCI JH -114 24 -Track plus A 16 -track
headstack. Mint condition. $24,700.00.
MCI JH -110 -A 2 -track 14" reel capacity. Great condition $3,000.00. MCI JH45 autolock synchronizer. Like new
$3,000.00.
(415) 339 -2111
DJCS, Inc.
FOR SALE
2

Detailed chapters covering microphone patterns and sensitivity; condenser microphones technology; proximity and distance effects causes and
cures of interference problems; and
stereo microphone usage.
256 pages, more than 500 illustrations.

certify that the statements made by me above are correct
and complete. Martin Gallop. President /Publisher

July

-

THE
MICROPHONE
HANDBOOK

1.

11

.

.

D)

distributed

G.

.

.

1081 & 1082)
D.

.

MICROPHONICS
SENN MD4211.1

TELEFUNKEN 251 -E mikes in

original wood boxes, 2 power supplies,
100ft. cable for each mike. Good working condition. $2,000 each. Gerald
Lewis Recording, Arlington, VA.
(703) 521 -1871

-

FOR SALE
24 -TRK
REMOTE RECORDING TRUCK
Complete w /Ampex 1200, Neotek cnsl,
JBL 4333, mics, outbrd gear, FX, etc.
Ready to roll, turnkey operation. For
info or eqpmnt list call (206) 522 -8168.
All or Part. Best offer.

-

NEW API PRODUCTS
Parts
Modules
Equalizers
Factory Warranty! Immediate delivery
at CLOSEOUT PRICES! For further
information call:
RAATA AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC.
(213) 469 -9593 Telex 910 -321 -4465

-

FOR SALE
3M 79 24 track w/ select- take -two auto locator Excellent condition w/ up to
date signal & logic mods $22,000.00.
(612) 872-0646

*

* * FOR SALE
Gone out of business. Must sell.
2 Scully lathes, Ortofon Stereo,
Ortofon Mono, misc. equipment.
(312) 879 -3764, evenings

NEVE RECORDING

CONSOLE
Custom 38 Input
TOM SEMMES ASSOCIATES
(615) 292 -8130

-

Track Mixer
Professional, versatile, TEAC Mod 15 Mixer, 16 In 8 out,
expandable to 24 in, Mint Cond., Used
4 months, Orig. Owner, (212) 643-1805
8

FOR SALE
HARRISON MR3 (28x24) CONSOLE.
Parametric EQ, Automation ready. Just
over 1 Year old
mint condition.
$55,000.
Call (212) 362-7840

-

MISCELLANEOUS
Introducing

THE SOUND EFFECTS

LIBRARY FOR
PROFESSIONALS
3000 STEREO EFFECTS
125 TAPES at 71/2 or 15ips
PRICED FROM $1500.00
86 McGill Street,

arson
wear

NOND

Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5B 1H2
(416) 977 -0512

RECORDING SERVICES ENGINEER
The Eastman School of Music Department of Recording Services is currently seeking a Maintenance Engineer
with responsibilities to include: maintenance of professional recording,
sound reinforcement and tape duplication equipment; closed circuit television and tape -to -disc transfer systems;
design of control systems and special

NEW RS -1 REMOTE
CONTROL STRIP
for Tascam, Otani & Fostex Machines

circuitry and equipment
requirements. Proficiency is required
in the use of all types of test equipment.
Digital technology is required. Prefer
five years experience in professional
studio maintenance operations. Send
resume to: Personnel Department,
University of Rochester, Box 636D, 260
Crittenden Blvd., Rochester NY 14642.
Equal Opportunity Employer, M /F.
audio

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
New York City 24 -track recording facility has opening for qualified person.
Minimum three years studio experience. Excellent growth opportunity.
Salary commensurate with qualifications. Resume to:
Right Track Recording

module.

Professional list price:
$49.95
Interfaces with TEAC /Tascam tape
recorders, and can be special ordered to
interface with Fostex and Otani tape
machines.
R -TEK, A Suntronics Co.

168 W 48 St.

New York, Ny 10036

Att: Simon Andrews
For additional Information circle #145

-

INSTRUCTORS
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY, VIDEO
TECHNOLOGY, ELECTRONICS
Full -time and part -time faculty openings to teach basic and advanced technology at leading proprietary
technical institute. Industry experience
and /or teaching experience required.
Professional, satisfying atmosphere.
Dynamic Greenwich Village location.
Send resume and salary history to
Philip Stein, Director, INSTITUTE OF
AUDIO RESEARCH, 64 University
Place, New York, NY 10003

STUDIO for SALE
LAS VEGAS RECORDING STUDIO
Priced at assets only. custom designed
by noted sound engineer to produce
finest productions. Partners separating. $150,000 with terms. BIG of the
West, Inc., Lic Real Estate Broker.

(212) 944-5770

please

P.O. Box 734
Upland, CA 91786
(714) 359-6058

mention...
YOU SAW IT IN R -E /P
The Department
of Defense picked
what sound effects
library as the one
to use in all their
radio stations
around the world?

T'E

OOQUALJT °o
`

The Production
EFX Library.
5

foot ribbon cable interface

20

connector allows record, play, fast
forward, rewind, stop, and pause
functions without the need for a bulky
remote box.
The RS -1 Remote Control Strip,
which measures 51/ by l'/ inches, has
an adhesive backing for mounting on
any flat surface, such as a blank mixer

stereo albums
arranged by
categories.
Shouldn't you
give a listen?

°4_2\CKAail

1,000 pure

All metal parts and processing
Mastering with Neumann VMS70 lathe &SX74 cutter
15 RPM
Revin J Package

12" Album Package

Records and Printed Covers

$399. $1372.
i

EMPLOYMENT

To recieve

(FOB Dallas)
this special price, this ad most accompany order

I

12" 33 -1/3 Album Package includes full color

stock jackets or custom
black and white jackets.
Package includes full processing.
Re- orders available at reduced cost.

FULL -TIME POSITION in Sound
Recording Technology (Tonmeister
Studies) Program. Instructional and
maintenance /production duties. Estab-

(716) 673 -3153.

color printed labels

One

(702) 736-0019

lished successful program (80 students). Substantial professional experience in audio expected. Grade and
salary dependent upon background.
EOE /AA. Contact: David Moulton,
Chair, SRT Search Committee. Mason
Hall, SUNY, Fredonia, New York 14063

vinyl records in paper sleeves

We make full

4

-color Custom Albums, tool

For full ordering specifications call
DICK McGREW at (214) 741 -2027

rte,

2325 Girard Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55405
For additional informal on circle #146

ofp

record manufacturing corp.

902 Industr,al Boulevard. Dallas. Texas 75207
(214) 741 -2027
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People on the Move
Chris Foreman has joined the Audio

THIS ISSUE OF R -E/P
IS SPONSORED BY THE
FOLLOWING LIST OF ADVERTISERS
AKG Acoustics
A&R Record Manufacturing Co
AXE

Allen & Heath Brenell
Alpha Audio
AMEK
Ampex Corporation
Analog Digital Associates
Aphex Systems, Ltd.
Aspen Music Festival
Audio Analysts U.S.A.
Audio + Design Calrec, Inc
Audio Digital, Inc
Audio Engineering Associates
Audio Intervisual Design
Audio Kinetics
Audio- Technica US
Audioarts Engineering
Audiotechniques
Auditronics
Auratone
BTX

Banner
Beyer Dynamic
Bruel 8 Kjaer
Brystonvermont
CMS Digital Rentals
Calrec Audio
Cetec Gauss
Countryman Associates
Crown International
dbx, Inc
DeltaLab Research
Digital Entertainment Corp
Dolby Laboratories
Eastern Acoustic Works
Eastman School of Music
Electro- Voice, Inc
Fairlight Instruments, USA
Filament Pro Audio
Fostex
Full Compass Systems
Furman Sound
GML, Inc
Garfield Electronics
Goldline
Haller
Hardy Company
Ibanez
Institute of Audio Research
Interface Electronics
JBL, Inc.
JRF Co.
Jensen Transformers
Lexicon, Inc
Linn Electronics, Inc
MCI /Sony
Magnetic Reference Labs
Martin Audio /Video
MICMIX Audio
Milam Audio
Mobile Audio
Nady Systems
Rupert Neve, Inc.
Omni Craft, Inc
Orban Associates
Otani Corporation
Peavey Electronics
Polyline Corp.
Production EFX Library
Professional Audio Services
Professional Recording & Sound
Pulsar Labs, Inc.
Quad Eight / Westrex
R -Tek
Rane Corporation
Record Plant
Rocshire Recording
Roland Corporation
Saki Magnetics
Sam Ash Music Stores
Shure Brothers, Inc
Simon Systems
Solid State Logic
Soundcraft
Sound Workshop
Sprague Magnetics, Inc
Standard Tape Labs
Studer Revox /America
Studio Technologies
Summit Audio
Sunset Sound
Suntronics
Symetrix
TAD /Pioneer
Tascam Divislon /TEAC Corp
Telex, Communications
Times One
TOA Electronics
Trident USA
Turbosound, Inc
UREI, Inc.
URSA MAJOR
U.S. Audio
Valley Audio
Valley People
Westlake Audio
White Instruments
Yamaha
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pany's entire line of consoles and Optimix computerized console automation. Also, Trident
(USA) and Wilson Audio Sales have named
Trackside Engineering as the exclusive
Georgia dealer for the firm's range of audio consoles. Trackside is nearing completion of its own
in -house "mix room" which, when completed,
will function as both a multitrack mixdown room
and an equipment demonstration suite. Track side wil continue providing full service and support in the southeast, while Wilson Audio Sales,
as manufacturer's representative, will provide
assistance to Trackside, who can be reached at
2670 South Cobs Drive, Smyrna, GA 80080.
(404) 436 -3024 ... Tannoy has begun a major
marketing effort in the U.S. and Canada, with
the establishment of a new factory- backed
operation in Ontario. The facilities include offices, warehousing for products and parts inventory, plus complete sales and service functions.
Wib Heuchroth, managing director, and Bill
Calma, marketing director are based at the new
offices; 97 Victoria Street North, Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada N2H 5C1. (519) 745 -1158 ..
For the second consecutive year, Dolby
Laboratories, Inc. will sponsor the Sound
Achievement Award of the annual Nissan
FOCUS Awards Competition. FOCUS (Films
Of College and University Students) is open to
16mm film works produced on a noncommercial basis in conjunction with an American educational institution. The Dolbysponsored Award carries a $1,000 cash prize,
and a trip to Los Angeles, where all FOCUS
winners are treated to special tours and film
screenings, and a series of informal seminars on
.

Systems Division of Peirce-Phelps, Philadelphia, PA, where he will develop marketing of the various professional products
and serveces offered by the division.
Foreman has held previous positions with
Stanai Sound, Gary Davis and Associates,
Altec and, most recently, Community
Light & Sound.
P. Woody Jackson has been named
national sales manager of Klipsch &
Associates, from his former position as
western regional sales manager.
David G. Kennedy has been appointed
the new president of dbx, Inc. "My primary
objective as president of dbx," Kennedy
says, "will be to maintain the company as
a technology leader, while directing the
company's growth and expansion through
the electronics age." Kennedy, former VP
of finance for Instrumentation Laboratory, Inc., served with that company for
over 17 years. From 1967 to 1977, he also
served as director of Info Inc., a diversified
consumer durable products company.
Barbara Ann Adler has been promoted
to the position of regional distribution
manager for Agfa- Gevaert's Dallas
regional distribution center, which supplies the southwest region of the U.S.
Andrew Schatz, who joined Everything Audio in 1981, has been promoted to
chief audio engineer for the company.
Schatz previously worked as an independent engineer, and as a sales consultant for
K & L Pro Audio in Boston. Also, Lon Le
Master recently joined the company's
sales force from Neotek West. His industry
experience includes working for Val Garay
at Record One Studios, where he assisted
in the engineering of the Toto IV album

filmmaking.

Performer, composer, and producer Frank Zappa, one of the first artists to acquire a
complete digital recording system, recently played host to several Sony executives at
his Los Angeles studio, which includes a Sony PCM -3324 digital multitrack and PCM1610 two -track digital mastering unit for preparation of Compact Disc master tapes.
Seen from left:Dr. Toshi Doi, deputy general manager, Sony Audio Products Group,
Zappa, and Curtis Chan, Sony U.S. digital audio engineering manager.

THE HIT SEAT
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This is it The chair where hits are made. Behind a
state -of-the -art console. Beside racks of the best
signal processing gear. And in front of a full complement cf Studer recorders.

rosters in magazines or directories. You'll

Df course, Studer recorders do cost more. But they
earn that money back -and then some. For exam ple, studios with Studer multi- tracks produce top -10
`pit records at a rate far beyond the average for
ion-Studer facilities. Skeptical? Check the charts,
'ook up the studio credits, then find the equipment

sense. Paying business comes to the studios that
produce paying results. At Studer, we can't take all

discover

that Studer-equipped studios are making more than
their "fair share" of hits.
It

all comes down to hard dollars and common

the credit for the hit -making success enjoyed by our
customers. But we seem to tip the odds in their favor.
it your turn to try out the hit seat" Call your Studer
representative for more details.
Is

STUDER

Studer Revox America 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 372104615) 254 -5651 Offices: Los Angeles (213) 780 -4234 New York
(212) 2554462 Chicago (312) 526 -1600 Dallas (214) 943 -2239 San Francisco (415) 930 -9866
Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.
For additional information circle #149
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Special
microphones
for special sound

requirements

As an audio specialist, you know
making do with "utility" microphones
isn't good enough. You need a
complete assortment of microphones,
each suited for specific applications.
Microphones that not only sound superb but are built
to withstand the abuse of session to session punishment.

Shure SM line professional microphones offer built -in
ruggedness and reliability and are designed to give you the
optimum performance you need in every circumstance
bass drum (SM7); an acoustic stringed
whether it be for
instrument (SM17); percussion instruments (SM56 and
SM57): snare drum or acoustic guitar (SM81); amplified
instruments (SM53 and SM54); studio quality vocals inside
the studio (SM59); studio quality vocals outside the studio
(SM85); stand -up interviews (SM61 and SM63): desk -top
applications (SM33) ... or whatever your needs.
.

a

...under one cover

For all the facts on Shure's full line of professional microphones. fill out and return the coupon below for your
FREE copy of our new 72 page catalog describing over
150 microphones. No matter what your sonic requirements, there's a Shure microphone that fills the bill.
PLEASE PRINT
Yes. send me your new Full Line Microphone Circuitry Catalog,

AL700. (Outside the U.S.. enclose $2.00 for postage and
handling.)
Name

5HUE

Address

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS "...WORLDWIDE

City

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204

For additional information circle 4150

State

_

Zip
REP-284-1

